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SYNOPSIS

On April 29, 1998, the Office of Investigations, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region II,
initiated this investigation to determine whether a former Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
Corporate Chemistry manager was forced to resign from his position in 1996, as a result of
engaging in protected activities.

Based upon the evidence developed during this investigation, it was determined that discrimination
by two corporate level TVA managers was intentional and deliberate and was a factor in the
nonselection of the alleger for a Chemistry position in 1996. Furthermore, discrimination was
substantiated through a showing of disparate treatment of the alleger.
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DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION

Applicable Regulations

Allegation: Discrimination Against a Former Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) Chemistry
Manager

10 CFR 50.5: Deliberate misconduct

10 CFR 50.7: Employee protection

Sec. 211 Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended (42 USC 5851)

Sec. 223 Atomic Energy Act (42 USC 2273)

Purpose of Investigation

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region II (RII), Office of Investigations (01) initiated
this investigation on April 29, 1998, to determine whether Gary L. FISER, former TVA Corporate
Chemistry and Environmental Specialist, was forced to resign from his position in 1996 as a result
of a previous 1993 10 CFR 50.7 complaint that he filed after reporting safety concerns (Exhibit 1).

Background

FISER first filed a Department of Labor (DOL) discrimination complaint in 1993 (01 Case
No. 2-93-068), which was unsubstantiated due to a lack of protected activity. Thomas J.
McGRATH, Chairman of the Nuclear Safety Review Board (NSRB) and Wilson C. McARTHUR,
Member, NSRB, were listed in the complaint. This case was settled with TVA and FISER was
reinstated in 1994 into the position of Technical Program Manager at TVA Corporate. FISER's
position was subsequently eliminated and he was required to compete for a newly created
Chemistry position at Corporate in 1996, for which he was not selected. A RII Allegation Review
Board determined that in view of FISER's 1996 DOL Wage and Hour complaint (Exhibit 2), and
the District Director determination of discrimination, that OI review the DOL findings.

Interview of Alleger (Exhibit 2)

FISER was interviewed on August 6, 1998 (Exhibit 3), at which time he provided details
concerning his DOL complaint. A summary of FISER's interview concerning his allegation of
discrimination by TVA is contained in the Evidence section of this report.
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Summary of DOL Activities

FISER filed a formal complaint (Exhibit 2) with the DOL Wage and Hour Division on June 26,
1996. A DOL investigation was initiated after efforts to achieve a settlement agreement between
TVA and FISER were unsuccessful. The DOL investigation concluded that FISER was the victim
of discrimination within the terms of Section 211 of the Energy Reorganization Act (Exhibit 4).
Subsequent to the DOL Wage and Hour ruling, above, TVA filed an Order Denying Motion for
Summary Decision with the DOL Office of Administrative Law Judges. This motion for summary
decision was denied on April 21, 1998 (Exhibit 5).

Summary of TVA/Office of the Inspector General (OIG) Investigation

The TVA/OIG conducted an independent investigation concerning allegations that FISER was
discriminated against by TVA for reporting safety concerns. The focus of the TVA/OIG
investigation was to determine whether any current or former TVA employee was engaged in
misconduct. The results of this investigation, as related in a TVA/OIG Report of Administrative
Inquiry, File No. 2 D- 169, dated November 25, 1996, reflects that the evidence did not show that
TVA management discriminated against FISER because he reported safety concerns (Exhibit 6).

Summary

Individuals identified in the List of Interviewees section of this report were interviewed by OI:RII,
TVA/OIG, and/or DOL Wage and Hour. Subsequent to a review of the TVA/OIG and DOL Wage
and Hour investigations, OI:RII conducted supplemental interviews of individuals, as deemed
appropriate. Copies of transcripts obtained during this investigation are documented in the
Evidence section of this report. The following individuals were interviewed by OI:RII, in
connection with this investigation:

Date of
Name Position Interview

Gary L. FISER former TVA Nuclear Chemistry and
Environmental Specialist 08/06/98

Jack W. COX, Jr. Radiological Control (Radcon)/Chemistry Manager,
Watts Bar 10/22/98

Charles E. KENT, Jr. Radcon/Chemistry Manager, Sequoyah 10/22/98
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John M. COREY Radcon/Chemistry Manager, Browns Ferry 1 0/23/98

James E. BOYLES

Ben G. EASLEY

John E. LONG

Phillip R. REYNOLDS

Senior Human Resource Consultant

former Human Resource Officer

Manager of Labor Relations

General Manager, Human Resources (Nuclear)

10/23/99

10/29/98

12/17/98

12/18/98

12/18/98

12/18/98

04/20/99

04/20/99

04/20/99

Melissa W. WESTBROOK

Heyward (Rick) ROGERS

Wilson C. McARTHUR

Thomas J. McGRATH

Human Resource Consultant

Corporate Maintenance Support Manager

Radcon/Chemistry Manager

former Manager of Operations Support

Evidence

A. EVIDENCE OF ENGAGEMENT IN PROTECTED ACTIVITY BY FISER

1. FISER filed his first DOL complaint in September 1993. McGRATH and McARTHUR, who
held the positions of Chairman, NSRB and Committee Member, NSRB, for TVA, were both
listed in FISER's DOL complaint. A settlement was reached as a result of the complaint and
in April 1994, FISER was reinstated as a Corporate Program Manager, Technical Support.
This new position fell under the supervision of GROVER. McGRATH and McARTHUR
were not in FISER's chain of supervision at this time.

2. During a reorganization within Operations Support in 1994, the position that FISER was
reinstated to was abolished and he was required to compete for, and was selected for, a
position of Chemistry and Environmental Protection Program Manager, (perations Sup~brt,
Chattanooga, TN.

3. During the late 1995/early 1996 time period, McGRATH became the acting Manager of
Operations Support. McARTHUR was selected by McGRATH to be the Radcon/Chemistry
Manager. At this time, McGRATH and McARTHUR were FISER's first and second line
supervisors. In July 1996, as a result of a subsequent reorganization and downsizing, FISER's
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position was eliminated and he was not selected for the position of Pressurized Water Reactor
(PWR) Program Chemistry Manager. FISER resigned on September 5, 1996 (Exhibit 7).
FISER claims that the posting of his position, along with the Screening Review Board (SRB)
that interviewed applicants, were contrived by TVA as a way to eliminate him from
employment at TVA (Exhibit 2).

B. EVIDENCE THAT THE EMPLOYER WAS AWARE OF THE PROTECTED ACTIVITY

1. According to en FISER was reinstated to a Corporate Chemistry position in
1994, McARTHUR told wat FISER had filed a complaint and that it had been
settled and thattJISER was coming back into this particular position (Exhibit 8, p. 5).

2. McGRATH acknowledged that FISER had gone to Human Resources and had told them that
if they proceeded with the selection (posting), he would file a DOL complaint (Exhibit 9,
p. 18).

3. McARTHUR stated that he was aware that FISER had filed a DOL complaint in 1993 and in
1996 (Exhibit 10, p. 10). McARTHUR stated that KENT, who was a member of the SRB
that interviewed applicants for the Chemistry positions in 1996, had told him about FISER's
1996 DOL complaint prior to the interviews. McARTHUR also reported that he was aware
that FISER had secretly tape-recorded him in the past (Exhibit 10, p. 17).

4. COREY, Radcon/Chemistry Manager for Browns Ferry, who was also a member of the SRB
that interviewed applicants for the Chemistry positions in 1996, acknowledged that he also
was aware that FISER had filed a DOL complaint in 1993 and that KENT had also told him
that FISER had filed a DOL complaint (Exhibit 11, pp. 8-1 1).

5. KENT, Radcon/Chemistry Manager for Sequoyah, who was also a member of the SRB that
interviewed applicants for the Chemistry positions in 1996, advised that he was interviewed in
connection with FISER's 1993 and 1996 DOL complaints (Exhibit 12, pp. 7 and 17).

AGENT'S NOTE: ROGERS, who also sat on the SRB, was the only member
interviewed who had no knowledge of FISER's 1993 and 1996 DOL complaints.

C. EVIDENCE OF ADVERSE ACTION TAKEN BY TVA AGAINST FISER

As part of FISER's settlement in 1993, he was reinstated into a Corporate Chemistry position,
under the direct management of GROVER from 1994 until early 1996. In late 1995,
McGRATH was placed into the position of Acting Manager of Operations Support, which
would be FISER's second level supervisor (GROVER was a direct report to McGRATH). As
part of a reorganization and downsizing, GROVER's and McARTHUR's positions were
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combined and McARTHUR was selected by McGRATH as the Radcon/Chemistry Manager,
which, in turn, placed McARTHUR into the position of FISER's direct supervisor in March or
April 1996 (Exhibit 8, p. 15). As part of the reorganization, one of three Chemistry positions
was eliminated. McARTHUR was responsible for selecting individuals to participate on the
SRB, which, in turn, would conduct interviews for the two newly created Chemistry positions
(PWR and Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)), along with numerous other positions within
Operations Support. According to McARTHUR, he decided to use the three site
Radcon/Chemistry Managers (COX, COREY, and KENT), from Watts Bar, Browns Ferry,
and Sequoyah, b e "they are the customer" (Exhibit 10, p. 53). McARTHUR advised that
this decision was made dig* amqnthly peer group meeting, which were routinely attended
by each of the site managers. McARTHUR advised that COX was unable to participate on the
SRB and attempts to seek a replacement from Watts Bar were unsuccessful, therefore, COX
was replaced by ROGERS, who indicated that he has no education or training in Nuclear
Chemistry (Exhibit 13, p. 17). FISER was not selected for one of the two remaining
Chemistry positions and subsequently submitted his resignation on September 5, 1996.

D. EVIDENCE LINKING PROTECTED ACTIVITY TO ADVERSE ACTION

I1. Evidence developed during the DOL investigation disclosed that TH and
McARTHUR had made negative comments concerning FISER. _indicated that he
I tcha his was related to FISER's 1993 DOL complaint (Exhibit 14). _

peported tha t_ McARTHUR told him that plant
management at SEQUOYAH had wanted M to fire FISER (Exhibit 15, p. 14), because
FISER refused to implement Chemistry procedures requested by McGRATH, who was the
Chairman of the NSRB.

2. FISER claims that the SRB was contrived and that another individual, Sam HARVEY,
Corporate Chemist, was preselected for the PWR Chemistry position. According to David J.
VOELLER, who was the Chemisty Superintendent at Watts Bar (supervised by COX), he
received a telephone call from HARVEY during the week of June 3, 1996, at which time
HARVEY told him that he would be working more closely with Watts Bar in the future and
that he felt sorry for FISER as the odd man out. According to VOELLER, HARVEY went on
to state that the interviews would still be conducted to keep it legal (Exhibit 16, pp. 1-12).
During subsequent interviews of HARVEY, he denied that anyone had promised him the
PWR Chemistry position (Exhibits 17 and 18).

3. COX reported that VOELLER told him that HARVEY had contacted him prior to the
interviews and that HARVEY told him that he would be working more closely with him at
Watts Bar (Exhibit 19, p. 7).
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4. According to , KENT, McARTHUR, EASLEY, and HARVEY, prior to the posting
of the Corporate Chemistry positions, KENT and Gordon RICH (another Corporate Chemist)
indicated that they wanted to transfer HARVEY to a vacant Chemistry position at Sequoyah.

_~ advised that he spoke to EASLEY about the request and was told what needed to
be done to effect the transfer. _ advised that EASLEY told him to speak to
McGRATH about the transfer. _ reported that McGRATH was opposed to the idea
and that McGRATH stated that he "wanted to keep Sam here at the Corporate and he really
looked upon him as the PWR guy and wanted to keep that expertise here"(Exhibit 8, pp. 24-
25).

5. McGRATH could not recall saying that he wanted to keep HARVEY's expertise at Corporate
(Exhibit 9, p. 17).

6. Shortly after McARTHUR was placed into the position of FISER's direct supervisor, he was
given the responsibility to select individuals to comprise the SRB that would be determining
who would be selected for the two Corporate Chemistry positions. According to
McARTHUR, it was decided during a monthly peer group meeting that the three site
Radcon/Chemistry Managers would be asked to participate on the SRB, since the Corporate
Chemistry positions supported all three sites. FISER had been providing support to Watts
Bar, HARVEY had provided support to Sequoyah and E. S. CHANDRESAKARAN (another
Chemistry employee) had provided support to Browns Ferry. According to McARTHUR, in
order to accommodate various schedules, it was decided that the interviews would be
conducted the same date as the next monthly peer group meeting. McARTHUR claimed that
COX indicated that he would not be available and that attempts were made to get the assistant
plant manager at Watts Bar to take COX's place, but that he was also unable to attend on this
particular date (Exhibit 10, p. 39). McARTHUR stated that he talked to McGRATH and
Human Resources and that they felt that ROGERS would be a good candidate to be on the
SRB. McARTHUR further reported that during a coffee break after a peer group meeting,
COX indicated that he didn't need to be a member of the SRB because he would vote for
FISER. McARTHUR related that he passed this information on to McGRATH and that
McGRATH had stated "that would exclude him from the board" (Exhibit 10, p. 41).
McARTHUR related that Human Resources stated the same thing.

7. According to COX, he initially agreed to participate on the SRB but that he was given short
notice concerning the SRB, stating that "it was a last minute kind of deal" (Exhibit 19, p. 6).
COX further stated that it was the date of the interviews when he told McARTHUR, KENT,
and COREY that FISER was "a good selection for the position." COX further related that he
let McARTHUR know he would not be able to participate on the SRB several days prior to
the interviews, although he could not recall the reason he was not able to attend (Exhibit 19,
pp. 6-8). McARTHUR stated that that he didn't need to be a member anyway and that "you
guys know what my vote is anyway," and that COX said that he would vote for FISER.
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McARTHUR stated that when he told this to McGRATH that McGRATH said, "well that
would exclude him from the board." McGRATH reported that he "felt it would be
inappropriate to put someone on a panel who has already expressed that they have made up
their mind" (Exhibit 9, p. 22).

8. McARTHUR indicated that he couldn't remember if VOELLER, who was the Chemistry
Superintendent under COX, was considered as a replacement for COX. McGRATH reported
that there was no attempt to reschedule the interviews nor to arrange for VOELLER to replace
COX (Exhibit 9, pp. 19-20).

9. eported that a couple of days prior to the interviews for the Chemistry positions,
McARTHUR was talking to EASLEY in his office and calle cnto his office
(McAR 's office). McARTHUR to l at he could not get COX. According
to he told McARTHUR that he siou iae COX on the board. tated
that McARTHUR told him that he would have to talk to McGRATH. indicated
that he was told that COX didn't want to be on the board (Exhibit 8).

10. EASLEY. Nuclear Human Resources Officer, advised McARTHUR, McGRATH, and
BOYLES that it would be best to have COX on the board because he was the one who FISER
provided support to. EASLEY did not know the reason why COX could not participate other
than he thought that COX had eliminated himself (Exhibit 20, pp. 68-70).

11. McGRATH indicated that he recalls asking Human Resources to ensure that the people who
were involved in the board had not been involved in FISER's past DOL complaints and that
BOYLES told him later that even though the Human Resource person was only a support to
the review that he changed the Human Resource person because he had been involved in the
previous complaint (Exhibit 9, pp. 24-25).

AGENT'S NOTE: As previously reported, both KENT and COREY, who were
members of the SRB, had knowledge of FISER's DOL complaints.

E. EVIDENCE OF DISPARATE TREATMENT

1 . During the reorganization in Operations Support in 1996, which included Chemistry, FISER's
position for which he interviewed for in 1994, was eliminated. In the newly created position,
the environmental portion of the job description was eliminated. According to EASLEY, who
was looked upon as the expert in Human Resources by BOYLES and others because of his
vast amount of experience, the newly created Chemistry positions were different and the
positions should have been posted (Exhibit 20, p. 13). FISER was interviewed for one of the
two Chemistry positions but was not selected. The newly created Chemistry positions were
similar to the position that FISER was placed into in 1994, in settlement of his 1993 DOL
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complaint, in that neither one of the positions contained any environmental functions. A
review of records conducted by TVA disclosed that FISER's job description from 1994, prior
to the reorganization of 1994, could not be located (Exhibit 21).

2. As part of the reorganization of 1994, McARTHUR's job description was also changed and he
was required to apply and interview for the position of Radcon Manager. McARTHUR was
also selected for the newly created position. McARTHUR states that he was responsible for
rewriting the new position description for the Radcon Manager position, and that he provided
the position to his supervisor and to Human Resources (Exhibit 10, p. 29). Juring the
reorganization of 1996, McARTHUR's and GROVER's positions were combined and
McARTHUR was selected by McGRATH as the Radcon/Chemistry Manager. McGRATH
claims that Human Resources (BOYLES) advised him that McARTHUR should be placed
into the newly created position of Radcon/Chemistry Manager because he had held a similar
position prior to the reorganization in 1994 (Exhibit 9, p. 26). McGRATH claims that this
was a Human Resources decision and that he did not realize he had the authority to make the
decision on whether or not to post the position or to transfer McARTHUR into the position
(Exhibit 9, p. 29).

3. TVA policy during 1996, dated March 23, 1993 (Exhibit 22), states that, "All vacant
management schedule positions, PG-I through senior manager, will be announced TVA-wide
subject only to the following limited exceptions...Waivers to this announcement requirement
may be requested from the senior vice president of HR [Human Resources], who is the only
official responsible for the approval of such requests." A Nuclear Power (NP) Business
Practice Memo implementing the above policy, dated September 30, 1993, further states that,
"All vacant, permanent... PG-I through senior management and specialist positions must be
posted..." (Exhibit 23). This memo is directed to apply to "All Nuclear Power personnel who
select candidates for management and specialist positions."

4. According to BOYLES, the policy in place in 1996 applied to PG- l through PG- l 1, and
because the newly created position of Radcon/Chemistry Manager was a senior level position,
he had more leeway to determine whether or not to post the position. BOYLES stated that
after discussing this with his supervisor and line management, he made the determination that
the new position was similar to the position McARTHUR held prior to the 1994
reorganization and that McARTHUR could be put in place without advertising/posting the
position. BOYLES continued to claim throughout his interview that he had leeway whether
even to post the job or not (Exhibit 24, p. 17). BOYLES denied that EASLEY, whose
expertise BOYLES relied on heavily, stated that he recommended that the newly created
position McARTHUR was placed into should have been advertised or that a waiver should
have been obtained from Human Resources in Knoxville, TN.
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5. According to EASLEY, after he recommended that the newly created position of
Radcon/Chemistry Manager be advertised, BOYLES spoke to McGRATH and that
McGRATH thought that McARTHUR was the best qualified person for the position since he
had been in that position before (Exhibit 20, p. 57). EASLEY states that McARTHUR and
GROVER were at the same level and that this situation was also similar to FISER having been
in a similar position in the past.

6. REYNOLDS, General Manager of Nuclear Human Resources and BOYLES' supervisor,
denied that EASLEY recommended that the position McARTHUR was transferred into should
have been posted. REYNOLDS related that there was more discretion on making that
judgment with respect to senior managers or higher grade managers and that this particular
policy (the posting of positions) was not mandated by law (Exhibit 25, pp. 22-23).
REYNOLDS advised that McARTHUR had been in a position that had both Radcon and
Chemistry back in 1991 or 1992 and that there were a series of events that occurred and
McARTHUR was placed into a position in which there was inadequate documentation
concerning his position (Radcon). REYNOLDS advised that when comparing two jobs in
determining whether a position should be posted or a transfer is justified, the comparison is
done between the newly created position and the employees job description of record, which
happened to be the position McARTHUR held during the time period of 1991-1992
(Exhibit 25, p. 15).

7. claims that he told McGRATH that he was interested in applying for th
Exhib8, p. 33). After McARTHUR was transferred

in oeacnChrisr Mngrpsition, poke to BOYLES and REYNOLDS
abo ffesd them that he felt tha t_~

pp 44 an 47). A copy of the written
agreement is Exhibit 26.

8. LONG, Manager of Labor Relations during the 1996 time frame, stated that when a
comparison is done to determine whether a position is posted, the comparison is done by
reviewing the employee's official job of record, which is contained in the Personnel History
Record (Exhibit 27, p. 21). LONG related that "...in some cases, in having participated in
many reorganizations and reductions in force at TVA, in looking at this thing.. .you would
come upon a situation where you pulled the employee's position of record out of the file or the
personnel history record,.. .and it may not be the most up-to-date thing, it may not be the
most... reflective" (Exhibit 27, p. 23).

9. Evidence was developed during a review of personnel records (Exhibit 28) verifying that the
position McARTHUR applied and was selected for, Manager of Radcon (#6593), in 1994,
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was, in fact, advertised. As indicated previously, McARTHUR reported that he had written a
job description for this position and had provided it to his supervisor and to Human
Resources, although a review of his Personnel History Record in 1999 failed to locate a job
description from this particular position.

10. A review of McARTHUR's Personnel History Record disclosed that no position description
for the position McARTHUR was interviewed and selected for in 1994, Radcon Manager,
could be located (Exhibit 29).

11. Subsequent to a request by OI:RII, TVA advised that a position description for the position
FISER was reinstated to prior to the 1994 reorganization, could not be located.
CHANDRASEKARAN and HARVEY held the same positions in Corporate Chemistry but
position descriptions for these two individuals prior to the 1994 reorganization also could not
be located, thus preventing a comparison of FISER's job description in 1994 with the newly
created PWR Chemistry position created during the reorganization in 1996.

F. EVIDENCE CONCERNING FISER'S SKILLS AND QUALIFICATIONS

I1. COX, who was the Radcon/Chemistry Manager at Watts Bar, told McARTHUR, COREY,
and KENT that"...Fiser was a very good selection for this position and that from a Watts Bar
perspective, he had done anything we had asked him in any hours of the day and night..."
(Exhibit 19, p. 10).

2. VOELLER, who was the Chemistry Superintendent at Watts Bar, stated that "...Gary would
be a better candidate as far as interface with the site and dealing with a whole host of issues
and communication, and it would be more affective" (Exhibit 16, p. 25---of the actual
transcript).

3.

stated that "I would have had to select Gary and it wvill be - and that selection would be based
on an objective decision and one of the main reasons why he would get the edge is because
Gary was very interchangeable with all the sites" (Exhibit 8, p. 66).

4. _ who was also related that "Without
knowing either one of them, being put in that position in evaluang just their paperwork, there
is no doubt in my mind that Pfizer [sic]...his work history is much more impressive than
Harvey's, and I would have to go with that decision, that Pfizer [sic] was the dominant
candidate (Exhibit 15, p. 24).
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5. A comparison of performance review evaluations for FISER and HARVEY was conducted for
years 1993-1994 and 1994-1995 (Exhibit 30). FISER was ranked higher than HARVEY in
each of these evaluations.

Agent's Analysis

A review of the evidence reflects that FISER engaged in protected activity by filing his first DOL
complaint in 1993. McGRATH, Chairman of the NSRB, was identified in FISER's complaint.
Evidence reflects that McGRATH recommended to the Sequoyah plant management that FISER
should be terminated because of his refusal to implement new Chemistry procedures. As settlement
of the complaint, FISER was reinstated to a Corporate Chemistry position in 1994. Despite the fact
that a period of over two years lapsed between the time of FISER's 1993 DOL complaint and the
elimination of his position in 1996, it was noted that McGRATH and McARTHUR were not in
FISER's direct management until late 1995/early 1996, and did not have control over FISER until
this time. Shortly after McGRATH was appointed as the General Manager of Operations Support, a
reorganization was announced and FISER's Chemistry and Enviornmental Protection Specialist
position was eliminated. Two new Chemistry positions were created and McGRATH decided that
the new positions needed to be advertised. Evidence reflects that McGRATH favored HARVEY
over FISER for the PWR Chemistry position. McGRATH prevented the transfer of HARVEY from
a Corporate Chemistry position to a Sequoyah Chemistry position. If this transfer had occurred, it
is likely that FISER would have been selected for the PWR Chemistry position. McGRATH stated
that he wanted to keep HARVEY's expertise at Corporate and that he looked upon HARVEY as the
PWR Chemistry person. Additionally, HARVEY contacted the Chemistry Superintendent at Watts
Bar prior to the interviews and told him that he would be working more closely with Watts Bar in
the future and that the interviews would still be conducted to keep things legal. The evidence also
reflects that COX, who had voiced his support of FISER, was eliminated from participating on the
SRB. McARTHUR stated that the site Radcon/Chemistry managers were selected because they
were the "customers," yet there was no attempt to replace COX with someone from the Watts Bar
Chemistry Division, who have had the knowledge of the chemistry needs of Watts Bar or of the
chemistry qualifications of the applicants. Information provided by COX contradicts information
provided by McARTHUR and the other site Radcon/Chemistry Managers. COX advised that he
was given short notice concerning the SRB, although the others stated that everyone was asked to
participate at least one month prior to the SRB, during a monthly peer group meeting. COX's
failure to recall why he was unable to participate on the date of the SRB is also questionable.

Additionally, McGRATH indicated that the intent of the SRB was to have a fair selection process,
in which no one had past knowledge or involvement with FISER's DOL complaints, yet both
COREY and KENT had knowledge of FISER's past and present DOL complaints, which had been
discussed on the day that interviews were conducted of the applicants. KENT had also been
interviewed regarding FISER's 1993 DOL complaint.
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The circumstances surrounding the selection of the participants on the SRB and the subsequent
selection of HARVEY over FISER for the PWR Chemistry positions are questionable and lead to
the conclusion that the SRB was pretextual and designed to discriminate against FISER because of
his past DOL complaint. The evidence also reflects that McGRATH allowed McARTHUR to
transfer into the newly created position of Radcon/Chemistry Manager, which was a violation of
TVA's internally mandated policy of advertising all positions and further amounted to the disparate
treatment of FISER.

Coordination with Regional Counsel

Conclusions

Based upon the evidence developed during this investigation, it was determined that discrimination
by McGRATH and McARTHUR was intentional and deliberate and was a factor in the
nonselection of FISER for a Chemistry position in 1996. Furthermore, discrimination was
substantiated through a showing of disparate treatment of FISER.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

On July 30, 1999, the facts of this investigation were presented to William P. SELLERS, Senior
Legal Advisor for Regulatory Enforcement, General Litigation Division and Legal Advice Section,
Criminal Division, U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, D.C., for consideration of criminal
prosecution. SELLERS declined prosecution in favor of appropriate administrative/civil action by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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DIANE BENSON. Special Agent

DARRELL WHITE, Specal Agent
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P R O C E E D I N G S

[12:56 p.m.]

MS. BENSON: For the record, today's date is

August 6, 1998. The time now is approximately 12:56.

I am Special Agent Diana Benson of the NRC Office

of Investigations, Region II, Atlanta, Georgia, and I'll be

conducting this interview.

During this proceeding, which is being recorded

for transcription, the NRC Office of Investigations will

conduct an interview of Mr. Gary Fiser. This interview

pertains to OI Investigation Number 298-013. The location

of this interview is the NRC Technical Training Center, 5746

Marlin Road, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Others in attendance at this interview with Mr.

Fiser is Darrell White, Special Agent, Office of

Investigations, Region II, Atlanta, Georgia.

Mr. Fiser, if you would raise your right hand,

please?

Whereupon,

GARY FISER,

the Interviewee, was called for examination by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission Office of Investigations and, having

been first duly sworn, was examined and testified as

follows:

EXAMINATION

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Court Reporters

1025 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 1014
Washington, D.C. 20036
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1 BY MS. BENSON:

2 Q If you will, for the record, provide me with your

3 full name, spelling your middle and last name.

4 A Okay. It's Gary, G-a-r-y, Lynn -- that's L-y-n-n

5 -- Fiser, F-i-s-e-r.

6 Q Okay. And your date of birth?

7 A _ _ _

8 Q Okay. And your social security number.

9 A

10 Q Okay. And your current address.

11 A

12

13 Q Okay. And your home phone number, please?

14 A Is area code

15 Q Okay. I provided you a copy of Section 1001 of

16 Title XVIII of the United States Criminal Code and asked you

17 to read this particular section. Do you understand it after

18 having read this Title?

19 A Yes, ma'am.

20 Q Okay. All right.

21 Prior to the interview, I explained to you that

22 what we would be talking about in this investigation is the

23 DOL and ERA complaint that you filed in 1996, and that

24 during the discussion, I would ask you to identify certain

25 people that you're working with at the plant.
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But I guess first what I would like to do is have

you give me a little bit of background on your professional

career in the nuclear field prior to beginning here in the

Chattanooga area.

A Okay. I started to work in 1973 -- I think it was

September of 1973 -- at Arkansas Power and Light, Arkansas

Nuclear 1, as a chemist HP, and spent 14 years there, worked

up to the radiochemistry manager, and in approximately

September of '87, left Arkansas Power & Light to begin work

with TVA, Tennessee Valley Authority, as a corporate

chemistry and environmental manager, and my -- I was

assigned to basically help the chemistry program at Sequoyah

Nuclear Plant in Soddy-Daisy, Tennessee.

Q Can you tell me what level you were? Was that a

PG --

A Yes.

Q -- level?

A Actually, at that stage in '87, they referred to

it as an M6 position.

Q And what did MG stand for?

A Management level 6 is what I'm guessing at.

Q All right.

A If I recall correctly. They later changed those

to PG something or other.

Q And excuse me for not having background, but what

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Court Reporters
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1 does PG stand for?

2 A I'm going to guess again. Pay Group.

3 Q Okay.

4 A They just changed it from one designation to

5 another.

6 Q Is that a supervisory level?

7 A Yes, it is.

8 Q Okay.

9 A Management. As I said, the M stood for management

10 level 6.

11 Q Okay.

12 A So it was a supervisory position.

13 Q Okay. I'm sorry. I didn't mean to interrupt you.

14 And then after Soddy-Davis?

15 A I stayed at the corporate chemistry job until

16 approximately April of '88, at which point in time I became

17 the chemistry manager -- I think at the time, they called it

18 the chemistry superintendent -- at Sequoyah. I moved from

19 my corporate chemistry position in downtown, Chattanooga to

20 the site position as chemistry manager and remained

21 chemistry manager until approximately 1992, at which point,

22 in about March of 192, I think it was, I was rotated from

23 the chemistry manager position at Sequoyah to the corporate

24 chemistry manager, downtown Chattanooga, taking over for

25 Bill Jocker, and Bill moved to my position at Sequoyah as

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Court Reporters

1025 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 1014
Washington, D.C. 20036
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1 the chemistry manager.

2 Now, that remained in effect for approximately a

3 year, and then in -- and these are approximate dates because

4 I don't have my notes in front of me, but in approximately

5 March of '93, I was told that my position at Sequoyah had

6 been determined to be surplus, and so I had no position, and

7 they rotated Bill Jocker from Sequoyah back to my position

8 downtown and I was placed in the employee transition

9 program, and I stayed there for roughly a year, at which

10 time -- that would have been in March, April of '94 -- I was

11 selected for a chemistry, let's see, chemistry specialist

12 position -- these titles changed all the time; I can't

13 remember exactly what it was -- specialist position back

14 downtown, corporate chemistry, and my plant that I was

15 responsible for in '94 was Watts Bar and helping them get

16 ready to start up.

17 At that time, I was working for Ron Grover, who

18 was the corporate chemistry manager, and that -- about three

19 months later, they changed that position from a chemistry

20 specialist to a chemistry and environmental specialist and

21 the title changed, nothing else changed.

22 Now, that -- I'm guessing again -- would have been

23 maybe June or July of '94.

24 Q You're saying the title changed there, but nothing

25 in your job function.

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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1 A Well, they added --

2 Q But did they --

3 A They added --

4 Q -- rewrite the job description?

5 A They added the environmental functions into the

6 job description, but we still had people that were there in

7 the environmental arena and they continued to do those

8 functions. So I never did the functions.

9 They did add them to our job description, but

10 there were others in the group that continued to do those

11 job functions. So, and this is a key point, I know, for the

12 record, we never did those. So essentially, it never

13 changed even though they did change the title. That was the

14 case until '96, so it had been two years later.

15 They decided to reorganize and get rid of some

16 positions, and that's when we had to interview for our jobs

17 again, which is basically the exact same job that I was

18 doing -- nothing changed -- and I was not selected for that

19 job.

20 So I was then -- we had the choice of either going

21 into another like in services organization for a period of

22 time and we could look for a job or go ahead and retire, and

23 I elected to retire, and that would have been in September

24 -- September the 30th of 1996.

25 So I think that's --

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Court Reporters
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1 Q Yes, and I appreciate the fact that you identified

2 positions, basically what we're looking at right now, --

3 A Yeah.

4 Q -- instead of going into events.

5 Really, the next portion of the interview, what I

6 would like to do is indicate that what we're looking at is

7 your 1993 DOL complaint which affected your 1996 DOL

8 complaint, or led to, possibly led to.

9 A Okay.

10 Q And some of the individuals that we'll be going

11 over, discussing today, what I would like to do is go ahead

12 and identify them right now, go over the different positions

13 they held during the 1993 time frame, and then again during

14 the 1996 time frame, and have you identify those positions

15 as you remember them that they held during those time

16 frames, okay?

17 A Okay.

18 Q The first one -- individual I would like to

19 identify is Thomas McGrath, and the spelling, for the

20 record, last name is M-c-G-r-a-t-h.

21 What position did he hold during the '93-94 time

22 frame?

23 A If I remember correctly, he was the chairman of

24 the NSRB.

25 Q Okay. The NSRB standing for?
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A Nuclear Safety Review Board.

Q Okay. Do you know whether that was his only job

function?

A I do not.

Q Okay. But you know that's a position that he held

at that time?

A Yes, I do.

Q Okay. And how about in July of '96? Do you

recall what he was doing then?

A In July of '96, he had -- some time previous to

that, he had taken over as -- and again, the exact title,

I'm not sure of, but -- let's see. Due to a death in the

organization, he was filling in for -- and a temporary

position, I think -- over the chemistry environmental health

physics --

Q Would that be called the Operations Support

Division?

A I think so, but again, --

Q Okay.

A -- I'm not absolutely sure.

Q Okay. And, okay, that was in July of '96, and

that's for Mr. Thomas McGrath-

In '93, it was the Nuclear Safety Review Board and

possibly in an acting position in '96 as the manager of the

Operations Support Division.
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1 A Uh-huh.

2 Q And in '93, what -- were you underneath his

3 position at all --

4 A No.

5 Q -- as far as him being --

6 A No.

7 Q Okay. And what about in '96, when he became --

8 A Yes.

9 Q -- acting, were you -- what position did you hold

10 underneath him?

11 A Okay. In 1996, I was reporting directly to Ron

12 Grover, and Ron Grover reported directly to Tom McGrath.

13 Q Okay. That's some time in '96?

14 A That's correct.

15 Q Okay.

16 A Or possibly '95. I'm not sure exactly what time

17 that happened.

18 Q So he would be like a second-line supervisor. The

19 first line --

20 A Yes. He was in my direct line of supervision.

21 Q Okay. And the next person that we will look at in

22 '93-94 time frame is Wilson McArthur.

23 A Uh-huh.

24 Q Spelling of his last name is M-c-A-r-t-h-u-r.

25 Do you know what position he was holding during
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1 the '93-94 time frame?

2 A In the '93-94 time frame, he was the corporate rad

3 protection manager.

4 Q Okay. And did he -- in '93-94, what connection

5 did he have under Mr. McGrath, if anything at all? Did they

6 work --

7 A Yes. Wilson was a member. Now, McGrath was the

8 chairman of the NSRB. Wilson McArthur was one of the

9 individual members of the NSRB. So they did work together

10 in that regard.

11 Q Okay. But he also held another position besides

12 being a member of the NSRB?

13 A Correct.

14 Q Okay. In July of '96, do you know what position

15 Mr. McArthur was holding?

16 A In July of '96. Sometime -- it may have been

17 subsequent to July; I'm not sure of the exact date again

18 --he once again became the chemistry -- the -- let's see,

19 what was I going to say. The rad-con chemistry manager.

20 Q Okay.

21 BY MR. WHITE:

22 Q Does that fall under McGrath?

23 A Yes.

24 BY MS. BENSON:

25 Q Okay. Is that next to Ron Grover or replacing Ron

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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1 Grover?

2 A Replacing.

3 Q Okay.

4 A Ron's job went away sometime in that time frame.

5 Q Okay. So Mr. McArthur became your first-line

6 supervisor at some point --

7 A That is correct.

8 Q -- during 1996? Okay.

9 And then we've already identified Mr. Grover, Ron

10 Grover, and Grover is G-r-o-v-e-r, and you were -- were you

11 working for him during the '93-'94 time frame?

12 A Yes, ma'am.

13 Q Okay.

14 A Well, not '93. '93, I was in employee transition.

15 Q Okay.

16 A But '94, '95 and a good portion of '96, I was

17 working for him, before Wilson took over his job functions.

18 Q Okay. And some of these may go outside, actually,

19 of the direct reporting chain here for a minute, but the

20 next one that I would like to identify is Mr. Philip

21 Reynolds, R-e-y-n-o-l-d-s.

22 What position did he have?

23 A He was the head of personnel.

24 Q Okay.

25 BY MR. WHITE:
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Q So he would be in the same line -- or not same

line, but same --

A No. He was a direct report to the CEO or head of

nuclear power, which would be Oliver Kingsley.

Q Would he be equal with McGrath?

MS. BENSON: No, he would be up a level --

THE INTERVIEWEE: Let's see. I think McGrath was

also a direct report to Oliver Kingsley.

MS. BENSON: Oh, okay.

THE INTERVIEWEE: So Reynolds and McGrath would

have been on the same --

MS. BENSON: Line

THE INTERVIEWEE: -- level, at least in the

reporting chain.

MS. BENSON: Okay.

BY MS. BENSON:

Q And Mr. Jack Cox, C-o-x, what position did he have

in 1996?

A In '96, Jack was the rad-chem manager at Watts Bar

Nuclear Plant.

Q Okay. Was that an equal position to yours that

you were holding at corporate?

A Oh, no. It would have been well above mine.

Q Okay. And how did you fall -- what relationship

did you have with him? I mean --
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A At that point in time, as I have already stated, I

had responsibility to help get the Watts Bar chemistry

program ready for start-up, and I worked with Dave Voeller a

lot, who was the chemistry manager at Watts Bar.

Q Okay.

A Dave reported to Jack Cox.

Q Okay. Mr. Voeller is -- the spelling of his last

name is?

A V-o-e-l-l-e-r.

Q So you were in your position during the '96 time

frame -- correct me if I'm mistaken, but you were at a

corporate level --

A That's correct.

Q -- providing services to --

A That's correct.

Q -- the different plants, in particular, Watts Bar

A That's correct.

Q -- Nuclear Plant? Okay.

And Mr. Cox and Mr. Voeller were at the chemistry

sites at Watts Bar?

A That's correct.

Q Okay. John Corey, C-o-r-e-y?

A John was Jack's equivalent at Browns Ferry.

Q Okay. Charles Kent?
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A Charles Kent was Jack's equivalent at Sequoyah.

Q Okay. So we've got all three of those plants

covered, the Watts Bar, Browns Ferry and Sequoyah, --

A Uh-huh.

Q -- with Mr. Voeller, Mr. Corey and Mr. Kent. And

the spelling of Kent's last name is K-e-n-t.

BY MR. WHITE:

Q Who was at Browns Ferry?

A John Corey, C-o-r-e-y.

Q And he was Mr. Cox's --

A Equivalent. That's correct.

Q And they were referred to as the rad-chem

managers?

A They were over rad protection and chemistry.

BY MS. BENSON:

Q Okay. All three of those individuals?

A Yes.

Q Rad-chem managers.

BY MR. WHITE:

Q And then Dave Voeller's would be --

A Chemistry manager.

Q Who would be his at Browns Ferry?

MS. BENSON: No, we won't even go into this --

BY MR. WHITE:

Q Okay. And then you had Sequoyah. Who was at
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Charles Kent.

And his position would be Cox, Corey and Kent?

That's correct.

So these guys, Cox, Corey and Kent, were directly

ible for the chemistry programs at the various sites

people.

BY MS. BENSON:

Q Sam Harvey, what position did he hold? And it's

H-a-r-v-e-y.

A Uh-huh. Sam was my equivalent from downtown, so

he was a chemistry and environmental specialist, as was I,

and his plant -- the plant that he was assigned to was

Sequoyah.

Q How many positions does chemistry and

environmental protection -- at the corporate level, how many

positions were there?

A It depends on what time again we're talking about.

Early in '96, I'm thinking there were five positions, not

including Ron Grover. His would make the sixth.

Q Okay.

BY MR. WHITE:

Q And Mr. Fiser, which one did you oversee, which

plant?

A Watts Bar.
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1 Q All right. Watts, Sequoyah --

2 A And then the chemistry and environmental

3 specialist, that would have been over -- that was over

4 Browns Ferry, was Chendra, and his last name is

5 Chendrasekaran. I'll spell it: C-h-a-n-d-r --

6 C-h-e-n-d-r-a-s-e-k-a-r-a-n, I think.

7 BY MS. BENSON:

8 Q Okay. And he was over -- he provided -- he was at

9 the corporate level --

10 A Yes.

11 Q -- and he provided services to Browns Ferry?

12 A That's correct.

13 Q Okay.

14 A Now, we also had people that were dealing

15 specifically almost exclusively with environmental

16 protection, and that would be Diedra Nida, D-i-e-d-r-a

17 N-i-d-a, and Tresha Landers, T-r-e-s-h-a, Tresha, Landers,

18 L-a-n-d-e-r-s. These two people were pretty much

19 exclusively dealing with environmental issues. Their jobs

20 were subsequently either done away with or combined or

21 something in mid-'96.

22 Q Okay. So the environmental positions went away in

23 '96 that they were filling?

24 A Well, they both lost their jobs, I'll put it that

25 way.
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Q Okay.

A There is a person that was on the rad protection,

radiation protection side of the house working directly for

Wilson McArthur, and I think he absorbed some of their

duties.

Q Okay.

A So I can't say it all went away, but --

Q The function didn't go away, but perhaps it was

taken up by other --

A Some of the functions were.

Q -- positions. Okay.

I don't see that we've gone over this name, but

how about David Goetcheus? It's G-o-e-t-c-h-e-u-s.

A Correct. David was over the steam generator

maintenance group -- totally separate from us.

Q Okay. Was he at the corporate level?

A Yes.

Q Okay.

A And he reported -- he was a direct report to Tom

McGrath, late -- in '96, anyway. I don't know how it

started out. Everything changes so much.

Q McGrath.

So Ron Grover and Wilson McArthur were also direct

reports to Mr. McGrath; is that correct?

A That's correct.
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1 Q Okay.

2 A Now, very late on -- I'm talking in maybe July,

3 August, September time frame, somewhere in there, I think

4 Ron started kind of reporting to Wilson in a lot of

5 respects, although he still went directly to McGrath _

6 j _ .So
7 |for a very short time, depending on who you talk to, I'm

8 sure some people would say Ron reported to Wilson McArthur,

9 but if you talk to Ron, he would probably say, I reported

10 directly to Tom McGrath.

11 Q Okay.

12 BY MR. WHITE:

13 Q And where did Reynolds come in?

14 A Reynolds was a direct report to Oliver Kingsley,

15 the head of nuclear power.

16 Q And so would McGrath?

17 A Yes, that's correct.

18 BY MS. BENSON:

19 Q And what position did Haywood Rogers,

20 R-o-g-e-r-s, have? Do you recognize that name?

21 A Yes. I'm not absolutely certain. It seems like

22 -- I'm not sure -- I'm not sure I can answer that.

23 Q Okay.

24 A It's just been too long.

25 Q And James Boyles, B-o-y-l-e-s?
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A Uh-huh. Was one of the personnel managers who

7ted to Phil Reynolds.

Q Okay.

BY MR. WHITE:

Q And what was Mr. Reynolds' department?

MS. BENSON: Personnel.

THE INTERVIEWEE: He's the head of personnel.

i, I'm not absolutely sure of the title.

BY MS. BENSON:

Q And Ben Easley, E-a-s-l-e-y?

A Uh-huh. Ben Easley reported to Ed Boyles, I

I'm not -- I'm pretty sure that's correct.

Q Was it James or Ed Boyles; do you recall?

A Ed.

Q Okay.

A Now, it may be James E. or something like that.

know.

think

don't

Q Okay. All right.

Basically, I think those are some of the people

that we'll be discussing today, and I just wanted basically

to get their names and positions out in the open now so we

can refer to this if we need to to understand what you might

be telling us.

If you can, I know that I provided you with a copy

of your sequence of events, and what I'm interested in
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1 basically having you explain to us today is the results of

2 your 1993 DOL complaint, who all wa involved in that

3 complaint, and the events that subsequently happened after

4 that, the events leading to your 1996 DOL complaint.

5 A Okay.

6 Q That's a lot of information, but we're here to

7 listen.

8 A All right. Do you want me to refer to this or

9 just shoot from the hip?

10 Q Well, why don't you just take it off the top of

11 your head, and if you --

12 A Okay.

13 Q -- have difficulty remembering anything, you can

14 just refer back to that.

15 A Again, the general sequence, I pretty well

16 remember; the specific dates, I do not. It's just been too

17 long now since it all happened.

18 Basically in '93 -- actually, this would have been

19 192 leading up to that -- and I think this is where I got

20 into serious trouble with TVA. My boss at that time was a

21 person by the name of Bill Lagergren, L-a-g-e-r-g-r-e-n. He

22 was the operations manager. He reported directly to the

23 plant manager, Rob Beacon.

24 Q And you were in what position?

25 A I was the chemistry manager. So in other words,
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1 Bill Lagergren was over chemistry; he was over maintenance;

2 and he was over operations.

3 We were getting prepared for an INPO evaluation

4 and as part of that preparation, we were told to go out and

5 take the INPO criteria -- in other words, what are they

6 going to look at -- and do a self-evaluation, take that

7 criteria and go through it and do our own evaluation and see

8 if, in advance, we could pick up, oh, there are some areas

9 where we could improve or might not be as tidy as they

10 should be -- in other words, get ready.

11 Q Can I ask you one thing?

12 A Sure.

13 Q Can you explain for the record what INPO stands

14 for?

15 A I'm sorry. INPO is Institute of Nuclear Power

16 Operations, based out of Atlanta, and the various nuclear

17 plants belong to the Institute of Nuclear Power, and they

18 have very experienced personnel in all areas of the plant

19 which come and evaluation the plant to make sure that you're

20 not just meeting the basic requirements, but that you are a

21 top performer, basically.

22 They exceed the letter of the law. It's one thing

23 to do everything to satisfy NRC, but it's another thing to

24 satisfy INPO because they go way beyond the requirements

25 that you guys specify.
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1 Okay. Does that --

2 Q Yes. Thank you.

3 A Okay. So we were told to get prepared and do a

4 self-evaluation. The entire site did this, every

5 department. My explicit instructions from Bill Lagergren

6 were as follows: Gary, take the criteria and do a

7 self-evaluation. You are to be extremely critical. If the

8 INPO guidelines say go from A to B using a certain path, and

9 you go from A to B using a different path but you arrive at

10 the same thing, write that down. I want to know everything

11 that's different. I want to be extremely self-critical so

12 that and then we can get together as a group and say, that's

13 ridiculous, just throw that out, or maybe we need to look at

14 at this area.

15 So we were extremely self-critical, and I think we

16 came up with, oh, gosh, 130 perhaps nitpicky areas where

17 they said do it one way and we did it another or something

18 like that, and we wrote ourselves up. And he was extremely

19 pleased with the job I did, and he said, you did exactly

20 what I wanted you to do and we'll look at these. And I

21 think out of all of those issues, there were only five or

22 six that we really needed to address and fix them before

23 INPO came in and evaluated us, so that we really had a

24 sharp-looking organization.

25 Well, when I submitted -- and what we were told at
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1 that time was that this is going to be low-level, we'll just

2 keep this in our desk and we'll look at it and we'll check

3 these things off the list and, you know, there's not going

4 to be a huge report or anything like that that has to come

5 out of it.

6 Well, the plant vice president at that time was

7 John LaPoint, last name L-a-P-o-i-n-t. When he found out

8 that I had discovered that there 100-and-some-odd areas

9 where we were not in explicit compliance, even though I feel

10 like we were in compliance with INPO, he was livid. There

11 is no way to understate that.

12 He called me in on a Saturday and one of my direct

13 reports, Dr. Don Adams, a PhD in radiochemistry, and for

14 hours, he grilled us, and I am not underestimating, he

15 grilled us, he cussed us, he did everything but throw us out

16 of his office, and this can be independently verified

17 through Don, who still works at Sequoyah.

18 But at the end, after our lengthy chewing-out

19 session, he told me to put every one of those items 120- or

20 30-some-odd -- I don't recall how many -- into TROI. That's

21 the computerized tracking list where it takes an act of

22 Congress just about to get something entered and off that

23 list. It's --

24 Q Do you know what that stands for?

25 A TROI, Tracking and Recording Of --
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1 Q Is it incidents?

2 A No. I can't tell you. It's been too long now.

3 It's just been too long. It's just a computerized

4 punch-list, tracking list.

5 What it is, you state the problem and then you

6 give the date that it was found and the date that you're

7 going to have -- where you're going to have the resolution

8 to it, the date you're going to have it completely done,

9 proceduralized, and everything is finished, and then you

10 have to state what you're going to do to fix it.

11 So we had 120 or 30 of these things in TROI.

12 Okay. I knew when he made that statement that I was in

13 trouble because TROI, this list of problems, is published

14 throughout basically the entire nuclear organization. Well,

15 the NSRB, Nuclear Safety Review Board, of which Tom McGrath

16 is a member and the chairman, found out that we suddenly

17 went from a few to 100-and-something, so his -- he was not

18 very happy, nor was John LaPointe, as I have already

19 mentioned.

20 So they came out and did a -- I think they were

21 basically --

22 Q Who -- I'm sorry --

23 A The NSRB --

24 Q Okay.

25 A -- came out after INPO came in and did their
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1 evaluation. By the way, when INPO came in and evaluated me,

2 they found no problems, no concerns, and that was the second

3 evaluation period in a row in which I had been chemistry

4 manager in which they had found no problems, no concerns.

5 So what I'm telling you is yeah, we entered

6 100-some-odd items into TROI, but they were nitpicky things

7 and we fixed them. There were no problems, or if there

8 were, we fixed them.

9 Q And were those 130 problems brought to the

10 attention of INPO at all? Do you recall?

11 A I am sure that -- I am almost certain that they

12 knew about them.

13 Q Because it would be published in the TROI and it

14 would be --

15 A Yes. Yes. They would --

16 Q They would have access to --

17 A I am certain that they had access to that. I

18 would be shocked if they did not. I'm pretty certain that

19 they did.

20 So they came in no concerns at all in chemistry.

21 Okay. So my boss, Bill Lagergren, immediately after the

22 INPO evaluation, I think about my first assignment after

23 that was -- he was very pleased and he said, I'm going to go

24 manage the next outage, and he said, I would like for you to

25 come and help me, you've done extremely well, we're proud of
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1 what you've done in chemistry, I want you to come and help

2 me manage the next outage. This will be a good opportunity

3 for you to show what you're really made of, and in an area

4 outside of chemistry. Yeah, everybody knows you can do

5 chemistry, but let's go do something else, and I think that

6 it will really enhance your career.

7 He said, of course, if you go and you screw up,

8 then you're just -- the worst thing that could happen is we

9 would throw you back into chemistry and you would rot there.

10 Now, he wasn't being mean, he was being honest. And I think

11 he was genuinely wanting to promote my career with TVA.

12 So I left the chemistry organization, not my

13 title, but just in job function, to go help manage this

14 outage for the better part of a year, nine or ten months,

15 something like that.

16 While I was away, of course, NSRB, Tom McGrath and

17 others, had this long list of problems, so they started

18 really looking hard at chemistry and saying, this place is

19 out of control. Why haven't they done anything, why do they

20 have this long list, when in fact, I had another list of

21 items that we were working on that was probably twice as

22 long as that one, but you have to prioritize it, you have to

23 -- you can't fix everything at once. You have to get the

24 critical items and work down it.

25 So it seems like while I was away, I got into all
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1 kinds of trouble in chemistry, and when I rotated back into

2 my chemistry manager position after the outage, NSRB was

3 scheduled to come out in January -- that would have been of

4 '93 --

5 |Q And when were you gone for the outage, do you

6 recall?

7 A I'll give you approximate dates. Following the

8 INPO evaluation in '92, and that was sort of in midyear,

9 July time frame, and I was gone -- maybe it was April -- and

10 I was gone until basically January. So that would have been

11 April or May of '93 until -- of '92 until January of '93.

12 So eight or nine months, something like that. I don't

13 recall.

14 But when I got back into my position, I was

15 getting phone calls from Wilson McArthur while I was up in

16 the control room helping manage the outage, you know, making

17 statements like, boy, you know, I'm getting reports that

18 chemistry is just out of control and there's no head on the

19 horse and -- I'm kind of paraphrasing here -- and, you know,

20 we've got some real issues to work out here.

21 I said, what the heck, INPO just came in, no

22 findings and no concerns. I'm not there right now, there

23 are some people filling in for me in my absence, and it just

24 appeared to me that things were really getting in disarray,

25 not as far as chemistry itself, but as the perception.
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So I didn't really fully understand why, but it

seemed like after you come out of your second INPO

evaluation in a row with no findings and no concerns, people

should begin to believe that you're getting your act

together, but it sort of came apart.

Well, when I got back into my chemistry job in

January, NSRB came through, and it was Tom McGrath and a

fellow by the name of Peterson, Tom Peterson, who was a

consultant that NSRB had hired with, quote, experience in

chemistry or something, which I don't think he had much, but

that was what his -- or radioactive effluence or something

like that.

Well, they came to my office, and in front of my

staff, Tom McGrath, Wilson McArthur and Tom Peterson, and we

had discussions and it lasted for a long time -- I'm

thinking a couple of hours -- and there were issues that

they were raising and we were telling how we had handled it

or what we had done.

While I was away in outage management, one of the

things that I had instituted, although it wasn't really me

-- when I got on board, they were doing daily graphs of

various chemistry parameters, and I sort of took that over

and enhanced it quite a bit, and we were generating on the

order of 50-plus graphs a day for various chemistry

parameters. That's a lot of work, I'm not kidding you.
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1 While I was away, they had computer problems and

2 that thing was shut down for a few weeks. I'm not sure

3 exactly how long. But one of the first things I did when I

4 got back into the chemistry position was get the computer

5 issues resolved, and we started generating the trends again.

6 McGrath and Peterson were very upset with the fact

7 that they were not generating these graphs, as was I. One

8 of the things that they had demanded that I do was put in

9 procedure that I would do these 50-some-odd graphs every day

10 and they meant every day, they meant Saturday, they meant

11 Sunday, they meant Christmas, they meant every day.

12 Q Is that an industry-wide program that everybody is

13 doing?

14 A I was generating at that time more graphs than any

15 nuclear plant in the world. Nobody -- and I even looked at

16 them, and I said, well, first of all, I can't do it, because

17 on Monday when we come in, we have to get all of that

18 information for Saturday and Sunday, and then Monday comes

19 in and you have a bunch of information to manually input

20 into the computer, because it was all manual at that time.

21 It may not be now, but at that time, it was a manual. And I

22 couldn't even get them out on a Monday, you know. It was

23 Tuesday before I could get them out.

24 But be that as it may, I was generating more than

25 any nuclear plant in the country, certainly and probably in
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1 the world, and I said -- and they said, I don't care, I want

2 it in procedure, and I said, well, if I write that into a

3 procedure, I'm violating the procedure. I cannot do it. It

4 is a physical impossibility with the hardware and software

5 that I have in 1992, '3, to do that. It's impossible unless

6 you give me a lot more people.

7 As I was saying, it would be impossible with the

8 number of people that I had and the technology at that time

9 to do that and to get it out everyday. So if I put that in

10 the procedure, I am guaranteeing that I'm going to be in

11 violation of procedure, so I said no, I can't do it.

12 Well, they were livid. I think, in looking back

13 on it now, that NSRB, Tom McGrath in particular, was on a

14 witch hunt. I mean, I don't know any other way to say it.

15 He was upset with the fact that I had entered all of this

16 information into TROI and that there were, quote, so many

17 problems out there and that I had documented them and put

18 them into TROI. And I think he was on a mission to remove

19 me. I truly honestly believe that.

20 As a matter of fact, after that, when I refused to

21 put it in procedure because it would have been an instant

22 violation, I could not have lived with it, they just kind of

23 stormed out of the room, and then next thing I heard, my

24 plant manager called me in and said these --

25 Q And who was that?
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1 A That was Rob Beacon again. Called me in and said,

2 well, what the heck happened? He used a lot stronger

3 language than that. But he said, these guys came out saying

4 that you were uncooperative and you needed to be removed, I

5 needed to fire you, basically. I'm paraphrasing here

6 because it's been too long. And I told him exactly what had

7 happened and what I had said, that I could not put in

8 procedure what they had demanded.

9 I think that really sealed my doom for -- before

10 the NSRB and Tom McGrath in particular, and Tom McGrath,

11 remember, reports directly to Oliver Kingsley. So I'm sure

12 I didn't do myself any favors there.

13 Here's the problem. The problem is, it's one

14 thing to have issues and problems in a chemistry program.

15 Just get out there and fix them.

16 But if you use the corrective action process and

17 you document it, and you put it into TROI, like we are

18 required by law to do, then you get a lot of exposure, and

19 instead of somebody coming up like Bill Lagergren did and

20 saying, Gary, man, you did exactly what I wanted you to do,

21 I am proud of you, I want you to go help me manage the

22 outage and we're going to help your career, instead of that,

23 you get yourself in trouble. And I was in trouble. I

24 didn't realize it, but I was in trouble at that time because

25 I had done exactly what I was required to do by law -- put
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1 it into TROI. And then you get a lot of publicity that you

2 don't want.

3 That, I think, sealed my doom. That is what would

4 have been -- would have come forward had the previous NRC OI

5 investigator, , I think that was his name, if he

6 had done his job, you know, I had all this information, but

7 he never came back to me, never answered a phone call, never

8 answered a letter, never answered a fax. I don't know how

9 he arrived at his conclusion. But had he ever done what he

10 said he was going to do, this would have come to light. It

11 didn't.

12 So the rest sort of is history, and then the swap

13 was arranged, and then they got rid of me and then a day or

14 two later, they got rid of Bill.

15 Q Are we talking 1993 time frame right now?

16 A Yes, ma'am.

17 Q Okay. Where they got rid of you in 1993?

18 A Yeah, the first time.

19 Q Okay.

20 A The first time.

21 Q So when did -- at what point did you file your DOL

22 complaint?

23 A Well, let's see, it was in -- I think it was March

24 of '93 that I was placed in their employee transition

25 program. So it would have been in approximately April or
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1 May that I filed my first complaint with the Department of

2 Labor.

3 Q Okay. And at that time, McGrath was with the

4 NSRB?

5 A Yes.

6 Q And McArthur was where he was when you went to

7 corporate, at the corporate level?

8 A At that time --

9 Q He was over with -- assisting on NSRB.

10 A He was assisting with NSRB. At that time, he may

11 have had both chemistry and environmental -- I'm sorry --

12 chemistry and rad protection. I'm not sure because he had

13 -- it was an on again, off again, on again type thing.

14 Q A simple explanation needed here.

15 A Okay.

16 Q As far as the NSRB, is he still TVA?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Okay. So McGrath in his position as the chairman

19 of NSRB is still an employee of TVA?

20 A Yes.

21 Q Okay. He had no control over you in your position

22 in '93 or '94 other than --

23 A Correct.

24 Q -- coming in for --

25 A That is correct.
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Q -- the review? Okay. And then going and talking

to your supervisor regarding --

A Yes.

Q -- the incident in your office. And who else was

in the office at the time? Was it -- when he came in with

the NSRB, Mr. McGrath and Anderson, the consultant, who else

was with him?

A You mean Peterson.

Q Peterson, yes.

A At that time, when they got up and left rather

suddenly, it was -- at that time, it was only Tom Peterson

and Tom McGrath. Wilson McArthur had gone out to take a

phone call; he was not in --

Q Okay. But he was in there previous to that.

A Yes.

Q I mean, --

A That's correct.

Q -- he was during that review that they were --

A That's correct.

Q How did that ever resolve itself? I mean, what

they were asking you to do or what they wanted you to do?

Did you just not have to comply and write that procedure for

yourself?

A Well, it was shortly thereafter that I was rotated

out to the corporate chemistry position. So I was sort of
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1 out of the loop as far as resolving it. But there's no way

2 anybody could write in a procedure that they were going to

3 do this every day --

4 Q Right.

5 A -- and comply with it --

6 Q Okay.

7 A -- because of personnel problems and -- not hiring

8 enough people to put it in and not having them there on the

9 weekends and not having essentially a back-up computer to

10 help them in case something went down.

11 Q And the first complaint, they settled -- filed

12 with DOL was settled by TVA.

13 A Yes, ma'am.

14 Q And how was that settled?

15 A It was settled because I -- they basically paid me

16 some money which covered expenses and finding a job and

17 attorney's fees and things like that, and also they offered

18 me a job working then for Ron Grover, out from under Wilson

19 McArthur or Tom McGrath. None of those players were there.

20 And basically making some compensation for a poor

21 performance review --

22 Q Okay.

23 A -- that was given to me by Wilson against his own

24 wishes and desires. He did not feel -- he felt like I had

25 deserved a good evaluation, but he was supposedly forced to
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give me a marginal.

Q You're talking about Wilson McArthur?

A Uh-huh.

Q He was writing your evaluations?

A Uh-huh. When I rotated to the corporate position

back in '83, and I was then reporting directly to Wilson

McArthur.

Q Okay.

A And Bill Jocker of course came out to Sequoyah to

take my place.

Q Okay. So the subsequent position that they gave

you in the settlement, you went out from underneath Wilson

and started working for Ron Grover.

A That's correct.

Q Okay. Now I understand. Okay.

And from the date of that last settlement up until

the next complaint that you filed, can you just kind of give

us an overview, what was happening there?

A Yes. Of course, I was working for Ron Grover.

Shortly after I began working for Ron Grover, his boss took

another position and a person by the name of Don Moody took

over as the -- what would you call it? -- the operations

support manager. Don Moody -- Ron Grover was then reporting

to Don Moody, which was fine. There were no problems.

Everything went well, good relationship, good relationship
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1 with the sites and good relationship with management and

2 with Ron.

3 Don had cancer and died, and after his -- well, as

4 a matter of fact, while he was going back and forth to the

5 hospital for radiation treatments, et cetera, they put Tom

6 McGrath in his position.

7 Q At the Operations Support?

8 A Yeah.

9 Q Okay.

10 A On an interim level or acting. And that got my

11 attention because I was concerned that, gosh, what if Don

12 didn't pull through and what if, what if, what if they put

13 him in that position permanently. I said, if they do, I'm

14 in trouble because he had already been actively involved in

15 my removal at Sequoyah because of finding and documenting

16 these problems and standing up to him on some ridiculous and

17 unfounded demand that we place in procedure something that

18 we could not comply with.

19 I knew that because I had stood up to this man,

20 that it would probably not go well for me. Well, that's

21 what happened. Unfortunately, Don passed away -- I'm not

22 for sure of the exact time -- and McGrath then I think

23 became a permanent manager. And he started right away, I

24 think, giving Ron Grover negative feedback on me, and Ron

25 would correct him -- no, that's not true, I can tell you
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1 exactly this guy's performance and everybody else in the

2 group.

3 | stood up to him and said, yeah, I've got to

4 know what's going on here, but I'm going to tell you, you

5 know, I'm going to

6

7 So I think McGrath saw that he was not going to

8 get anywhere with 5 as far as getting rid of me, so -- and

9 I think this entire thing was orchestrated, as I mentioned

10 in my sequence of events.

11 We were then -- this was in ninety -- what are

12 these dates? I have to be careful here. This was in '96,

13 early '96 time frame, we were preparing the fiscal year '97

14 budget. The instructions were as follows, using my memory

15 here, so bear with me a moment: We are going to have to cut

16 our budget this year by 17 percent. I think that's what it

17 was. Okay, so we can handle that. That's no bit deal.

18 There were a few things that we were going to do that we

19 would not be able to do for the sites. But then by the year

20 2001, we want a 40 percent reduction. Okay, guys, what that

21 means is all the nice stuff, the fluff is gone.

22 Well, we figured in five years, there would be

23 attrition, and so we said, okay, we can live with that.

24 That's fine. So we had those marching orders, and Ron was

25 told to go out and prepare a budget that -- and a five-year
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1 plan that encompassed those two directives, and he did.

2 He met with -- McGrath met with all of his direct

3 reports, of which Ron was one, and I guess they had a

4 round-robin-discussion. You would have to talk to Ron to

5 find out the details. I was not present. But I did get

6 feedback from Ron, as did the rest of the group immediately

7 after this meeting.

8 McGrath basically said, that's not good enough,

9 that's not what I want, I want, basically, the 40 percent

10 reduction right now. So basically, the long and the short

11 of it is not only did I lose my job, but Ron lost his, and

12 now Wilson is reporting directly to McGrath and I'm sure

13 things are operating quite smoothly between the two of them,

14 if you get my drift.

15 That's the long and the short of it. A lot of

16 details which need to be filled in, which, quite frankly, I

17 know some things about, but I'm sort of a second party. You

18 know, I was not at the meetings between McGrath and Ron.

19 Ron was. You need to talk to Ron or you need to talk to Ron

20 to find out exactly what happened.

21 But that's sort of why -- I feel like why I am

22 where I am, and that's out of nuclear power and out of a

23 job, and that's why Ron is where he is, which is looking for

24 a job because he still doesn't have one.

25 Q A permanent position?
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1 A Yeah. That's my understanding, and I haven't

2 talked to him in probably months.

3 Q Okay. Now, going back, now you're telling me you

4 don't have direct knowledge, but you may over some of the

5 information that was taking place. At what point in the

6 process after they told you they were going to post your

7 position --

8 A Uh-huh.

9 Q That's what you were told --

10 A Yes.

11 Q -- is that they were going to post the position.

12 Explain what positions went away and what they said they

13 were going to do.

14 A Well, they were going to -- remember they had

15 placed environmental responsibilities in our description

16 positions back in mid '94, although we never did those

17 functions because we still had Diedra and we still had

18 Tresha to do those.

19 They said, okay, we're going to get rid of

20 environmental, so we're taking all those out. Big deal.

21 we're not doing them anyway. Nothing changes because we

22 weren't doing those functions.

23 So they were going to post our positions because

24 they said this is, quote, a new position because we're doing

25 away with those functions.
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1 So at that point, I smelled a rat and I went

2 directly to Ed Boyles and I said, Ed, they have told me that

3 they're going to post my position. Now, my position is the

4 one that was given to me in settlement to my previous

5 complaint. If they post it, I'm going to file with the

6 Department of Labor. But Gary, they're changing it. And I

7 said, Ed, we're not doing those functions; they haven't

8 changed anything. Basically what you are fixing to do is

9 post almost the identical exact position except for a title

10 change that you offered to me in settlement, and if you do,

11 I'm going to file with the Department of Labor because I

12 smell a rat. This is not right. Then I explained to him

13 what was going on with the budget reductions and what

14 McGrath had told Ron, et cetera.

15 So Ed said, I appreciate this information. Let me

16 check into it and I'll get back with you. And he did and he

17 talked to Phil, I'm certain he talked to Phil and to

18 probably McGrath and others and came back and said, well, it

19 looks to me like what they're doing is correct and they're

20 probably going to go ahead with it. I said, okay, but I'm

21 telling you it's wrong, and when you do it, I'm going to

22 file. And I did.

23 Now, did that answer your question?

24 Q Uh-huh.

25 A Okay.
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1. Q Okay. So they were basically posting the position

2 that you had gained --

3 A Yes.

4 Q -- from the settlement?

5 A That's correct.

6 Q And even though the -- when that reorg. happened

7 or organization happened in 1994 and you had to bid on the

8 position again, did they make you interview?

9 A Oh, yes.

10 Q Okay. In '94?

11 A Yes, they did.

12 Q Okay. Were there any other applicants?

13 A Yes.

14 Q Okay. Do you know how many other applicants?

15 A No, ma'am, I do not recall. But at that time, you

16 know, I was under the impression that those job functions

17 were truly being added to our position description, so I did

18 not have a problem with it because it was indeed changing.

19 So I said, well, this looks legitimate and went

20 through the interview process. It was no problem. And I

21 was selected for it. I think we all were. I don't think

22 anybody was removed. It was a legitimate, bona fide

23 revision of the PD.

24 Now, as it turns out, we never did them, so in

25 essence, the job functions had never changed. So now they
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1 come back with McGrath in charge and say, we're changing it

2 now, we're taking them out, and I said, no, you're not

3 changing it because we're not doing them. So nothing has

4 changed. If we had been doing those functions, then it

5 would have been different. We weren't.

6 So I kind of felt like that was a smoke screen to

7 -

8 Q So you weren't doing any of the environmental

9 work, basically?

10 A No.

11 Q Okay. But the first time, if I'm not mistaken,

12 there -- in '94, in the reorg., there was no downsizing. I

13 mean, there were no --

14 A No.

15 Q -- positions to be applied for, and in the

16 reorganization in '96, there was actually downsizing going

17 on--

18 A That's correct.

19 Q -- at the time?

20 A That's correct.

21 Q Okay. My understanding, reading over some of the

22 documents in this investigation, is the policy for

23 downsizing -- I don't know if you're aware of it, but I

24 think you had mentioned before and your complaint was that

25 the RIF rule should have applied as far as seniority.
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1 A That's correct.

2 Q And you were the number one on the senior role?

3 A Oh, yeah. I would have been -- I had the most

4 time in nuclear power and the most time at TVA.

5 Q Okay.

6 A I would have been the highest on the retention

7 register.

8 Q Okay.

9 A So they elected not to go that route.

10 Q Okay.

11 A Even though I think -- I was told -- I cannot

12 verify this -- I was told that

13 , went to them and

14 said, this is wrong, the job's not changing; therefore, you

15 should not be posting and interviewing, you should go by the

16 retention register. And I think they -- I think he did not

17 get a warm reception.

18 Q Okay. Another -- some other information I read

19 over in the investigation was that there was a certain

20 percentage of the function in that position, when it had the

21 environmental section tagged onto it, that the environmental

22 portion occupied say 10 percent of the job, 50 percent of

23 the job, but from what you're telling me, it was zero

24 percent of the job. Okay.

25 A Zero.
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1 Q Okay. So in fact, even though the job description

2 itself, the environmental function was dropped off of that

3 description, the job in itself remained the same?

4 A Yes, ma'am.

5 Q Okay. In your opinion, would there have been any

6 undue disruption for you to go from one position to the

7 other position?

8 A I'm not sure I understand that question.

9 Q Okay. Would there have been any problem or would

10 it have required additional training or disruption in the

11 unit for you to go with position -- from the position with

12 the environmental section on it to the other one?

13 A Absolutely not.

14 Q Okay. So anyway, they went ahead and posted.

15 There was also some information in the investigation that

16 you spoke to Sam Harvey --

17 A Uh-huh.

18 Q -- about him being preselected for this position.

19 A Yes. Yeah.

20 Q Can you tell me about the conversations you may

21 have had with anyone, including Sam Harvey, regarding that

22 preselection?

23 A Before we interviewed for our jobs, I had talked

24 to Sam -- so had Ron Grover talked to Sam, I think -- about

25 there was a position that was open at Sequoyah, and Sam
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1 --you know, we all saw the handwriting on the wall, which

2 was we're going from three chemistry and environmental

3 specialists to two, so somebody was not going to have a job.

4 So Sam starts working with Charles Kent at

5 Sequoyah and tries to get a position out there, just put him

6 out there and report to the chemistry manager at Sequoyah.

7 It is my understanding that when McGrath got wind of that,

8 that he blocked it. He said, no, I'm not going to allow

9 anybody to be transferred out there, which basically sealed

10 someone's doom downtown. It happened to be mine, but again,

11 I think -- I think that was probably part of the

12 orchestration of this entire thing. You know, he wanted to

13 get rid of somebody that had basically stood up to him.

14 Q Okay. Did you ever talk to Sam Harvey regarding a

15 conversation he had with Mr. Voeller?

16 A Yes, I did.

17 Q Okay. Do you remember any of the details of that?

18 A I'm trying to think. I may have to pull some

19 notes here.

20 But I got a call from Dave Voeller, and this was

21 again before the interviews, and Dave Voeller, the chemistry

22 manager at Watts Bar, said basically -- I'm paraphrasing --

23 what the heck is going on? I said, what do you mean? Well,

24 I just got a call from Sam Harvey, who said in essence that

25 we would be working -- we, Sam and Dave Voeller would be
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1 working together a lot closer in the future because of this

2 reorganization. And Voeller says, what are you saying?

3 What are you saying, Sam? And he said, well, we'll be

4 working closer together. Are you saying that you've got the

5 job? And again here, I'm paraphrasing. I do have notes on

6 this because it was so critical, by the way. I would have

7 to refer to them. Sam said, well, basically, yeah, I've

8 been told I'm going to get the job, I'm going to get the

9 job.

10 So Voeller calls me and said, did you know this?

11 And I said, no, I didn't have a clue. I did have a clue,

12 but I led on that I did not have a clue but suspected that

13 something was going on between Wilson McArthur and Sam and

14 McGrath and Sam.

15 I said, Dave, -- Dave Voeller -- I said, you

16 better make sure you remember this, and Dave said, don't

17 worry because I took notes on the whole thing and it's in my

18 Day-Planner, you know, but I'm just telling you, this was a

19 strange conversation, I don't understand, you know, what's

20 going on here. I said, well, it looks to me like

21 preselection.

22 Now, I'm trying to recall, and I do not recall

23 whether I had a conversation with Sam. It seems like I did.

24 It seems like I did.

25 Q But you had that -- you remember the conversation
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1 with Mr. Voeller?

2 A Oh, yes.

3 Q Okay. Regarding --

4 A And I did take notes on that as well.

5 Q And you are going to provide those notes to me?

6 A Yes, I will.

7 Q Okay. So you had the screening or they had the

8 interview, the screening board or the interview board. Who

9 was on that board?

10 A Wilson McArthur, Charles Kent, John Corey, Haywood

11 Rogers, and there was some other lady. Ben Easley was

12 supposed to have been on it, but he told me that due to the

13 fact that he had some involvement in the previous DOL

14 settlement, that they did not feel like it would be proper

15 for him to be on it, so he was replaced by some other lady.

16 I do not recall her name. Which is a little bit strange

17 because Charles Kent had involvement in the previous one and

18 he was on it. John Corey had involvement with the previous

19 one in a manner of speaking and he was on it. But Ben was

20 excluded.

21 Q Okay. Mr. Corey --

22 A And of course Wilson McArthur.

23 Q All right.

24 Mr. Corey, was he involved in your first complaint

25 at all?
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A No. The reason I say, and that's why I said in a

manner of speaking, after I got the job back in '94 and I

was working for Ron, Ron was gone on a trip, and so there

was a rad chem managers meeting, which would be Kent, Corey

and Cox, along with Ron. Ron was out of town, so he asked

that I attend, and I did.

We had the meeting and I was representing Ron with

these three rad chem managers, and on into the meeting, I

was asked to leave because they had matters they wanted to

discuss and did not want me involved.

Q Who asked you to leave?

A Charles Kent. Possibly John Corey, but I'm not --

I can't state that for sure. One of those two.

So I reported to Ron when he got back all of the

events, you know, to bring him up to speed, and I said, and

you're going to have to talk to these guys because something

took place and they asked me to leave. Okay, he said, I'll

check on it.

He did, and later on, he says, well, they wanted

you to leave because they were going to be talking about

some sensitive areas and they knew that you had taped some

recordings during your previous case, and they didn't want

any possibility of that.

So I'm saying Corey and Kent had explicit

knowledge about my previous case.
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1 Q Okay.

2 A And that's why I was asked to leave that meeting,

3 and that's what makes it a little bit strange that Ben

4 Easley was asked not to be on the committee when others who

5 had knowledge were allowed to be on it, all three of them

6 Q Okay. So Mr. Kent and Mr. Corey, who are

7 managers, rad chem managers at Sequoyah and Browns Ferry,

8 were on the board. Mr. McArthur -- did Mr. McArthur ask you

9 any questions during the --

10 A No, ma'am, he did not.

11 Q And then someone representing Human Resources was

12 also present.

13 A That's correct.

14 Q And the last person, there was Haywood Rogers.

15 A Uh-huh.

16 Q What is Mr. Haywood's -- Haywood's job?

17 A I'm only speculating here. I think he was

18 assigned to the steam generator group, but I'm not

19 absolutely sure of that. I just can't quite remember.

20 I was very dismayed at the fact that Jack Cox was

21 not on that review board because Jack was the one that I had

22 worked closely with for the previous two years, he knew my

23 performance, he knew what I had done. Due to a trip or

24 something, a day off, he could not attend, he could not be

25 present.
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1 Q Did he explain that to you?

2 A No.

3 Q Who explained that to you?

4 A was extremely upset about the

5 fact that the selection board was then biased because you

6 had two very high-level managers, Jack Cox and John Corey,

7 that could -- Jack Cox -- I'm sorry -- Charles Kent and John

8 Corey. Charles Kent could speak very authoritatively on the

9 job Sam Harvey had done at Sequoyah in the past two years

10 because he's the rad chem manager. Jack Cox could speak

11 very authoritatively about the job Chendra had done at

12 Browns Ferry for the last two years.

13 BY MR. WHITE:

14 Q Mr. Corey --

15 A Yes.

16 Q -- not Mr. Cox.

17 A Did I -- I'm sorry. They start with a C. That's

18 a real problem.

19 John Corey could speak very authoritatively about

20 Chendra and the job he had done in the preceding two years

21 at Browns Ferry. Jack Cox was not present to represent me.

22 Haywood Rogers was, who had not a clue, nor was he -- did he

23 have the position or responsibility that these other two

24 did. They had very important positions at Browns Ferry and

25 at Sequoyah. I didn't have that. I think that that was
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1 very unfortunate.

2 BY MS. BENSON:

3 Q During the course of the interview, the questions

4 that were presented to you, how do you feel -- you know, I'm

5 asking you something very subjective here.

6 A Sure.

7 Q But do you feel that the questions were slanted

8 towards any of the applicants or did they seem to be fairly

9 straightforward questions?

10 A They were slanted, in my opinion.

11 My expertise -- as I mentioned, I had spent 14

12 years at Arkansas and had grown up in the radiochemistry,

13 radioactive chemistry, radioactive effluence, evaluation of

14 radioactive coolant data, failed fuel reports, radioactive

15 releases. That was 14 years. Over half of my career was

16 devoted on the radiochemistry side of the house.

17 There was not one single question having to do

18 with the radiochemistry side of the house, not one, and that

19 is a very significant portion of the job, but there was not

20 one asked on that side of the house.

21 So you asked me if it was biased, and I say

22 without question, it was.

23 Q Are there other areas -- you indicated one area.

24 How would you say that the others were slanted, other

25 questions? Or that's lack of those kind of questions. What
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1 about the other questions?

2 A There were -- there were questions on steam

3 generators and interpretation of steam generator data, which

4 would be Sam's area of expertise, and there were several

5 having to do with -- several questions having to do with his

6 area of expertise.

7 Q Sam's expertise?

8 A Uh-huh.

9 Q Okay.

10 A Why was nothing asked? What does it mean if

11 Argon-41 stays the same and Xenon-133 increases by 50

12 percent? What does that mean? I would like to hear his

13 response to that. What does it mean when they both decrease

14 by 30 percent, you know? I"m talking about interpretation

15 of data which could have a bearing on the performance of

16 your fuel. None of them, nothing. What's trapped uranium?

17 What is it? How do you know you have failed fuel? How do

18 you know if it's in first, second, thrice burned fuel? What

19 does the data look like? What's the cesium ratio? What

20 does that mean? Nothing, you see.

21 So -- and I subsequently discussed that with

22 Wilson McArthur, and he said, I can tell you, Gary, that I

23 am the one that selected the questions on that interview

24 process and I was not biased. And that's what he told me.

25 Q All right. Let's see. After the interview
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1 process, Sam Harvey was selected for that position?

2 A Uh-huh.

3 Q And what happened then?

4 A Well, we were told to -- this was -- I don't know

5 exactly. That was in July time frame, I think. So we were

6 all -- I was losing my job in September and I was told to

7 continue business as usual and do not diminish one iota in

8 support to the sites and just continue working up until the

9 last day, which I did.

10 So I continued to go to Watts Bar and to support

11 them as they were a new plant just critical, hadn't been

12 critical that long, in evaluation of data, et cetera. So

13 nothing really changed as far as the way we functioned.

14 Now -- and I continued to report to Ron, but then

15 it got kind of grey because McArthur was wanting the

16 information and Ron was wanting the information, and so he

17 started stepping in more and more where I had to basically

18 provide him the information instead of --

19 Q That's McArthur?

20 A Yes.

21 Q Okay. At that point, had McArthur been selected

22 and --

23 A Yes.

24 Q -- m lost his position anyway?

25 A Yes.
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Q Okay. So that had already happened by the time

you were --

A Yes.

Q Okay.

A As a matter of fact, that happened just before the

interviews took place.

Q Okay.

A And so basically, that -- that preventedifrom

having a lot of input into the interview process. And one

thing that U wanted to do, one thing thatt

wanted to do was include in the interview package that was

sent to these people that were going to be evaluating us,

send our last couple of years -- our appraisals for the last

two years, and I don't think that was ever done because mine

looked better than Sam's.

And so it was -- and I think that's pretty

customary, to attach the last year or two of your reviews,

your personnel reviews, and that was not done, and that's

another thing S was not happy about, was the fact that

they didn't put those in.

Plus, there was a that

was written to Sam, and that should have been included, too,

but that was mysteriously left out, because, you know, that

would have biased the group in favor of me rather than

McGrath's choice, McGrath and Wilson's choice, which was
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Sam. So --

Q Okay. So subsequently, in September, you went

ahead and resigned or retired?

A Retired, uh-huh.

Q And waited for the complaint to take --

A Yes. It takes a long time for these things to --

Q Did they come back with any other offers following

A Yes, they did.

Q Can you explain that?

A In -- one of the things that Phil Reynolds had

asked me to do, because I had told him, you know, I was

upset, because after nine years with TVA, I was being

retired, cut loose, whatever you want to say, and now I have

no retirement, basically. I mean, I'm getting a little

retirement check which is not big enough to make a car

payment.

But nevertheless, I'm saying, you know, this is

wrong, you know it's wrong, I know it's wrong. I've got 14

years at Arkansas. Had I stayed there, you know, I would

have 20-something years with them and a retirement would

mean something.

Well, we discussed this for a while and Phil says,

well, Gary, why don't you just go out and do a calculation

and find out -- my words now -- what you've been screwed out
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1 of and come back and tell me a sum that we would have to

2 invest in an interest-bearing account or something to give

3 you the retirement that you would have received had we not

4 screwed you out of what you have. My words, not his, of

5 course. So I said sure, you know, I'll do that, so I did.

6 I went to an investment broker and said, you know, how much

7 would we have to invest to get me the time that I have left,

8 and -- which I was screwed out of until I got my 80 points

9 of retirement, et cetera, et cetera, and it came out to be a

10 figure o f dollars or something like

11 that.

12 Well, Phil had been doing the calculation himself

13 obviously because I came back and I met with him, and I

14 think I even sent him a letter stating, you know, I got with

15 an investment broker, such and such and so and so, and this

16 is what they calculated. And he basically says, yeah, well,

17 we did -- we put the pencil to it and that's just -- we just

18 can't -- that's just impossible. We can't do anything like

19 that.

20 So I had this figure in my mind in doing what the

21 personnel director to do, which basically was to come up

22 with an amount that I felt like I had been cheated out of,

23 and so that was my basis for starting negotiations, and, of

24 course, theirs was nothing or we'll give you your same job

25 working for the same people that have screwed you
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1 repeatedly. Sure, go on back.

2 Q What was their final formal offer to you?

3 A Just one second, though. Your question was did

4 they make another offer, and they did. And this was in --

5 this must have been in the June time frame.

6 Q Well, let's see, the board was in July of '96 and

7 the interview --

8 A Uh-huh. July of '96. So I lost my job in

9 September. And this one came in early to mid '97, it seems

10 like, maybe the April to June time frame.

11 But it basically said, okay, Gary, we are willing

12 to give you a job working for TVA outside of -- I'll have to

13 get you this letter because it has been so long since I read

14 it -- outside of your direct management in nuclear power so

15 that, you know, you don't have to worry about this again, or

16 you can take I was -- call it quits, which

17 you've got to understand, at the level to which I

18 was being compensated or should have been had they not taken

19 their action against me that they did, even back in '93, I

20 would have been, including salary and benefits, vacation,

21 wages and retirement, all of that, making around a

22 year. That's rough. That's rough. So _ a month --

23 no, it would be _ a month.

24 So I'm looking at, you know, what the heck, you

25 come back after all of this and offer me basically
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1 you know? I'm not going to put up with this. So I

2 rejected it.

3 Q Uh-huh.

4 A And then we got the notice from the Department of

5 Labor -- I got it -- that said that basically, they sided

6 with me and said, you know, this looks fishy, guys. And, of

7 course, you have a copy of that.

8 Q Uh-huh.

9 A And so I'm saying, well, that has certainly

10 strengthened my position. So at that point, I knew that it

11 was time to call an attorney, and I had resisted doing that

12 because of the expense, but at that point, I did get in

13 contact with an attorney and started formal negotiations

14 with them, which subsequently culminated -- first of all, it

15 was odd. They had offered me _ , and yet when we

16 started entering formal negotiations, they came in atle

17 half of what they had offered before.

18 So I spent an inordinate amount of money with my

19 attorney just to get them up to what they had agreed to

20 before because these people try to bleed you dry. They try

21 to bankrupt you.

22 So it took forever, and so then we finally get up

23 where it's reasonable and they file a motion for summary

24 dismissal, which then kicks you into high gear with the

25 attorney because you only have a certain amount of time to
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1 get the information together and to file it with the

2 administrative law judge to get him to rule on the case,

3 which cost another ton of money because then you're into

4 depositions and things like that. And if you don't make it,

5 you know, the judge will dismiss it. So you get into that.

6 Well, finally, after we filed our answer to the

7 motion for summary dismissal, the judge ruled very

8 substantially in our favor, and they then entered

9 negotiations a little more deliberately, and we ended up at

10 of which a large portion of that is attorney's.

11 Q Okay. Before the actual settlement and soon after

12 you -- I just want to make sure I've got all the offers

13 straight here. But after you were not selected, the first

14 offer to you was for that position you had bid for.

15 A Yeah.

16 Q Okay.

17 A That was strange.

18 Q And then the second one, you're saying, a year

19 later, --

20 A Or thereabouts.

21 Q -- they came to you and offered you

22 A Or a job outside of the -- I can't remember the

23 exact wording, I'm sorry, but you can refer to it -- outside

24 of that chain of command because they knew I would have no

25 part of these guys.
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Q Okay.

A And they were --

Q I think you had indicated that in your letters,

too.

A Oh, I have. I have.

Q Well, how about if we take a short break, and

we've gotten through the summary or chronology of events,

and then I just have some specific questions I wanted to ask

about that.

A Sure.

MS. BENSON: So we'll go off the record at 2:30.

[Off the record.]

MS. BENSON: Okay. We're back on the record at

2:45 p.m.

I'll just remind you, Mr. Fiser, that you're still

under oath.

THE INTERVIEWEE: Okay.

BY MS. BENSON:

Q Just continuing on here, I wanted to ask you a

couple of additional questions as far as what kind of

personal knowledge do you have that either Mr. McGrath or

Mr. McArthur were aware of your previous DOL complaint

during the '93-94 time frame, if you can be specific as far

as how you know they were aware?

A To speak specifically of McArthur, after I started
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1 working for Ron Grover again in '94, shortly thereafter, TVA

2 was in a Department of Labor complaint with Bill Jocker, who

3 was the former chemistry manager, corporate chemistry

4 manager.

5 I was told by the general counsel, Phil Pfeiffer,

6 that they may need to use some of my notes and some of my

7 taped conversations in preparation for going to trial

8 against Bill Jocker.

9 I was very concerned about that because I had

10 provided this information to TVA's IG back in '93, and I did

11 not really want it known that I had this information.

12 Well, the people they gave it to -- I was sitting

13 in an office with Wilson McArthur, who was reviewing all of

14 my notes, taped conversations that I had transcribed, some

15 of -- a lot of these conversations, I had taped from him

16 personally with the general counsel, Phil Pfeiffer, and we

17 were sitting there and he was reviewing my notes in a

18 notebook.

19 I figured at that time that this was probably not

20 going to do me a lot of good in the future with this

21 company, so I know that he knew about it.

22 Q Now, he knew about your --

23 A Previous --

24 Q -- taped transcripts.

25 A -- conversations.
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Q Right.

A Transcripts, everything. As a matter of fact, he

personally, after -- after he had selected Sam, we had a

conversation where he said, I know you think that this

selection process was biased and there's not a whole lot I

can say to you because I know in the past you have taped me,

so I'm just not willing to talk about it except to say that

he was unbiased and was fair.

So I don't think that did me a whole lot of

favors. So I know he know about it. And of course, McGrath

was his boss at that time, so he too knew about it. Unless

the two never talked, you know, he had to have known what

was going on.

Q Now, were either one of those individuals, McGrath

or McArthur, interviewed by anyone regarding your complaint

in '93 or '94, the '93 complaint at DOL?

A Oh, yes.

Q Okay. They were involved specifically with your

case?

A Yes.

Q McGrath?

A I know McArthur was. I do not have explicit

knowledge that McGrath was. I'm not sure about that.

Q And I think you mentioned earlier, Mr. Corey was

involved in your DOL complaint?
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1 A That's correct.

2 Q And Mr. --

3 A Kent.

4 Q -- Kent was involved in that.

5 A That's correct.

6 Q Okay.

7 A As a matter of fact, after I lost my job in 1993

8 and went into the employee transition program, on

9 approximately July the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, somewhere in that time

10 frame, I got a call from Charles Kent asking me to come out

11 to Sequoyah and talk to him.

12 Now, I had lost my job, my position at Sequoyah

13 had been determined to be surplus by Joe Binam, and he gave

14 me a letter certifying that just -- the same day they put me

15 into the employee transition program.

16 So he wants to talk to me, so I go out to meet

17 with Charles Kent and basically he said to me, Gary, I know

18 the facts, I know you got screwed, and I'm going to set this

19 straight. This was on a Tuesday following the July the 4th

20 holiday, I think it was. So here's what I want you to do.

21 I want you to interview with the plant manager here. And he

22 wasn't there long. I've forgotten his name. Oh, gosh.

23 But anyway, and he called the plant manager in and

24 the plant manager and Charles Kent talked to me for about

25 ten, 15 minutes, at which time -- I'm going to think of this
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1 guy's name in a second -- at which time the plant manager

2 got up to walk out of Kent's office and looked back and

3 said, I am satisfied, I agree with this, make it happen, and

4 turned and walked out the door.

5 Then Charles looked at me and he said, all right,

6 I'm going to pay you a salary. I know that they offered

7 another fellow the chemistry manager's job out there or

8 something, and they offered it to him at a PGTN which I

9 think was in the neighborhood of _ a year.

10 He says, I am going to find out exactly what they

11 offered him and I'm going to offer you the same thing,

12 because we're going to straighten this mess out because what

13 they did was wrong. And I want you to show up out here for

14 work, you just show up on about like Thursday morning, I

15 want you out here with a tie on, and it's just going to

16 happen and we're going to do it so fast that these guys

17 downtown won't have time to do anything.

18 BY MR. WHITE:

19 Q Mr. Fiser, did you say this was after the '93-94

20 or after the '96 incident?

21 A This was after the '93 incident.

22 Q Okay.

23 A While you were in employee transition?

24 Q That's correct.

25 A And so I said, man, this is wonderful how this is
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1 all working out. So basically what happened, Wilson

2 McArthur found out about it and Wilson McArthur calledin

3 and the two of them blocked this move on Kent's part

4 and on the plant manager's part to get me out there.

5 BY MS. BENSON:

6 Q Now, how do you know that McArthur and did

7 this?

8 A Because after this happened, I was livid, and I

9 slipped a tape recorder in my pocket and I went out and I

10 stood in front of Wilson McArthur's desk and I said, what

11 happened? You know, we had all this worked out. And I

12 said, did you know it? Well, yeah, I knew about it. And

13 all this is documented and I have transcribed these tapes.

14 And I said, well, what happened? Well, when I

15 found out about it, he says, I called -- I'm

16 paraphrasing here, guys, because it's been years -- I called

17 . And I said, well, why in the world would you

18 call him? Why would anybody call _ ? Well, because he

19 was involved in the previous deal and, you know, and it just

20 wasn't right. He needed to know.

21 So I got it straight from Wilson McArthur's mouth

22 that he is the one that blocked this move in 1993 to not

23 only pull me back in this, quote, surplus position -- that

24 was a lie -- but not only was there still a position, it had

25 been upgraded from a PG9 to a PG10.
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1 So that's how I know. It's straight from his

2 mouth, it is on tape, and it has been transcribed.

3 Unfortunately, after I started working for Ron Grover in

4 '94, I got a letter from TVA's general counsel that said

5 they had to prepare for their case against Bill Jocker, and

6 as part of that preparation, they had decided that it was

7 necessary to provide my tapes and the transcripts to various

8 people that were having to prepare for this trial, of which

9 Wilson McArthur was one. I thought, this isn't going to

10 help Gary Fiser's career.

11 Is that clear?

12 Q Yes.

13 A Okay.

14 Q Okay. Reading over your previous transcripts with

15 TVA IG or Department of Labor, one or the other, in that,

16 you were talking about a letter that you had sent to NRC

17 while McGrath was the head of the Nuclear Safety and Review

18 Board? Do you know anything about that? Do you recall

19 anything about that letter?

20 | A Yes. Let's see. After I got my job back working

21 for Ron Grover in ' 9 4 , they were doing an investigation into

22 some of the problems that had been brought to their

23 attention at Sequoyah, and there was a chemistry upgrade

24 project -- CUP is what it was referred to as -- and we were

25 having a terrible time getting this thing funded, and it had
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1 been going on for years.

2 As a matter of fact, it was called something else,

3 but even before I took over in '88, people had already

4 investigated the various problems and put in writing what it

5 was going to take and what equipment we were going to need

6 to upgrade the -- and protect the steam generators at

7 Sequoyah.

8 Well, this investigation that was performed by Tom

9 Overlid, I think is the guy's name, who was sort of working

10 for McGrath in some respect -- it might have just been NSRB

11 oversight into this subcommittee -- he had written a report

12 and he had called me in and did all of this investigation

13 and talked to all of these people, and they just really,

14 quote, in-depth reviewed the problems at Sequoyah chemistry.

15 He called me, he says, Gary, I'm fixing to put my

16 report out. I said, great. What did you find? Well, what

17 I found is that this was such a huge, voluminous project,

18 millions of dollars to fix things, and protracted over

19 years, that this thing was just too big, and the problem is

20 that you guys should have broke this thing down into phase

21 1, phase 2, phase 3, something like that, so that it would

22 be a little bit more palatable to management.

23 I said, I can't believe you said that. When Jack

24 Wilson took over as the vice president of Sequoyah in 1990

25 -- I'm sorry -- nineteen-eighty -- we've got to check this
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1 date -- nine, something like that, he looked at our project,

2 and one of the very first things he did was break that down

3 into phase 1, phase 2 and phase 3. So how in the world

4 could you state that the problem with it was that it was too

5 voluminous, that you should have broken it down, because we

6 did that. And as a matter of fact, you can talk to Donna

7 Wilson, who was on -- the special projects group manager,

8 that was responsible for breaking it down. So what you have

9 found is totally in error.

10 Well, we believe that's the problem. I said, no,

11 that's not the problem. The problem is that Oliver Kingsley

12 and the others would not appropriate the money that we

13 needed to fix the problem. So what you have said is not

14 true because we have done exactly what you're saying in your

15 letter that we should have done. Well, that's what I'm

16 going to write. I said, if you do, I intend to take that

17 document and send it to NRC and say, here is an example of

18 the way we cover things up at TVA, and we don't address the

19 real issue.

20 The real issue, guys, is not that we didn't know

21 what the problem was, the real issue is not that we didn't

22 have it broken down into manageable chunks in phase 1, phase

23 2 and phase 3; the real issue is that nobody would

24 appropriate the funds to fix it. And if you send that in,

25 I'm going to send it to NRC with a cover letter saying these
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guys are tap dancing and this is not the truth.

Well, they submitted the letter and I sent it to

with a cover letter saying this is the way we

circumnavigate the real problem -- I'm paraphrasing here

--but I never heard from the guy. I don't even know if he

got it.

Q Okay. And when was that?

A Well, this would have been in mid '94 to the fall

of '94.

Q Okay.

A Something like that.

Q Okay. All right. That's what I was just

wondering, was what that letter was about to the NRC.

A Yeah. It was the way that, well, we can lie, we

can say one thing when it is -- and I pointed out to Mr.

Overlid, I said, what you're saying is not the truth, so

you're recording something that is wrong and you're not

willing -- you don't have the courage to state the truth,

which is we wouldn't fund it.

Q Okay.

A We lied.

Q Okay. Now going back to the interview that you

had to undergo for the second position in '96.

A Yes.

Q Do you recall when you were told you were going to
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1 have to be interviewed, the date? Like did you have a

2 couple weeks to prepare or was it a week in between the time

3 you were notified, or do you recall?

4 A I do not.

5 Q Okay.

6 A I would just have to check the --

7 Q Okay. That's fine. If you don't recall, that's

8 fine.

9 Now, really like the last thing I have, unless

10 Darrell has some more, is going to be a statement on your

11 transcript here with the TVA IG interview, on page 45. You

12 were interviewed by David Van Bockren, July 17th, 1996, and

13 this is a transcript of that interview.

14 On page 45 of the transcript, you indicated --

15 well, let's go off the record for just a minute and I'11 let

16 him review this.

17 [Off the record.]

18 MS. BENSON: Okay. The time right now is 3:09 and

19 I will remind you again, Mr. Fiser, you are still under

20 oath.

21 THE INTERVIEWEE: Uh-huh.

22 BY MS. BENSON:

23 Q What we're looking at is page 45 of your

24 transcript interview with TVA IG. In here, you said, as a

25 matter of fact, I tried even when I found out that they were
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1 thinking about busing me and was trying to go into INPO and

2 things were working out well there, and then Wilson

3 McArthur, the same guy who they left me working for, or

4 something to that effect, promised me a job in his group and

5 said that this is wrong, so document it.

6 A Uh-huh. Yeah.

7 Q I don't like what they're doing to you even though

8 he was doing it, and I'm telling you that you have a job in

9 my group.

10 Can you explain what this information concerns?

11 A Yes. Early on in 1993, Wilson McArthur appeared

12 to be solidly behind me and could not understand and stated

13 many times to me, I don't understand how this could be

14 happening, I don't understand how you could be in trouble

15 because of all the wonderful things that you've done in

16 Sequoyah and the job you did in the outage management. I

17 just can't believe this is going on.

18 So he began to help me find something else to do,

19 and the first thing that came to my mind was possibly going

20 to the Institute of Nuclear Power for Operations, INPO, on a

21 reverse loan type situation where I was down there for a

22 year or two and then come back. And he was willing, he

23 said, to help me do that.

24 But then he also stated, you know, you're not -- I

25 have some openings in the group downtown. I have -- you
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1 know, it's not the chemistry manager's job, because that

2 belongs to Bill Jocker and he is going to come back and take

3 it, but, you know, there's a job in my group where you would

4 be working essentially for Bill, and I'm telling you, you've

5 got that job. If you want it, it's yours, it's no problem,

6 because, Gary, what's going on here is wrong and what

7 they're doing to you is wrong, and I don't understand it,

8 and I'm telling you you have that job if you want it.

9 Q So this concerned your '93 and --

10 A Yes.

11 Q -- or 194 incident or the '96?

12 A No, '93.

13 Q Okay. Okay.

14 MS. BENSON: Can you think of any other questions,

15 Darrell?

16 MR. WHITE: No.

17 BY MS. BENSON:

18 Q Do you have any additional information regarding

19 the '96 incident that -- a direction we could go, stuff,

20 information we have not covered at this point?

21 MR WHITE: I take that back. I did ask a question

22 when we were off the record about Cox, and you wanted to

23 address that.

24 MS. BENSON: Go ahead.

25 BY MR. WHITE:
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I Q I was just interested in Mr. Cox, the rad

2 chemistry at Watts Bar, one individual that I guess you have

3 been working directly for and that was not able to make the

4 board for whatever reason.

5 Did he later discuss that with you?

6 A Yes.

7 Q And what was his --

8 A Basically, it was a very short conversation in his

9 office, and this was after the selections had been made and

10 I was headed out the door, essentially, or in other words

11 had not been selected for the job.

12 He just quietly and privately expressed remorse

13 for the fact that he had taken that day off, and in light of

14 how things turned out, you know, he felt really badly, I

15 think, about it, and obviously felt that had he been there,

16 maybe he could have done a better job representing me or the

17 job that I had done, or at least be able to answer those

18 questions.

19 So I think he was very saddened by the fact that

20 things turned out the way they did.

21 Q Did he give you any indication that he had spoken

22 to other members after -- other members of the board

23 afterwards and they may have provided him information?

24 A It was implicit, not explicit, you know, but I

25 really could not speculate further about that.
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1 Q Okay.

2 BY MS. BENSON:

3 Q Anyone else that would have any kind of direct

4 knowledge or information that would help us in this

5 investigation?

6 A Oh, absolutely. Of course,

7 would as well in personnel; the others that we have already

8 mentioned. On the issue, that would be

9 again and possibly . You've got

10 Dave Voeller. You know, but that would have been

11 on the previous issue. He has been, of course, as you guys

12 already know, banned from nuclear power for five years

13 because of his role in the Bill Jocker issue and, I submit,

14 in my issue too, because they used me to get to Jocker.

15 But I think, you know, when Wilson was making the

16 statements, "I can't understand this, you know, you've done

17 a good job and we need to find you something and you have a

18 place to work in my group," and all of this, I thin k

19 was the one pulling those strings even when they did my 1993

20 personnel evaluation, and Wilson McArthur is the one that

21 did that evaluation, and he and Ben Easley told me that I

22 was rated very high.

23 What does that mean? The top two or three people

24 of the direct reports for Wilson McArthur. In other words,

25 I was going to get a decent raise, until one of the vice
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1 presidents walked in the room as they were evaluating and

2 saw the names on the board and where mine was, and he

3 immediately said, take him off, he's not going to get an

4 increase, put him down here.

5 Both Wilson and Ben were just flabbergasted by

6 this. Why? He's done a great job, he's done all this, he

7 had no INPO findings, he's gone to outage management, he has

8 done a wonderful job of managing the outage and he comes

9 back -- you know, he has done everything we've asked him.

10 Why? I won't discuss it; just put him down here.

11 I an convinced that was pulling those

12 strings. But again, that was the previous case, which, in

13 my opinion, led to this present one.

14 But that's about the only others that I can think

15 of that might have a direct bearing on it.

16 Q And in '96, where did -- where was at that

17 time?

18 A In '96, he

19

20

21 here and things like that.

22 So he has really

23 except that some of the people do metallurgical

24 tests and chemistry tests that support nuclear power. But

25 technically, I guess he has been
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1 Q So he wasn't involved with operations support at

2 the time in '96?

3 A In '96, he was not.

4 Q Okay. And over the last -- during the last

5 incident.

6 A Then, of course, I can only -- well, I can more

7 than speculate. I can say

8 for years, had direct input into it,

9 and I say that because of information I got directly from my

10 attorney, which came directly from the Office of General

11 Counsel, Brent Markalon, which said -- the reason

12 they offered me the was because of his comment:

13 this guy is trouble and we need to get rid of him. So I

14 know that he had involvement in it.

15 Then I can also state I took a contracting job

16 at Byron Nuclear Station for six

17 months starting in July of last year, ending in

18 December/January time frame, and then for several months at

19 the Braidwood Nuclear Station in Chicago.

20 During that time, in about

21

22

23

24

25
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1_

2

3 _

4

5 So, you know, I think he had something to do with

6 it. Did he intentionally put this IT by my name? Obviously

7 he did. It's in his handwriting.

8 So that's just something I submit to you as

9 firsthand information, information from my attorney, and

10 then firsthand information, and we could get that

11

12 I'm sure if you call, you could get it.

13 Q

14 A

15 Q

16

17 A Okay.

18 Q So you would be starting over again.

19 A Boy, I look forward to that again.

20 Q Okay.

21 MS. BENSON: Do you have any questions?

22 All right. That concludes the interview. It is

23 3:22 p.m.

24 [Whereupon, at 3:22 p.m., the interview

25 concluded.]
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U.S. Department of Labor Office of Administrative Law Judges
525 Vine Street, Suite 900

Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
(513) 684-3252 Telephone
(513) 684-6108 Facsimile

Date: April 21, 1998

Case No. 97-ERA-59

GARY L. FISER,
Complainant,

V.

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY,
Respondent.

ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR SUMMARY DECISION

This claim arises under the Employee Protection provisions of the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974 as arnended, 42 U.S.C. §585 I("t'he Act" or "ERA"),-and the implementing
regulations found in 29 C.F.R. Part 24. Employees of, licensees of, or applicants for a license
from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") and their contractors and subcontractors may
file complaints and receive redress upon a showing of being subjected to discriminatory action for
engaging in a protected activity.

Complainant Gary L. Fiser ("Complainant") has alleged Respondent Tennessee Valley
Authority ("Respondent") functionally eliminated Complainant's position in retaliation for
Complainant's prior filing of an ERA complaint. Presently before me is Respondent's Motion for
Summary Decision.' Respondent has moved for a recommended decision and order dismissing
the proceeding with full prejudice because there is no genuine issue of material fact and that
Respondent is entitled to summary decision as a matter of law. Timely briefs were filed on behalf
of both parties in this matter, and have been fully considered by the undersigned. For the reasons
expressed herein, Respondent's motion for summary decision is denied.

L Summary of the Evidence

The documents submitted in favor of, and in opposition to, the Motion for Summary
Decision establish the following undisputed facts:

.

The regulations governing hearings before the Office of Administrative Law Judges provide for
the filing of a Motion for Summiary Decision. 29 C.F.R §§ 18.40,18.41. The regulations closely track
the summnaryjudgmnent standard in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56.
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Complainant filed an ERA complaint, a protected activity, on September 23, 1993.
-The complaint was based on new procedures required by Tom McGrath, chairman
of the Nuclear Safety Review Board, and Wilson McArthur, a member of the same
board.'

2. On April 5, 1994, the parties entered a settlement agreement. Respondent selected
Complainant for the position of Program Manager, Technical Support, PG-8, in
Chattanooga, Tennessee. This was a non-supervisory position to which
Complainant had previously been assigned.

3. In the summer of 1994, Respondent reorganized and Complainant's position was
elirinated. Complainant applied for, and was selected for the Chemistry and
Environmental Protection Senior Program Manager, PG-8, in Chattanooga,
Tennessee. He was hired for that position effective October 17, 1994.

4. In early 1996, Respondent announced another reorganization. Department
managers wcre asked to create a budget which would reduce costs by 17% for
fiscal year 1997, in furtherance of an ultimate goal of a 40% reduction by fiscal
year 2001. Complainant's supervisor, Ron Grover ("Grover"), made a proposal
that reduced the budget by 17% for fiscal year 1997. Tom McGrath, who was the
General Manager of Operations Support, rejected the proposal and insisted that
the Chemistry Department make the entire 40%o reduction for fiscal year 1997.

5. On March 25, 1996, Complainant learned that the Chemistry Department had to
make the entire 40% reduction for fiscal year 1997.. To achieve this goal, at least
one position had to be eliminated. Only the Chemistry Department was required to
reduce the budget for fiscal year 1997 by the entire 40% long-term projection.

6. Grover's new proposal eliminated one PG-7, one PG-8, and one PG- 1 position
and created two new PG-8 positions. This proposal was accepted by Tom
McGrath.

7. Complainant, employed in the soon-to-be-eliminated PG-8 position, was told to
draft the job description for one of new positions created by the reorganization..

8. On June 17, 1996, Wilson McArthur assumed the duties of the Manager of
Radiological and Chemistry Services.

9. Also on June 17, 1996, Complainant was told that McGrath decided the new jobs
were dissimilar and posted the position. Where jobs are similar, regulations require

2 All activity took place at TVA offices in Chattanooga, Tennessee, unless otherwise noted.
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that employees in the eliminated positions be permitted to rollover into the new
positions. Where jobs are dissimilar, the positions are posted and filled on a

- competitive basis.:

10. In June 1996, Complainant, Sam Harvey ("Harvey"), and E.S. Chandrasekaran
:- ("Chandrasekaran"), posted their bids for the two positions and were eventually

selected for them.

11. On June 25, 1996, Complainant filed an ERA complaint for discrimination based
on the classification of the new positions as dissimilar and Complainant's resulting
inability to rollover into one of the new positions. Complainant alleged these

- actions were in retaliation for his ERA complaint in 1993.

12. In July 1996, the Review Board interviewed and ranked each applicant. -
Complainant had the lowest score. Chandrasekaran was offered the position of
Program Manager, Chemistry (BWR), PG-8. Harvey was offered the position of
Program Manager, Chemistry (PWR), PG-8. Complainant was not offered a
position. The Review Board for the vacant position selection was consisted of
Charles Kent (''Kent"), Manager of Radiological and Chemistry Control at
Sequoyah, John Corey ("Corey"), Manager of Radiological and Chemnistry Support

:at Browns Ferry, and Rick Rogers ("Rogers"), Manager of Technical
Support/Operations Support-. .:.-

13. On August 30, 1996, Complainant was given a notice that Complainant's position
would be eliminated effective the beginning of the 1997 fiscal year. The notice
gave him the option to work in another branch at a lower wage, through at least
the end of the 1997 fiscal year, or to resign with a severance package.

14. On September 5, 1996, Complainant resigned with his severance package.

1 5. 0-N3,-e--pre-fber2j-w196 eo nt-,offiered&C-omplaratporirito-iti~sChen-istr
- ogrmnAanag~ej G -8 in-,-hat~tar oogage nsess~tei orfate

4aiotiagicak-and.-C-henisrny.rganizationAilthough-;UU~s-t a(;,,,iton
Qe.mpei n e He still received his
severance package which included a salary pay-out for fiscal year 1997, severance
pay, and the cash equivalent of his annual leave balance.

II. Standard of Review

The regulations pertaining to summary decision proved, in part, that:

The administrative law judge may enter summary judgment for either party if the
pleadings, affidavits, material obtained by discovery or otherwise, or matters
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officially noticed show that there is no genuine issue of material fact and that a
party is entitled to summary decision.

* . .. - . .: . - : . .. . .... : ,

29 C.F.R. § 18.40(d). A court shall render summary judgment when there is no genuine issue as
to any material fact, the moving party is entitled to judgement as a matter of law, and reasonable
minds could come to but one conclusion, which is adverse to the party against whom the motion
is made. See LaPointe v. UnitedAutaworkers Local 600, 8 F.3d 376, 378 (6h Cir. 1993); United
States v. TRW, Inc. 4 F.3d 417, 423 (6' Cir. 1993), cert. denied sub nom., Eagleye v. TRW, Inc.,
511 U.S. 1004 (1994). The nonrmoving party must present affirmative evidence in order to defeat
a properly supported motion for summary judgment. Gillilian v. Tennessee Valley Authority, 91-
ERA-3 1 (Sec'y Aug. 28, 1995) (citing Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 247
(1986); Celotex Corp. V Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 324 (1986)). The determination of whether a
genuine issue of material fact exists must be made viewing all the evidence and factual inferences
in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party. Id (Citing OFCCP v. CSX Tran., Inc., 88-
OFC-24 (Asst. Sec'y Oct. 13, 1994)); Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c); Adickes v. S.H. Kress & Co., 398
U.S. 144 (1970).

The substantive law identifies which facts are material. Material facts are those that might
affect the outcome of the suit under the governing law. See generally 10 A-C. Wright, A- Miller,
& M. Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure § 2275, pp. 93-95 (1983). Under Celotex, where
the nonmoving party has "failed to make a sufficient showing of an essential element of [its] case
with respect to which [it] has the burden of proof" the. moving party is "entitled to a judgment as
a matter of law." Celotex, 477 U.S. 323.

IML The Act

Under the Act, a complainant must pass a gatekeeper test before the Secretary may
investigate. As part of the prima facie case, the complainant must show that retaliation for the
protected activity was a "contributing factor in the unfavorable personnel action." 42 U.S.C.
§ 583 1(b)(3)(A). Then the burden of production shifts to respondent to demonstrate, by clear
and convincing evidence, a legitimate, non-discriminatory reason for the action. 42 U.S.C.
§ 5831(b)(3)(B). If respondent-cannot make this showing, the-Secretary will investigate. If
respondent does make this showing, the burden shifts back to the complainant to show
respondent's reason was pretextual, and that the true reason for the action was discrimination
based on the protected activity. 42 U.S.C. § 583 1(b)(3)(C). If complainant is successful, the
burden finally shifts back to respondent who then gets the last chance to show, by clear and
convincing evidence, that they would have taken the same action regardless of the protected
activity. 42 U.S.C. § 831(b)(3)(D).

.. . ...- . -- . .-. -. :

. .. . . .~
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-- - -- -- IV. Analysis

To establish a prima facie case, the complainant must demonstrates five elements:
.7

1. - The employer is governed by the applicable Act; -: - . . . -;. :

2. The employee engaged in an protected activity as defined by the Act;

3. The employer was aware of the conduct;

4. The employer took some adverse action against the employee; and

5. A nexus exists between the protected activity and the adverse action.

DeFord v. Secretary of Labor, 700 F.2d 281, 286 (6t h Cir. 1983). See also Mackgwiak v.
University Nuclear Systems, Inc., 735 F.2d 1159, 1162 (9h Cir. 1984).

The only element in question in this case is a nexus between the protected activity and the
adverse action. The complainant must be able to present evidence sufficient to raise the inference
that the protected activity was the likely reason for the adverse action.: Id. -A complainant may
carry this burden by showing direct or circumstantial evidence of anti-whistleblower animus on
the part of respondent.:-Dillardv.; Tennessee -Valley.Authority, 90-ERA-3 1@. 2 (Sec'y July 21,---
1 994).;- - : . ...

Complainant filed his first ERA claim on September 23, 1993, based on new procedures
required by McGrath and McArthur. The April 5, 1994, settlement agreement placed
Complainant in the position of Program Manager, Technical Support, PG-8, in Chattanooga,
Tennessee. Respondent reorganized and eliminated Complainant's position. He posted for the
new position of Chernistry and Environmental Protection Senior Program Manager, PG-8, in
Chattanooga, Tennessee. He was hired for that position effective October 17, 1994. Sometime
between late 1995 and early 1996, McGrath and McArthur were placed in supervisory roles over
Complainant. Shortly thereafter, Complainant's position was eliminated for fiscal year 1997. He
did not receive the job he posted for in June 1996. Complainant resigned on September 5, 1996,
with a severance package. Viewing these facts in the light most favorable to Complainant, the
nonmoving party, I find the time period between the protected activity, the ERA complaint, and
the adverse action, the elimination of Complainant's position, to be approximately two years.

The proximity in time between the protected activity and the adverse action can
demonstrate causation. White v. The Osage Tribal Council, 95-SDW-1, slip op. at 4 (ARB Aug.
8, 1997). ERA cases have found periods of up to one year between the protected activity and the
adverse action to be close enough to raise the inference. Mand-eger v. The Detroit Edison Co.,
88-ERA-17 c 9 (Sec'y Mar. 30, 1994) (six months raised inference). See also Thomas v.
Arizona Public Service Co., 89-ERA-19 (Sec'y Sept. 17, 1993) (one year raised inference).
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However, eighteen months was found to be too remote. Dillard, 90-ERA-311 ( 2, supra. In
fact, a significant lapse of time between the two events may establish the absence of a causal
connection. Varnadore v. OakRidge National Laboratory, 92-CAA-2 and 5 and 93-CAA-1, slip
op. at 86-87 (Sec'y Jan. 26, 1996) (periods up to 12 months sufficiently proximate to raise
inference, but at 18 months gap begins to militate against using temporal proximity alone to raise
inference). Although two years is too long of a time period to establish the inference of a causal
connection, it is not dispositive on the issue of the causation. See Lewis v. Delaware Dept. of
Pub. Instruction, 948 F. Supp. 352, 364 (D. Del. 1996); Kachmar v. Sunguard Data Sys., Inc.,
109 F.3d 173, 178 (1997). Temporal proximity is merely one method to establish a causal
connection between the protected activity and the adverse action. T.V.A. v. Frady, No. 96-3831
mem. at 4 (Jan. 12, 1998).

Complainant may overcome a significant lapse of time by presenting direct evidence
supporting the assertion that the adverse action was the result of the protected activity.
Shusterman v. EBASCO Services., 87-ERA-27, slip op. at 8-9 (Sec'y June 6, 1992), affd mem.,
Siwsterman v. Secretary ofLabor, No. 92-4029 (2d. Cir. 1992). The briefs and other documents
offered by Complainant present sufficient facts to show that a genuine issue of material fact
remains to be decided at a hearing regarding causation; namely the following.

In 1993, McGrath told the plant manager that Complainant was a problem and they
needed to get rid of him. Complainant then filed his original ERA claim because of actions taken
by McGrath and McArthur. Following the April 1994 settlement,- neither McGrath nor McArthur
had direct supervision over Complainant until 1996. Within three months of their being put into
authority positions over Complainant, the department was reorganized and Complainant's
position was eliminated.

Two new positions were created in the reorganization effort. Complainant could have
been rolled-over into one of the new positions.' Although the written job description ofthe
Chemistry and Environmental Protection Senior Program Manager required some environmental
work, Complainant performed environmental functions less than five percent of the time
according to Grover. Thus, his actual duties as the Chemistry and Environmental Protection
Senior Program Manager matched the written job description of the new Chemistry Program
Manager (PWR), PG-8, position for which he had to post. McGrath, however, determined that
two jobs were dissimilar and posted the job in a Vacant Position Announcement.

Harvey, Chandrakesaran, and Complainant were all Chemistry and Environmental
Protections Senior Program Managers. Each posted for the positions. Complainant has produced

3 Respondent's personnel actions are governed by the regulations promulgated by the Office of
Personnel Management.. The incumbents of positions being eliminated are entitled to "rollover" into
newly created positions if the positions are similar. When the positions are dissimilar, Respondent fills
vacancies on a competitive basis. However, it is the duties performed or the actual function of the job that
determines whether the positions are similar or not. See 5 C.F.R. §§ 432.103(g), 752.201(d)(3), and
752.402(g).
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evidence to suggest that Harvey was pre-selected for one of the new positions. David Goetcheus
("Goetcheus") told Dave Voefler ("Voeller"-).that Harvey would get the job "if push came top
shove." -On June 3, 1996; Harvey called Voeller and -told himnthat he would be working a lot.:.,
closer with him in the future in the PWR corporate chemistry position. Harvey felt this was the
case because he was not released by corporate management for a position at Sequoyah nuclear
power plant. Harvey "felt sorry for [Complainant] as the odd man out." Harvey called Voeller
again on June 10, 1996, and explained that he, himself, might be the odd man out. Voeller
believes that Harvey changed his attitude regarding the job because of some negative feedback he
may have gotten.

Finally, Complainant has presented evidence that the selection for the Review Board for
the vacant position was contrived. The Review Board consisted of Kent, Corey, and Rogers.
Kent worked closely with Harvey in the past, while Corey had worked closely with
Chandrasekaran. Both had knowledge that Complainant had previously filed an ERA claim
against Respondent. Believing Complainant to be untrustworthy, they excluded him from a
meeting in which they discussed "sensitive matters." Originally, Jack Cox ("Cox") was to be a
member of the Review Board. He had worked most closely with Complainant and could give an
accurate account of Complainant's competence. However, he was not available on July 18, 1996.
McGrath would not reschedule the interviews and he replaced Cox with Rogers as the final
member of the Review Board. Rogers was the only Review Board member who did not know,
either directly or indirectly, that Complainant had previously filed an ERA claim against :
Respondent in 1993.-Discriminatory animus can be shown by demonstrating that people who are
involved in the employment decision acted with unlawful purpose regarding the decisional process
itself. Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 490 U.S. 228, 277 (1989) (O'Connor, J. concurring).
Complainant received the lowest score of the three candidates; he was not placed in a position
while McArthur placed Harvey and Chandrasekaran in the two open positions.

Viewing the evidence and factual inferences in the light most favorable to Complainant,
there is an inference that the protected activity prompted the adverse action.

The burden shifts to Respondent to demonstrate a legitimate, non-discriminatory reason
for the adverse action.i42 U.S.C. § 583 I(b)(3)(B). Respondent has met this burden by
demonstrating that the actions took place in a circumstance governed by the need to decrease the
size of the workforce.' Respondent claims to have reorganized to hold down electric rates by
improving productivity and reducing costs. The burden now shifts back to Complainant to show
Respondent's reason was pretextual, and that the true reason for the action was discrimination
based on the protected activity. 42 U.S.C. § 583 1(b)(3)(C).

Respondent contends that is actions were "motivated" by the circumstance stated regarding the
need to decrease the size of the workforce. Since the burden of production, at this point, has a low -
threshold of merely stating the legitimate business reason, that burden has been met However, the
ultimate "motive" for the action in the case of Complainant is the ultimate factual determination that must
be made by the trier of fact under the cited case.
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At all times the burden -of persuasion remains with Complainant to show that Respondent
was motivated by ainunlawful, discriminatory purpose. 'TexasDep 't of Communiy Affairs v.
Burdine,-450 U.S. 248,-254-55 (1981).: Once a respondent produces evidence sufficient to rebut
the "presumed" retaliation raised by the prima facie case,- the inference "simply drops out of the
picture," and "the trier of fact proceeds to decide the ultimate question:" St. Mary 's Honor
Center v. Hicks, 509 U.S. 502, 510-511 (1993). See Carroll v. United States Dep 't of Labor, 78
F.3d 352, 356 (8' Cir. 1996) (whether the complainant previously established a prima facie case
becomes irrelevant once the respondent has produced evidence of a legitimate business non-
discriminatory reason for the adverse action); Roadway Express, Inc. v. Dole, 929 F.2d 1060,
1063 (5' Cir. 1991) (court declined to revisit sufficiency of prima facie case; "[b]ecause the case
has been fully tried and we thus have a fully developed record before us, the focus of our inquiry
is on the ultimate question of discrimination"); Hu v. Public Service Electric & Gas Co., 93-ERA-
38, slip op. at 9 and 12 (ALJ Dec. 8, 1993) (AIJ declined to determine whether the complainant
demonstrated a prima facie case because the complainant had "not sustained his ultimate burden
of proving that his allegedly protected activity motivated, in whole or in part, [Respondent's]
decision to any of the adverse employment actions he experienced.")

Assuming Complainant has shown a prima facie case, the claim turns on the question of
pretext. Complainant asserts the same facts listed above to establish that Respondent acted with a
discriminatory motive even though a legitimate, non-discriminatory reason for the adverse action-
was advanced. The facts, however circumstantial, can support- a finding of discriminatory intent.
See Beauford v. Sisters of Mercy, 816 F.2d 1104, 1108 (6' Cir. .1987) (citing U.S. Postal Service
Bd ofGovernors v. Aikens,-460 U.S. 711, 714 n. 3 (1983). Case law supports the assertion that
questions of motivation are more properly held for the jury. Beauford, 816 F.2d at 1108,
(discriminatory motivation is a question of fact, and "factual questions are traditionally within the
domain of the jury"); Conklin v. Lovely, 834 F.2d 543, 546-547 (6' Cir. 1987) (summary
judgment was improper where question of motivation, a jury question, was raised though
circumstantial evidence). I find the facts described in the causal nexus section of this Decision and
Order are sufficient to raise a question as to genuine issue of material fact to be resolved by the
appropriate trier of fact. In an Administrative Court, the Administrative Law Judge is the trier of
fact. The question of Respondent's motivation may be more properly fleshed out at a hearing on
the matter before an Administrative Law Judge than through summary decision. Therefore,
Respondent's motion for summary decision shall be denied.

V. Unconditional Job Offer

Respondent argues that Complainant's rejection of an unconditional job offer precludes
any liability or relief. Complainant resigned on September 5, 1996, after he was turned down for
the Chemistry Program Manager (PWR), PG-8, position in Chattanooga, Tennessee, and his
current position was eliminated for fiscal year 1997. Complainant made it clear that he would not
accept any position with Respondent. On Septernber 27, 1996, Respondent offered Complainant
the same position he posted for and was denied, which would cancel his v6luntary resignation.
Complainant rejected the offer.; - -

EXHIBIT 5
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: Respondent contends that the late job offer constituted prompt corrective action and
precludes Complainant from any relief::Respondent cites four hostile work environment cases-.
involving sexual harassment. These cases are distinguishable because the complainants in those
cases were not retaliated against with adverse employment actions. They were not terminated and
then offered reinstatement positions. The prompt corrective action in those cases related to
disciplining the offender or removing the complainant from the offender's supervision when the
employer had knowledge of the hostile activity. Respondent cites Dartey v. Zack Co., 82-ERA-2
(Sec'y Apr. 25, 1983), for the proposition that the Secretary of Labor adopted the paradigm of
Title VII cases when analyzing ERA cases. On closer review of Dartey, however, it is clear that
the Secretary only adopted the burden of proof and burden of persuasion analysis used in the Title
VII cases. Dartey does not stand for the proposition that every element of a Title VII case
applies equally to an ERA case. Therefore, Respondent's argument of "prompt corrective
action" has no application to a whistleblower claim.

Second, Respondent argues that their offer to Complainant of the position he sought
relieves them from any liability. In FordMotor Co. v. E.EOC, 458 U.S. 219, 231 (1982), the
Court held that an employer tolls the running of back pay by making an unconditional offer to the
complainant of a job substantially equivalent to the one he or she was denied. See Shore v.
Federal Express Corp., 42 F.3d 373, 378-79 (6w' Cir. 1994). Absent special circumstances, a
complainant is required to accept an unconditional offer of the job originally sought, and this
acceptance preserves the complainant's right to be made whole. However, if complainant refuses
the offer, he forfeits any claim to back pay from the date of the offer. 458 U.S. at 238-239.
Where there are valid reasons for refusing the offer, a complainant is not precluded from relief
Giandonato v. Sybron Corp., 804 F.2d 120, 124 (10& Cir. 1986). A complainant cannot,
however, refuse an offer because he does not want to work for the same supervisors. Id
Although Complainant asserted that he did not wish to return to work for Respondent, Ford
Motor Co. v. EEOC, is only binding if the offer is truly unconditional. Morvay v. Maghielse Tool
& Die Co., 708 F.2d 229, 232 (6d' Cir. 1983). An offer is not unconditional if it requires the
complainant to drop his unfair labor practice charge. Id Finally, back pay is only tolled if the
offer was unreasonable, and this is a question of fact for the jury. Cripps v. United Biscuit of
Great Britian, 732 F. Supp. 844, 848-849 (E.D. Tenn. 1989).

Complainant alleges that he conversed with Phillip Reynolds ("Reynolds") on August 26,
1996, at which time Reynolds asked what it would take to settle the second DOL claim that
Complainant filed in June 1996. They discussed the possibility of reinstatement and a cash
settlement. Complainant told Reynolds that he intended to reject any offer of settlement that
included employment with Respondent. After that, Reynolds stated that he was authorized to
make an unconditional offer to Complainant for the PWR Chemistry Program Manager position
on September 27, 1996. If Complainant had accepted the offer, his voluntary resignation would
have been canceled. The face of the offer states, "This is in response to our discussion regarding
your employment at TVA. As a result of our discussion, I am offering you a position as
Chemistry Program Manager (PWR), PG-8, at a salary of $77,069.00." In light of the
Complainant's view of the events leading up to the offer, there appears to be a genuine dispute as

EXHIBIT 5
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to the reasonableness of the offer and whether the offer was truly unconditional. Therefore, I find
that'Resp6ridentiis'n'ot entitled to s'unsumn -decision-based'on -this argument:--

VI. Conclusion and Order

Complainant has presented sufficient evidence to raise genuine issues of material fact.
Therefore, Respondent's Motion for Summary Decision is DENIED.

HMS F. PHALE, JR. a
- ~Administrative L-aw Judge /
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S

2 (11:06 a.m.)

3 MS. BENSON: For the record today's date is

4 December 18, 1998.

5 The time now is 11:07.

6 I'm Special Agent Diana S. Benson of the Nuclear

7 Regulatory Commission Office of Investigations, Atlanta,

8 Georgia and I'll be conducting this interview.

9 During this proceeding which is being recorded for

10 transcription NRC Office of Investigations will conduct an

11 interview of . The spelling of

12 last name is This interview pertains

13 to OI Investigation No. 2-1998-013. The location of this

14 interview is TVA Lookout Place Building, Chattanooga,

15 Tennessee.

16 Whereupon,

17

18 the Interviewee, was called for examination and, having been

19 first duly sworn was examined and testified as follows.

20 MS. BENSON: I ask - I'm sorry _

21 I asked you to read over Section 1001 of Title 18 of

22 the U.S. Code. Did you read over that?

23 MR. _ Yes.

24 MS. BENSON: And do you understand that?

25 MR. : Yes.
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1 MS. BENSON: Okay, and I also presented to you my

2 credentials earlier identifying who I am. Do you recall

3 that I did present those to you?

4 : Yes.

5 MS. BENSON: Okay.

6 EXAMINATION

7 BY MS. BENSON:

8 Q can you please state for the record

9 your full name including your middle name?

10 A -
11 Q Can you spell your middle name, please?

12 A

13 Q And your date of birth?

14 A -
15 Q And your social security number?

16 A

17 Q And prior to the interview I indicated that we

18 were going to discussing the 1996 Department of Labor

19 complaint filed by Mr. Gary Fiser concerning alleged

20 discrimination by TVA against him. This concerned the

21 reorganization that was going on the Nuclear organization.

22 In particular the Corporate Chemistry Division here in

23 Chattanooga in which one of the positions, the Chemistry

24 position, was eliminated and the other two were posted.

25 Mr. Fiser was subsequently not selected for that
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1 position. His initial complaint was that he felt that the

2 position shouldn't be you know posted but also that he was

3 not selected for that position. Okay.

4 Can you please provide me with the history of your

5 employment with TVA including the positions you've held and

6 the responsibilities you had in those positions?

7 A Okay.

8 | supporting

9 the nuclear sites that TVA currently owns and operates.

10 That included at the time the operating units. Well the

11 active sites were Watts Bar, Browns Ferry, and Sequoyah.

12

13

14

15 Two of the positions were currently filled and

16 there was a vacant position which was at the same level PGA

17 as the other two positions that were currently filled.

18 Shortly thereafter once I was here I guess about a

19 month, a month and a half it was explained to me that Mr.

20 Fiser at the time he wasn't actively in the organization

21 would be coming to our - back to our organization and

22 filling that position.

23 Q And that was in regards to his settlement of his

24 1993 DOL complaint?

25 A Correct, as I understand. I wasn't involved in
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1 that at all

2 so when Mr. Fiser came on board he filled that

3 position and we basically had a complete group at that time

4 based on the number of positions in the organization. About

5 July of that same year we went through another

6 reorganization.

7 Q In '94?

8 A In 1994.

9 Q Okay.

10 A And the objective there that affected us

11 immediately was to combine the Chemistry Organization and

12 the Environmental Protection Organization. Environmental

13 Protection Organization had five positions as I recall so

14 went through a process again.

15 I guess the big picture objective was we had to

16 reduce staffing, budget considerations, that sort of thing

17 so combining functions is generally one way you know you

18 look at to accomplish that end. At the time we were - was

19 given direction to look at combining the two organizations.

20 They had a manager that was in place of that group

21 so we had to combine the two functions into one group, and

22 the total number that was decided upon was five individuals

23 including the manager.

24 So you took three total people from Chemistry and

25 I believe it was five people from Environmental and combined
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1 them into one group with one manager. At the time based on

2 the policy we basically had to rewrite the job descriptions

3 and combine them into one job description. Vacated the

4 positions including my position.

5 All these positions were vacated and everyone had

6 to interview for the vacant positions including the

7 managers. Okay, so we went through that --

8 Q What position did you end up with as a result of

9 that reorganization?

10 A I was selected for the manager's position which

11 was the manager of Chemistry - Corporate Chemistry and

12 Environmental Protection.

13 Q Were there any other managers at the time?

14 A That applied for the position?

15 Q No, there was just one manager position?

16 A One manager position but you had two managers you

17 had to combined into one position. Well other things

18 transpired as well at the same time

19 to Wilson McArthur who was manager of

20 Technical Support which had other sub-groups reporting to

21 him.

22 Well that was split out. That group was split up,

23 and so we ended up in our immediate realm of RADCON

24 Organization having one manager and Chemistry and

25 Environmental having one manager.
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1 Q Okay.

2 A And those positions were made to set up at the

3 same level.

4 Q Okay, so Mr. McArthur held the RADCON?

5 A Right.

6 Q And you were the

7 A

8 Wilson McArthur was RADCON.

9 Q Okay, and were

10 A Yes, they were made

11 Q Okay.

12 A And the other groups that he had were split out.

13 He had emergency prepardness and fire protection so those

14 were split out and put under different organizations.

15 Q And that was in July of '94 that reorganization?

16 A Yes, we initiated July of '94 and I think it was

17 finalized in August or - I can't remember. It was between

18 August and September is when it was all done. It all took

19 place.

20 Q Did you have to apply for that position?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Do you know whether Mr. McArthur had to apply for

23 his position?

24 A Yes, everything was - all positions were vacated.

25 Everyone had to reapply and other applicants -- for those
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1 positions.

2 Q Okay, so was there a new job description that was

3 written for you as a result of that --

4 A Yes.

5 Q And was there a new job description that was

6 written for Mr. McArthur?

7 A As I recall, yes.

8 Q Okay.

9 A Because you changed - there was a major change in

10 the function and responsibilities. You know there were new

11 job descriptions written for all the positions reporting

12 too.

13 Q But to the best of your recollection Mr. McArthur

14 did have to bid for that position?

15 A As far as I know he did now because he was in a

16 different capacity.

17 Q Did you ever see the job description that was

18 written or posted as a vacant position that Mr. McArthur

19 subsequently filled? Was that advertised throughout the

20 Agency?

21 A I believe it was. I can't you know say for sure

22 but it would seem if I recall correctly it was advertised.

23 Q Okay.

24 A As well as--

25 Q Who was handling that reorganization as far as
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1 from the Human Resources perspective?

2 A Ben Easley was the main contact and he worked

3 closely with the General Manager at the time which was John

4 Majeskie and they worked pretty close together to make sure

5 we were following what the proper procedure was and so

6 forth.

7 Q Okay. I guess what I was asking you know you saw

8 your own vacancy announcement and applied for that position.

9 Were you interviewed for that?

10 A Yes.

11 Q And who interviewed you?

12 A John Majeskie.

13 Q And were there any other candidates that had

14 applied for your position?

15 A Yes, there were at least two to three. I know

16 there were at least two to three others.

17 Q And what about the position that Mr. McArthur was

18 bidding for do you know whether anybody else applied for

19 that?

20 A I don't know for sure. I'm pretty sure he had the

21 interview but I don't know whether there were others that

22 applied. I'm sure that HR would have that information.

23 They should.

24 Q Okay. So anyway you were

25
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1 A , right.

2 Q and that was like August

3 time frame of 1994?

4 A Yes, July to September. That window there.

5 Q And Mr. Fiser was also - bid for and was selected

6 for one of the positions. Did he have to interview for his

7 position also?

8 A Yes.

9 Q And basically in those Chemistry positions the

10 functions of the Environmental functions were just combined

11 and I note you talked in depth in your deposition about you

12 know the percentage that was being done.

13 A Right.

14 Q And you know basically my interview with U
15 he indicated that he was the one that had done the

16 comparison of the position and that he felt that that job

17 should have been posted because there was a change in the

18 job description.

19 Do you recall anything different about you know

20 the position that took at that time?

21 A No. I mean there was consistent - I mean it was

22 consistent with you know as I understand it the HR policy

23 that was established. If you - they used an arbitrary

24 percentage like if the job function changes by more than I

25 think it was fifteen percent - I think it's fifteen percent
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1 then you're required to rewrite it and post it.

2 Basically, it was explained to us it two

3 approaches. If you don't change a job you're going into a

4 staff reduction if you don't change your jobs. Then you

5 basically go on seniority. You know how long you've been

6 here verses the other people.

7 Okay, other than that so it's either that avenue

8 or if there is a significant change in your job you rewrite

9 the job position description and vacate all the positions

10 and everyone vying for them on equal basis.

11 Q Okay.

12 A So this particular situation fit you know the

13 second avenue which was you had to make - you're combing two

14 major functions into one so it's a significant change that

15 that was you know the course that was taken.

16 Q I guess in your past interviews you had indicated

17 that you didn't really have any long discussions with Mr.

18 Fiser about his being placed into that one Chemistry

19 position right after you first came on with the organization

20 and that you know you just felt that that was separate.

21 You wanted to develop your own opinion of him and

22 it appears that basically when he worked with you what was

23 your evaluation of his abilities?

24 A Overall I felt he was a very good engineer,

25 support engineer, for the sites. When he returned to TVA I
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1 had just met him. I never - I didn't know him before hand.

2 He didn't come back with you know a chip on his shoulder or

3 he was upset with somebody.

4 He just came back and went to work, rolled up his

5 sleeves and got in with the rest of us and we established

6 |some goals and objectives, what we wanted to do at the

7 sites, and even his major focus was Watts Bar. We were

8 really in a situation where they had a lot of issues they

9 needed to get resolved to get it on track for start up.

10 He came in and was very instrumental in the

11 Chemistry and Environmental areas of helping get Watts Bar

12 started up. I think if you talk with them they would echo

13 the same sentiments but a good individual as far as

14 attitude, a lot of Plant experience. You know from his you

15 understood he was at Sequoyah --. Sequoyah's as the

6 |Chemistry Manager but his main - I would say his strong suit

17 was his Plant experience on site. More of a hands on type

18 work. Interacted very well with the people. No problems

19 with him getting along or not being able to work with this

20 individual, that sort of thing. They all would continually

21 call me and tell me you know how good of a job he is doing.

22 He's here. He's supporting us. He stays and he works long

23 hours. What we need he is there to provide that for us.

24 You know we're a Corporate but we kind of had a

25 different role but we were more support oriented. You know
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1 you had Corporate function. You've got - part of what you

2 have to do is over site and part of what you have to do is

3 support.

4 We were more of support oriented probably 70/30

5 split with 70 percent being more support and try to work out

6 a good mix you know balance with the sites, but very good.

7 Always focused on how to solve the problem instead of

8 creating a problem.

9 Q Un-hum.

10 A So he worked out you know very well while we were

11 here together.

12 Q Okay. All right, I kindly jumped ahead actually

13 of myself. I know what we were looking at was you know your

14 positions going back really to the beginning.

15 A Un-hum.

16 Q And in 1994 as a result of that one organization

17 you posted for them or selected for the subsequent manager

18 position there and how long - can you tell me what your

19 procession was after that?

20 A Right, that stayed in tact until - basically that

21 stayed in tact until 1996 when we had the second - during my

22 tenure the second major reorganization that took place

23 starting in I believe it was about April of 1996 - March or

24 April of 1996 is when it started to take place.

25 Q Okay, and what positions did you hold as a result
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1 of that - I mean afterwards?

2 A Well in that reorganization the decision was made

3 to combine again more staff reduction, how we're going to

4 combine RADCON, Chemistry/Environmental into one

5 organization.

6 Reduced the head count and the number of people in

7 the organization from current levels down to essentially

8 four reports to a single manager,

9 _ You had

10 four reports reporting to that manager.

11 Essentially we're going to delete all of the

12 Environmental support functions. You were going to -

13 basically what they did they just took one RADCON position

14 and added some Environmental responsibilities to that one

15 RADCON position.

16 Q Okay, and what did you end up with after that?

17 A Well the decision was made by the General Manager

18 at the time to select --

19 Q And who was the General Manager?

20 A Tom McGrath.

21 Q And can you spell Mr. McGrath's last name, please?

22 A Oh, let's see I think it's M-c-G-r-a-t-h.

23 Q Okay, go ahead.

24 A The decision - he made the decision to select

25 Wilson McArthur for that Manager's position. You know
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1 that's what he decided to do. I did express to him all

2 through the reorganization I was interested in interviewing

3 for the position, but it was between him and HR. He made

4 the decision to select Wilson McArthur.

5 Q And I'm going to examine that a little bit more

6 closely but we'll come back to that.

7 A Okay.

8 Q I do have some specific questions to ask you about

9 that, but anyway so Wilson McArthur was selected for this

10 new position with RADCON, Chemistry & Environmental and what

11 did you get? What were you selected for?

12 A Nothing. No position.

13 Q What happened to you at that point?

14 A Well what happened I looked at - started looking

15 you know at some other possible options. I continued to

16 work along with Wilson and with the organization you know to

17 help out as much as I could, plus I was still in support of

18 the Plants in the Chemistry organization.

19 I initiated a request to INPO, Institute of

20 Nuclear Power Operations, to go there for tour as a Company

21 representative because we have like the equivalent of two

22 and a half slots, or basically three slots there with INPO

23 that we companies - I'm sure you're familiar with it -

24 rotate company employees service so I initiated that

25 request. Efforts were made to move along for me to --
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1 Q Who did you initiate that request to?

2 A Well I initiated the request to Tom McGrath.

3 Q Okay.

4 A I mean that was the procedure was to write a

5 letter to him. I don't remember whether it went above - I

6 know it went above him but I mean I can't - I don't recall

7 the initial but I think I wrote it to him or I wrote it to

8 Ike - or Tom McGrath. I can't remember exactly what - I

9 probably have a copy of it but I don't remember exactly who

10 it was addressed to.

11 Q Okay, so you filled the TVA slot at INPO from what

12 time - what time period are we talking about?

13 A Well I finally ended up starting there September

14 30th of 1996, and I ended that tour December 31st of 1997.

15 Q And where did you go after that?

16 A After I came back?

17 Q After you went to INPO - yeah, once you returned

18 from INPO?

19 A Oh, returned. Well it's - I'm sort of in

20 transition. I don't know how to categorize that but we're -

21 we're trying to work out where do we go from here. Before I

22 went I worked with the organization. Worked with HR and I

23 was put in a developmental status and had -- developmental

24 status with the objective of getting experience in INPO,

25 coming back, laying out a career path, and proceeding from
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1 there.

2 Okay, and that included going to SRO certification

3 class and then work. You know going from there but we would

4 sit down - being assigned a mentor - Vice President mentor,

5 Vice President level mentor, but for some reason or other it

6 didn't all transpire like it was initially laid out.

7 I've been - you know I'm just being honest with

8 you I've been - I've been very patient with the organization

9 and we're trying to work with HR to work this out.

10 I've done a couple of special projects. That's

11 the work down at Brown's Ferry but what I did was I

12 initiated several options, career options, and put them on a

13 table. I think you know they have them and we're - you know

14 I don't want to get off on a tangent but --

15 Q No, no.

16 A But we're trying to work that out.

17 Q Yeah.

18 A I mean that's to be --

19 Q Who in Human Resources are you working with on

20 that?

21 A Ed Boyles. He's the point of contact and

22 organizationally I report to Jack Bailey. I'm on his staff

23 reporting to him.

24 Q Jack Bailey?

25 A Jack Bailey, who is the VP of - Vice President of
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1 Engineering.

2 Q Okay. That brings us up to today and it really

3 kind of right now sounds like since you've been back from

4 INPO that you might be given work in projects and so forth

5 but right now you don't really have a job is what it amounts

6 to?

7 A Correct.

8 Q Okay, and prior to coming to TVA what were you

9 doing?

10 A I was the Corporate Chemistry Manager at the New

11 York Power Authority, and I was there for eleven years.

12 Prior to that I worked for the DuPont Company at a

13 production plant in Seaford, Delaware for about two and a

14 half years, and prior to that was in the Navy for five

15 years.

16 Q What did you do in the Navy?

17 A In the Navy I was a nuclear engineer.

18 Q Okay.

19 A So I qualified as a Certified Engineer in the Navy

20 of the Nuclear Power Program. I served aboard the aircraft

21 carrier USS Enterprise, and that's pretty much the stint of

22 it.

23 Q I think they interviewed the CO the other day on

24 the Enterprise if I'm not mistaken.

25 A Oh, is that right during this --
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1 Q Yeah, on CNN during this --

2 A Yeah, I didn't see that.

3 Q Okay, so basically you had eleven years with New

4 York Power or Electric as Corporate Chemistry Manager and so

5 you did have a pretty good Chemistry background prior to

6 coming to TVA?

7 A Correct, and most of my operation background is

8 with the Navy.

9 Q Un-hum.

10 A I did work in operations and did Chemistry RADCON,

11 Environmental with the Navy. I was the Officer directly

12 responsible for that for you know the whole program.

13 In addition, it qualifies in the operations to -

14 it's equivalent to the SRO so basically you had to qualify -

15 well you had to qualify - I'm trying to make it equivalent

16 to you know civilian RO but the additional qualification was

17 basically the SRO qualifications.

18 Q Just for the record I don't know if he mentioned

19 to you what the acronym SRO stands for, did he?

20 A Senior Reactor Operator.

21 Q And RO would be Reactor Operator?

22 A Right.

23 Q I'm going to go back now that we've established

24 you know your background. During the time period of 1996

25 according to what I've seen so far or heard or read --
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1 A Un-hum.

2 Q I guess when they posted the position, the

3 Chemistry positions, there one of them that Mr. Fiser had

4 been holding at some point and time you were over at

5 Sequoyah from what I read in your deposition and you were

6 approached by Charles Kent and Gordon Rich.

7 In your deposition you indicated that it says

8 Howard in your deposition but I don't know if that's Gordon

9 Rich or Charles Kent - indicated that they wanted to

10 transfer Sam Harvey's and Harvey is H-a-r-v-e-y position to

11 Sequoyah because they had a vacancy when someone had left

12 the year before. Do you recall this?

13 A Yes.

14 Q Okay, do you remember who specifically talked to

15 you about transferring Mr. Harvey out there?

16 A Well both Charles and Gordon.

17 Q Okay.

18 A I was out there we were meeting or it was some - I

19 can't remember what I was out there for something related to

20 - work related. I didn't go specifically for that and then

21 of course all this - when all this started to transpire you

22 know the guys told me and you know my objective was anytime

23 you go through organization staff reduction my objective is

24 I like to see everybody have a job after it's over whether

25 it's in our organization or somewhere.
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1 One of the things I try to do is work aggressively

2 to see whether we can get - if there is any employment

3 opportunities that it works out for people, that's what they

4 want I try to do all I can to promote that and make that

5 happen.

6 I say that because I told the whole staff look,

7 we'll talk to you at the respective sites. Tell them what's

8 going on. Also, tell them to somehow feed back response,

9 feedback any response you know if you're doing a good job

10 and they feel you're doing a job you need to feed that back

11 to the organization because that's what counts.

12 If there is any other opportunities I'll be more

13 than happy to support you in that, so anyway we were out

14 there for some work and they approached me both Charles and

15 Gordon about the possibility of transferring Sam.

16 Sequoyah was his Plant and he supported you know

17 the most. The way we were lined up where each individual

18 had one site that they primarily - they were the primary

19 contact. Not saying they didn't work in other areas which

20 we did. We crossed over and that sort of thing as we needed

21 to but they approached me and said that we'd like very much

22 to try to move his position out to Sequoyah.

23 Either transfer him into the vacant position or

24 move his current position from Corporate and have him

25 transfer over. I said you know I told them I said you know
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1 it was constructive. It was positive and I said well that's

2 - I wouldn't have any problems with that. I would support

3 that.

4 I said I want to go to Sam first and talk to him.

5 If that's what he wants to do, fine because there is nothing

6 - I don't want anyone to feel like we're trying to force

7 someone out of the organization, this thing and the other.

8 I went to Sam and I talked to Sam and I said look,

9 this is your call. If you want me to try to help make this

10 happen if I can I will. If you don't, if you want to stay

11 in Corporate it's up to you. You know it's your decision.

12 See we work very closely. I mean I work very closely with

13 the guys of course.

14 It wasn't like I felt uncomfortable. They felt

15 uncomfortable talking to me about it you know so it wasn't

16 like it was confidential or this, that, and the other in

17 that respect.

18 Q Okay.

19 A We had discussion and I talked with Sam, and Sam

20 said yes, I'd be interested in doing that since it looks

21 like we're going to be losing at least one Chemistry

22 position potentially so I said fine.

23 I went and talked to Ben because they wanted to

24 try to move this thing on and Charles asked me to go talk to

25 - I got the message through Wilson that Charles wanted to go
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1 ahead and initiate this so I went and talked to Ben to find

2 out what the process was you know.

3 Q Just to interrupt you right there --

4 A Yes.

5 Q When you mentioned Wilson that's Wilson McArthur?

6 A I'm sorry. Wilson McArthur and Ben Easley.

7 Q At that point was Mr. McArthur in agreement with

8 this?

9 A Well he was more relaying - you know he had

10 stopped me and said that at the time well they're waiting.

11 Has anything been done to transfer Sam out there you know

12 because Charles asked me about it you know. They talked to

13 him about it and I said well, no I was thinking since it was

14 their position they would you know - see if they had a

15 position they wanted to bring me they would send out a

16 request letter down to our organization requesting that that

17 be considered.

18 Now if we're transferring our position out to them

19 then you know so based on how you're doing it, based on who

20 initiated - it would depend on who initiated it. Anyway, I

21 said well let me go and talk to HR and find out what the

22 option, what is the process.

23 Ben said back to me that I needed to talk with Tom

24 McGrath about it and I started with him because I didn't

25 know if he was aware of it or if they had mentioned it to
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1 him, or just what so that's when I went in and talked with

2 Tom about it to try to get it initiated if that's what they

3 wanted to do.

4 I certainly - it sounded like a good option to me

5 and I didn't have any problem with it. That's what the site

6 expressed they wanted and that's what Sam expressed that

7 they wanted so I wanted to try to do what I could to support

8 that.

9 Q Okay, and basically in your deposition you

10 indicated that Mr. McGrath's response was not in support of

11 either filling that vacancy or the transfer of Harvey down

12 there?

13 A That's correct. He expressed he wasn't - hadn't

14 heard anything about it, wasn't aware of it. Then I went

15 back and I tried to fill him in on what had happened and

16 that they had expressed interest. They asked me to initiate

17 - to get the ball rolling if you will.

18 You know he was pretty adamant. He wanted to keep

19 Sam here at the Corporate and he really looked upon him as

20 the PWR guy and wanted to keep that expertise here. I

21 didn't you know we didn't - it wasn't a confrontational

22 exchange or anything. I said well that's - if that's your

23 decision that's fine. If you want to keep him down here

24 because he knew we had two positions there.

25 You know I fed that back to the sites and said
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1 well that's what I was told you know.

2 Q Was there ever any suggestion by anyone that maybe

3 Mr. Fiser could go down there in that position?

4 A No.

5 Q Okay.

6 A And I wouldn't - I didn't - I wouldn't expect that

7 just based on my experience because -- line each site would

8 want the guy that they had been working with to establish a

9 relationship.

10 Q Right.

11 A Gary did work it. He did good work at Sequoyah.

12 We weren't in -- contact but he did good work at Sequoyah.

13 He did various things. We had - they first gave me Sequoyah

14 it had a lot of problems you know. The Chemistry Program

15 was kindly -- and you get a lot of tension. We didn't have

16 a good - we just had a new -- evaluation and had some

17 significant things come up.

18 We tried to pool a lot of - you know we pooled our

19 resources and our objective was to get it turned around you

20 know so we worked closely with Gordon Rich and his staff out

21 there. We would do that. We would pool our resources and

22 Gary added a good piece to that you know that say Sam didn't

23 have. We packaged it you know and --

24 Q Okay.

25 A And -- the other individual he did some things
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1 there so --

2 Q Prior to the posting of the Corporate Chemistry

3 positions that Harvey and Fiser bid on and I'm talking about

4 the PWR.

5 A Right.

6 Q The Pressure Water React - that's --

7 A Yes, Pressurized Water React.

8 Q Position not the other one the boiling water one

9 but the pressurized one. Did Mr. Harvey work down at

10 Sequoyah on a temporary basis? Physically go down there and

11 temporarily assigned down there prior to the posting of this

12 other position?

13 A He wasn't transfer there permanently. I'm trying

14 to remember the time. You know the way we kindly set up and

15 operated one of our exhortations was that the individuals

16 would spend the majority of time at the site Sequoyah and

17 the sites based on what we've already worked out and what

18 they had to accomplish.

19 Now I can't remember - there were a couple of

20 stints there where he was supporting steam - cleaning

21 evolutions. I can't time wise we were doing the steam

22 generator cleaning and on that basis he was kindly assigned

23 on a temporary basis with the steam generator group. He was

24 providing the Chemistry function for that.

25 I can't remember. It may have been we were doing
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1 a cleaning and he was spending quite a few days during that

2 time frame. Yes, he was. Let me back up because he was

3 because when we did all - when we were going through the

4 position descriptions I had to get - take copies out and we

5 had to get his input. Yes, he was. He was working on a

6 steam generator cleaning project at the time.

7 Q Okay, and that was before these other positions

8 had been posted?

9 A Correct, correct.

10 Q Do you remember about how long he was down there?

11 A It could have been at least two to four months I

12 would imagine. I can't remember because usually they start

13 before the project. You have to stage up, bring your

14 equipment. You know it's a major evolution.

15 Q Okay, and I'm going to jump over to the

16 conversation that you had with Mr. Voeller who is Watts Bar.

17 Is that correct?

18 A Correct.

19 Q And that's the site that Mr. Fiser had been

20 supporting in which Mr. Voeller contacted you I guess on the

21 phone, telephone and had told you about a conversation he

22 had with Sam Harvey regarding his working with Watts Bar a

23 lot i the future. Do you remember that phone conversation?

24 A Yes, and how it transpired Gary had called me.

25 Gary Fiser called me.
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1 Q Okay.

2 A It on a trip on my way back from Brown's Ferry and

3 he had called me while we were driving and stated that what

4 he was told - what he told me was Dave Voeller had called

5 him up and asked him about the position whether the decision

6 was made and Sam was selected to go in the position and Gary

7 said no, I don't know anything that has happened. As far as

8 I know it hasn't and so he in turn called me.

9 Then I said well no, no one has told me anything

10 and so I in turn called Dave Voeller and that's when I found

11 out what Sam had - the conversation he had with Sam.

12 Q Do you remember specifically what he told you?

13 A Well as far as I recall he had basically told me

14 that Sam had stopped up at the site - either stopped up or

15 called him on the phone and told Dave that well it looks

16 like he was going to be working with him a lot closer in the

17 future in supporting Watts Bar which was told out of

18 character because he hadn't done that in the past. We just

19 assigned his primary Plant was Sequoyah.

20 He wants to get up there and talk with the guys

21 and - I'm kindly paraphrasing so don't you know I don't

.22 remember it word for word but basically he was going to be

23 going up. He was going to work closely with Dave Voeller

24 and his staff and he will be coming up there and getting

25 more involved with that, and this, that, and the other like
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1 this is going to start right away you know.

2 You know Dave was kindly taken back. He had taken

3 that as well I guess the decision has been made that you're

4 going to be filling that position, and I said no, as far as

5 I know I'll check when I get back to the office but we have

6 to go through you know a selection process.

7 It's got to be posted, and it's got to be you know

8 interviewed for it and everything, so I was kindly taken

9 back by it all. Gary was very upset and I told him don't

10 worry about it. Don't blow up. Just hold your peace and

11 we're going to - you know I'll talk to HR and make sure

12 we'll still on track. I'll talk to Ben and made sure and

13 just follow the process. That's what we have to - we want

14 to do what we're supposed to do based on the process.

. 15 Q Un-hum.

16 A You know so and that's what - you know that's what

17 he did you know follow the process. You can't take that and

18 you know - we don't want to take that and go around with it.

19 Just do what you're supposed to do.

20 Q Did you - after you had your phone call with Dave

21 Voeller and the spelling of Mr. Voeller's last name is

22 V-o-e-l-l-e-r.

23 A Correct.

24 Q After you had that conversation with him did you

25 talk to Sam Harvey about this?
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A I recall I initially didn't say anything to him.

We probably ended up talking about it at some time later

after you know the fact. I don't recall how it transpired

but we ended up talking about it. Whether he came in or I

asked him because we were in a meeting or something but you

know the feed back I got was well you know it's all Dave has

misunderstood what I was saying. I mean to say that if -

something to the effect that I meant to say well if I get

the position I'll be working more closely with you. Well --

Q Un-hum.

A You really don't - there's no need to say anything

until you're in the position you know. I think that was to

that to that effect. I mean he said something to that

effect but I didn't immediately approach him about that. I

mean that was kindly - I wasn't even a party of that as far

as him and --.

I told all the people look, we've got to follow

the process. Here is where the policy and here is what the

process is supposed to - how it's supposed to work. You

know I think all of us should follow the process. Now if

something is done indirectly it will be addressed but we

have to follow the process you know. Through the end you

follow the process. You don't go make a big problem.

Follow the process.

Q Okay.
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3 2

A They're going to interview and they said they was

going to follow through with it. Okay, let's follow the

process.

Q Okay. Did you ever talk to anyone else about this

such as Mr. McArthur?

A About Sam's conversation?

Q Un-hum.

A No.

Q Okay.

A No.

Q Going back to the selection of Mr. McArthur as the

new manager, the combined manager of RADCOM Chem Section.

A Un-hum.

Q When was he actually selected for that? Do you

remember?

A It seems like it was back in June. June 15th. We

had a big staff meeting. Tom McGrath called a big staff

meeting. He made the formal announcement in the staff

meeting. I believe it was like the middle of June,

mid-June, 15th, something like that.

Q Un-hum.

A If I recall correctly.

Q And so that's when he started working in that

capacity sometime in June?

A Yes.
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1 Q So that would have been before - was it before the

2 posting of those --

3 A Oh, yes, yes, it was way before the posting.

4 Q Okay.

5 A Quite a bit of time compared to the process.

.6 Q Before he was selected for this position how did

7 you find out that this position was going to be combined?

8 A At the - Tom McGrath called a series of meetings

9 up front to talk about well we've got a reorganization,

10 reorganize. He laid out some criteria initially here is

11 what I'm looking at and the way -- functions, this, that,

12 and the other.

13 One of the things - one of his criteria was that we

14 were going to combine these two groups and come up and then

15 just have one manager for those two groups. That was known

16 up front at one of his - put out with from one of his

17 meetings.

18 Q And when did you indicate to Mr. McGrath that you

19 were interested in applying for that position?

20 A It must have been shortly after he had mentioned

21 that. We were - I had met with him for some other things I

22 thing and you know I did mention to him that I would be

23 interested. Since it was only one position obviously I

24 would be interested in applying for the position and

25 interviewing for it.
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1 Q Okay, and what did Mr. McGrath tell you when you

2 indicated you were interested in applying for that position?

3 A He didn't really provide any - I mean there was -

4 he may have said fine, and that was it. I mean there was no

5 -

6 Q Okay, I guess maybe --

7 A Specific acknowledgement okay, you know, I want

8 to make sure this - it wasn't - you know we didn't really

9 have a lengthy discussion about it. I just mentioned it.

10 You know I just stated it to him that I was interested and

11 he may have said okay, that's fine and that was it.

12 Q When did you find out they were not going to post

13 the position I guess would be more accurate and that you

14 couldn't bid on the position?

15 A When he made the announcement at the meeting.

16 Q That's the first time you had been told anything?

17 A Right, correct.

18 Q About that?

19 A Right.

20 Q And did you speak to Mr. McGrath about this

21 afterwards?

22 A No, I didn't discuss it. I mean you know Tom -

23 Tom seemed to - you know he impressed me as an individual.

24 When he makes a decision and that was his decision so he

25 made the decision and there was no well let's talk about
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1 this, or let's discuss it. He made his decision and that's

2 what he wanted to do so there was no - I didn't see any need

3 to go and talk and say well why don't we look at this again

4 and this, that, and the other. I mean --

5 Q Well he had already made the decision?\

6 A Yeah.

7 Q And he --

8 A Made the decision, made the announcement, put out

9 that information. It was a formal --

10 Q But he did not discuss it with you prior to that?

11 A No.

12 Q Okay, and who did you speak to about this?

13 A (No response.)

14 Q Did you consult with anybody regarding them not

15 posting that position?

16 A Yes, and let me preface it too - just for the

17 record. One thing I've tried to do throughout this whole

18 process is I don't want to - and I don't want to give an

19 impression but I try not to bring my situation and tie it in

20 with someone else's situation.

21 I know you have to ask the question but I'm just

22 letting you know up front and I don't want because this is

23 for the record and whoever gets this I want to make sure

24 it's clear and I've tried to state this all along my

25 situation is separate from Gary Fiser's situation.
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1 I'm trying to deal with my situation in a separate

2 manner and I don't want the impression to be given that well

3 I'm trying to tie in my own situation with Gary Fiser's

4 situation.

5 Q Exactly.

6 A And I'm not saying this to say that I want to

7 answer all your questions truthfully and fully. I just want

8 to make sure people understand that up front that it's not -

9 there is no vendetta on my part because I'm just loaded up

10 in this and that's not the case.

11 Q Well you're just answering questions.

12 A That's what I want to --

13 Q That are presented to you right now.

14 A Yeah.

15 Q And what you're really telling me from what I'm

16 hearing is that you're not filing a complaint yourself about

17 the way that was handled and that's fine. What I'm trying

18 to do they are separate, very separate situations.

19 A That's right, and I'm not you know opposed to

20 what you're asking but I just want for the record so that if

21 whoever gets the transcripts and reads this I don't want

22 them to get the wrong impression. I want it on the record

23 that I'll answer your questions, all your questions, this,

24 that, and the other but I did - I did follow through and I

25 initiated discussions with HR.
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1 Q Un-hum, and who did you --

2 A Ed Boyles.

3 Q Ed Boyles?

4 A Ed Boyles and Phil Reynolds.

5 Q Okay.

6 A Okay, I started with Ed - well actually I started

7 with Phil Reynolds and we brought Ed Boyles in.

8 Q Okay, and what were you told by these gentlemen?

9 A Well we had several meetings and I basically

10 expressed to them that I just didn't feel that based on

11 current established practices of HR, hiring practices, --

12 Q Policy?

13 A And policies and that this wasn't done right.

14 You know I was put in a situation where I wasn't allowed an

15 opportunity to interview for a job which I would have met

16 the qualifications for, nor was allowed to you know was kind

17 of left out in the cold so to speak. I just felt as far as

18 the position that it should have been handled as far as

19 policy was concerned.

20 Q Did you ever talk to about this?

21 A Yes.

22 Q And what did tell you?

23 A Well he acknowledged that you know as far as

24 policy is concerned his impression was that - his

25 interpretation was it should have been posted and so forth,
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1 but you know he probably had some discussions with Ed and

2 this and the other, whatever they made the decision.

3 He didn't you know - he worked - he directed - he was

4 the - he reported directly to Ed Boyles. Ed Boyles reported

5 to Phil so Ben could only express based on his understanding

6 and experience with the policy to his direct report in

7 telling well I think we should do this.

8 My recommendation is we should do this, or handle it

9 this way. If Ed decides to do something different, or he

10 turns around and gives it to Phil Phil's -- are different

11 then you know they override that and they decide to handle

12 it this way.

13 Q Okay.

14 A So Ben - I just say that Ben didn't have the

15 final --

16 Q I understand that.

17 A Decision on this but he was you know I mean he

18 was consistent with the way I thought about it.

19 Q Okay, did Mr. Easley indicate to you that he made

20 this recommendation to Boyles and to Reynolds that this

21 position should have been posted?

22 A It seems like in our conversation we talked about

23 that and he expressed that you know to them.

24 Q Okay.

25 A Okay, because I talked with all of them a lot you
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1 know and particularly Ben because I worked closely with him

2 because he was direct support in our organization.

3 Q Exactly.

4 A And then it seemed like we had talked about that

5 and he did make that recommendation that that position

6 should be posted.

7 Q Okay, so initially --

8 A And he worked with Tom McGrath too so I think he

9 pretty much expressed you know that.

10 Q To McGrath also?

11 A I can't give you a date and a time when all that

12 transpired but I'm pretty sure my recollection is I recall

13 he did that.

14 Q Okay, and so you had discussions with both Mr.

15 Reynolds and Mr. Boyles and what were they saying to you?

16 A Well I think that - your reaction would say

17 initially well we don't think it was done - well first we

18 started out and I may be stumbling a little bit on this

19 because I've never gone through having to rehash this but

20 basically we started out well we feel that nothing was done

21 wrong and Ed said that it was his decision to do this.

22 I told him I didn't agree with that. I said I don't

23 work for HR. You know I work for the General Manager Tom

24 McGrath and it's his decision. See HR advises. They say

25 well here - HR's function is here is the policy, here is our
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1 recommendation. We would advise you to do this in handling

2 this situation and so forth but the hiring manager or the

3 manager in charge he makes the final call.

4 He makes the decision which way he wants to handle the

5 situation so I told him I didn't agree. I didn't think that

6 was the case. I said regardless that position - that person

7 in that position is the manager and that manager will make

8 the decision based on how he wants to handle it.

9 You advised and so forth and I can understand it.

10 Well Ed said that he - and I told him I said well still I

11 didn't - and then I got more feed back well we - well we

12 decided to do it because we felt that if we had a posted it

13 and interviewed and you weren't selected that you were going

14 to file a complaint.

15 I said well you know I've been around here for a few

16 years but I said why would I file a complaint if the policy

17 was followed and I didn't get selected. I said we're all -

18 you know I told them you know I said we're all big boys and

19 I said I've worked for people - different companies before,

20 different jobs and that's the way life is. Everything is

21 not going to go your way and you have to pick up and move

22 on. I said if I wasn't selected it was a fair process and I

23 interviewed and I wasn't selected I wasn't selected. When I

24 came here I was only here for six - for four or five months

25 and I had to reinterview for a position. I said that's the
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1 policy.

2 That's what you - when you agree to work for a company

3 you agree to work under their rules and regulations,

4 whatever the policy is. I said that it was done fairly. I

5 said we did this back in '94 and you had not one complaint.

6 People had - you know didn't selected to positions they

7 retired, had to find another job, this, that, and the other

8 but no one complained because they knowed this was coming.

9 They just asked for fairness. Asked for fairness and it be

10 done right, and everybody given a fair opportunity and

11 that's all I said. That's all I would ask for. Just give

12 me a fair - allow me a fair opportunity like you allow

13 everyone else. You know don't arbitrarily change the rules

14 because for whatever reason. I mean you've got something

15 against a person or you like this person, or whatever the

16 reason is but this should be a fair process.

17 Q Exactly.

18 A And so they - you know they took them to heart

19 and then we went on from there and then we worked out well

20 we want to work out you know a development plan for you and

21 we want to try to work you in to a senior management level,

22 and this, that, and the other so that's kindly how it got

23 resolved.

24 I told them I said because you - you all just had -

25 just a couple of years ago you just went through this. You
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1 know TVA as a whole went through this. You know big

2 situation where they didn't - where there wasn't an unfair

3 hiring, you know, interviewing, and placement practices and

4 that sort of thing.

5 Q Un-hum.

6 A And I said well you know let's do what's right

7 you know. That's all I'm suggesting here.

8 Q So because of that - the last case they had they

9 had new policy in place and basically in the situation with

10 Mr. McArthur in that position they didn't follow up that

11 policy that was implemented as a result of -- problems?

12 A As far as my understanding they didn't.

13 Q Un-hum.

14 A Now that's my understanding of it. You know this

15 is written in black and white. It's written down. I mean

16 it's not something that you have to depend on memory from.

17 Q Did they have any other explanation to you other

18 than well we thought if you didn't get selected that you

19 would file a complaint?

20 A Well he sort - another reason was well Wilson was

21 in the capacity where he had those groups reported to him

22 anyway before hand and this was taken away so we feel that

23 it was okay to put him in that position.

24 Q Un-hum.

25 A And I told him I said why would I - what grounds
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1 would I have for filing a complaint. If I'm being treated

2 fairly - if you treat fairly there is no grounds for a

3 complaint.

4 Q Un-hum.

5 A And you're following the policy and they agreed

6 to those policies when they hired in what grounds would I

7 have to file a complaint.

8 Q Okay.

9 A I wouldn't feel compelled to file a complaint. I

10 mean that's what the process is fine, I'll go look for a job

11 somewhere else. I had a job before I came to TVA. I'll

12 have a job after I leave.

13 Q Okay, let me ask you after you talked to them and

14 they told you you know their reasons for selecting Mr.

15 McArthur did you inquire as to how you could file a

16 complaint about really adverse action?

17 A No, you know, just being honest with you I told

18 them look, I'd like to resolve this in house. I want to

19 give this organization, the TVA organization, to let's

20 resolve this. Okay, in my mind I felt that injustice was

21 done. A mistake was made. Whatever you want to call it in

22 my mind it wasn't done right.

23 Q Okay.

24 A So let's try to work it out.

25 Q And did they ever come up with a --
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1 A And I told them I didn't have any problems. If I

2 needed to talk with Phil you know I told Phil if I needed to

3 talk with Ike -- , if I need to talk with Mr. Kingsley, or if

4 I need to go talk with the Chairman of the Board I have no

5 problems in doing that. Set up the interviews I'll go talk

6 to them. If we need - if they need to hear my views on it,

7 whatever because that's how strongly I felt about it.

8 Q And what did Mr. Reynolds say about that?

9 A Well let me talk with them and we'll work you

10 know let's see if we can work something out. We worked out

11 - he thought well what would you like - you know so the next

12 step well what would like to get out of this thing you know.

13 Q

14 I

15 A Yes.

16 Q Okay, and --

17 A Because I told them I said I don't want - I want

18 it in writing what we agree to. Well let me put it this

19 way. It wasn't and I don't want the impression to be given

20 like this was a formal suit filed and there was a

21 settlement. We disagreed upon what's - where do you go from

22 here.

23 Q Right.

24 A Okay, it was put in the letter well here is what

25 we're going to - here is how we want to proceed with your
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1 career.

2 Q Okay.

3 A And so it was done in that manner but I told them

4 I said well I should be treated - I'm not asking for

5 preferential treatment. Treat me like you treat everyone

6 else.

7 Q Okay.

8 A Okay, that's what I told them.

9 Q Let me ask you two things. So your viewing is

10 kind of a remedy. You know the offer that they made to you

11 was remedy of that situation as far as you're not being

12 allowed to post for that position, or compete for that

13 position?

14 A Well you could - however you want to coin it. I

15 mean I'm always the one let's try to work something else.

16 Q Okay, let me ask you something. If they had not

17 been willing to do that and put you in the transition

18 program what would you have done?

19 A Well I would have taken other action.

20 Q I know I'm putting you in --

21 A Using resources within the company, using

22 resources without it because I felt strongly about it.

23 Q Okay.

24 A I felt that I - you know in my mind I felt that

25 based on the policies and the way I functioned here at TVA
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1 that it wasn't handled right, and I felt they should own up

2 and do what's right.

3 Q Are you still at the same level that you were at

4 before as far as pay grade?

5 A Well you mean when I was RAD Chem Manager?

6 Q Right.

7 A Well no, because when they combined the functions

8 at that pay grade was PG myself, my position and Wilson

9 McArthur's position was PG 11.

10 Q Un-hum.

11 A Okay, when they combined the functions and

12 combined the manager position into one position they raised

13 it one level to PG Senior.

14 Q Okay.

15 A Okay, and so --

16 Q So in effect it really was a newly created

17 position because it did add on functions from the previous

18 __

19 A Well right, right it was. I mean you combined -

20 yes, you added functions together. Major functions, major

21 groups together, major responsibilities together you add

22 them into one position. Yeah, it was a new position based

23 on the policy and the rules at the time that governed that.

24 Q Right.

25 A And so it was increased to PG Senior. Stepped up
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1 from PG 11 to PG Senior. So throughout all this I told them

2 - they said what would like to see. They said what would

3 you like to get out of this.

4

5 e

6

7 Q Okay.

8 A That's for one. We talked about some other thing

9 but that's --

10 Q Did they give that to you?

11 A Yes.

12 Q Un-hum.

13 A But it's a PG Senior Developmental they didn't

14 have a position. Obviously, they didn't have a created.

15 organizational block for that but they had - Phil said he

16 had a Developmental - Senior. Manager Developmental position.

17 in the organization we could use for that so that's what was

18 done.

19 Q Anything else

20 A Well the fact that your developmental - it was

21 kind of a mini-developmental plan. We're going to send you

22 to INPO. Then we'll come back. We're going to send you,

23 create various assignments such that you get - for

24 Development Management purposes. SRO class is going to be

25 included in that.
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1 We're going to assign you a mentor so we won't -

2 again, this was all what was laid out at this you know

3 action plan based on this previous suit and that sort of

4 thing but they tried to mimic that. I could see what they

5 were trying to do. Well we're going to assign you a mentor

6 that will work with you, a Senior Manager level mentor. One

7 of the VP's at the sites.

8 We're going to really work with you because that's

9 what you want to do. We're going to really work with you.

10 We feel you know you've got potential as a manager, this,

11 that, and the other so that's what was put on in words. Put

12 down in words.

13 Q Who was telling you this? Was it Mr. Reynolds?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Un-hum, okay. All right, and so basically who

16 was the ?

17 A Ike -- , Oliver Kingsley.

18 Q And you're saying to me the other gentleman's

19 name is Ike --

20 A Ike Zerang.

21 Q Can you spell that?

22 A Oh, boy, I have a problem with that. We would

23 have to probably get a -- because I can't - I couldn't give

24 you a correct spelling of that.

25 Q Serang?
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A Zerang.

Q Zerang?

A It's Z - yeah, Z-e-r-r-i-o-g-u-i. We'll have to

get that later.

Q Okay, that's fine.

A I've messed that up I'm pretty sure.

Q Kindly like -- name.

A Right.

Q It has to be very slow and delivered.

A Right.

Q Okay, I am going to get off of that topic

concerning you and the reason obviously I'm not pursuing a

separate investigation on that but what we look at is

disparate treatment.

As far as - you know what I'm looking at is the

position that Mr. Fiser was required to bid for they went

down from three positions to two. They took away function.

Not added function but they still posted that position, but

in the position that you were not allowed to bid on I'm

comparing the actions to see if there was disparate

treatment in the different situations.

A I understand.

Q So that's why I'm exploring your situation. It's

because they acted one way here but acted differently over

here so you do have disparate treatment. You know it's
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1 pretty - whatever the explanation they have you know it's up

2 to them.

3 A Okay.

4 Q Also in your deposition going to the screening

5 panel that was formed for the interviews for the Corporate's

6 Chemistry positions and the other positions I guess do you

7 know who was selected for the Board?

8 A This was for the Chemistry positions. Right?

9 Q Un-hum.

10 A Yes.

11 Q Okay, can you tell me --

12 A Oh, let's see Charles Kent. Originally, it was -

13 let me back up and say one thing. Originally, it was

14 supposed to be the RADCON Chemistry Managers - that's the

15 three RADCON Chemistry Managers so Charles Kent - the

16 Brown's Ferry RADCOM Manager --

17 Q Cox and Mr. --

18 A John --

19 Q I'm trying to remember.

20 A Wait a minute now.

21 Q Corey.

22 A Corey, John Corey, yeah.

23 Q Un-hum, C-o-r-e-y?

24 A Right, so John Corey, Charles Kent. But now Jack

25 Cox didn't sit on the Board.
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1 Q Okay.

2 A He was at the time at Watts Bar RADCOM Manager,

3 and they picked an individual, an engineer here at

4 Corporate. Let's see what was his name. Oh, gosh, I can't

5 think of his name right off hand. I know it's in the

6 deposition.

7 Q Was it Rodgers?

8 A Yes, yes, yes.

9 Q I think that's R-o-d-g-e-r-s maybe.

10 A Yeah, R-o-g-e-r-s, yeah.

11 Q Okay, when did you - in your deposition basically

12 to go back to that you indicated that Mr. McArthur told you

13 and Ben Easley he was going to be on the Board and that for

14 some reason or that he was paneling this Board, and that for

15 some reason he could not get Cox.

16 You indicated in the deposition that he, Mr. McArthur,

17 had mentioned this to you while you were talking to Easley.

18 Do you remember that conversation?

19 A Yes, in fact what happened was Wilson and my

20 office were next to each other and Wilson does it quite

21 often. He was there talking with Ben and he just - I just

22 walked by the office and he called me, hey, come here we

23 need to talk about something, this, that, and the other.

24 They were talking about I guess like setting up the

25 Board and everything. He said well I can't - I'm not going
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1 to be able to put - I can't get Jack Cox. I can't get him

2 to be part of the Board and Ben and I looked at each other.

3 I said well you know you really should get - you know

4 he should be on the Board if you want to have fairness on

5 this because see because the people - each individual you

6 interview has got you know at least one ally in there

7 because they support and that's not - you would expect that

8 because that individual the RADCON Manager obviously would

9 support his guy that is supporting him on - he's his proper

10 contact. You would expect that.

11 If he's doing a good job you're going to support your

12 man you know. Not to say you don't think anything of - or

13 you think less of the others but you're going to be

14 supporting your guy you would naturally tend to support your

15 guy.

16 From a fairness standpoint we thought well to balance

17 it you should have - if you're going to have one RADCON

18 Manager from site you should have all three so everybody has

19 got - so you won't get accused of what I know bias on the

20 Board you know. It's not - it was slanted. The deck is

21 stacked against me.

22 You don't want any of that so you want to try to

23 create a Board that's unbias. Everybody gets a fair

24 opportunity so you want to make sure the perception is there

25 as well you know. We both look, you need to get Jack Cox on
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1 that Board because that's going to make it look unbalanced.

2 Q Okay, and what did he say?

3 A If I recall he said something he had to talk with

4 Tom McGrath about it. It was between him and Tom McGrath

5 you know so he had to talk to Tom McGrath about it. We said

6 - I told him that's my recommendation. I said I'm not

7 involved but I said if you want to try to do this fairly and

8 not have a lot of flag I mean you need to do that.

9 Q Did anyone ever tell you that Mr. Cox was not

10 allowed or was asked to recuse himself from the Board

11 because he was in favor or support of Mr. Fiser?

12 A No, the only thing I heard at that time was that

13 - which was really puzzling to me was the fact that well

14 Jack Cox doesn't want to be on the Board. He can't sit on

15 it. He has got something else to do.

16 Q Un-hum.

17 A And that just was very peculiar to me because

18 Jack always he was - he made a point. On a regular basis he

19 would call me up you know - (phone rings) Do you need to get

20 the phone?

21 Q No, go ahead.

22 A Nothing I initiated. He would call me up and say

23 hey, you know, Ron, Gary has been up here. His support is

24 on this problem. We want to let you know, provide you feed

25 back so you know he was always supportive. He said you know
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1 when we had this meeting - we had one meeting. He said Gary

2 was the only guy that came up here and stayed with us and

3 worked with us, this, that, and the other.

4 He said you need to really make sure you consider that

5 when you're doing his reviews and this, that, and the other.

6 I said well that's great I do that. You know I welcome that

7 so it seemed awfully odd that all up until this time that

8 all the staffing were supporting him.

9 Now when there was a need for him to come forward and

10 you know make best selection, support his guy, whatever

11 provide support not to say he's going to select him over the

12 others but you know he would say well I can't do it, or I'm

13 busy, or I don't want to do it, this, that, and the other.

14 Q Do you know how long you know at what point that

15 was prior to the interviews that you were told by Mr.

16 McArthur --

17 A It was like a couple of days before or whatever

18 and I told John, I said listen, my recommendation is you

19 should try to work it out and work out another date if you

20 can make it happen with you. Work out when you can get them

21 all there.

22 Q And what was his --

23 A Because that's too critical. That's too

24 important. It's too sensitive. When you deal with people

25 that lies you just don't handle that in just a casual
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1 manner. I mean this is real life. You're dealing with

2 somebody's future, his family, and everybody else so you

3 don't want to just make them - you know you want to try to

4 do everything right. That's my opinion on it.

5 Q And what did Mr. McArthur say about that?

6 A Well he was telling me you know he said he had to

7 get with Tom McGrath and make a decision.

8 Q Okay.

9 A What they wanted to do. That's how it was left.

10 Q Okay. Did Mr. McArthur or anyone else ever tell

11 you that Fiser had been secretly tape recording other people

12 in TVA? Were you ever told that?

13 A He had mentioned that in conversation. You know

14 he had mentioned that I guess during his last - when he was

15 going through the prior case. He had sat in, had discussed

16 it with some of the people I guess after he was terminated

17 or moved over to the support group that he was taping

18 people. You know I can't get - you know I - look, I can

19 only go and I told everybody that. I told when I first

20 hired here and I told the General Manager and I told Wilson

21 look, I tell everybody that. Look I can only go on this man

22 shows up to work. I can only go from here forward. I can't

23 get tied into what happened in the past, this, that, and the

24 other.

25 That's not fair to that individual. We're going to
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1 start fresh. We're going to move forward. Now I'm not - I. 2 can't - I wasn't here. I don't have any involvement

3 whatever happened to his past. I'm going to treat him as if

4 we're starting fresh and we go forward from here.

5 I'm not going to hold anything against that I wasn't

6 even around. It's just all talk. It's all hearsay you know

7 and that's unfair to the individual.

8 Q Okay.

9 A So I don't - he has mentioned that. He said well

10 we're afraid to - look, I can't - let's deal with facts. If

11 we're going to deal with facts if there's something factual

12 you've got to say that he's doing now that's affecting his

13 performance or whatever, and he's not performance based or

14 there's something that's factual then we can talk about it.. 15 Q So you think he kindly indicated that he was

16 afraid of discussing certain things around because of this

17 past tape recording?

18 A He said stuff like that.

19 Q Yeah.

20 A You know Wilson has got - sometimes he jokes

21 about it. To tell you the truth I didn't take it - I don't

22 take - I didn't take it that seriously.

23 Q Okay.

24 A I mean that could have happened. What am I

25 supposed to do about it.
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1 Q Yeah.

2 A Am I not supposed to be his manager. What am I

3 supposed to do about it. I'm supposed to write that up in

4 his performance review that two years ago he taped. Ten

5 years, five years ago he taped some individual's

6 conversation that he had with you or something.

7 Q Okay, so you were --

8 A Totally inappropriate.

9 Q To get to when you were the Manager there at

10 Corporate Chemistry you had both Mr. Fiser and Harvey

11 working for you?

12 A Correct.

13 Q So that was from '94 through '96?

14 A Correct.

15 Q Both of them worked for you during that time?

16 A Correct.

17 Q Did you write the evaluations for both of them?

18 A Correct.

19 Q And how - I guess Mr. Harvey was supporting

20 Sequoyah. Mr. Fiser was supporting Watts Bar?

21 A Correct.

22 Q And I'm not even going into -- because it's a

23 different type of work, support but how did you rate both of

24 them?

25 A Both of them I mean they didn't have - I mean
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1 they had good - basically good evaluations. I mean - I

2 don't recall you know there was two years whether he got a

3 3.2 or 3.4. I don't recall the numbers you know the

4 numerical ratings associated with their -- but I mean they

5 didn't have - neither one of them never had unsatisfactory

6 performance reviews.

7 Q Okay.

8 A Now there were some you know - we've talked about

9 it with all of them. There is always some things we could

10 work on and this, that, and the other. If I was critical in

11 one area of you and you didn't work up to expectations for

12 some area or for some project or something I let them know

13 that. We talked about it. I let them know that.

14 Q Okay.

15 A You know I didn't hold any balls back, this,

16 that, and the other and so they had an opportunity to

17 change, or if I had the wrong understanding or something and

18 we weren't communicating so we tried to get on common ground

19 so we both understood what the expectation was.

20 Q Un-hum.

21 A And so once we understood what the expectation

22 was and then the expectation wasn't met then I provided that

23 feed back. On conversely if the expectation was met or

24 exceeded I provided that feed back so --

25 Q Did you have performance problems with either one
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1 of them?

2 A No, no performance problems with Gary. _

3 _.

4 Q And what was that?

5 A It's just focus. Focus on getting things done.

6 Becoming more task oriented. Delivering a product.

7 Completing assignments. You know with the group in general

8 I told them I said one of the things, one of our main

9 objectives is to we're responsible for is figuring how to

10 solve problems and closure. I said that's what we've got to

11 focus on. When I came here we didn't do - that wasn't even

12 addressed.

13 Well we have a lot of initiatives done. We'll start

14 with this and then fill them out. We'll start - that's why

15 we couldn't get anything done. You know that's why we

16 couldn't - we couldn't see improvement to me in my opinion

17 at the Plants. You know we were in a reactionary modes that

18 are pro-actionary modes, and yet we've got-this problem.

19 Okay, let's start all these initiatives. Write all

20 this stuff up and write the papers up. We're going to do

21 this, and this and we're going to write them and do an

22 assessment and never followed through with it. Never get it

23 done so you can't see the results.

24 You can't see any results that did improve so that was

25 one thing it was the style the managers was approaching.
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1 I'm not trying or anything like that but I think

2 he had the hardest time of everyone in the group of

3 accepting that you know.

4 When I came there they didn't have a manager. They

5 just kind of did his own thing so I think he had a hard time

6 and he had to adjust to my style and I had to try to adjust

7 to the way he likes things. We tried and we got - I think

8 we - we had some rough spots there for a while and you know

9 toward the end I think he started to come around. I mean

10 that's just part of nature's business. You know --

11 Q Did anyone ever tell you anything about _

12 writing up some kind of report that actually was

13 _01_

14 during a shut down or something like that?

15 A Let me - yeah, let me - yes, I mean that - I

16 recall someone mentioning that to me. I just you know what

17 am I supposed to do about it. I mean it --

18 Q Okay, did you ever talk to about that?

19 A No, it was something that transpired before I was

20 here.

21 Q Oh, okay.

22 A Yes, this wasn't --

23 Q That was prior to the '94/'96 time frame?

24 A Yeah, he may have just written it just when I got

25 there but it was prior to - when I was here we made sure
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what we put together was authentic and was by whoever signed

that report.

Now they may have gotten - used other resources or

other inputs, this, that, and the other but I tried to make

sure what we put out was factual and what we you know --

Q Your own work?

A Our own work. Now if it wasn't our own work we

would reference what was included. That' what I tried to

impress upon the individuals to make sure that we did that

because we're held accountable for it.

Now he may have done that. I've heard stories you

know but --

Q It didn't happen --

A I tried to make sure it didn't happen during my

watch, okay.

Q Okay.

A While I was involved.

Q And I guess the only other thing as far asm

would be whether he was ever involved in

of any kind. Are you aware of

that?

to dE

A Yes. Well I'm not aware of

_M I'm aware there were a couple of issues we had

sal with in that area with him.

Q Okay, and what were those issues?
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1 A Well I think - let me see if I can figure out the

2 best way to put this. 9 has always been very talkative

3 and he doesn't - in my relation with him he doesn't always

4 think through a lot of the things he says, and for some

5 reason

6 The things he said, the way he has come across, and

7 he's trying - they take it as or you know

8 I don't know what it is. I don't - because I chuckle it's

9 not that I don't it as a serious matter because it is.

10 Okay, and we treat it as a serious matter but for whatever

11 reason he has had several run ins particularly with a couple

12 with the sites Sequoyah and at Watts Bar.

13 We had a couple staff people here as students, _

14 and I've had to talk to him several times. Look,

15 _ you've got to think of what you're - you know you need

16 to think through what you say to people, and you need to

17 understand and be sensitive how

18 You know they're in their

19 group or you work with them that doesn't mean that because

20 . You know or

21 you're supposed to be in charge of that. That's not what

22 that - that's totally inappropriate and it shouldn't exist.

23 Q When you were his manager how manyy

24 would you say you got against for matters such as

25 that?
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1 A Well probably three to four.

2 Q Did you ever get anything like that

3 Mr. Fiser?

4 A No.

5 Q Did you ever have any performance problems with

6 Mr. Fiser?

7 A No.

8 Q That you had to counsel him on?

9 A No.

10 Q I'm going to ask you a very subjective you know

11 question right now regarding if you were in the position to

12 be the one that had selected based on your two years of

13 working as their manager if you had based on their prior

14 backgrounds, their expertise, their performance, their

15 attitude, if you had to select that person that was going to

16 support Watts Bar in that position who would you have

17 selected?

18 A If the decision was mine?

19 Q Yes.

20 A Well I would have to select Gary. I mean if he's

21 Watts Bar - he's primary supporting Watts Bar and let me

22 back up and say this.

23

24

25 _ __
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1 and left those two positions, or that

2 and then post position and let the people fairly interview

3 for.

4 Either that or if it's too much controversy, you're

5 not making enough change in the performance to position

6 description just go on seniority.

7 Q Un-hum.

8 A Just say we're going to go on seniority. Whoever

9 has got the most time that's what you're going to have to do

10 but I would have tried to handle the situation a little bit

11 different. If it was my decision, if it was my call, or for

12 my nickel now I'm only one voice but that's - if I had the

13 flexibility - if it was up to me and I had the flexibility

14 to do it I would have done that.

15 I would have seized that opportunity just because we

16 had environmental people. I had two people in environmental

17 I had to you know essentially they did interview for one --.

18 I mean one of them did but you know - so I looked around and

19 tried to help them.

20 We got one of them a position up in Knoxville. We got

21 another one a position in another group so my whole

22 objective was let's look at other options and try to be

23 aggressive and actively seek out where we can keep everybody

24 employed.

25 If that's the wrong thing to do I'll take that you
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know. Beat me up on that. Okay, admonish me for that but

that was my whole feeling at the time.

Q Now I mean you're taking care of your people is

what it sounds like, a good manager.

A Well that would have been to me the right way to

go and you could - you had a spot there you could have did

this.

Q But going back to the question as it was the way

he did it --

A You said for Watts Bar. You said if we was

selecting them for Watts Bar --

Q Or for that position and I realize now that --

A Well the position --

Q Was Watts Bar and Sequoyah.

A Right.

Q Okay, for the position that was there that they

were bidding on, the one that was posted, going back the

same way based on you know their expertise, their

backgrounds, their experiences --

A Un-hum.

Q Your experience working with them, their

performance underneath you, you know, which one would you

have selected for that?

A Well and that's strictly based on performance -

performance reviews and the contributions and you look at
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1 the total picture. I would have had to select Gary and it

2 will be - and that selection would be based on an objective

3 decision and one of the main reasons why he would get the

4 edge is because Gary was very interchangeable with all the

5 sites.

6 He did work at all the sites, and while Sam had a good

7 foot hold in Sequoyah and I'm not saying there's some things

8 he didn't do well. I mean he had potential, okay, but he

9 didn't sit as well with the other sites. Okay, he wasn't as

10 interchangeable as Gary so I would have to look at from an

11 objective standpoint I look at performance reviews and what

12 they've done in the past and also look at it objectively how

13 can the needs best be met.

14 -- was interchangeable more you know interchangeable

15 and Gary was interchangeable so you have to look at well

16 when the dust settles where can we get the most bag for a

17 buck and -- to say that but where can we get the most for

18 what we had left.

19 Q Un-hum.

20 A And I told them that. I told Wilson that. I

21 told Tom McGrath and I told John McJeskie. I said if you

22 had to cut down and leave one person I told them from the -

23 leave -- because he's the most - he's got the best - he's

24 the most interchangeable. He's sound chemistry and RADCON

25 wise so if you have to cut the guys you want to leave the
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1 person that can best support the organization.

2 Q Right.

3 A That included myself. I told them I said if you

4 leave one person that's the person and so it wasn't like I

5 was - I looked at from a - I tried to look at it from an

6 objective standpoint. Who is going to best serve the need.

7 Q When you indicated that to Mr. McArthur, Mr.

8 McGrath, and whoever else you may have talked to about who

9 you would have selected, or how you would have handled it

10 did you tell them how you would have handled it?

11 A Well this was at a different time. Not during

12 this time.

13 Q Oh --

14 A I just said I mentioned that before. I said we

15 get in a situation and this wasn't during the time. I said

16 we get in a situation where we get a mandate okay, we're

17 only going to have one chemistry guy left here, one RADCON

18 guy left here you know I just told them - I said if we ever

19 get in that situation my recommendation is this is the

20 person that you should have based on - and the reason why I

21 did that here is what the contribution is - here is what

22 this contribution this person has made.

23 A lot of times you get two, three levels up they don't

24 get that and so I tried to communicate that up so people

25 would know so we don't make the wrong decision. If I'm
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1 gone, Wilson, everybody else is gone who is the best person

2 to keep there.

3 Q Right.

4 A To meet the need. You know no need in keeping a

5 man a -- manager he can't support the sites. He doesn't go

6 to the sites. He can't provide what they need.

7 Q Un-hum.

8 A So it was an effort to try to feed that up. A

9 lot of times at performance reviews they may not review the

10 performance. They don't know what type of performance you

11 know and I spent a lot of time - well a considerable amount

12 of that time I try to communicate that. I said look, here

13 is what these guys are doing. Here is the type of

14 performance we get. Call the sites. If you don't believe

15 me, don't take my word. Please don't take my word. Call

16 the sites.

17 Q

18

19 A

20

21

22 Q Okay.

23 A

24

25 Q
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A

Q

A

guess from

(Chuckles)

You said he was in counseling for earlier --

I didn't know what the sense was. Well Wilson I

me it appeared to me that he could along with

Okay, but I mean I'm-~ -
being honest with you.

. This guy did that.

Q Right.

A ,-

really think he's - I just try to base it on facts. My

position of facts and performance. Let's be performance

based.

Q You mentioned something and I've heard this

before about the commhent about him having been done wrong.

Are you talking about that 1993 situation, or --

A Right, when we was coming back I didn't know you

know I was - first I was directed by Wilson let's start
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1 looking around because we need to get a person for that

2 position. Then one day well don't do anything with that

3 position because we've got an employee coming back who is

4 going to fill that position.

5 Then he proceeded to tell me about Gary Fiser and how

6 Gary was done wrong, and this, that, and the other. He's a

7 real good guy and this - you know everybody told me before

8 he got here hey, this is a real good guy. He just got mis -

9 you know just was done wrong. That's all I got. I didn't

10 get anything negative about Gary.

11 Q Okay.

12 A You know and you know I was told well but you

13 know just watch him and make sure to see how things go and

14 this, that, and the other. I am well I am. Just treat him

15 like everybody else. Let's start and let's go to work.

16 Q Okay.

17 A And you know we don't - we never talked about

18 what happened in the past. Never once did I talk to him

19 about what happened. When he started working I never talked

20 to him once about what happened in the past, this, that, and

21 the other. Hi, I'm and here is what we're trying

22 to - you know we talked a while. Here is what we're trying

23 to do. Just like that and we moved forward.

24 Q Okay, good and that's what it appears to just --

25 A Yeah, Wilson was a very -- . Oh, man,
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1 this guy is a good guy. He was done wrong. He really needs

2 - he really deserves a good shot, this, that, and the other

3 you know.

4 Okay, I'll work with him. Who you know - that's all

5 the feed back I got. Some of his peers that worked with him

6 they said the same thing. Plants said the same thing so

7 okay, well fine let's get him here. Let's see how it works

8 out you know.

9 Q Did you talk to Gary after the screening panel

10 for the 1996 posting of the position? Did he ever talk to

11 you - come talk to you about his non-selection for that

12 position?

13 A You mean after the interviews?

14 Q Un-hum.

15 A Were held and he wasn't selected?

16 Q Un-hum.

17 A Yeah, we talked. I tried to suggest to him - you

18 just want to know what we talked about?

19 Q Well basically what was his feeling at the time?

20 A Well I mean he was disappointed. He was

21 disappointed in the process. He felt the process wasn't

22 totally fair and I think the one thing he - one thing that

23 really stuck out that he was really disappointed about was

24 the fact that Jack Cox wasn't on the selection Board.

25 You know after all he did, all the support he provided
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1 and the Plant that he really supported wasn't represented on

2 the Board. You know they couldn't get Jack Cox. They

3 couldn't get anybody.

4 They couldn't get one - they didn't get one

5 representative from the Plant to set the Board and I think

6 that really is what stuck with him and that he was really

7 the most disappointed in.

8 Q Did you ever talk to Cox about that afterwards

9 yourself?

10 A No.

11 Q Did you talk to McArthur any further about Gary's

12 non-selection or anything else?

13 A No, didn't - I really intentionally just stayed

14 out of the process. He asked me to work with the position

15 description and I coordinated that. I got with Sam and I

16 tried to get everybody's - Sam was --. Went out got his

17 input, tried to get - I tried to help facilitate.

18 I always tried to help facilitate the process to go

19 through but I did not try to interfere or stop and throw a

20 wrench in anything. If he asked me my advice - he come to

21 me all the time. He asked my advice. I gave it to him. I

22 said that's my advice you know. You asked my opinion that's

23 what my opinion is but I did not try to impede or interfere

24 in any way with the process.

25 Q All right, do you have any questions that you
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1 want to ask me, or is there anything else that you think I

2 need to know about?

3 A No, I think - you know I've expressed that to you

4 that I just - I think throughout the whole process we were

5 just looking for fairness.

6 Q Un-hum.

7 A In following the policy.

8 Q Do you have any suggestions on who else I might

9 speak to that had - might have knowledge of certain

10 decisions that were made you know by upper management

11 concerning the posting of the position, or any desire on

12 somebody's part not to have Gary in that position?

13 A I don't know who you've spoken with or who you

14 have a list of people to speak to so far.

15 Q Well who would you suggest that?

16 A Well you've talked with

17 Wilson McArthur, any - you know I imagine you've

18 talked to everybody involved. I mean you -- you spoke with

19 him or Sam. You know just get everybody that's kind of

20 directly involved I guess in some way or another indirectly

21 to get their - you know you talked with the Environmental

22 people that were involved that didn't get selected. Talk to

23 them.

24 you know she's over the lab now. You know

25 I'm just throwing that - putting out those names because
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1 they were in the group and he went through all this together

2 so they may know something, or may offer some -

3 she's over our building over here in an environmental group.

4 You know those are the only people that I know because they

5 were mainly you know there when this all transpired so they

6 would have more - if I forgot something or left something

7 out maybe they can fill in the blanks.

8 Q Okay, anything else at all?

9 A No.

10 MS. BENSON: Well I appreciate all your time today. I

11 didn't really expect it would take quite as long as we did

12 but you've been very helpful.

13 Okay.

14 MS. BENSON: Very forthright. Like I said I kindly

15 detected that when I read the other interviews too and if

16 you need anything at all I'm going to give you a card. You

17 can give me a call.

18 : Sure.

19 MS. BENSON: Okay.

20 : I appreciate it.

21 MS. BENSON: And thank you for your help today.

22 : Okay.

23 MS. BENSON: The time now is approximately 12:50.

24 (Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the interview was

25 concluded.)
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S

2 1:16 p.m.

3 MS. BENSON: On the record. Today's date is April

4 20, 1999. The time now is approximately 1:16 p.m..

5 I'm Special Agent Diana Benson of the NRC Office

6 of Investigations, Atlanta, Georgia and I'll be conducting

7 this interview.

8 During this proceeding which is being recorded for

9 transcription the NRC Office of Investigations will conduct

10 an interview of Mr. Thomas J. McGrath spelling M-c-G-r-a-t-

11 h. This interview pertains to OI Investigation No. 2-1998-

12 013.

13 The location of this interview is TVA Lookout

14 Place Building, Chattanooga, Tennessee. Others in

15 attendance at this interview are Court Reporter and Mr.

16 Brent Marquand who is the TVA Office of General Counsel

17 attorney representing both TVA and Mr. McGrath.

18 Mr. McGrath, do you understand that Mr. Marquand

19 is acting in a dual capacity?

20 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes.

21 MS. BENSON: Okay, and have you asked him to be

22 present with you today?

23 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes, I have.

24 MS. BENSON: Okay.

25 Whereupon,
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1 THOMAS JOSEPH McGRATH,

2 the Interviewee, was called for examinatin and, having been

3 first duly sworn was examined and testified as follows.

4 DIRECT EXAMINATION

5 BY MS. BENSON:

6 Q If you can would you please state your full name?

7 A Thomas J. McGrath.

8 Q And what does J stand for?

9 A Joseph.

10 Q And your date of birth?

11 A

12 Q And your Social Security number?

13 A

14 Q Prior to going on record I asked you if you would

15 read over Section 1001 of Title 18 of the U.S. Criminal

16 Code. Have you read over that and do you understand it?

17 A Yes, I've read it and I understand it.

18 Q Okay, thank you. Also, I displayed my credentials

19 for you identifying myself. Can you acknowledge that I did

20 this?

21 A Yes, you did.

22 Q Okay, thank you. Can you please provide me with

23 your background employment history here at TVA?

24 A I came to TVA in May of 1987. Since then I have

25 had various jobs in Nuclear Power Program including - I've
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1 probably had about ten or twelve so I might miss some but

2 basically I started off with the Watts Bar Plant Project

3 Management and maintenance. Moved to Corporate in 1989.

4 Had jobs in Corporate maintenance. I was the

5 Corporate Maintenance Manager. I moved to becoming the

6 Staff Manager for the head of Nuclear Power at that time.

7 Also, about 1989 I picked up being Chairman of the Nuclear

8 Safety Review Boards. I continued in that position for

9 about eight years.

10 Since then I've done some - I've continued to be

11 on the Boards. I'm no longer the Chairman. For a while I

12 was the Vice Chairman. In addition and parallel to that I

13 went through several other jobs all here in Corporate while

14 maintaining the NSRB job.

15 I was Manager - General Manager over various

16 support areas. First, I had materials and contracts and

17 then I had a -- job that added to that Nuclear Fuels

18 Information Services.

19 In 195 I was given acting assignment to be General

20 Manager of Operations Support because the incumbent in the

21 job had gotten cancer and was quite ill. I continued in

22 that job. He died a few months after that. I continued in

23 that job until after we did a function review in I think it

24 was 1997. That function review essentially it wasn't a --

25 position.
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1 Q Un-hum.

2 A Since then I spent a little over a year on a

3 special project I related to terridium* production at

4 Belafont and Watts Bar. Since last summer I have been

5 working with Corporate Business Transformation project where

6 I am now the Project Manager for one of the projects under

7 that.

8 Q Okay, and prior to coming at TVA what were you

9 doing then?

10 A When I got out of college I was in the Navy for

11 five years and then actually switched over to a civilian for

12 a while. Worked for the Navy and for a while the Department

13 of Energy. All of those jobs were in the Naval Reactor's

14 Program starting off with engineer. Finishing off as the

15 Manager of the Field Office at Pugent Sound Naval Shipyard

16 for like the last six years I was there.

17 In 1984 I left there and went to work for Lockheed

18 Ship Building in Seattle. While I was at Lockheed Ship

19 Building I was Director of Quality Assurance, and then I was

20 Director of Program Management. From Lockheed I came to

21 TVA.

22 Q Okay. Prior to going on the record I indicated

23 that what we would be discussing here today was the 1996 DOL

24 discrimination complaint filed by Mr. Fiser against TVA

25 concerning the posting of his Corporate Chemistry position
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1 here in Chattanooga, Tennessee. Are you familiar with that

2 particular complaint?

3 A Yes, I am.

4 Q Can you indicate to me your knowledge of Mr. Gary

5 Fiser? When you first met him, in what capacity you two

6 were working, and what may have occurred like during 1993

7 time frame involving his first DOL complaint. Basically

8 just a history.

9 A The first time I had met him was through Nuclear

10 Safety Review Board Operation activities.

11 Q And what position were you holding at the time?

12 A I was the Chairman.

13 Q Okay.

14 A And as the Chairman with any specific person at

15 the time at the level I was I very limited to dealings. I

16 made a practice from time to time sitting in on meetings

17 with my sub-committees so I would occasionally see him in

18 that.

19 I probably in going to site meetings occasionally

20 saw him in a room full of thirty people there. I don't

21 remember when. He was replaced to Sequoyah a Chemistry

22 Manager I think sometime around 1992. I'm not sure when.

23 From then until 1996 I had no dealings with him

24 except one. There was one case when I was running

25 Operational Readiness Review for Watts Bar. Start up
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1 probably about 1995. My team had asked Corporate Chemistry

2 for some assistance. Ron Grover and Gary Fiser came and

3 provided that assistance. I really didn't personally deal

4 with them. They dealt with a member of the team who was

5 weeding out Chemistry.

6 Subsequent to that then when I took over Operation

7 Support he was in a position in Corporate Chemistry at the

8 time. I was the General Manager of the whole group. I

9 rarely had any dealings with him. My personal way of doing

10 business was to deal with my direct reports so throughout

11 the whole organization I had very little dealings with the

12 individuals lower down in the organization.

13 Q Un-hum.

14 A Probably only talked to him for a few times in the

15 time period that he was under my management.

16 Q Back when you were the Chairman of the NSRB at the

17 Nuclear Safety Review Board during the '92 time frame, early

18 192 time frame, did the NSRB conduct a review of the --

19 Program at Sequoyah?

20 MR. MARQUAND: NSRB.

21 BY MS. BENSON:

22 Q NSRB.

23 A The NSRB had a RADCON and Chemistry sub-committee.

24 As part of our periodic meetings which would be in that time

25 frame would be three or four a year that particular sub-
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committee routinely looked at the RADCON and Chemistry

programs.

I do not recall - while we occasionally would do

special reviews I do not recall any special review of RADCON

and Chemistry in that time frame.

Q Do you recall a list of items that were placed in

the Troy by Mr. Fiser concerning the problems in the

Chemistry Program at Sequoyah?

A I have no knowledge of anything he placed in Troy.

Q Would the NSRB have - wouldn't it be -- that they

would be made aware of items that had been listed in Troy?

Wasn't that kindly done organization wise?

A Troy probably had tens of thousands of items in

it. NSRB did not routinely review Troy.

Q Un-hum.

A The matter in which individual sub-committees

would pursue items were - it was really at the discretion of

the individual sub-committee. The topics they would

normally pick would be based upon review of various

documents available to NSRB which the Troy -- were not

routinely provided. We could have them if we wanted them.

Types of things that were available for NRC

inspection reports, audits, and other reports at our Nuclear

Assurance Organization. Empo reports and nuclear industry

experience which frequently gave us topics that we would go
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1 look into.

2 Q Do you remember having a consultant by the name of

3 Tom Peterson conducting a review at Sequoyah Chemistry

4 Program?

5 A Tom Peterson was a member of the NSRB and was a

6 member of the RADCON and Chemistry sub-committee in that

7 time frame.

8 Q And did he conduct any kind of review at Sequoyah

9 regarding any kind of matter during the '92 time frame?

10 A He would have been involved in the routine sub-

11 committee activities. I do not recall any special review on

12 his part in that time frame.

13 Q During - as far as any house investigations

14 involving Mr. Fiser during the 1996 Department of Labor

15 complaint were you interviewed by Department of Labor?

16 A In 1996?

17 Q For the 1996?

18 A Yes, the Department of Labor interviewed me.

19 Q Were you interviewed by TVIG?

20 A Yes, I believe so.

21 Q Do you remember discussing a meeting that you had

22 involving Tom Peterson, Mr. McArthur, and Mr. Fiser when you

23 all were discussing the PASS system or the post -- sample

24 system and other items?

25 A Yes.
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1 Q Can you discuss - tell me about that meeting?

2 A At our November, 1991 meeting - as I mentioned to

3 you I routinely would stop in at various sub-committees from

4 time to time. I happened to have stopped in on the RADCON

5 Chemistry sub-committee. Then there was a discussion.

6 There had been open action items that NSRB had raised I

7 believe approximately six months previously having to do

8 with the PASS system.

9 I think the issue had to do with the training and

10 the ability to take samples which required time. Also, an

11 issue on potentially on monitored release PASS. The topic

12 of this subject - of discussion when I was in the meeting

13 that I recall was despite this having been an open issue for

14 some time that Sequoyah and Corporate Chemistry had not come

15 to agreement on an answer and we were concerned that this

16 being an open item which had potentially regulatory concerns

17 to it that they were not taking timely action to resolve it.

18 Q Do you ever recall a meeting with the Plant

19 Manager after subsequent to this meeting you had with Gary

20 Fiser concerning the PASS and whatever else was discussed

21 there?

22 A No, I do not.

23 Q Do you ever remember making a comment to Mr.

24 Deacon about he needed to get rid of Mr. Fiser?

25 A No, I do not.
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1 Q Do you recall indicating at anytime that you felt

2 Mr. Fiser was a weak Manager?

3 A I do not recall specifically discussing Mr. Fiser.

4 I know we had discussions - that there were discussions

5 relevant to the performance of the Chemistry Department

6 which NSRB and Nuclear Assurance and Empo were all

7 indicating problems with it. That was discussed at that

8 particular NSRB meeting in November of '91. I don't recall

9 what the specific discussion that went on during that

10 meeting was. It's been a long time ago.

11 Q Did you meet with Mr. Deacon following that

12 meeting concerning that meeting or any of these issues?

13 A I do not recall any specific meeting with Deacon.

14 Q And do you recall at any time stating to Bob - Rob

15 Deacon that Fiser was uncooperative and that he needed to be

16 fired?

17 A Absolutely not and I have never in my time at TVA

18 told any Manager that any individual needed to be fired.

19 Q Okay. And I know you indicated this earlier but

20 can you indicate for me the date that you became the Acting

21 Manager of Operation Support?

22 A I think it was October, 1995.

23 Q And what --

24 A Approximately that time.

25 Q Okay, and you were -- Acting Manager at that time,
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1 and when did you become the permanent or the Manager of

2 Operation Support?

3 A I remained in an acting capacity to a separate

4 subsequent reorganization eliminated position.

5 Q Which was?

6 A About I think it was May of '97.

7 Q And in your -- or acting role what -- or

8 responsibilities were you given? Were you given those as if

9 you were the Manager?

10 A I had all the responsibilities as though I was the

11 Manager. During the first few months when the prior manager

12 was quite ill but still alive and came to work ever so often

13 I coordinated all the activities with him.

14 Q Okay. Prior to the reorganization in 1996 do you

15 recall and when I'm saying reorganization I'm saying prior

16 to the actual posting of the positions in the Chemistry

17 Department at Corporate do you recall being contacted by

18 anyone or being talked to by anybody regarding transferred

19 Sam Harvey to Sequoyah during this time frame?

20 A No one from Sequoyah ever contacted me. Two

21 individuals had mentioned to me that they understood that

22 there was some desire to move Sam Harvey to Sequoyah. I

23 then had inquired of Ron Grover as to whether anything was

24 going on.

25 He had mentioned to me a desire to transfer him to
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1 Sequoyah. As my understanding of the personnel rules that

2 that could not be done. You could not take a Corporate

3 position and just move a Corporate position to Sequoyah.

4 That would be a change in the job and would

5 require a new job be posted and so it was not possible

6 within the rules to do that.

7 The other concern that I had given that the

8 organization that was coming up and this come up in a time

9 period when they knew that the reorganization was coming was

10 that even if we were to attempt to do that it would have

11 constituted a pre-selection because there were actually

12 three people holding identical positions.

13 If you would have picked one of those three and

14 moved them out of the area you would have been requiring the

15 other two to compete for the new positions. In fact pre-

16 selecting that one individual to have a permanent job so I

17 explained it could not be done, and my concerns as I stated

18 No. 1, it would have been a violation of personnel rules.

19 2, it would have really constituted pre-selection to protect

20 one individual from possible impact of the reorganization.

21 Q Was there any consideration given to advertise

22 that position?

23 A That would have been a decision by Sequoyah. I

24 don't know what they did or didn't do.

25 Q Did - well when you were talking - discussing -
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1 who at Human Resources was advising you of these rules? Was

2 it Sequoyah Human Resources?

3 A No.

4 Q Or Corporate?

5 A My initial answer that came up was based on my own

6 knowledge but after which I confirmed that with Ed Boyles in

7 the Corporate --.

8 Q And you indicated that two people told you that

9 there was this rumor that there were attempts. Who were

10 these two people that told you this - about the transfer of

11 Sam Harvey?

12 A One was David Gatches and I think the second one

13 was Wilson McArthur but I'm not positive of that.

14 Q And did Mr. Boyles also when you contacted him

15 about this - did you contact him to ask him about it?

16 A Yes, I did.

17 Q And did he indicate the ways that that position

18 could have been filled?

19 A I'll try to understand your question.

20 Q Okay, you indicated that he said that he couldn't

21 - he couldn't just be transferred down there. Did he tell

22 you how you could have placed him down there if you had so

23 wanted?

24 A I don't recall asking him that.

25 Q Was anybody else - was there interest indicated by
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anybody else regarding their own transfer down there like

anybody else in Corporate Chemistry? Chandrasekaren or

Fiser was any consideration of possibly moving one of them

down there or seeing if you could get a position down there

for any of them so they wouldn't be bumped out by this

reorganization?

A (No response.)

Q The elimination of one of positions in Corporate?

A There was no consideration of that, but you seem

to be asking a question like this was part of some plan. It

was just a simple request of moving somebody there and I

just addressed it as by the rules you cannot just move a

Corporate position and take it to the site.

I told you my second concern was even if we could

have concocted a way to do it it would have constituted pre-

selection of an individual to avoid them being impacted by

the reorganization.

Q Un-hum.

A Which were two reasons why we didn't think it was

something we should do. It just ended at that. There

wasn't any more.

Q I understand what you're saying but you know I

guess what I'm indicating is perhaps another Management

approach when you know you're having cut backs and you're

looking at you know people you know another Manager's
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1 approach was that you know if we can find jobs for other

2 people let's do that so we've got two different approaches

3 here from Management.

4 I'm asking you if that was a consideration to -

5 knowing that there is going to be an elimination there were

6 you making any attempts at helping anybody trying to get

7 another job anywhere else?

8 A I personally did not do that for any position in

9 Operation Support at any time.

10 Q That's fine. Thank you. Involved in this issue

11 about the transfer, possible transfer of Sam Harvey, did you

12 ever indicate to anyone that you wanted Harvey's expertise

13 left at Corporate?

14 A I do not recall any such statement.

15 Q Is it possible? Are you saying you don't

16 remember? That you could have said it, or you did not say

17 it?

18 A I just don't recall any such conversation.

19 Q Okay. Going into the screening panel that was put

20 together for conducting interviews for the Corporate

21 Chemistry positions or RADCON Chemistry, Environmental,

22 whatever positions in '96 who was responsible for selecting

23 the individuals that were going to be on that screening

24 panel?

25 A When we set up the screening panel it was
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1 initially recommended by Wilson McArthur. It was done in

2 consultation with Human Resources, Ed Boyles, and he also

3 talked to me.

4 At the time we were making the selection panel we

5 were aware at the time that by then Mr. Fiser had come to

6 Human Resources and had told them that if we proceeded with

7 the selection he would file the DOL complaint, and we were

8 trying to be very careful on everything we did to make sure

9 that we stayed fully in compliance with all the rules so we

10 fully involved Human Resources in everything we did.

11 Q Okay, so who were the first individuals that was

12 selected to be on the screening panel?

13 A The original screening panel would have been the

14 three RADCON Managers from the three sites. There would

15 have been John Cory from Brown's Ferry. Charles Kent from

16 Sequoyah, and Jack Cox from Watts Bar.

17 Q And whose recommendation was it that these there

18 individuals be the panel members?

19 A I believe that was originally Wilson McArthur's

20 recommendation.

21 Q Do you recall Mr. McArthur asking you or letting

22 you know that Cox had some problems with time constraints

23 for the date that this panel was scheduled for, and that he

24 had also indicated that if he was there he would have

25 selected Fiser, Mr. Fiser? Do you recall this coming up?
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Can you tell me about that, please?

3 A Cox had originally committed to be on the panel.

4 He had then subsequently brought up that he would not be

5 able to attend. My recollection is that that was on

6 relatively short notice. A few days to a week time frame

7 from when we were going to have the panel.

8 Wilson had also told me when he brought it up that

9 Cox had made a remark to the effect that it didn't matter if

10 he was there because he had already decided one was Mr.

11 Fiser's position. He also mentioned another position at the

12 time. I don't recall what that was.

13 This Board was going to review I think it was five

14 positions in both RADCON and Chemistry positions. It was at

15 least one other position that he had indicated that he had

16 already made up his mind prior to doing it.

17 We were then faced with what do we do. We could

18 have tried to reschedule but it didn't seem appropriate to

19 reschedule. To put on an individual who had already

20 indicated that he really was not going to follow the process

21 he had already made up his mind who ought to be on it.

22 We had - so in order - and we were talking with

23 Human Resources on this and felt that we should keep the

24 panel with three technical members on it, and we first then

25 attempted to replace him with the Assistant Plant Manager
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1 from Watts Bar but he was not available.

2 We subsequently decided that we could handle

3 someone from Corporate and we selected Rick Rogers. He was

4 the replacement person.

5 Q So when you were discussing - because I know you

6 used the word we several times if you can be a little more

7 specific for me. When you said that we attempted to get the

8 Assistant Plant Manager did you call the Assistant Plant

9 Manager, or who called the Assistant Plant Manager?

10 A I don't specifically remember who made the phone

11 call. The individuals involved in these discussions were

12 myself, Wilson McArthur, and Ed Boyles. I don't remember

13 who made the call to see if the Plant - Assistant Plant

14 Manager was available.

15 Q Was there any attempt to getting Mr. Voeller to

16 stand in for Mr. Cox?

17 A No, Mr. Voeller was the Chemistry Manager. This

18 was a Board to review both Chemistry and RADCON positions.

19 Q So I mean - explain to me your reasoning there

20 because I mean it sounds like you're trying to say something

21 to me but try to be more direct.

22 A Given the spectrum of people who we wanted the.

23 Board made up of people with wider Plant knowledge than just

24 a Chemistry Manager so we did not consider going down to a

25 specific Chemistry Manager. We rather looked at going up at
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the Plant.

When we could not do that we decided to use a

Corporate individual who had broad knowledge of Plant

Operations and technical issues.

Q Un-hum, okay. Did you ever indicate to Mr.

McArthur that Mr. Cox should remove himself from the

selection panel, or that Mr. Cox should not be on the

selection panel because of his previous bias towards Mr.

Fiser?

A I'm not sure I understand your question because

Cox had removed himself from the panel by saying he wasn't

available.

Q Un-hum.

A It was not a question in my mind of asking Cox to

remove himself. He had already removed himself.

Q Do you - why did he remove himself? Because of

the time constraint or because of this statement that he had

made that he would be in support of Fiser?

A I would have to assume it was the time schedule

why he was unable to attend.

Q Did you make a statement following that that he

shouldn't be on the panel anyway because of his bias towards

Mr. Fiser?

A As I mentioned answering another question at the

time we were to - the alternatives we would place on the
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1 Board one would have been reschedule in order to meet Mr.

2 Cox's schedule which I don't know logistically if it would

3 have met those other members and the interviewees, but I

4 felt it would be inappropriate to put someone on a panel who

5 has already expressed that they have made up their mind.

6 Being on one of my panels the expectation is that

7 you will make an objective decision based upon the

8 individual's application and their interview results, and in

9 doing that you have to be able to put aside you know

10 personal knowledge or dealings with the individual because

11 you - most of our panel people know each other, whatever but

12 at that time Cox's statement indicated that he was not

13 willing to do that.

14 Q Did you ask him if he could be unbiased?

15 A I had no discussions with Mr. Cox.

16 Q Did anyone like Mr. McArthur ask him if he could

17 be unbiased?

18 A I don't know.

19 Q Do you - considering Mr. Kent's past attempts to

20 get Harvey transferred to Sequoyah doesn't this appear to

21 you that he might have been biased towards Mr. Harvey?

22 A I don't know that Mr. Kent made any attempts to

23 have him out there. When it was mentioned to me that

24 Sequoyah wanted him I don't even recall Mr. Kent's name

25 being mentioned. I really don't recall if any names got
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1 mentioned.

2 I think my assumption was that it was the Sequoyah

3 Chemistry Manager, but I don't recall Ken's name being

4 specifically mentioned as being the individual trying to do

5 that.

6 Q Were Mr. Cory and Mr. Kent asked whether they

7 could be unbiased towards the two other individuals that

8 were providing them support?

9 A I did not ask them.

10 Q Do you know whether Mr. McArthur asked them?

11 A I don't know.

12 Q Can you please let me know what Mr. Rogers'

13 Chemistry background is?

14 A Mr. Rogers was selected to be on the Board because

15 of his broad general knowledge across the Plant. He had

16 among other jobs the Technical Support Manager at Sequoyah

17 for a number of years which would have involved - included

18 involvement in Chemistry and RADCON issues as they relate to

19 the rest of the -- (cannot hear. Voice drops off.)

20 Q Were you involved in Mr. Fiser's 1993 Department

21 of Labor complaint?

22 A No, I wasn't.

23 Q Were you interviewed in connection with it by the

24 TVA, OIG, anything?

25 A No.
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1 Q Another - during one of your statements either

2 with Department of Labor in this investigation or TVA, OIG,

3 or possibly an Affidavit that you gave you indicated that

4 you and Mr. McArthur were trying to make sure that there was

5 no bias against Mr. Fiser based on his previous Department

6 of Labor complaints or settlements, and that you all were

7 going to check with HR to insure the people that were going

8 to be on that Board were not involved in any of those

9 settlements. Do you remember making any of that statement?

10 A I don't specifically remember the statement but I

11 do recall that we asked - the intention was to ask Human

12 Resources as part of this to look at - to insure that we did

13 not have anyone involved in that thing he was intimately

14 involved with the prior complaint.

15 Q Okay.

16 A I was not familiar with the prior complaint. I've

17 never seen any of the documentation or anything on it so I

18 personally have no knowledge of who had or had not been

19 involved.

20 Q And who was supposed to do this check for the

21 Human Resources for you?

22 A My contacts with Human Resources were with Ed

23 Boyles.

24 Q Do you know whether anybody checked with Human

25 Resources to see whether either Mr. Cory, Mr. Rogers, or Mr.
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1 Kent had been involved in any of Fiser's past deals or

2 complaints or the current one?

3 A It's my recollection that I asked Human Resources

4 to insure that the people we had involved in this had not

5 been involved. I remember Ed Boyles coming back and saying

6 even though the Human Resource person is only a support to

7 the review - I forgot the individual's name - he changed the

8 Human Resource person because he had been involved in the

9 previous thing.

10 I believe the reviews of the prior issue with the

11 Human Resources were done by other people who were normally

12 involved with DOL type issues. Like I said my recollection

13 is I asked him to check on that.

14 Q Mr. Boyles, you asked him to check on that?

15 A That's my recollection.

16 Q Do you know that Mr. Kent and Mr. Cory were

17 involved in the past '93 Department of Labor complaint?

18 A No, I had no knowledge.

19 Q Pardon.

20 A No, I do not know that they were involved.

21 Q Okay. What I'd like to do now is discuss with you

22 concerning the rolling over of Mr. McArthur from his RADCON

23 position to the new RADCON Chem position during this 1996

24 reorganization. Can you give me background information

25 concerning that?
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1 A When I took over the organization there was an

2 overall RADCHEM Manager. It was an individual in that

3 position I believe in an Acting capacity that I really did

4 not get involved in exactly his status because when I got

5 involved with the organization he was in the process of

6 retiring and leaving.

7 That was a position previously held by Wilson

8 McArthur who at the time was the RADCON Manager. When we

9 proceeded towards the reorganization of Operations Support

10 all of the positions that were being changed were reviewed

11 by HR for their decision as to which ones needed to be

12 posted. Which ones the incumbent could just roll over and

13 stay in.

14 The answer they provided back on that particular

15 position is that Wilson McArthur should actually be placed

16 in that position having previously held that position.

17 Q Who specifically told you that?

18 A Ed Boyles.

19 Q Was there any discussion regarding a possible

20 advertising of that position?

21 A Only in the same context of all the positions. We

22 discussed all of the possible positions in which they had

23 come back and I really only remember one and it really was

24 not McArthur's in which I questioned their decision but I

25 went along with their decision on the others.
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1 Q The question I really have for you is based upon

2 my interviews with Mr. Boyles and Mr. Easley when the issue

3 came up regarding the advertising or non-advertising of Mr.

4 McArthur's position Mr. Easley has indicated that he advised

5 that that position in fact should be advertised.

6 Mr. Boyles is indicating that you asked him for

7 his opinion on this and he told you something different.

8 That you could roll him over into that position or something

9 to that effect but where the ultimate responsibility lies is

10 with the Manager to decide on how he wants to handle that.

11 According to Mr. Boyles he relied heavily on Mr.

12 Easley to give him advice because Mr. Easley was considered

13 the expert among Human Resources in advertising and posting

14 and waivers. You know all the organizational matters and

15 Mr. Easley is telling me that he advised against it. Just

16 rolling Mr. McArthur over into this, so what we've got right

17 now is -his huge conflict between Mr. - what Mr. Easley is

18 saying and what you and Mr. Boyles are saying and you know

19 and other individuals.

20 This can be a very critical question and I asked

21 Mr. McArthur earlier if he would be willing to take a

22 polygraph on this and I'll ask you also if in fact you would

23 take a polygraph regarding this issue in how this decision

24 was made to post or advertise this position.

25 MR. MARQUAND: With respect to that item?
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1 MS. BENSON: Well and possible other items that we

2 would go through --

3 MR. MARQUAND: Have you asked if he

4 would be willing to take a polygraph?

5 MS. BENSON: We usually don't do --

6 MR. MARQUAND: I mean it seems the conflict is

7 between Ben Easley and Ed Boyles not between anything Mr.

8 McGrath has said and Ben Easley. He didn't say that Ben

9 Easley told him that.

10 MS. BENSON: First of all we would you know

11 discuss --. You know if it

12 was shown that other people were being truthful then we

13 would ask . There is also basically what Mr.

14 Boyles has indicated is - and there are conflicts in

15 testimony but what he has indicated is ultimately you're the

16 one responsible to make the decision based on his advice.

17 Now what his advice was is you know what he is

18 telling me is that you know one thing but maybe what he told

19 other people is something else. Okay, about what was told

20 to you. Okay.

21 If the position wasn't advertised because people

22 were afraid of some kind of action by other people that

23 might be interested in posting for that position it's not to

24 say that Mr. McArthur wasn't qualified for the position nor

25 would he have been selected for it, but according to even
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1 the policy I've read and there are some real issues on the

2 position descriptions and everything else here this is going

3 to be a major area of concern and some investigation.

4 It's basically a decision that is made by you as

5 the Manager. You can be advised but you have made the

6 ultimate decision not to advertise that pobition.

7 A My understanding at the time was that was Human

8 Resources' decision.

9 Q That's not what Human Resources has told me.

10 A My understanding was that it was their decision

11 when they said this is how it should be done. If I had an

12 option to do something different I didn't understand I had

13 an option to do something different.

14 Q Okay, so you were not told about a way to request

15 a waiver - to have that position not be advertised and

16 request a waiver so Mr. McArthur could be rolled over into

17 that position?

18 A I don't recall any discussion of a waiver.

19 Q Okay, Mr. Boyles never told you that that was a

20 possibility and one possible way of not advertising the

21 position?

22 A As I said I don't recall any discussion of a

23 waiver. I discussed - I recall that the answer back was

24 that the proper action to take on that position would be to

25 place Mr. McArthur in it because he was previously in the
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1 position.

2 Q Well what I've gotten so far is that that's not

3 the answer that was given to Mr. Boyles and after Mr. Boyles

4 discussed this with you he came back and said well this is

5 the way we're going to do it?

6 A First, Mr. Boyles never came to me and said I had

7 to advertise the thing. Very early we started off the

8 entire thing from the assumption that would have to

9 advertise all positions.

10 Q And that is the policy?

11 A Okay, and we then went back and looked at all of

12 them throughout all of Operation Support and -- and looking

13 at which positions we needed to advertise or not advertise

14 was a review of all of the various positions.

15 I think I may have asked Mr. Boyles when we

16 started looking at them all did in fact McArthur was in that

17 position previously whether that had any bearing on it or

18 not. That was asked as a question not a desire to get a

19 waiver or change that. I had asked him that because Mr.

20 McArthur had asked me that. I passed that on as a question.

21 Not a request for a waiver.

22 When Human Resources came back with their answer

23 to me the only position I questioned happened to be with one

24 of Steam Generator Manager which was one - that was one

25 where the individual who had previously been in the job had
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moved on to another job which included that but had added

responsibilities.

Even though the work he was doing predominantly

still the same -- as explained to me that since his new

position had additional duties and we were going essentially

back to another position with a different set of duties that

was in the PD that we needed to advertise it.

That particular one I had questioned because I

knew we only had one person in the Company who was actually

qualified for the job and it appeared to be an

administrative waste of time and effort but they told me

that those were the rules and that's how I had to do it.

Again, there was no mention of you can go get a

waiver so we went ahead and advertised that position but we

went through selection process. Only one person applied so

the selection process became easy on that one, but that

particular one was the only one that I recall any

disagreement in what they came back to me with.

Q Un-hum.

A If Mr. Boyles and Mr. Easley were not in agreement

I was not aware of that and Mr. Easley never came and talked

to me about that. (Cannot hear this part because of

shuffling of papers.)

Q So Mr. Easley never indicated to you at anytime

that you needed to - that he would recommend advertising
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1 that position?

2 A I do not recall him ever saying that to me.

3 Q And the rationale now that you're saying that --

4 meaning Mr. Boyles was that the position didn't need to be

5 advertised because Mr. McArthur had held a position similar

6 to this previously. Not he was in a current position, that

7 current position, but previously to that position. That was

8 the rationale you're saying he made to you?

9 A I think that's what he told me. I don't remember

10 all of it. I didn't go back and get into all of the details

11 of exactly what they -- come to that conclusion. You need

12 to know that we were looking at a large number of position

13 descriptions at the time. A large number of positions. I

14 wasn't personally reviewing the position descriptions. I

15 was relying on them to review them.

16 Q Only when there was questions involved in it like

17 Mr. Gatches, Mr. McArthur's?

18 A Yeah, even then I'm not exactly sure to the degree

19 which I - on those particular ones is -- that would have the

20 position descriptions. (Hard to understand witness with

21 some words.)

22 Q What about the position that Mr. Fiser was having

23 to bid for or that was being advertised his particular

24 position did anyone discuss with you that Mr. Fiser had also

25 previously held a similar position?
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1 A In the case of the position that Mr. Fiser had

2 when the new position descriptions were prepared which I

3 personally was not involved in Mr. Fiser had come to HR and

4 indicated that he would submit a DOL complaint if we

5 advertised it. As I understood the concern was the

6 similarity to the position that was involved in his prior

7 settlement. At that time what I asked Human Resources to do

8 _

9 Q And who in Human Resources?

10 A Ed Boyles.

11 Q Okay.

12 A My dealings with Human Resources in this time

13 frame went through Ed Boyles which was my normal way of

14 dealing with Human Resources.

15 Q Did you ever discuss any of this with Mr. Easley?

16 A As to what did or did not have to be advertised I

17 don't recall that. Easley would come by to see me on

18 miscellaneous HR things once in a while. I don't recall

19 discussions with him on what did or did not require

20 advertising.

21 On this particular one and the Fiser one we asked

22 despite the previous reviews we were coming up with because

23 Mr. Fiser raising this concern a possible conflict with his

24 prior deal on settlement. I know that Ed Boyles got other

25 people in Human Resources involved. Those were involved
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1 with the DOL. I believe they consulted With OGC where they

2 felt it was appropriate to do that.

3 I was told how this was being handled. It even

4 went to our DOL Task Force to look it and relied on them to

5 review all of the rules that existed relative to posting DOL

6 settlements. All of the necessary requirements to make sure

7 that we were fully in compliance with all of the

8 requirements.

9 My own personal experience is that Human Resources

10 approached to advertising positions and they tended to be

11 very concerned and very much wanted to stick to exactly what

12 their rules were.

13 In doing the entire Operation Support area I did

14 not even consider asking for any waivers to the rules for

15 any positions.

16 Q Un-hum, okay, so basically the opinion of Human

17 Resources and all the other people that were involved in

18 reviewing this complaint by Mr. Fiser the ruling was that

19 the position should be advertised?

20 A That's correct.

21 Q I don't think that that's an argument you know by

22 anybody. I think that was a fair ruling. The argument

23 comes in in that you know the argument you used for rolling

24 McArthur over was the same argument that you didn't roll

25 Fiser over into it according to the advice that Mr. Easley
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1 was giving you. That there was no difference --

2 A Mr. Easley - excuse me - Mr. Easley was not giving

3 me any advice. He did not discuss this with me.

4 Q Okay, he never stated that to you?

5 A No, he did not.

6 Q Okay. Did Mr. Grover ever discuss with you or

7 indicate to you or tell you that he was interested in

8 applying for the position that Mr. McArthur or the newly

9 created position of RADCON Chem Manager in 1996?

10 A He may have said something to me but I believe it

11 was well after McArthur had been put in the position.

12 Q You don't recall him coming to you and briefly

13 stating that he would be interested in bidding for that

14 position before your announcement at the Staff meeting that

15 Mr. McArthur was taking that position?

16 A No, I do not recall him coming and telling me

17 that.

18 Q Okay.

19 A I believe that sometime later he indicated he

20 would have been but it was not prior to it.

21 Q And you don't recall that, or are you saying he

22 never came to you?

23 A I believe I can say that he never came to me.

24 Let's go back - I do not recall anytime that he came to me.

25 I do recall that sometime subsequent to that he told me
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1 that.

2 Q And after Mr. McArthur was rolled over into that

3 position or transferred into-that position what did Mr.

4 Grover say to you at that point?

5 A I don't remember.

6 Q Did Mr. Boyles ever have a discussion with you

7 regarding any conversations he had with Grover concerning

8 this?

9 A I don't remember.

10 Q Do you know what position the RADCON CHEM position

11 was? Was it PG 11 or PG Senior. Was it promotion for Mr.

12 McArthur to go in there?

13 A I'm not sure. I thought he was already one was a

14 Senior. My recollection was a Senior Manager but I thought

15 he already was a Senior Manager.

16 Q Okay, I think that he and Mr. Grover were both in

17 PG 11 positions if I'm not mistaken.

18 A I don't know. I don't know the answer to that. I

19 really did not go and look at --

20 Q

21 following Mr. McArthur's selection

22 for that position?

23 A was primarily handled by Phil

24 Reynolds. Phil Reynolds kept me informed of what was going

25 on. I don't remember how I came to know that
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ME.

of how I

that and

got to know that.

When I did get to know that I think I checked into

[ had let Reynolds know about that but as to the

with him I was not involved in

it out. I was basically told what it was.

What else were you told about the

working

Q

A The only thing I recall is that what precipitated

the

Q Concerning what?

A I'm not sure I ever asked. I recall being told it

was an but I'm not sure I specifically asked -

ever asked what it was about.

Q And what else were you told about

A With respect to what?

Q What was the I mean what were you told

that theM?

A

which I

It seems to me I saw a memo that had to do with it

may have had to concur with. I knew that _

I believe there was some

but I'm not sure.
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1 That might not be common for people to go down to Empo.

2 I think it involved signing a -- at some point but

3 I don't remember at what point that was supposed to occur.

4 That's the only parts that I - that's my recollection of

5 what was in

6 MS. BENSON: Do you understand this, Mr. Marquand?

7 MR. MARQUAND: No.

8 Q Do you recall ever making any derogatory or

9 negative statements regarding Mr. Fiser after you became the

10 Acting Operations Support Manager, or while you were

11 fulfilling that role in any capacity?

12 A The only issue I had at all with Mr. Fiser's

13 performance was one small item. I don't remember

14 specifically what was going on at Watts Bar at the time in

15 which I had asked him to report back to me in a couple of

16 days as to how it was working out. He did not do that.

17 I subsequently discussed with Grover that I would

18 have expected him to report back to me like I had asked him

19 to. That's the only thing that I had any problems at all

20 with his job while he was in Operations Support and the only

21 thing that I can think of where I had any sort of a negative

22 comment.

23 Q Did you ever indicate to anyone that you wanted or

24 desired to have Mr. Harvey be the one who was ultimately

25 selected for the remaining Power Chemistry position, a PWR -
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1 ?

2 A No, I did not, and I think we even really went out

3 of our way in this one to try to do our best to make sure

4 that the selection and competition was unbiased and that we

5 selected the best candidates in accordance with all rules.

6 MS. BENSON: I think you've basically covered

7 everything for me. Do you have anything?

8 MR. MARQUAND: No.

9 MS. BENSON: Okay, this will conclude the

10 interview. I appreciate your time today. Is there anything

11 more that you would like to ask me, or any other statements

12 that you would like to make?

13 THE INTERVIEWEE: I'd like to go off the record so

14 I can go get a drink of water. Give me a minute to collect

15 my thoughts.

16 MS. BENSON: Okay, the time right now is 2:18

17 p.m..

18 [Discussion off the record.]

19 MS. BENSON: Be going back on the record and the

20 time now is 2:26 p.m.. Okay, go ahead.

21 THE INTERVIEWEE: I really just wanted to wrap up

22 by emphasizing to you that we tried very conscientiously in

23 this thing to insure that we were fair to all the people

24 involved and that we were in compliance with all of the

25 rules that were involved.
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1 Until Mr. Fiser had - I mean we started off

2 towards being fair towards everyone. When Mr. Fiser came to

3 HR and raised the question - I mean while he was stating he

4 would submit a DOL complaint he was saying he was as I

5 understood his concern was that we would be violating the

6 terms of his prior DOL settlement.

7 When he brought up this new one was the first that

8 I knew that there was a prior DOL settlement with him so

9 from that time -- said if it involves a prior settlement

10 here we need to make sure that we are totally in compliance

11 with all the rules whatever we agreed to before.

12 I discussed that with Ed Boyles. He got the Human

13 Resources, HR people involved. We got OGC involved as

14 appropriate. As I mentioned there was a DOL Task Force

15 which involves the concerns, resolutions staff and we had

16 them involved through all of it watching everything that was

17 being done here to insure that we were fair and that we also

18 did not do anything that in any way deviated from the prior

19 agreement with Mr. Fiser.

20 MS. BENSON: Okay.

21 THE INTERVIEWEE: And I think we stuck to that and

22 came out with what was a fair selection at the end of the

23 process.

24 MS. BENSON: Okay.

25 MR. MARQUAND: Did you know prior to Mr. Fiser
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1 raising that issue with HR that he would file a Department

2 of Labor complaint regarding an alleged breach of his

3 previous DOL case? Before that were you aware that he even

4 had a previous DOL case?

5 THE INTERVIEWEE: I was not aware that he had a

6 previous DOL case until he brought it up as part of coming

7 to HR and telling that his concern was that we were

8 breaching the agreement from his prior case.

9 MS. BENSON: Can I ask him something to clarify

10 that?

11 MR. MARQUAND: Sure.

12 MS. BENSON: Okay. You're saying you weren't

13 aware but I'm going to go back to those interviews

14 previously and yours and Mr. McArthur's attempts were to

15 have a Board of members that were not aware of his past

16 complaints so it seems you know just by stating that in your

17 interview you're acknowledging right there that you had

18 knowledge of his prior complaints or his prior settlement.

19 THE INTERVIEWEE: He made - he brought the concern

20 and indicated that he would submit another one for breach of

21 his agreement on his first one long before we ever got

22 putting together the Board. He made that statement prior to

23 us ever posting the positions.

24 We delayed posting the positions I believe a

25 couple of weeks to allow time for further review to insure
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1 that by posting those positions we were not doing anything

2 in violation of the prior agreement.

3 MR. MARQUAND: The complaint was filed before the

4 Selection Review Board met and they conferred with me prior

5 to us even receiving the Department of Labor complaint.

6 MS. BENSON: Right, I know but there is other

7 issues that were brought up in his DOL complaint besides

8 just the question of the position.

9 MR. MARQUAND: Yeah, the point that I think Tom

10 was addressing was in your earlier questions. One of your

11 earlier questions you asked about an OIG interview referring

12 to his knowledge of complaint of complaints.

13 At the time that the SRB met he had been briefed

14 because of Gary's threat to file a Department of Labor

15 complaint and was told about that threat so at that point

16 and time is when he learned and that was prior to both the

17 posting and the Selection Review Board.

18 MS. BENSON: Okay.

19 MR. MARQUAND: But that's the point and time in

20 which he learned.

21 MS. BENSON: Okay, that's fine.

22 MR. MARQUAND: And having been apprised of Gary's

23 threat Mr. McGrath and everyone else was very careful to

24 elicit advice from all the people who were involved or could

25 offer advice as to the appropriate way to go.
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1 MS. BENSON: I don't think that's an argument as

2 far as - you know I don't think we're arguing that it

3 (Cannot understand these words.) I mean that the rules

4 appear that it really was making an effort to do that fairly

5 I don't know that that's necessarily the argument.

6 MR. MARQUAND: The other thing - something else I

7 think may be that - that may be I've seen emphasis on is the

8 question about should there have been a proponent of each of

9 the candidates on the Selection Review Board.

10 I think if you will look at the way Selection

11 Review Boards are constituted throughout TVA Nuclear that

12 that's not ever a consideration. The consideration is how

13 do we post it. How do we put together a fair Selection

14 Review Board and the fact in this case it would have three

15 RADCON Chemistry Managers.

16 Although that looks very symmetrical I think that

17 is probably the exception rather than the rule. The norm is

18 that you will have a primary customer or a peer and a

19 technical -- rule.

20 I don't think you ever see - I think it's very

21 infrequent that you see that sentry that they initially

22 sought to obtain in this case. I think it would have been -

23 I'm not aware of that ever happening. Normally, it's very

24 much a different situation.

25 MS. BENSON: And I understand that also. The
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1 point I think that needs to be reviewed is that knowing that

2 he did file a complaint and to insure that it's handled

3 fairly you've got two customers you know that are present on

4 the panel that are kind of almost before or against the

5 person that services them and he you know in his capacity

6 his customer was not present so I mean this is an argument

7 not really for us to decide today.

8 Unless you have any other comments that you would

9 like to add regarding any of your testimony today or

10 anything further you would like to add?

11 THE INTERVIEWEE: I've nothing else to add.

12 MS. BENSON: Any other questions of him?

13 MR. MARQUAND: I do not.

14 MS. BENSON: Was all the information you provided

15 today provided voluntarily and without threat or coercion

16 from the NRC?

17 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes.

18 MS. BENSON: And we'll conclude the interview.

19 The time now is 2:34 p.m.

20 [Whereupon, at 2:34 p.m., the interview was

21 concluded.]

22

2 3
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1P R 0 C E E D I N G S

2 [10:43 a.m.]

3 MS. BENSON: For the record today's date is April

4 20, 1999. The time now it's approximately 10:43 a.m.. I am

5 Special Agent Diana Benson of the NRC Office of

6 Investigations and I will be conducting this interview.

7 During this proceeding which is being recorded for

8 transcription the NRC Office of Investigations will conduct

9 an interview of Wilson Cooper McArthur, M-c-Ar-t-h-u-r.

10 This interview pertains to OI Investigation No. 2-1998-

11 013.The location of this interview is TVA Lookout Place

12 Building, Chattanooga, Tennessee. Others in attendance at

13 this interview are the Court Reporter Mr. J. B. Shelton and

14 also TV Attorney with Office of General Counsel Mr. Brent R.

15 Marquand, M-a-r-q-u-a-n-d.

16 Prior to the interview, Mr. McArthur, was it

17 explained to you that Mr. Marquand also not only represents

18 you but also TVA?

19 THE INTERVIEWEE: TVA, yes.

20 MS. BENSON: Or the interest of TVA, and have you

21 voluntarily asked him to be present today?

22 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes.

23 MS. BENSON: Okay, and also prior to going on the

24 record I asked you to look over Section 1001 of Title 18 of

25 the U.S. Code. Did you read over that?
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1 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes.

2 MS. BENSON: Do you understand that?

3 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes.

4 MS. BENSON: Okay.

5 Whereupon,

6 WILSON COOPER McARTHUR,

7 the Interviewee, was called for examination and, having been

8 first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows.

9 DIRECT EXAMINATION

10 BY MS. BENSON:

11 Q Mr. McArthur, for the record can you please state

12 your full name?

13 A Wilson Cooper McArthur.

14 Q And your date of birth?

15 A

16 Q And your Social Security number?

17 A

18 Q Okay, also prior to going on the record I

19 indicated to you that you're being interviewed concerning

20 the 1996 Department of Labor discrimination complaint filed

21 by Mr. Gary Fiser against TVA concerning the posting of his

22 Corporate Chemistry position at Chattanooga, Tennessee

23 during the 1996 time frame.

24 A Right.

25 Q Are you aware of what was occurring at that time?
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1 A I've not seen official documents of any kind but I

2 was aware through various sources. From Human Resources. I

3 didn't know the details but I certainly know that this was

4 going on.

5 Q Well I'm - but you were aware of the posting of

6 that particular position?

7 A Oh, absolutely, yes.

8 Q Okay, and can you please provide me with your

9 employment history here at TVA?

10 A I came in April of 1990 as Manager of Technical

11 Programs which consisted of RADCON, Chemistry, RADWASTE,

12 environmental, -- prepared this security and fire

13 protection.

14 Q Okay.

15 A I think that was it and that was probably for

16 about three or four years. Then there was reorganization

17 and I was made as a RADCON Manager with responsibilities for

18 RADCON, RADWASTE, environmental, and chemistry, and then --

19

20 Q Do you - and what time was that?

21 A I don't know exactly.

22 Q You don't recall what year that was?

23 A No.

24 Q Okay.

25 A That's one of the things I'm not very good at is
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1 remembering years back over time, and then about three years

2 ago we reorganized and I became the Manager of RAD -- and

3 Chemistry Support. That's what my position is now.

4 Q And I'll go more into detail regarding these

5 separate positions you know later on.

6 A Sure.

7 Q I'm just trying to basically get your experience

8 here at TVA.

9 A Okay.

10 Q And prior to coming to TVA what were you doing?

11 A I was working - well I had had my own company out

12 on the West Coast and sold the company to another company

13 and they kept me on for a couple of years to you know to

14 bring the company into their organization so the last

15 company before TVA was a company called Quadrex. Prior to

16 that I had my company KLM which stood for Kanazrus*, -- and

17 McArthur, three guys that were principles in the company.

18 Q Okay.

19 A And prior to that I was --

20 Q And what type of business was this?

21 A Consulting and radiological chemistry, RADWASTE

22 matters. We built robots, things like that. Prior to that

23 I was with - prior to KLM I was with two consulting

24 companies, EDS Nuclear and Tara. Then prior to that I was

25 with Carolina Power and Light Company for about eight years
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1 as Manager of Engineering. Prior to that I was working on

2 Ph.D..

3 Q Okay, and what do yo have your Ph.D. in?

4 A -- Logical Physics. Radiation Physics I guess is

5 probably the best way to --

6 Q Okay, and if you can please indicate to me your

7 knowledge of Mr. Gary Fiser in your past working

8 relationships with him.

9 A When I first came to TVA he was at Sequoyah.

10 Q And that was in April of '90?

11 A Right.

12 Q Okay.

13 A I don't - from my recollection tells me that he

14 was not the Chemistry Manager then. He was the Outage

15 Manager but sometime shortly thereafter he became the

16 Chemistry Manager.

17 Q Okay.

18 A And then there was a switch from my Corporate

19 Chemistry Manager a guy by the name of Bill Jocker* switched

20 for a year period. Had an agreement to switch for one year

21 that Gary would come downtown to Corporate. He came down to

22 Corporate and let's see that was 19 - I thought I would

23 remember that. I don't remember the specific date and in

24 the new organization he became the - one of the what we call

25 Chemistry Environmental.
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1 Q Okay, and this is Mr. Fiser?

2 A This is Fiser, yes.

3 Q Okay.

4 A And then the organization reorganized again and we

5 had three Chemistry Environmental - might have had four but

6 I know we had three Chemistry Environmental people and we

7 were - and the decision had been made to bring that down to

8 two. At that point and time is when - and we had a Board

9 that interviewed. There were a number of other people in

10 addition to the three principle people, Sam Harvey, Chandra

11 and Gary Fiser.

12 I take the two people, Sam Harvey and Chandra, and

13 Gary then I'm not sure what happens after that. I'm not -

14 you know as far as what Human Resources does. I know that

15 we would rift people before and they would go to some kind

16 of organization. I don't know the status of that or what

17 happened from that point on.

18 Q Okay, so basically you knew Mr. Fiser from April

19 of 1990 until he left the organization in '96?

20 A That's correct.

21 Q About that time frame?

22 A Un-hum.

23 Q And did you know him outside of work or socially

24 at all?

25 A No, not at all.
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Q And what about Mr. Chandrasekeran what was your

working knowledge of him?

A Similar. He came to work after I came and he was

probably about within a year after I came to TVA both he and

- well actually Bill Jocker came and then he - the two

people, Sam Harvey and Chandra worked with him but he's with

Line Power Company so they came on board also.

Q They came with Mr. Jocker?

A They didn't come with him. Jocker came first.

Q And then kindly they followed him?

A Yes.

Q Okay, and so you knew both of them about the same

time frame?

A Oh, yes.

Q Did you know either one of them outside of work

here at all?

A No.

Q No social contacts with them at all?

A No.

Q Okay.

A Now that's during that time frame, okay.

Q Okay, well from 1990 to 1996?

A Yeah.

Q None at all?

A Nothing socially other than go to lunch once in a
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10

while or something like that, but nothing like playing golf,

none of those kinds of things.

Q No outside activities?

A No.

Q In 1993 Mr. Fiser filed a Department of Labor

complaint against TVA. What was your knowledge of that

complaint?

A My first recollection when I talked with the

lawyers here is I couldn't remember very much about it at

all. In fact I didn't know the basis - I never saw anything

official. A document that stated what the concerns were.

I've never seen anything of that nature.

I became more aware of it by a little bit from

people that I talked to they would tell me something, or

then I was given a document this morning that one of my

testimonies I referred to it or it leaves some indication I

was knowledgeable but not - I couldn't tell you what the

concerns that Gary had in that particular DOL.

Q Do you know how that complaint was resolved?

A Um, again, nothing official but he would come back

to a position in - who was then under a fellow by the name

of Ron Grover. I did not - I was not the Manager of that

group that he came back to.

Q What were you doing at that time?

A Undergoing a major cancer operation for
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1 approximately two and a half months so as a lot of this

2 thing was coming about I was not even involved.

3 Q Okay.

4 A And he reported to Ron Grover who was - it was

5 divided into the Manager Radiological Support and Manager of

6 Chemistry and Environmental Support so the people in the

7 Chemistry group held both chemistry and environmental

8 responsibilities under Ron Grover.

9 Q Well we'll go back into this a little bit more

10 later.

11 A Okay.

12 Q But in his 1993 Department of Labor complaint

13 during that time frame from 1990 to '93 besides the

14 positions that you previously listed were you on any of the

15 Boards like Nuclear Safety Review Board?

16 A Yes, Nuclear Safety Review Board.

17 Q And how long were you a part of that?

18 A It's been off and on. I'm still a part of that

19 now but as an alternate at this point and time because of my

20 job functions. I know for at least four years - the first

21 four years that I was a permanent member of NSRB and since

22 then it's been on for a period of time and then as an

23 alternate.

24 Q And did you work with Mr. McGrath in the NSRB?

25 A Mr. McGrath was the Chairman of the NSRB.
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Q Okay.

A I was on a sub-committee. RADCON and chemistry

sub-committee.

Q So you had working contacts with Mr. McGrath as

far as the NSRB goes?

A Yes, that's correct.

Q And were you aware that Mr. Fiser's 1993 complaint

had to do with his disagreement with the NSLB on some of the

things they were trying to implement or change or

procedures?

A I'm aware of that, yes.

Q And how did you become aware of that?

A We had a - NSRB what we do is go down - around and

we would interview various people, and then we would go out

into the Plant and look at conditions of equipment, those

kinds of things.

We had a meeting in Gary's Office and this fellow

by the name of Tom Peterson who is now an outside consultant

to TVA he and I were in talking to Gary and we had found

that - well there were really three concerns that day. One

of them had to do with the PASS. Let's see --

Q For the record can you --

A Yes, -- sampling system.

MR. MARQUAND: Tell us what the acronym is for the

record.
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1 THE INTERVIEWEE: Okay. The pass for some reason

2 the p word slips in with us.

3 MR. MARQUAND: Post -- sampling system.

4 BY MS. BENSON:

5 Q Okay.

6 A It's the lawyers telling me that. I don't know

7 and then we also were concerned about under monitored

8 released points. We were talking about that, and the third

9 area was the area that Tom Peterson and I both had looked at

10 and normally in a nuclear power plant in the Chemistry

11 Department you trend a lot of different things.

12 Let's see your sodium, phosphates, dissolved

13 oxygen, those kinds of things you do that on a routine basis

14 to see if anything is getting out of kilter, and for

15 whatever reasons Gary wasn't doing that.

16 In fact one of the documents I read last night he

17 made the comment that he was doing better than any other

18 Plants in the USA which is absolutely not true so we were

19 concerned because we weren't trending things, and Gary said

20 well I'm just not going to do it.

21 Q Un-hum.

22 A So we began to continue the discussion on the

23 basis well this is a smart thing to do. We need to be doing

24 this kind of thing. His comment was I don't have the

25 resources. I'm going back in memory trying to remember what
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1 happened there but it was obvious he did not want to do the

2 trending that we thought was important.

3 If I remember correctly we wrote it up in the

4 minutes of the NSRB meeting. What it was - and this is not

5 uncommon. We do have these kind of problems at other sites

6 too. The people just say I don't have resources I can't do

7 this. I didn't see it as an unusual thing. I thought it

8 was one that we needed to convince him that it made sense to

9 do trending just from the standpoint of knowing what's going

10 on at the Plant.

11 Q Un-hum.

12 A But we were not very successful.

13 Q Un-hum. Had he been having problems with the

14 computer system that they logged the information on to do

15 these trends? Had there been a problem with that?

16 A Not that I'm aware of. I don't remember --

17 Q Because you had indicated that you know he hadn't

18 been doing them, or you know there was a --

19 A Yeah, it was a conscious decision not to do them.

20 Q Un-hum, but you don't know whether there was in

21 fact a problem with the computer system or whatever system

22 he was using?

23 A Most of these things you could do manually if you

24 didn't have - you don't have to use a computer system.

25 Q Well you know I'm not arguing that but I mean do
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1 you know whether there was a problem?

2 A No.

3 Q Okay, so after this meeting that you had with Mr.

4 Fiser and he declined to implement a procedure is that what

5 it was?

6 A That wasn't a decline to implement a procedure.

7 He declined to track and trend chemistry data.

8 Q Okay.

9 A He was tracking some but he wasn't tracking the

10 normal things you would track in a PWR. It was a very

11 strong feeling on the part of Mr. Peterson. He's an outside

12 consultant in the chemistry area. He felt very strongly

13 that we should be doing that tracking and trending.

14 Q Un-hum. Were they not doing any tracking or --

15 A They done some.

16 Q You're saying they weren't as doing as much as he

17 felt they should be doing?

18 A And it was more not doing enough.

19 Q And after this meeting you had were you present in

20 a room when Mr. McGrath was speaking to Mr. Fiser?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Okay, you were in the room?

23 A Yes.

24 Q Was Mr. McGrath upset with Mr. Fiser?

25 A Not any more than usual. He was upset over the
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1 fact that we weren't getting any place on this tracking and

2 trending but that was - it was nothing uncommon. It was you

3 know that was his nature. He wasn't angry with his eyes

4 blurring or something like that. They was just saying it

5 doesn't make any sense. We need to be doing the tracking

6 and trending.

7 Q Now was the - of course we're getting back into

8 the 1993 complaint.

9 A Okay.

10 Q But I just want to find out what your analysis is

11 of this but was the request to do more trends or was the

12 request to implement a written procedure stating he would do

13 that?

14 A Um, I don't recall that. I think that the only

15 information I could give you is that there are probably

16 thirty-five - on that order of thirty-five things that you

17 would trend in chemistry in a nuclear power plant. We were

18 probably trending four or five.

19 Q Un-hum.

20 A The thing about the procedure I mean it's possible

21 that Tom could have asked for a procedure but I don't recall

22 that.

23 Q Okay. Anyway you - correct me if I'm wrong but

24 you indicated this was the basis of Mr. Fiser's '93 DOL

25 complaint was this disagreement --
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A As good as I know - honestly, I better say no to

know because I don't know. I did not - never saw anything.

I heard different things but I never heard the details of

what --

Q What other different things did you hear regarding

the complaint?

A It had something to do with protective what do you

call it - working in a protected area. That's not the right

way to say it. There were safety concerns and I don't have

any idea what any of those were.

Q Okay.

A I don't have any idea.

Q And any other rumors about what his DOL complaint

was about?

A No.

Q Were you familiar with Mr. Bill Jocker?

A Yes.

Q I-,

A

Q

secretly

A

Q

Yes.

Were you made aware that Mr. Fiser had been

tape recording you?

Yes, I was made aware of that.

Okay, and what were you told about this recording
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1 A I was just told to be careful that Gary was tape

2 recording people and it became obvious to me because right

3 after that on several occasions he came in and he would ask

4 blunt questions. Obviously, he was seeking something. I

5 said Gary, that's not the right question to ask me. It's

6 not any of your business or something of that nature. I

7 knew he was tape recording me.

8 Q Un-hum.

9 A I didn't know at the time what for but I was

10 notified. I didn't know that he was doing that.

11 Q Un-hum, and when you were notified of this tape

12 recording what were you told about it?

13 A Just told to be careful that he is tape recording.

14 There was not no other comments other than you're being tape

15 recorded be careful. You could be tape recorded be careful.

16 Q Were you allowed to review the transcripts that

17 had been transcribed based on the tape recorded

18 conversations?

19 A I went - I guess we went through some of them at

20 one point and time. They were very - not very good

21 information on them. A lot of problems in translating but

22 we did look at them at one point and time very briefly. Not

23 in detail.

24 MR. MARQUAND: I think he may be mixing up those

25 with the transcripts of the IG tape recordings of the Jocker
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1 interviews.

2 MS. BENSON: Un-hum.

3 MR. MARQUAND: Those are the only transcripts I've

4 ever seen.

5 MS. BENSON: Okay.

6 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yeah, my mind tells me I had

7 looked at them briefly and they were just - in fact I think

8 I was told by TVA Legal that the basis stuff was not very

9 clear. You couldn't comprehend anything on the tapes and

10 that's about what I thought I saw.

11 BY MS. BENSON:

12 Q Un-hum. Who else did you tell that Mr. Fiser had

13 been tape recording people?

14 A I told my boss.

15 Q And who was that?

16 A At that point and time it was probably John

17 McJeskey or Dan Kiter. One of the two. I'm not sure.

18 Q And who else?

19 A I don't recall. I didn't make it a general

20 statement to people.

21 Q Did you advise Charles Kent that you were - that

22 you had been tape recorded?

23 A I don't think so but it's possible. Charles is

24 our peer group leader so that would be a feasible thing but

25 I don't remember doing that.
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1 Q And what about Mr. Easley did you tell him you had

2 -

3 A I think I probably the Human Resources person

4 that's the kind of thing I would tell Human Resources.

5 Q Un-hum.

6 A I don't recall a specific time doing that but I

7 wouldn't be surprised if I didn't do that.

8 Q Did you tell anyone else?

9 A No, I don't think so.

10 Q It was pretty common knowledge among the Corporate

11 chemistry people according to the ones I've interviewed so

12 far that he had been tape recording so --

13 A Okay.

14 Q I'm just trying to establish you know your

15 specific knowledge and who you may have told. Were you ever

16 interviewed as a witness in Mr. Fiser's 1993 DOL complaint?

17 A Um, I don't know. Brent, can you help me out

18 there?

19 MR. MARQUAND: He was interviewed by the IC. I

20 don't know who else he may have talked to.

21 BY MS. BENSON:

22 Q So you were actually a witness in the 1993 DOL

23 complaint?

24 MR. MARQUAND: It never was tried. There was no

25 witnesses per se. The IG talked to a number of people. We
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1 know he was talked to.

2 MS. BENSON: Okay, but that was following a DOL

3 complaint?

4 MR. MARQUAND: Yes.

5 MS. BENSON: And DOL never did an investigation.

6 You're just saying IG's?

7 MR. MARQUAND: I don't know. I don't remember if

8 DOL did an investigation. In fact I think they might not

9 have because it was settled before it went to - I think it

10 was settled before it went - it was decided by Wage and

11 Hour.

12 BY MS. BENSON:

13 Q So basically as far as the 1993 complaint you may

14 have been interviewed just by the TVA IG?

15 A That - was that --

16 MR. MARQUAND: That was by TVA IG that I'm aware

17 of. I don't know if Wage and Hour did interviews. It was

18 their practice to postpone those as long as they could to

19 see if there was going to be a settlement. You know this

20 case - that case didn't get settled until '95 some fifteen,

21 sixteen months after it was filed. It took them forever.

22 MS. BENSON: Un-hum.

23 BY MS. BENSON:

24 Q How did you feel about the treatment Mr. Fiser got

25 during 1993 when he was placed into the ETB program or I
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guess that's - was that early transition program?

MR. MARQUAND: Employee transition program.

A Employee transition program.

Q Employee transition program at TVA.

A Well actually I had tried to keep him. I thought

Gary was a good chemist. He was very strong rated primary

chemistry guy. Not very good in secondary chemistry but at

that point and time I thought I would be able to save him

downtown because they had one fellow, Don Adams, that was

going to take a position out at Sequoyah so I thought that I

would have that head count to keep him on, but then that

head count was taken away so I did not have a position for

him. You know he was a good man.

Q And that's a '90 - after the '93 complaint?

A I think that's - I believe that's correct.

Q Did you ever talk to Ron Grover about the fact

that Mr. Fiser was being placed into the chemistry -

Corporate Chemistry Division following his - as a part of

his 1993 complaint?

A I don't remember a specific conversation.

Q That he was coming into this position as a result

of a settlement?

A I think that all transpired after Ron Grover

became the Manager of that group so, therefore, I wouldn't

be involved but I don't remember having any kind of
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1 discussion with Ron.

2 Q So you may or may not have is what you're saying.

3 You don't recall?

4 A I don't recall.

5 Q Okay. Do you ever recall stating that you felt

6 Fiser had been done wrong and that he was a real good guy

7 and he deserved a good shot?

8 A Like I said I thought he was a good chemist. I

9 mean with certain limitations. You know we -- to TVA quite

10 frequently so you get use to that kind of thing happening.

11 You also have to make choices sometimes of filling positions

12 with two out of three or something so - yeah, I don't like

13 to see anybody lose their job.

14 Q Yeah, but do you recall making that comment?

15 A No.

16 Q Is it possible you could have made that comment?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Do you recall what position Sam Harvey was holding

19 in Corporate Chemistry from '93 to '96?

20 A Let's see - I think it was in one of these

21 positions of Chemistry and Environmental - the TGA position.

22 The same thing the other - Chandra and Gary were filling I

23 believe in that time frame.

24 Q And were you ever approached by anybody in 1996

25 after you were made Manager regarding the possible - no,
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1 prior to you becoming the RADCON CHEM Manager --

2 A Okay.

3 Q While you were still there did you remember

4 discussing with anyone about a possible transfer of Sam

5 Harvey from Corporate over to Sequoyah?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Who did you talk to about that?

8 A Charles Kent.

9 Q And what was discussed?

10 A He felt that Sam was a very valuable person both

11 primary and second chemistry. He wanted him out at Sequoyah

12 and I told him that you know I would have to talk to Tom

13 McGrath and I'm sure it was Tom McGrath.

14 Tom basically said no, we can't do that. They

15 have to advertise the position so he never really ended up

16 going to Sequoyah.

17 Q Did Charles talk to you about this, or did he talk

18 to Ron Grover about this?

19 A He probably talked to both of us. I know he

20 talked to me because he wanted Sam out at the site.

21 Q But did Sam belong to you at that point?

22 A When we first started talking about it, yes. When

23 we went into the new organization RADCON and Chemistry I'm

24 sure that's the point and time he would have talked to Ron

25 if he did. I can't say for sure.
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1 Q Well I'm talking about in 1996 what position did

2 you hold prior to being placed in the RAD Chem Environmental

3 position?

4 A I was the RADCON Manager.

5 Q And who worked for you?

6 A Chemistry, RADCON, RADWASTE. I think that's

7 right.

8 Q And what position did Ron Grover hold?

9 A He was Manager of Chemistry and Environmental.

10 Q And who worked for him?

11 A Wait a minute. Did I say chemistry?

12 Q Un-hum.

13 A I had RADWASTE and RADCON. Okay, I'm sorry and

14 Ron Grover had chemistry and environmental.

15 Q So who worked for him?

16 A I don't know if I know everybody but he had Sam

17 Harvey, Chandra, a guy by the name of David Serell, and a

18 lady by the name of Dee Drinita*. I believe that's correct.

19 Q Okay.

20 A And there may have been others but that's the only

21 ones I can remember.

22 Q So going back to my previous question did Charles

23 Kent ask you about this, or do you know whether Charles Kent

24 talked to Ron Grover about this?

25 A I can't tell you anything about Ron Grover. I
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1 know that every since I've been here - every since Sam has

2 been here Sequoyah has been trying to transfer Sam Harvey to

3 Sequoyah so there were many conversations in that regard.

4 Q Un-hum. I'm just kindly trying to wonder why

5 Charles Kent would have talked to you when Ron Grover was

6 his boss?

7 A Well at one point and time it was appropriate

8 because he was working for me.

9 Q But during that time frame he belonged to Ron

10 Grover?

11 A I don't know if I talked to him during that time.

12 I don't recall the specific dates. I just know that Charles

13 Kent wanted him out at the site.

14 Q Okay.

15 A In fact I believe Ron Grover came to me and said

16 the same thing and so we made Tom aware and.Tom said no,

17 it's not something we can do without putting this position

18 up for - advertise this position.

19 Q Do you know why the position was not advertised?

20 A Which position?

21 Q That position at Sequoyah that they were trying to

22 transfer him into?

23 A I have no idea.

24 Q Was there any discussion of moving Fiser out to

25 Sequoyah or trying to get him to advertise or advertise
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1 positions so Fiser could fill that position?

2 A I don't know of any - I really don't know what

3 went on there. That was a site situation.

4 Q So nobody discussed that possibility with you?

5 A No.

6 Q And was there a vacant position out at Sequoyah?

7 A I don't think there was a vacant position at that

8 point and time. They were looking - that was the reason

9 they were having trouble because they didn't have a head

10 count that could bring somebody out and that's my

11 recollection.

12 Q After you went in as the - or transferred into the

13 RAD CHEM Environmental position - Manager.

14 A RAD Chem for radiological control - radiological

15 and chemistry services, yeah.

16 Q Okay, I'm sorry if I'm mispronouncing that.

17 A It's okay.

18 Q Did - and before those other positions were

19 advertised, the chemistry positions were advertised and the

20 other ones that were being filled, was Mr. Harvey assigned

21 temporarily out to Sequoyah do you know?

22 A I know he was there for steam generator outage

23 like a weeks time frame or something like that. He was

24 working for David Gatches* who is our Steam Generator

25 Manager.
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Q Un-hum.

A We do that quite often. We loan people for

outages.

Q Okay, going back to July the first reorganization

that you all went through in July or during 1994.

A This was the one where I became the RADCON

Manager?

Q Right.

A Okay.

Q Okay, the position you held before that was

Manager of Technical Support.

A Programs, yeah.

Q And then in July - the time frame of July of '94

as a part of this reorganization that position was

eliminated?

A Yes.

Q And a new position was created?

A Right.

Q And you were ultimately selected for this new

position of RAD --

A CON Manager.

Q RADCON Manager. Who were you working for at the

time?

A John McJeskey.

Q And do you know who was responsible for rewriting
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1 those position descriptions and the vacancy announcements

2 for the new positions in 1994?

3 A -- I don't know anything about but I usually write

4 my own job description. That's been my experience. I don't

5 remember specifically writing that one but I suspect that I

6 did.

7 Q Does Human Resources normally assist in that?

8 A They just take and file them away. In fact I've

9 got an understanding that there is a description for me as

10 Manager Technical Programs apparently but I do specifically

11 remember writing one. The one for RADCON Manager I don't

12 think Human Resources found a copy. They do have a copy of

13 my current position.

14 Q Un-hum, but you wrote the one in '94?

15 A Yes.

16 Q And do you have a copy of that?

17 A No, I've looked. We've moved a couple of times

18 and it may still be in a box some place but I haven't been

19 able to find it.

20 Q But there was a position description on that?

21 A I remember writing a position description.

22 Q Okay, and what do you do once you write a position

23 description who do you give it to?

24 A You get approval from your boss first, and then

25 you give it to Human Resources.
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Q Do you know whether you got approval for that

position description?

A I honestly do not remember.

Q Okay.

A I know it was submitted you know but I don't know

if it ever was signed and sent back. I just don't have any

recollection.

Q It was submitted to who?

A Tom McGrath and to Human Resources.

Q Okay.

A I probably sent an advance copy to them saying

this is in the hands of my boss he's reviewing it so they

would know what is going on because that was the normal

practice.

Q And your boss at the time was?

A Tom McGrath.

Q It wasn't McJeskey at the time?

A No, but we were going through a lot of changes

during this period of time.

Q Okay.

A I remember specifically - well I'm being a little

careful. I think it was Tom McGrath.

MR. MARQUAND: Wasn't there somebody else between

and McGrath too?

THE INTERVIEWEE: Dan Kiter. It could have been

McJeskey
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1 Dan Kiter.

2 MR. MARQUAND: I thought Kiter was before that.

3 THE INTERVIEWEE: That's right. That's right.

4 Kiter was before McJeskey. McJeskey and then Tom McGrath

5 and now Jack Bailey.

6 MR. MARQUAND: What about Don Moody?

7 THE INTERVIEWEE: Oh, yeah. Yeah, I can't forget

8 Don. He was in there before - let's see he - what's --.

9 Who was - I can't remember if he was before McJeskey or not.

10 I think it was just before McJeskey.

11 BY MS. BENSON:

12 Q Or was he after McJeskey?

13 A I - right now I can't --

14 Q Who was the one that passed away?

15 MR. MARQUAND: Don Moody died I believe at the

16 time McGrath took over.

17 THE INTERVIEWEE: That's what it was, yeah. Yeah,

18 that's correct. Tom took over Acting from Don Moody.

19 BY MR. BENSON:

20 Q So in 1994 do you recall who you were working for?

21 A No. I'm sorry. I'm sure I can go back in my

22 notes and find out.

23 MR. MARQUAND: Mr. McGrath I think will have a

24 fairly good recollection when he took over and at least when

25 Don Moody was in the office.
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1 MS. BENSON: Un-hum, because it seems to me

2 looking at those past descriptions that you all sent to me

3 during this time frame that.McJeskey may have been in there.

4 MR. MARQUAND: I think that at least at the outset

5 he was when you look at -- I think McJeskey was there.

6 MS. BENSON: Un-hum, un-hum, I'm pretty sure.

7 BY MS. BENSON:

8 Q So, anyway, the point being is that do you recall

9 writing that position description?

10 A Yes, I do.

11 Q And do you recall submitting that to someone?

12 A Yes, I do.

13 Q Okay, you're not sure who you submitted it to?

14 A No, I'm sure I gave it to Human Resources. Ben

15 Easley was my contact at that point and time and also to

16 whoever was the Manager of what was called Operations

17 Support back then.

18 Q What is it called now?

19 A It's now called Engineering and Technical Support.

20 Q I didn't know it had changed.

21 A I can't even keep up with the name changes.

22 Q But you don't recall ever seeing that back again

23 or anything like that?

24 A Usually what would happen is they were sent in

25 they would go to the Pay Committee. Pay Committee would do
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an evaluation and then you get that evaluation back. I

don't recall ever getting the evaluation back. It pretty

well tells you were you stand on the pay scale and that kinc

of thing, but I don't remember that happening. It could

have happened but I don't remember that.

MR. MARQUAND: If you recall the -- it does have

McJeskey's name on it. I believe it does say that it was

pending and it uses the word -- (cannot hear due to someone

coughing at this point.) approval.

BY MS. BENSON:

Q When you - after you wrote that position were you

interviewed for that job?

A Yes.

Q And who interviewed you?

A John McJeskey.

Q So that would have been your supervisor. Right?

A Yeah, it makes me - it helps out.

Q And were there any other applicants for that

position that you're aware of?

A I honestly cannot say. All I know is that John

McJeskey called me in and said you have the RADCON Chemistry

- the RADCON Manager position.

Q Un-hum.

A That's all I can tell you.

Q Okay. In comparing and I need you to think back -

3.
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2 MR. MARQUAND: You said - did you say the RADCON

3 Chemistry --

4 THE INTERVIEWEE: I changed it to RADCON.

5 MR. MARQUAND: Okay.

6 MS. BENSON: RADCON Manager at the time.

7 BY MS. BENSON:

8 Q In comparing the RADCON position that you were

9 selected for and the position description that you wrote

10 were the Manager of Technical Support or the exact title I'm

11 not sure what was the difference in those job descriptions?

12 A It was a lot more to the Technical but all the

13 things that were in the RADCON and any other positions that

14 I've had were part of the original Technical Program

15 position. Things like at one point and time security was -

16 I kept - I talked to Management and said it doesn't make

17 sense for Corporate to have - security ought to be at the

18 sites so they transferred 650 policemen to the sites.

19 Divided them into sites.

20 Fire protection was the same thing so those and

21 industrial safety. I didn't even mention that earlier so

22 that was transferred out by our Training Academy so then

23 what was left was -- and this RADCON, Chemistry,

24 Environmental, RADWASTE, and of course the new position was

25 some of those elements but not all the elements.
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Q

functi,

A

Q

A

Q

Manage:

'94 to

A

Q

RAD anc

A

Q

that jc

A

Q

A

Q

Do you

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

So the new position basically certain job

ons were taken away?

That's correct.

But you still maintain some of the old ones?

Yes, that's correct.

And when you got the new position as RADCON

r was that position ever changed along the way? From

'96 were additional functions added on to that job?

I don't think so. I don't recall anything.

And after you were selected for the position of

I I say RADCON Chem --

Yes.

Manager in '96 were additional duties added on to

)b description?

This is my current position?

Right.

Yes.

When exactly were you selected for that position?

remember the date?

No.

And who wrote the job description for that?

I did.

And has that been revised?

No.

Okay, have you added responsibilities on since you
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1 initially wrote that description?

2 A I think it was a point and time that Management

3 said they wanted - I'm also responsible - I didn't mention

4 this either. I'm responsible for Ermi* which is a

5 laboratories for calibrating, repairing TVA instruments and

6 Management told us to go out and seek business outside of

7 TVA for the Ermi Facility. At that point and time I recall

8 making a little change to the position description. That's

9 the only one I know of.

10 Q Since 1996 that's the only change you're aware of?

11 A That I can think of.

12 -Q And you don't know exactly what day you were

13 selected for that?

14 A No.

15 Q During the time that you was selected for that

16 position in '96 and I'm looking at the summer time of 1996

17 what position was Ron Grover selected for?

18 A Chemistry Manager.

19 Q In '96?

20 A Yeah, when I was selected as the RADCON Manager he

21 was selected as --

22 MR. MARQUAND: No, we're talking '96 not '94.

23 THE INTERVIEWEE: Oh, okay. Then I was selected

24 as Radiological Control and Chemistry Services. Somewhere

25 along there he went to Empo.
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1 BY MS. BENSON:

2 Q Okay.

3 A And that's what - I don't know if he had a

4 position here or not as such but I know he went to Empo

5 right around that point and time.

6 Q When you were selected for that position did you

7 have - was that position advertised?

8 A No.

9 Q Did you have to interview for that position?

10 A I don't remember a specific interview, no.

11 Q Okay.

12 A I think they went back to the original Technical

13 Programs position. In fact I was under the impression it

14 was going to be advertised and Human Resources made a

15 decision not to advertise the position. That's what I

16 understand the case was.

17 Q And prior to being transferred into that position

18 or selected for that position what pay grade level were you?

19 A Well Technical Programs I was a PG Senior. Until

20 I was a RADCON Manager I was a PG 11, and then when it come

21 to this - back to this position I was PG Senior.

22 Q And you don't recall the approximate date that you

23 started fulfilling the duties of the new position of RADCON

24 Chem Manager in 1996?

25 A No.
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1 Q Time frame at all?

2 A I've never been good --

3 Q Okay.

4 A At that kind of things.

5 MR. MARQUAND: Maybe it would help if you could -

6 if you need to put it in context of some events he might be

7 able to do that.

8 MS. BENSON: Well you know you can always look at

9 - it's not that important because we know --

10 MR. MARQUAND: Okay.

11 MS. BENSON: We know ourselves.

12 BY MS. BENSON:

13 Q I'm just trying to see if you have that

14 recollection yourself.

15 A Okay.

16 Q In your new responsibilities were you made

17 responsible for selecting members to be on the Board,

18 screening panel for the other positions that were going to

19 be advertised?

20 A Yes, all positions.

21 Q All positions?

22 A All positions were going to be advertised in the

23 new organization.

24 Q And who made you responsible for selecting the

25 Board members?
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1 A Tom McGrath.

2 Q And who did you contact to be on this Board?

3 A Well first of all I wanted to have Chemistry

4 Managers from each site and I checked with the RADCON

5 Chemistry Manager due to schedules that was an

6 impossibility, and so at one of our RADCON peer group

7 meetings RADCON Chemistry Manager said well, you know, might

8 as well use the RADCON Chemistry Managers because we're the

9 people that you're providing us support to. So it was going

10 to be John Cory from Brown's Ferry. Charles Kent from

11 Sequoyah and Jack Cox from Watts Bar. That was the plan.

12 Then Jack Cox was unable to be a member. I know

13 those were the three people we selected. Was unable to be a

14 member for some kind of schedule reasons. We tried to find

15 an alternate from Watts Bar. We talked to the Assistant

16 Plant Manager and he was unable to attend on this particular

17 day.

18 Then in talking with Tom McGrath and with Human

19 Resources they felt that Rick Rogers who knew Gary they had

20 worked together at Sequoyah would be a good member to put on

21 the Board so we would have no - not very much knowledge of

22 the other guys who thought that was a fair thing to do.

23 Q So you contacted each one of the site Chemistry

24 Managers and no one was able to -- date?

25 A I didn't contact the Chemistry Manager. I talked
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1 to the RADCON Chemistry Manager and they were telling me

2 that that would work. I think a couple of outages were

3 coming up and it was just impossible that the core of those

4 people leave.

5 Q So it was decided that during one of the peer

6 group meetings because everybody is getting together anyway

7 we'll go ahead and hold the interviews during that time?

8 A They were going to hold them after our next RADCON

9 Chemistry peer group meeting. We would have a meeting in

10 the morning and do the interviews in the afternoon.

11 Q And can you explain why again Mr. Cox was not

12 selected to be on the Board?

13 A He was selected.

14 Q And why he was not - ended up --

15 A I can't respond to that because he just said I

16 won't be available.

17 Q Do you ever remember having a discussion with Mr.

18 McGrath wherein it was discussed that he should not be on

19 the Board because he had indicated he was in favor of Mr.

20 Fiser because of the support Fiser had provided?

21 A That's correct.

22 Q And that because of this time constraint thing and

23 his favoring Fiser that he shouldn't - would not be able to

24 biased or unbiased?

25 A The way I understand it we were having a little of
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coffee break after a RADCON Chemistry peer group meeting.

We were standing outside and at that point and time I knew

that Jack wasn't going to be available but he made the

further comment.

He said that well I don't need to be a member

anyway. You guys already know what my vote is. I would

vote for Gary Fiser and I mentioned this to Tom, and Tom

said well that would exclude him from the Board. The Human

Resources said the same thing you know.

Q Who in Human Resources said that?

A I'm sure it would be Ben Easley. Again, I don't

remember specifically who it was.

Q Un-hum.

A He was my contact for Human Resources.

Q So did you notify Mr. Cox that he wouldn't be

needed on the Board?

A Oh, yeah. Well we knew he wouldn't be there but

we would rather have had him on the Board. That was the

first preference but due to his own schedule or whatever he

was unable to be a part of it.

Q Were you ever told that you shouldn't hold the

Board without Mr. Cox being there?

A No. I talked with my boss about this on a number

of - I was sensitive to the fact we wanted to do this thing

right, and from my standpoint having Rick Rogers on board
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was very fair. It was a very fair Board.

Q And why do you consider that made it a fair Board?

A Knowing Rick Rogers is a very professional

individual. I have a lot of respect for him. I thought he

would be a fair evaluator.

Q And the other two members on the Board were

Charles Kent and --

A And John Cory.

Q John Cory, and they were - Charles Kent was from

Sequoyah?

A Right.

Q And Mr. Harvey provided support to Charles Kent

and his organization?

A Actually, he provided support to all three sites

but much more of his time was spent at Sequoyah.

Q And John Cory was it Watts - not Watts Bar --

A Brown's Ferry.

Q Brown's Ferry and Chandra had provided him

support?

A That's correct.

Q Chandrasekaren.

A Right.

Q So that leaves us Watts Bar?

A Right.

Q And that's where Mr. Fiser had been providing
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1 support?

2 A That's correct.

3 Q Was there ever any consideration of having Mr.

4 Voeller* stand in for Mr. Cox?

5 A I don't remember that.

6 Q What kind of Chemistry background does Mr. Rogers

7 have?

8 A It's more of an engineering background. I can't

9 really state to you what his Chemistry background is. He

10 was at that point and time he was a support to Operations so

11 Chemistry would be involved in his day to day work, but as

12 far as his degrees and that kind of thing I don't know.

13 Q And what kind of support did any one of these

14 candidates, Chandra, Harvey, and Fiser, provide to Mr.

15 Rogers in the past?

16 A All I can tell you is they - it was a day to day

17 function site operations. The Chemistry worked together

18 very closely so from my side I can't sit here and tell you

19 that Rick Rogers and Gary communicated every day but I'm

20 sure they had to have communications to work with each

21 other.

22 Q Okay.

23 A And he had a pretty high opinion of Gary.

24 Q Un-hum.

25 A I knew that.
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1 Q Un-hum. Who was responsible for rewriting these

2 job descriptions for the Chemistry positions?

3 A This is the new Chemistry Environmental positions?

4 Q Un-hum.

5 A Ron Grover.

6 Q Well not - this is when Environmental was taken

7 away.

8 A Oh, okay, you're going back to the RADCON.

9 Q No, let's see we were taking away - in '96 prior

10 to the reorganization you had Chemistry and Environmental

11 together?

12 A Right.

13 Q And then as a result of this reorganization they

14 took Environmental away?

15 A Okay.

16 Q And do you recall who --

17 A This is my current position we're talking about?

18 Q Exactly.

19 A Yeah.

20 Q Do you recall who wrote the other position

21 descriptions for the other Chemistry positions?

22 A They were under my direction.

23 Q So did you write them or someone else?

24 A No, individuals would write them and then I would

25 review them, change them, discuss them, that kind of thing
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1 and then finalize them.

2 Q Was Ron Grover participating in this - rewriting

3 of those job descriptions?

4 A He probably was. My direct answer is I don't

5 know.

6 Q Okay.

7 A But I'm sure I had enough confidence in Ron I

8 would expect him to be involved because he knew the people

9 much better than I did.

10 Q Un-hum.

11 A And had been very much involved in the current

12 problems in the Chemistry areas.

13 Q And what about Ben Easley was he involved in

14 rewriting the job descriptions?

15 A No.

16 Q Nobody consulted with him?

17 A Not that I recall. I don't see what kind of value

18 he had he would have provided.

19 Q Does - well that's a Human Resources question

20 anyway.

21 A Basically broken it down in two positions. The

22 Chemistry is a PWR Chemistry person and a BWR Chemistry

23 person.

24 Q Un-hum, okay. Do you ever recall being told that

25 these - that Mr. Fiser should be allowed to roll over into
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1 that new position, or any complaint from Mr. Fiser that it

2 was not fair for TVA to advertise that position?

3 A Gary never came to me directly with that comment

4 that I can recall. I probably heard - I'm not sure exactly

5 when I heard that was the case but, again, it was one of

6 these things that wasn't factual. It might have been Human

7 Resources that said something to me.

8 Q Prior to holding this Board who in Human Resources

9 was working with you on preparing the selection Board

10 packages and packages for the selection Board?

11 A Ben Easley.

12 Q Okay, Ben Easley. In my understanding of this and

13 I could be wrong because you know I'm not an HR person is

14 that when the - after the positions are advertised a package

15 is put together on that candidate and it's given to the

16 Manager of the position whoever the position falls under.

17 Do you know who - do you remember receiving

18 individual packages on applicants for all those?

19 A Yes.

20 Q And can you recall what was inside those packages?

21 A Let's see there was a resume and, of course, the

22 announcement. A resume and job history. Information like

23 that. That's all I can recall on that.

24 Q Do you recall there being any evaluation in those

25 individual packages not on the Board selection packages but
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1 the individual packages put together on each applicant?

2 A An evaluation. You mean like - I'm not sure what

3 -

4 Q Performance evaluations?

5 A I'm really not sure.

6 Q Okay.

7 A Sometimes I've been on Boards before where we do

8 have evaluation forms but I don't remember them being a part

9 of this.

10 Q Who was responsible from Management's standpoint

11 of compiling the notebooks used by the Board?

12 A Human Resources.

13 Q Do they assist you in that or --

14 A They put them together.

15 Q Okay.

16 A They first of all bring up a sheet of all the

17 people that have applied.

18 Q Un-hum.

19 A And we would go down - I with Human Resources

20 would go down I'd say well this guy doesn't have the degree

21 and then so we would eliminate some names.

22 Q Un-hum.

23 A Right off the bat and then the remaining people

24 were the ones that we would interview for the position.

25 Q Now when they put together these - the packages
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that are given to the Board so each Board member gets an

individual notebook?

A Yes.

Q Of all the applicants?

A Correct.

Q And the questions that are used during the

interview?

A Yes.

Q And the vacancy announcement and whatever else in

there. Who - you're saying Human Resources prepared those

packages?

A That's right.

Q For this Board?

A That's correct.

Q And who did they give those to?

A They gave them to me and I handed them out to the

Board members.

Q And did you remove anything that was contained in

those notebooks before giving them to the Board members?

A I wouldn't do that.

Q I'm not saying in violation of policy --

A No, just don't do that.

Q Do you recall those evaluations ever being in

those packages?

A No.
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1 Q Do you recall --

2 A I wouldn't be surprised if we didn't have some but

3 I really do not remember whether they were or not.

4 Q Do you recall instructing anybody in Human

5 Resources not to include evaluations in the packages going

6 to the Board members?

7 A No.

8 Q And you don't recall ever removing evaluations

9 from a Board package?

10 A I didn't remove them. Okay.

11 Q Okay. Do you know whether anyone else removed

12 them?

13 A No.

14 Q Evaluations?

15 A No.

16 Q Did anyone else have access to either the notebook

17 on each - package on each applicant or the notebook given to

18 the Board member?

19 A I had them in my office but you know I can't --

20 Q Did you ever give those to Mr. McGrath?

21 A I don't think so.

22 Q Okay.

23 A He normally - the general policy in TVA is I was

24 handled it in my level and other people very seldom - I

25 would keep Tom aware of what we were doing and who was on
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1 the selection Board and that was the reason that we made

2 that when Jack couldn't be on there he was involved in

3 helping me find somebody that could fill that position.

4 In fact he's the one that asked me to call the

5 Assistant Plant Manager at Watts Bar and we couldn't -- that

6 one out, but he was very - very little. He didn't come to

7 the hearing Board or anything so it was very little

8 involvement on his part.

9 Q Do you know whether he looked - reviewed any of

10 these packages or the Board notebooks?

11 A I have no knowledge. I would be very surprised if

12 he did.

13 Q Un-hum.

14 A I know he didn't come to me.

15 Q But you don't know?

16 A I don't know.

17 Q And you're saying that you never gave them to him?

18 A No.

19 Q For review?

20 A No, that was not common practice to do that.

21 Q Un-hum, and he never asked to see those?

22 A Not that I can recall.

23 Q Now you mentioned just a second ago about was it

24 Cox because he wasn't able to be on the Board. You know I'm

25 not quite sure what you were saying.
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1 A He had some schedule conflict.

2 Q Un-hum.

3 A I don't - I can't remember if Watts Bar was in an

4 outage then or not which is really tough to get people away

5 from the sites during outages, but he had some specific

6 reason that he wanted to leave by 1:00.

7 We had the peer group meeting in the morning and

8 then about 1:00 we were going to start the interviews and he

9 just wasn't able to stay for the interviews.

10 MS. BENSON: Excuse me for a minute.

11 [Pause.]

12 Q After Mr. Cox told you and I don't recall whether

13 you indicated this to me because I know we've jumped around

14 quite a bit on different issues, but after Mr. Cox indicated

15 to you that he had something else planned and wasn't going

16 to be able to be there on the Board do you remember stating

17 to anyone that you would have to talk to McGrath about this

18 before you all made a decision on you know who was going to

19 |be a Board member?

20 A I don't remember if I did that but I did talk to

21| Jack - to Tom about it because you know I figured we needed

22 to find somebody else to fill that position and we were

23 under the gun to get it done in a fairly short period of

24 time, so I did talk to Tom but I don't know if I mentioned

25 it to anybody else or not.
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1 Q And I know I asked you this earlier but did

2 anybody recommend to you from Human Resources or from any

3 other organization even your own that you really should have

4 Mr. Cox there?

5 A No.

6 Q You don't recall that - anyone recommending that

7 to you?

8 A No.

9 Q Ron Grover?

10 A No, not that I recall.

11 Q Did you ever tell Mr. McGrath that this

12 recommendation was made to you?

13 A I didn't know anything about a recommendation.

14 Q How soon before the Board met or before that last

15 peer group meeting when the interviews were held that

16 afternoon and I may have asked you this earlier but you know

17 when did you say Cox indicated that he was going to be busy?

18 A It was sometime before - we had a RADCON peer

19 group meeting. The next following meeting we were going to

20 have the peer group meeting and have the interviews in the

21 afternoon.

22 Q Un-hum.

23 A Somewhere along that time frame he just said I

24 won't be available that afternoon.

25 Q Un-hum.
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1 A He told this to all the RADCON Chemistry Managers

2 and myself and the ones from the other sites.

3 Q Okay, and he told you this during that first peer

4 group meeting?

5 A I believe that's the case.

6 Q When you all were deciding to hold the next -

7 interviews during the next peer group meeting?

8 A That's right.

9 Q He stated at that meeting and everyone heard?

10 A Yes.

11 Q That he wouldn't be able to make it at that time?

12 A Well I can't guarantee everybody heard but I heard

13 it.

14 Q And he also stated at that time that you know he

15 would vote for Fiser and --

16 A Yeah, somehow - I don't know. I can't give you

17 the exact time frame but somewhere along in that period of

18 time he made that comment.

19 Q And at no time at all did you ask Mr. Voeller to

20 represent Watts Bar on that Board?

21 A It's a possibility. I don't remember that. The

22 RADCON Chemistryr Managers basically said in the peer group

23 meeting it makes sense the three of us to do it.

24 Q Un-hum.

25 A You know because we're the customer.
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1 Q Right.

2 A We're the primary first customer.

3 Q In the --

4 A Remember I said in the very beginning that we did

5 try to get the Chemistry Managers at one time and Voeller

6 was one of those.

7 Q Un-hum.

8 A And the RADCON Chemistry Managers just said they

9 weren't available so that would make it seem kindly strange

10 for me to go to Voeller separately and independently of

11 their --

12 Q Did you ask Mr. Cox whether Voeller could

13 represent him?

14 A Again, I don't remember that specifically but that

15 would have been common for me to have done.

16 Q Un-hum, that would make sense but you don't recall

17 asking him that?

18 A No. No, wait - man, I'm really trying to dig back

19 in my memory. I don't - I just don't recall it, but it

20 could have been a possibility.

21 Q And when did you ask Rick Rogers again to be on

22 the panel?

23 A After going to Tom McGrath and telling him that I

24 had a problem that Jack Cox was not going to participate and

25 that's when he told me he said well let's get somebody from
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1 Watts Bar so I called the Assistant Plant Manager and his

2 secretary said his schedule was filled that day.

3 I came back to - I know it was Tom McGrath. I'm

4 not sure if Ben Easley was there or not, and Tom recommended

5 Rick Rogers. I think - I believe he was temporarily

6 assigned to Corporate at that point and time.

7 Q Un-hum.

8 A He recommended Rick and you know I had worked with

9 Rick on several occasions. Had a lot of respect for him so

10 I thought that would be a fair way to handle it.

11 Q Who was the Assistant Plant Manager out at Watts

12 Bar?

13 A Gosh, I can't remember his name.

14 MR. MARQUAND: I believe it was Dennis Kohl.

15 THE INTERVIEWEE: I believe that's right. It was

16 Dennis Kohl, K-o-h-l. I never talked to him. I talked to

17 his secretary and she said he would not be available.

18 Q And so when did you notify or ask Rick - so this

19 was - when did you go to Tom McGrath and tell him about your

20 problem?

21 A I don't know specifically but during that time

22 frame I went to him and told him that --

23 Q And how much notice was Mr. Rogers given regarding

24 his being on the Board?

25 A I know I sent a package to him so it had to be
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1 some few days. I really don't know the answer to that.

2 Q A Board package like for him specifically?

3 A Yes, so he could read the resumes of all the

4 people that were applying. There were multi positions.

5 Several in - two in Chemistry. Two in RADCON. One in

6 RADWASTE and - well RADWASTE and Environmental together.

7 Q Okay, but you don't recall when you spoke to him

8 about that or when you sent the package?

9 A No.

10 Q How much time did he have?

11 A I'm sure he had enough time to read through those

12 but I got those out before we had the meeting.

13 Q Okay, I guess what I'm trying to ascertain is

14 maybe the specific time that you contacted him. You're

15 saying like - the peer group meetings are once a month. Is

16 that correct?

17 A That's correct.

18 Q So your initial discussion about having these site

19 RADCON Chem Managers being on the Board would have been a

20 month prior to the actual interviews?

21 A Yeah, I do know I - I remember talking to him on

22 the phone. He said well be sure I get a Board package

23 because I want to be sure to read the resumes and be

24 familiar with the people that we're interviewing.

25 Q But you don't recall how much time he had?
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1 A No.

2 Q Do you recall having a conversation with Charles

3 Kent prior to the screening panel indicating that - where

4 Mr. Kent indicated that he didn't feel Ja.ck Cox could be

5 unbias if he was a panel member?

6 A That he could be unbiased?

7 Q Yeah, where Charles Kent said that he didn't think

8 Jack Cox could be unbiased towards --

9 A I don't remember that. The only thing I remember

10 is you know Jack Cox saying this is the guy I would vote

11 for.

12 Q But you don't remember Charles'Kent -ever saying

13 Cox shouldn't be a Board member because he can't be

14 unbiased?

15 A I can't honestly answer that because I don't

16 recall.

17 Q And prior to the screening Board itself on that

18 particular date do you recall ever telling Charles Kent that

19 Mr. Fiser had filed a DOL complaint regarding the post of

20 his Chemistry position?'

21 A No.

22 Q You don't remember telling him that?

23 A No, Charles Kent said that.

24 Q Okay, Charles Kent told you?

25 A Yeah, he - we were.in a group. Another one of
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1 these little coffee break things. We were standing there

2 and I don't remember the exact words but Charles said

3 something along the line of are you guys aware of Gary's DOL

4 thing and I said that's improper for us to talk about and it

5 ended it right there. There was - nothing else was said.

6 Q Did anyone ask you not to be a voting member of

7 this screening panel because of his 1996 - this immediate

8 complaint?

9 A I don't remember that but I was not - I chose not

10 to be a voting member. I chose to - I wrote the questions

11 for the interviews and the Board selected so many - I maybe

12 wrote sixty questions or something. I don't remember the

13 number.

14 They picked the ones prior to the interviews the

15 questions that we would ask everybody, and I know I was very

16 specifically myself and I don't know if Human Resources

17 recommended it or not but I did not want to be a voting

18 member.

19 I would be the final decision. If they selected

20 someone I thought was really haywire then I had the right to

21 intervene but that didn't take place.

22 Q Un-hum, okay, but you don't recall specifically

23 anyone recommending to you that since there was an ongoing

24 DOL complaint that you should not be a voting member?

25 A It is possible that Human - I don't recall that
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1 but it is possible that Human - that Ben Easley would have

2 done that but I don't recall that.

3 Q What about Charles Kent do you recall him saying

4 that?

5 A I don't remember.

6 Q Was there any attempt to postpone these interviews

7 so that Mr. Cox could be present?

8 A No, we were very concerned about getting it done

9 and moving on so no, there was no - I don't recall anybody

10 saying why don't we just postpone it until next month.

11 Q Un-hum, and whose decision would that have been?

12 A That would have been my decision.

13 Q And that wasn't ever a consideration?

14 A No. I thought we had an adequate - when we put

15 Rick Rogers in there I felt very strongly we had an adequate

16 review Board.

17 Q At one time Mr. Fiser fell under your supervision.

18 Is that correct?

19 A That sounds bad. Fell under. He reported to me,

20 right.

21 Q Reported to you?

22 A Yeah, when I first came here - when he came down

23 to Corporate from Sequoyah he reported to me as the Manager

24 of Technical Programs. Then he reported to me again when we

25 went through that last reorganization.
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1 Q Okay, so anytime were you responsible for writing

2 any of his performance evaluations?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Were you - did you ever change his evaluations and

5 down grade them at anyone's request?

6 A No.

7 Q Did you ever tell him that you wanted to give him

8 better evaluations but you were told not to?

9 A No, that never happened.

10 Q I'm not saying - I was just asking you whether

11 that happened?

12 A No.

13 Q At one point and I'm going to go back again - jump

14 back during the time frame of the 1993 DOL complaint. There

15 was an attempt to place Mr. Fiser out at Sequoyah. Charles

16 Kent was trying to fill a position at Sequoyah during 1993.

17 Do you recall that?

18 A That I know very little about that. I knew that

19 Charles was talking to Gary but that was about it.

20 Q Did Mr. Kent talk to you about this?

21 A I don't recall having any discussion about that.

22 It's possible.

23 Q Do you recall ever calling anyone such as

24 _i in asking what their thoughts were on transferring?

25 A Yeah, I got a call from Mr. Fenick. He was the -
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1 I don't know whether he was a site VP or the Plant Manager

2 at that point and time. He asked me what I thought about

3 Gary and I said well Gary had been - was a good primary.

4 Just like I said before he was a good primary

5 Chemistry guy not - was pretty weak in the secondary

6 Chemistry area and was not an extremely good manager because

7 I had had problems with him in the Corporate position when

8 he came down as a Corporate Chemistry Manager. I passed

9 that on to Fenick. That's all I can tell you about that.

10 Q Did you ever talk to bo ut this

11 transfer?

12 A I don't remember doing.that. I think Mr. Fenick -

13 as I recall Mr. Fenick is the only one that asked the

14 question.

15 Q He's the only one that asked you?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Okay, did you ever discuss - did you ever call _

18 _ or have a conversation with him wherein you indicated

19 Charles Kent was trying to get Fiser down there - transfer

20 him down there?

21 A No, I don't recall that.

22 Q You don't recall any conversation like that with

23

24 A No, the only thing I remember talking to him about

25 was that I thought I had a solution to the situation that
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1 Don Adams was going to go out to Sequoyah. He was the one

2 that was going out to Sequoyah and if that was the case then

3 I would have a vacant position.

4 Q For?

5 A For a Chemistry Manager - for a Chemistry person.

6 Q And that solution was for what?

7 A Keeping Gary Fiser in that position.

8 Q And this was discussed with h

9 A I recall that. I don't remember the details of

10 the discussion but I remember making him aware of that.

11 Q Un-hum, and what was response to that?

12 A Well very shortly after that I was told I did not

13 have a head count.

14 Q And who told you that?

15 A Gosh, I don't know. I really don't know the

16 answer. Somebody from Human Resources or my boss.

17 Q And your boss at that time was?

18 A Help me out.

19 MR. MARQUAND: Kiter.

20 THE INTERVIEWEE: Kiter - Dan Kiter.

21 BY MS. BENSON:

22 Q Okay. Explain to me one more time what the

23 purpose was in having the site RADCHEM or -- Chem Managers

24 on the Board. What was the purpose?

25 A Primary customer.
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1 Q Okay.

2 A They're the guys that the -- person when we go to

3 the sites the normal requirement I have is you check in with

4 the RADCON Chemistry Manager although you may work for the

5 RADCON Manager. When you get through you go back and inform

6 him of what activities you're involved in.

7 Q Un-hum.

8 A And I also would ask each year from each one of

9 the RADCON Managers their assessment of individuals.

10 Q Un-hum.

11 A In fact everybody in my department I would say

12 well how does so and so perform. How have they performed

13 for you this year, this kind of thing so they had some input

14 to the review process on an annual basis.

15 Q Un-hum, so basically it was you know because they

16 were the customer and they were most knowledgeable about

17 that person's what kind of service they had provided and

18 what kind of expertise that person had?

19 A They had the big picture.

20 Q Un-hum.

21 A Compared to a more narrow -- form from another

22 position.

23 Q Okay, and do you not consider or what are your

24 thoughts by removing - Cox not being present on that Board

25 that his primary - the customer that he served was not there
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1 to represent him?

2 A It really didn't bother me because I felt we had

3 three fine people on the Board and they were very fair

4 people.

5 Q But if that was the purpose of having those people

6 there and he wasn't there you know --

7 A I cannot control the schedules of another

8 individual.

9 Q Un-hum.

10 A An individual - if all three of them said they

11 didn't want to be there I would have had to come up with

12 another Board.

13 Q And I guess I'm just asking you you know what your

14 thoughts are if that's what the purpose is of having those

15 particular people there to present you know the different

16 sites is that fair --

17 A Yes.

18 Q As far as representing all members that were

19 applied for that?

20 A If you look at the evaluation you will see that

21 all three of them came, ranked the people exactly the same.

22 Even the points were fairly close. I was very surprised at

23 that myself so I think it was very fair.

24 Q Did Mr. McGrath ever tell you that he wanted

25 Harvey selected for that position?
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1 A No.

2 Q Did Mr. McGrath ever indicate to you that he

3 wanted Harvey's expertise in Chemistry at Corporate?

4 A No, not that I can recall. He thought Sam was a

5 good Chemistry person. In fact he was by far the best PWR

6 Chemistry guy we had. He just resigned just two weeks ago.

7 Q Did Mr. McGrath ever indicate to you that he

8 wanted to get rid of Mr. Fiser?

9 A Absolutely not.

10 Q Regarding any of the information I've asked you

11 about today, any of the questions would you be willing to

12 take a polygraph examination?

13 A Absolutely.

14 MS. BENSON: Maybe we can move it together with

15 you in arrangements. Today is the - because I know maybe

16 that we're trying to work something else out at the same

17 time. Are there any questions you would like to ask at this

18 time?

19 MR. MARQUAND: Yeah, I do.

20 CROSS EXAMINATION

21 BY MR. MARQUAND:

22 Q With respect to the subject about having RADCON

23 Chemistry Managers on the Board because they were the

24 primary customers of Corporate Chemistry?

25 A Right.
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1 Q Was there a purpose in considering the RADCON

2 Chemistry Managers -- SRB because each of them was a

3 proponent of a candidate?

4 A No.

5 Q Was the idea to have the selection review Board

6 and these questions was it looking at past performance, or

7 was it looking at technical competency?

8 A Technical competency.

9 Q Were any of the questions that were put to the

10 candidates by the Board did they have anything to do with

11 anything besides technical competency?

12 A There was maybe some Management questions but

13 mostly technical --

14 Q Managerial competencies?

15 A That's correct.

16 Q Didn't have - as far - you know there was some

17 discussion between you and Ms. Benson about whether or not

18 previous service reviews were in the packages.

19 A Yeah, it's not uncommon but I just don't recall

20 any being in there.

21 Q Well do you recall - I mean you've seen the

22 selection package and you've seen how - or at least I assume

23 you have you've seen the scoring of the candidates?

24 A Right.

25 Q Was any part of the scoring based upon past
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1 service or service reviews or past performance?

2 A No.

3 Q Was it based in any way upon the experience that

4 those individuals had had with those candidates?

5 A It was strictly a list of questions. We graded

6 those specific questions.

7 Q Based on the answers at the review?

.8 A Based on the answers that we were provided.

9 Q With respect to the question about postponing the

10 interviews so that Cox could participate were there other

11 interviews going on before the Selection Review Board that

12 same day besides the program manager for Chemistry?

13 A There were a number of interviews that day. We

14 spent all afternoon interviewing.

15 Q Other positions?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Like what other positions?

18 A RADCON positions, Environmental RADWASTE

19 positions.

20 Q All right, and was there some importance to get

21 the process completed?

22 A Yes, and another point of view I might throw in

23 here it was not uncommon whenever we would have a RADCON

24 Chemistry peer group meeting some of these meetings lasted

25 until 6:00 or 7:00 in the evening.
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1 It was normal for Jack not to attend after 1:00.

2 Again, I can't relate to you what his reasons were but quite

3 often he would be - he was normally the first one to leave.

4 He would normally leave fairly early so to try to reschedule

5 could have been very difficult.

6 Q You could have had the same problem?

7 A That's right.

8 MR. MARQUAND: I don't have anything else. That's

9 all the questions I've got.

10 MS. BENSON: Okay.

11 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

12 BY MS. BENSON:

13 Q Okay, the only thing I wanted to clarify with you

14 was just at this time when this reorganization was going on

15 and there was attempt by --

16 A The new one, the recent one?

17 Q Yeah, '96 and there was an attempt by Charles Kent

18 and Gordon Rich from Sequoyah to get Harvey transferred out

19 to Sequoyah. I mean it's obviously - I mean it would seem -

20 appear obvious that they were in support of Harvey if they

21 wanted him out there at their site?

22 A Yes, they did.

23 Q And later a conversation with Mr. McGrath where

24 you indicated Mr. McGrath felt that Cox couldn't be unbiased

25 on the Board because he was in support of Fiser. Do you see
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1 a conflict there?

2 A No, because I didn't say that he was biased. I

3 just told the direct statement that he made. That was

4 whatever Tom's conclusion was from that. I just told him he

5 made the comment.

6 Q Okay, but the comment was that Cox was in support

7 of Fiser?

8 A His comment specifically was, I don't need to be

9 on the Board. You guys know where I stand. I would support

10 Gary Fiser.

11 Q Okay. Do you see a difference between that and

12 there being a bias and unbias and you know the attempts by

13 Charles Kent to get Harvey transferred out there? Isn't he

14 showing a bias there also?

15 A Well Brown's Ferry would like to have Chandra full

16 time and so Watts Bar would probably have liked to had Gary

17 Fiser full time.

18 Q Un-hum, but is that a reason not to have Cox on

19 the Board though just because he made a statement like that?

20 A I would not make that determination - that was a

21 Human Resources decision from my standpoint. I would not

22 make that decision.

23 Q What was the Human Resources decision?

24 A I went to my boss and I said this comment was made

25 by Gary Fiser which is my responsibility to do that. That's
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1 when he made the comment that I don't think he qualifies for

2 being on this Board because of that.

3 Q So that was Mr. McGrath's --

4 A Yes.

5 Q Comment?

6 A Yeah.

7 Q Okay.

8 A I know Human Resources was involved and they

9 supported his position from what I recall.

10 Q Who at Human Resources --

11 A From Ben Easley again. Normally the guy we were

12 doing with. I can't say that as a fact but Human Resources

13 was involved. There's a guy that Ben reports to that quite

14 often got involved in some of these discussions.

15 Q Okay, but you're not sure about that but you're -

16 what you're saying is that he made the comment well then

17 that disqualifies him from the Board?

18 A I didn't make that decision.

19 Q Okay, but you're saying he made that comment?

20 A Yes.

21 Q Okay. Now another thing that came up during a

22 conversation that you had with Mr. McGrath was that you all

23 were attempting to eliminate anybody from the Board that had

24 any past knowledge of Fiser's past DOL complaint?

25 A I do not remember that ever happening. I don't
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1 recall sitting down with Tom and saying well let's make sure

2 - I just thought we would have a good fair Board. People,

3 professionals and could do their job.

4 I don't - it could have happened but I don't

5 remember having a discussion with Tom to say let's make sure

6 we don't have anybody on there that's knowledgeable - on the

7 Board that's knowledgeable of this DOL. I wasn't aware of

8 it enough. I didn't know enough about it.

9 Q You were aware of it?

10 A Was aware is probably the right word.

11 Q I'm just asking you whether that discussion took

12 place with Mr. McGrath --

13 A I do not recall that.

14 Q As far as you getting together with Human

15 Resources to see whether any of the Board members, panel

16 members, had been involved in his prior DOL complaint -

17 complaint or complaints?

18 A I do not recall that.

19 Q You don't recall that conversation?

20 A No, no.

21 Q With Mr. McGrath?

22 A No.

23 Q Okay. It's possible that conversation took place.

24 You just don't recall it?

25 A It could have, yeah.
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1 Q Okay.

2 MR. MARQUAND: Let me ask you some more.

3 RECROSS EXAMINATION

4 BY MR. MARQUAND:

5 Q With respect to Mr. Kent indicating a desire to

6 move Sam Harvey to Sequoyah and that obviously showed that

7 he had some respect for Mr. Harvey's abilities?

8 A Yes.

9 Q When you discussed with these gentlemen the tact

10 that they were going to be on the Selection Review Board or

11 you wanted them to be on the Selection Review Board did Mr.

12 Kent ever indicate to you that he could not or would not put

13 his personal opinions about Sam Harvey aside when he sat as

14 a member on the Selection Review Board?

15 A I said that at the beginning of the Board. I said

16 what you need to do is listen to the questions. Listen to

17 the answers and don't have any other considerations as you

18 hear these people speak so at that point I know that took

19 place. I don't remember anything specific with Charles.

20 Q Well did he ever tell you he couldn't set aside

21 his personal opinions?

22 A No, no, he did not.

23 BY MS. BENSON:

24 Q Do you have any questions today yourself?

25 A No.
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1 Q Or any comments that you would like to add?

2 A No. Anything I would say would be - I just don't

3 understand what's going on here. It seemed so obvious to me

4 that everything that could possibly be done and done right

5 was done.

6 I look at this kind of thing and I say how in the

7 world did we get ourselves - I mean any individual has a

8 right if something has been done wrong to seek you know

9 clarifying whatever situation is.

10 In this situation we can go back and you can look

11 at second guessing and all those kind of things. It's just

12 beyond me if we can have a case like this it's like me

13 looking at you and saying you committed a robbery out at

14 Hamilton Mall. Okay, and then somebody says well did you

15 see her do it. No, I didn't see her but I have the feeling

16 that she did that.

17 Q Un-hum.

18 A And I look at this and I say how in the world - we

19 have hundreds of cases like this come up that are foolish.

20 You know and I'm not saying - Gary was a good man. I

21 respected Gary and Gary did a good job when he was here but

22 when it comes down to the point where you've got to pick two

23 out of three somebody is not going to have a job.

24 Now if everybody in the Company decides if I don't

25 get the job I can now go try to get relief then gosh, we
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1 never will be able to manage here.

2 Q Okay. I appreciate what you've said.

3 MS. BENSON: Do you have anything else, Mr.

4 Marquand?

5 MR. MARQUAND: No.

6 MS. BENSON: I don't think I have anything

7 further. I appreciate your time. I know it was a long

8 interview. I will get with Mr. Marquand regarding a

9 polygraph. There are a couple of questions.

10 THE INTERVIEWEE: Okay. Does this mean that a

11 number of people are going to be polygraphed, or is it just

12 me in particular?

13 MS. BENSON: Well --

14 THE INTERVIEWEE: I don't mind doing it at all but

15

16 MS. BENSON: The decision makers --

17 THE INTERVIEWEE: You've got some too, okay.

18 MS. BENSON: No, no, I mean - well we would look

19 at the decision makers.

20 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yeah, that would be fine with

21 me.

22 MS. BENSON: Okay, I appreciate that. I know it's

23 been a long interview. I know you were probably wishing it

24 was a little shorter but if there's nothing more that Mr.

25 Marquand has I'd like to close it out by asking you if all
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the information you've provided today was provided

voluntarily and without threat by any employee of the NRC?

THE INTERVIEWEE: Everything was - I answered the

best, as honestly that I could.

MS. BENSON: Okay, I appreciate it. Thank you.

The time now is 12:11 p.m..

[Whereupon, at 12:11 p.m., the interview was

concluded.]
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1 P R O C E E D I N GS

2 [9:34 a.m.]

3 MS. BENSON: For the record, today's date is 23

4 October, 1998. The time now is 9:34 a.m.

5 I'm Special Agent Diana Benson of the NRC Office

6 of Investigations, Atlanta, Georgia and I'll be conducting

7 this interview. During this proceeding, which is being

8 recorded for transcription, the NRC Office of Investigation

9 will conduct an interview of Mr. John Corey, C-o-r-e-y.

10 This interview pertains to OI Investigation Number

11 2-1998-013. The location of this interview is TVA Nuclear,

12 Lookout Place Building, 12th and Chestnut, Chattanooga,

13 Tennessee. Others in attendance at this interview are Mr.

14 Brent Marquand, M-a-r-q-u-a-n-d and the court reporter.

15 Okay, if you would raise your right hand, please,

16 Mr. Corey.

17 Whereupon,

18 JOHN MICHAEL COREY,

19 the Interviewee, was called for examination and, having been

20 first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

21 DIRECT EXAMINATION

22 BY MS. BENSON:

23 Q Can you please state your full name, including

24 your middle name, please.

25 A John Michael Corey.
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1 Q Okay. And your date of birth?

2 A -

3 Q Okay. And as I indicated prior to going on

4 record, you're not the target of this investigation. I'm

5 here to interview today regarding the 1996 DOL

6 discrimination complaint filed by Mr. Fiser against TVA

7 concerning the posting of his corporate chemistry position

8 here in Chattanooga and his subsequent non-selection of that

9 position and events prior to and afterwards possibly.

10 Can you please give me a history of your

11 employment here at TVA.

12 A I was hired into TVA on January 12th of 1981. I

13 came to TVA from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the X-10

14 laboratory up in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. I hired into the

15 Emergency Preparedness organization, which was stationed in

16 Muscle Shoals, Alabama. After serving a short term there, I

17 went into the Dosimetry Section and worked up at the Vonore

18 Laboratory, which is Eastern Area Radiological Laboratory in

19 Vonore, Tennessee, for a while. Then, I went to Browns

20 Ferry Nuclear Plant as a technical manager and that was

21 February 23rd of 1983. I've worked in the health physics

22 area since that time. I was promoted to the radiation

23 protection manager position in May of 1989. I served in

24 that capacity until January of 1995, at which time, I became

25 the manager of Radiological Chemistry Controls at Browns
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1 Ferry. I'm currently on a loan assignment with the

2 Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, known as INPO. It's

3 a six-month assignment and I expect to return to my position

4 at Browns Ferry during the first two weeks of December of

5 this year.

6 Q Okay. Thank you very much. So -- and I know you

7 indicated this, but what position were you holding during

8 the time frame of July 1996?

9 A The manager of Radiological and Chemistry Controls

10 -- it's sometimes referred to as the radchem manager

11 position -- at Browns Ferry.

12 Q I know you've been interviewed by both TVA IG

13 concerning this investigation and also Department of Labor,

14 is that correct?

15 A One second please. Yes.

16 Q Okay. And you were also invited to be on a

17 selection board for this position that Mr. Fiser was bidding

18 for in July of 1996, is that correct?

19 A That's correct.

20 Q Okay. And do you recall the circumstances leading

21 up to how you got to be selected for this board?

22 A Wilson McArthur contacted me in the summer of 1996

23 and informed me that they were going to be doing selections

24 for two positions in the chemistry area for corporate, and I

25 told him I thought it would be best to have a selection
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1 board which consisted of the radchem managers from the

2 sites. We are their primary customers. I felt that by

3 participating in the board that the site needs would be met

4 in the selection of the candidate. So, I had a conversation

5 with him about a month, a month and a half before the

6 selection board. He subsequently called back and informed

7 me that they were going to have a selection board and asked

8 me to participate and I said that I would.

9 Q Okay. Was it your suggestion that this is how

10 they should panel this board with the managers from the

11 different sites?

12 A To the best of my recollection, yes.

13 Q Okay. Had you participated in any other board for

14 a position -- you know, chemistry or radiological positions

15 where the radchem managers were on the panel?

16 A The selection board process originated at Browns

17 Ferry at the request of John Scalice, who is now the chief

18 nuclear officer, when he was plant manager at Browns Ferry

19 and it somewhat became institutionalized. I've had an

20 opportunity to participate on a couple of selection boards.

21 We had a selection board earlier that day for other

22 candidates as well, I believe. It was an all-day selection

23 board. 1

24 Q Okay. Are you talking about the day of the

25 interview --
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A Yes.

Q -- of the candidates for this position?

A Yes.

Q Okay. But prior to this, had you sat on a board,

along with the other radchem managers, do you recall? The

other radchem managers being Mr...

MR. MARQUAND: Cox and Kent.

MS. BENSON: -- Mr. Kent and Mr. Cox. Thank you.

THE INTERVIEWEE: I can't recall specifically.

I've served on so many boards.

MR. MARQUAND: There was a selection that you

might want to just ask him if he participated in. I don't

remember the time frame, but when Gary applied, all of the

current program -- the ones who were program managers

applied on a chemistry and environmental program manager job

and there was a selection process. I don't even know if

there was a board, but you might want to ask him if he was

involved in that.

BY MS. BENSON:

Q Let me ask you one or two other questions first.

Did you have any other -- or how did you know Mr. Fiser? I

mean, how long did you work with him?

A I had met Mr. Fiser on a couple of occasions when

I had trips to corporate. I didn't really have any direct

dealings with him per se as far as programmatically was
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1 concerned. Mr. Fiser's area of expertise was in pressurized

2 water reactors and I work at a boiling water reactor and

3 from a chemistry perspective, they're like day and night.

4 Q Okay.

5 A So I didn't have a whole lot of contact with him.

6 I had met him on a couple of occasions. I had just had a

7 few conversations with him at best.

8 Q Okay. So you had never actually done any real

9 work with him in the past?

10 A To the best of my knowledge.

11 Q Okay. And what about Mr. Harvey, had you worked

12 with him?

13 A Mr. Harvey had responsibility for TVA-wide

14 contracts, which included some services at Browns Ferry. We

15 had had some dealings with Harvey on occasion, but primarily

16 my chemistry superintendent had most of that direct

17 interface.

18 Q Okay. Did you have any prior knowledge of any

19 past DOL complaints that Mr. Fiser had filed against TVA?

20 The one from 1993.

21 A I had only heard in just general terms that he had

22 had a complaint. I didn't know any of the details of it or

23 how it was resolved. I just knew that there had been a

24 complaint, that was all.

25 Q And you can correct me if I'm not right, Mr.
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1 Marquand. But as a result of his 1993 complaint, that

2 complaint was settled out and he was, as part of the

3 settlement, given a position here at TVA and that included

4 -- it was a chemistry position. In a subsequent

5 reorganization, I think like a year later, he was required

6 to bid for that position and that's the board --

7 MR. MARQUAND: A different position.

8 MS. BENSON: Correct. They combined the

9 functions, chemistry and environmental, and he was required

10 to post for that position that was -- that new position that

11 had been created. Were you involved in any kind of panel

12 with Mr. Fiser in that respect? That would have been 1994

13 -- the '93/'94 time frame.

14 THE INTERVIEWEE: I don't recall.

15 BY MS. BENSON:

16 Q The next question basically you've already

17 answered for me as far as your knowledge of specific

18 abilities of Mr. Harvey and Mr. Fiser. You didn't really

19 have much working contact with Mr. Fiser, is that correct?

20 A Correct.

21 Q But with Mr. Harvey who is responsible for

22 contracts out at Browns Ferry, and that's -- even though he

23 had dealt mainly with Mr. Chandra -- can you pronounce his

24 full name, please?

25 A Chandrasekairan.
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Q Okay. And Mr. Chandrasekaran is normally called

Chandra by his co-workers. So anyway, Mr. Chandra had most

of the contract -- or Chandra had most of the contact,

you're saying, with Mr. Harvey?

A And before Chandra, the other chemistry

superintendent at Browns Ferry was a John Sabados.

Q Okay. And can you spell Mr. Sabados' name,

please?

A S-a-b-a-d-o-s.

Q Okay. You mentioned a minute ago that you had --

somebody had told you about Mr. Fiser having filed a DOL

complaint in the past. Do you remember who told you that?

A Initially, no. The only -- the most recent

recollection of it prior to all of these proceedings was a

comment made prior to the selection board by Mr. Kent. He

walked up and basically said something to the fact that

Fiser had, you know, filed a DOL. In my mind, I was

thinking well, you know, I knew there was one that was

earlier, but it had really no bearing on the selection board

process or my thoughts about it at all.

Q Okay. Did he make any other discussion about

this?

A No. It was somewhat just in passing. When you

sit on a selection board, you try very hard to be as

impartial as you can. You have prepared questions, resumes,
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1 the VPA, the announcement for the position, the

2 requirements, the affirmative action information as well and

3 you interview the candidates. You try to make the very best

4 objective and impartial decision possible.

5 Q Okay. You mentioned that this conversation came

6 up sometime before the screening panel for this position in

7 1996. Do you remember when? Was it like the same day or a

8 couple of weeks before or after you knew you were going to

9 be on the screening panel?

10 A No, it was the day of. I had driven up early that

11 morning. I knew it was going to be an all-day -- it was

12 going to be an all-day process, so I was prepared to spend

13 the entire day here. I live in Huntsville, Alabama, so it's

14 a two-hour drive. And we were just having a cup of coffee

15 beforehand and he just mentioned it I guess like in small

16 talk or whatever. It didn't -- at the time, I was sitting

17 there going well, so what is what ran through my mind. He

18 said when you go into these sessions, you're trying to be as

19 fair and impartial as you can so that the best candidate is

20 selected for the position because overall the company is

21 getting smaller and smaller, so you're always trying to pick

22 the best qualified people because there's fewer and fewer

23 resources on which to count on, and this position supports

24 the programs that I'm responsible for. So, you know, it

25 really didn't register.
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1 Q Okay. Do you remember being present at a meeting

2 prior to the screening panel sometime before, and I'm not

3 sure of the exact date of it. It may have been a peer-group

4 meeting or some other type of meeting with the radchem

5 managers. Where Mr. Fiser was standing in the meeting for

6 Mr. Grover and you were present at the meeting, as well as

7 Mr. Kent, and prior to the conclusion of the meeting, Mr.

8 Fiser was asked to leave the meeting and then further

9 discussions took place after he left.

10 A I don't recall it specifically, but during the

11 peer-group meetings we handle large agendas. What we try to

12 do is bring in experts in their field or on a topic. They

13 present the information, then we ask the folks to step out

14 and then we go through the information so that the decisions

15 and all -- we don't encumber their time and it makes our

16 meetings a lot more efficient. If he had a presentation, it

17 wouldn't be unusual, once the information he had was

18 conveyed, to ask him to step out of the meeting. That was

19 normal protocol, otherwise we would tie up 30 or 40 people

20 all day.

21 Q Even if he was representing Mr. Grover?

22 A In a peer-group meeting that could very well

23 happen, because you're talking -- the radchem managers are a

24 senior level position and the chemistry positions are like

25 superintendent-level positions, and there are times when the
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1 three of us, and Wilson McArthur, would go over the

2 information. It may be there is other information that we

3 don't necessarily want to share with everyone else while

4 we're coming to a decision because sometimes you're talking

5 about budgets and all and it's just better to keep that

6 information as tight as you can.

7 Q But I guess the real question would be, do you

8 ever remember him being asked to leave?

9 A I don't recall.

10 Q Okay, that's fine. Do you ever recall being

11 informed by either Mr. McArthur or Mr. Kent that Mr. Fiser

12 had been secretly tape recording individuals?

13 A I had heard that he had taped people but I don't

14 recall as to who told me. It was years back. I thought it

15 somewhat unusual but, you know, I didn't know if there was a

16 law against it or not, so, I mean, it really didn't register

17 too much. I mean, when I talk to someone, whatever I say, I

18 don't mind if it's put in print. I mean you're here for

19 official business and duty and, you know, what you say on

20 company time needs to ble about company matters.

21 Q Well you personally aren't trying to hide anything

22 yourself?

23 A No.

24 Q Okay. Do you remember -- you're saying that you

25 found out that he was doing this years ago or that you found
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1 out he had been doing it years before?

2 A I had heard that -- and this was -- I mean this is

3 1998 and we're talking about 1996 --

4 Q Exactly.

5 A -- and it was sometime in the early '90s, to the

6 best of my recollection, that I had heard that he had taped

7 people secretly. I just thought it was unusual. That's the

8 best of my recollection about it.

9 Q Just based on other interviews that have been done

10| in connection with this investigation, from what I've

11 gathered, there was a peer-group meeting of the radchem

12 managers about a month before the screening panel, then the

13 morning of the screening panel they held another peer-group

14 meeting prior to initiating the interviews, is that correct?

15 A The actual sequence of events that day, I don't

16 recall specifically. I would have been driving up, and it

17 was an all-day affair, and then driving back. There may

18 have been a period -- I would have to look at the minutes or

19 something to refresh my memory. I don't recall.

20 Q Who was on the screening panel?

21| A Charles Kent, myself, Rick Rogers. There was an

22 individual from Human Resources, and in the room, although

23 not a voting member, was Wilson McArthur. It was a package

24 developed with questions and as I said earlier, the resumes

25 and all the pertinent information. Each of us had an
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1 opportunity to ask questions. We would rotate so that, you

2 know, one person wasn't always asking all the questions. We

3 all individually scored the answers and summed up the

4 points. Then once the interview was done, we turned in all

5 of our points to the Human Resources person.

6 Q Okay. Going to Mr. Rogers, you said he was on the

7 panel?

8 A To the best of my recollection, yes.

9 Q And what is Mr. Rogers' background?

10 A He's in corporate tech support and that's as much

11 as I know.

12 Q Do you know whether he has any chemistry

13 background at all?

14 A I couldn't say.

15 Q Okay. And as far as your own experience, you

16 indicated that you're with the boiling water -- in the

17 chemistry side of boiling water, is that correct?

18 A My responsibilities at Browns Ferry are

19 radiological controls, chemistry controls, rad waste

20 controls and environmental controls.

21 Q Right.

22 A I have some knowledge of all of these areas.

23 Q Okay. So you're knowledgeable about chemistry as

24 far as boiling water reactors, but what is your expertise on

25 the pressure water reactor chemistry?
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1 A Very little.

2 Q Okay.

3 A I've had -- my undergraduate degrees are in

4 physics and in chemistry. I have a graduate degree in

5 nuclear engineering with a health physics option. When we

6 were looking at the questions, they spanned the areas of

7 responsibilities, what they thought the challenges for the

8 position were. There were like nine or ten questions each.

9 MR. VORSE: Can I interrupt you for just a second?

10 MS. BENSON: Yes.

11 We'll go off the record. The time now is 9:55

12 a.m.

13 [Discussion off the record.]

14 MS. BENSON: We're back on the record at 9:56 a.m.

15 BY MS. BENSON:

16 Q Going a little bit into the screening panel itself

17 for the interviews that were conducted that day, if you can

18 look over this list for me dated July 18th, 1998, an

19 interview schedule. Did you conduct interviews of all those

20 candidates there for the separate positions?

21 A Yes, to the best of my recollection. As I say, it

22 was an all-day affair.

23 Q Okay, that's fine.

24 A It was a long day.

25 Q And you also indicated that you reviewed the
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1 questions part and decided who was going to ask which

2 candidate what and you used the same questions for each

3 candidate?

4 A There were like nine to ten questions and we, as a

5 group, looked at them and we picked out questions that we

6 ourselves would ask, as I said, to try to break up the -- so

7 that one person wasn't doing all the questioning. We

8 thought it would be a more fair way of doing it. We tried

9 to break up the formality of it a little bit there in a way.

10 I don't recall as to whether we always asked the very same

11 question from candidate to candidate as to who asked a

12 particular question or not.

13 Q Okay.

14 A But as I said, all of us asked questions and we

15 wrote out what we thought about the response and put a

16 numeric value to it and then summed up the column and then

17 turned over the values independently to the Human Resources

18 person who was doing the tallying.

19 Q Okay. Do you recall who designed the questions

20 that were used during the interview?

21 A I believe that -- I can't say for certain. I

22 believe that Wilson McArthur -- you know, he may have used

23 live support from the plants or a lot of folks on his staff.

24 I don't know. I can't say specifically.

25 Q Did you help design the questions?
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1 A I may have provided some input earlier, but

2 directly as per se question number five should be, no, not

3 that I recall.

4 Q As far as the representation on the panel by the

5 radchem managers, do you know why Mr. Cox was not present

6 during the panels that day?

7 A My understanding at the time was that he had a

8 schedule conflict and that's why he wasn't there.

9 Q Okay. And how did you get this understanding?

10 A I believe the day of, because earlier, you know,

11 we had talked about all of us were going to be on the panel.

12 It was announced that he had a schedule conflict and that

13 Rick Rogers was chosen to stand in for him. On a selection

14 panel, you can have several different representatives. You

15 can have technical representatives, you can have customer

16 representatives, you can pick somebody who is totally

17 outside the field to sit on the board to give a management

18 perspective, a labor relations perspective, if you will.

19 The boards that I've sat on previously have spanned from

20 site to site, from corporate -- numbers of different people.

21 You're trying to make sure that there isn't an ole boy

22 network at work trying to select people. I think those were

23 Scalice's words when he came up with it. He wanted to make

24 sure that things were as fair and impartial as possible.

25 Selection boards can have four, five or six members on them
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1 and someone from Labor Relations -- or Human Resources, I

2 should say, almost always sits on the boards.

3 Q Okay. And you said that was announced. Who

4 announced that Mr. Cox would not be participating on the

5 screening panel?

6 A As I recall, Wilson.

7 Q Okay. And at what point prior to this did you

8 learn that Mr. Rogers was going to be on the board? Was it

9 prior to this meeting that you had or was it at the meeting?

10 Do you recall when you found out that Mr. Rogers was going

11 to be on the board?

12 A No, I don't recall. It was sometime very soon

13 before the meeting, the best I can recall.

14 Q Did you talk to Mr. Cox directly about why he was

15 not able to be there?

16 A I don't recall.

17 Q Okay.

18 A I remember thinking to myself, man, he got out of

19 a lot of work by not coming. There were an awful lot of

20 interviews that were done that day.

21 Q Also, you indicated that there was packages for

22 each candidate or applicant for the positions. Do you

23 recall specifically what was in those packages?

24 A To the best of my recollection, you would have the

25 job description, which mirrors the vacancy announcement,
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1 service reviews.

2 Q When you say service reviews, are you referring to

3 evaluations?

4 A Yes.

5 Q Do you recall anything specific about the

6 evaluations, like how many there were? This interview was

7 conducted in 1996, so how many personnel or evaluations were

8 in there and what time frame it covered, anything like that?

9 A Not specifically, but standard protocol is usually

10 the most current three, the prior three. So it would be

11 like three years of service beforehand is usually the

12 standard protocol. I don't recall specifically in Mr.

13 Fiser's case the number that he had in there.

14 Q Okay. So on past boards that you've sat on,

15 normally the procedure is they have three years

16 approximately?

17 A Yes.

18 MS. BENSON: I don't have anything further at this

19 time. Do you have anything, Mr. Marquand?

20 MR. MARQUAND: Can we go off the record, first?

21 MS. BENSON: Yes, we can. The time now is 10:03

22 a.m. and we're going to be going off the record.

23 [Recess.]

24 MS. BENSON: Back on the record. The time now is

25 10:05 a.m. and Mr. Marquand is going to ask some questions.
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1 BY MR. MARQUAND:

2 Q Mr. Corey, I'm going to show you the interview

3 schedule that was -- and I believe this was out of the

4 selection package itself of the people who were interviewed

5 on July 18th. When you were asked questions awhile ago, you

6 said you asked the candidates the same questions. Did you

7 mean to say that you asked the candidates for each position

8 the same questions or you asked all the candidates for all

9 the jobs the same questions? In other words, did you ask

10 the candidates for the PWR program manager job the same

11 questions that you would ask for the radwaste environmental

12 jobs?

13 A No. The questions were tailored to the position

14 that was being advertised.

15 Q Okay. For example, did you ask different

16 questions for the PWR program manager job than you did for

17 the BWR program manager job?

18 A (No response.)

19 Q If you don't specifically recall, that's okay,

20 because I can show you some documents, if need be, to

21 refresh your recollection.

22 A There was overlap between the two. As I said

23 earlier, some of the questions were what they thought the

24 significant challenges were in that area. For example, on

25 the BWR side of the house, it would have been stress
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1 corrosion cracking and hydrogen water chemistry addition.

2 On the PWR side of the house, it would have to do with steam

3 generator performance and preventing tube rupture and

4 cracking.

5 Q So you might ask different types of questions for

6 different jobs?

7 A Correct.

8 Q But when you interviewed candidates for the PWR

9 job, you asked all the candidates for the PWR job the same

10 questions?

11 A That's correct.

12 Q And you asked all the candidates for the BWR job

13 the same questions?

14 A Correct.

15 Q And, for example, for Mr. Harvey and Mr.

16 Chandrasekaran, who were interviewing for both the PWR and

17 BWR jobs, you would ask them the questions for both jobs?

18 A That's correct. As I recall, there were like nine

19 questions. I remember having to make a -- split them on

20 categories to make sure that I had an area for the response

21 for the PWR side of that question and one for the BWR side

22 of that question.

23 MS. BENSON: Okay, from what I'm listening to you

24 say right now, you could use the same questions but get

25 different responses --
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1 MR. MARQUAND: Not necessarily.

2 MS. BENSON: -- from him.

3 THE INTERVIEWEE: As I said, some of the -- some

4 of the questions are, as I said, were geared towards what do

5 you look at as being the significant challenges in a certain

6 area. So when you're asking somebody who's interviewing for

7 the BWR side, he'll give you one response. I knew what

8 those were. I also was familiar with what the PWR

9 challenges were at that time as well. I've never been a PWR

10 chemist before, but I'm aware of what the challenges are to

11 PWRs from a chemistry perspective as far as steam generators

12 and all were concerned.

13 BY MR. MARQUAND:

14 Q For example, when you would ask somebody what's a

15 significant challenge, in the case of Mr. Fiser, the

16 question that would come to him, since he was only applying

17 for a PWR job, would be, what's the significant challenge on

18 the PWR chemistry side.

19 A Correct.

20 Q In the case of Mr. Harvey, if you were asking

21 what's the significant challenge, would you give him an

22 opportunity to respond both to the PWR challenge and the BWR

23 challenge?

24 A Yes.

25 Q I mean assuming that was the question.
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1 A Yes.

2 MR. MARQUAND: I only have one other area I want

3 to ask about. In fact, I think we probably ought to get

4 those -- we have the questions and we can show them to

5 you.

6 MS. BENSON: Okay, that's fine.

7 BY MR. MARQUAND:

8 Q I have one other area I want to ask you about

9 though. Earlier you mentioned that before the selection

10 review board met, Mr. Kent mentioned in passing -- in fact,

11 you said possibly while you were having a cup of coffee,

12 that Gary Fiser had previously filed a DOL complaint.

13 A That's correct.

14 Q At that point in time, were you aware that he had

15 filed the complaint in 1996?

16 A No.

17 Q So you were only aware of the early one in '92 or

18 '93, the one that had been resolved?

19 A Correct.

20 Q And you said that -- your words were that it

21 really didn't register with you and that your reaction was

22 so what.

23 A Correct.

24 Q Now that we have hindsight and it's 20-20. Could

25 it have been possible that Mr. Kent was referring to the
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current -- the 1996 complaint?

A (No response.)

Q You don't know what he was thinking?

A I don't know hat he was thinking. It would be

just conjecture on my part.

Q You don't know what Mr. Wilson McArthur's -- Dr.

Wilson McArthur's state of mind was at that point either?

A True.

Q And that they could have been carrying on a

discussion about that particular complaint as far as you

knew?

A I don't know. As I say, when someone mentions

something like that, you know, I mean you're sitting on a

board, right, and you're trying to be as impartial as you

can. So I mean, if someone says someone has had a DOL,

you're sitting there thinking I just need to make certain

that I'm being impartial. You know, be extra careful, be

impartial.

Q You knew the '93 complaint was past history?

A Correct.

Q It didn't mean anything to you and you weren't

going to consider it?

A Correct.

Q And so any conversation that Mr. Kent initiated

about it, like you say, it really didn't register with you?
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1 A That's correct.

2 MR. MARQUAND: I have nothing else.

3 BY MS. BENSON:

4 Q Just a couple of follow-up questions. Did -- in

5 past conversations that you had with Mr. Cox prior to this

6 panel being held, did he ever indicate to you that he was in

7 favor of one candidate over another, such as Mr. Fiser over

8 Mr. Harvey?

9 A He spoke in support of Gary Fiser on one occasion

10 that I recall. I don't remember exactly when, but I knew

11 that Jack felt that Fiser supported his program.

12 Q Okay. Do you recall ever stating in any past

13 interview in connection with these investigations or to

14 anybody within TVA that you felt that Mr. Cox could not be

15 an unbiased member of the panel?

16 A When the gentleman from the Department of Labor

17 interviewed me over the phone, he was asking about Mr.Cox

18 and I said that, you know, if you were very strong in

19 support of somebody it might be a little more difficult to

20 be impartial. But as I-recall, in my interview with the

21 gentleman from DOL, I didn't think that Mr. Cox was going to

22 be biased. I thought he was going to be unbiased if he set

23 on the board. Jack is a very professional person.

24 Q So just because he had indicated that he possibly

25 supported Mr. Fiser to be the one selected for the position,
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1 do you feel that that would have made him unbiased or biased

2 against -- for Fiser?

3 A I -- if Jack had sat on the board, I'm sure he

4 would have been impartial.

5 Q Okay. And what about Mr. Kent? Do you know

6 whether he had ever voiced any support in favor of Mr.

7 Harvey?

8 A I think that Mr. Kent's thoughts about Mr. Harvey

9 were probably similar to Mr. Cox's about Mr. Fiser as far as

10 Harvey had supported the Sequoyah program. Harvey had also

11 supported the Browns Ferry program and I guess the Watts Bar

12 because they use the same kind of vendor contracts. I don't

13 recall people getting real strong feelings, you know, about,

14 you know, it's got to be him or it's got to be so and so.

15 Over the years that I've worked with Jack and Charles, both

16 are very professional and very knowledgeable people and very

17 impartial when they had to make a decision as far as

18 selections and this type of thing. I've never known them to

19 be petty or carry a grudge or anything like that. They are

20 very professional people.

21 MS. BENSON: I don't have any further questions.

22 MR. MARQUAND: I want to ask a follow-up question.

23 MS. BENSON: Go ahead.

24 MR. MARQUAND: Ms. Benson asked you did Mr. Kent

25 ever say he supported Sam Harvey and your response was he
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1 probably felt that way because Mr. Harvey -- and I'm

2 paraphrasing. But you said he probably felt that way. You

3 didn't really answer the question did he ever say that he

4 supported Sam Harvey as a candidate. I want to ask you to

5 answer that question directly. Did he ever say -- do you

6 recall that he ever said that he supported Mr. Harvey as a

7 candidate for that position?

8 THE INTERVIEWEE: I just don't recall

9 specifically.

10 MR. MARQUAND: If you want to go off the record,

11 I'll get a copy of that selection package, if I can find it.

12 MS. BENSON: The time now is 10:15 a.m. and we're

13 going to go off the record again.

14 [Recess.]

15 MS. BENSON: Let's go back on the record. The

16 time now is 10:36.

17 MR. MARQUAND: During the break, I went down to

18 the Personnel Department and obtained four books, labeled

19 book 1 of 4 through 4 of 4. Each one is for the selection

20 review board that was conducted on July 18, 1996.

21 Apparently there was one book for each of the four members

22 of the selection review board. Each one is labeled on the

23 front of it as to who -- apparently Charles Kent, Rick

24 Rogers, John Corey and Ben Easley/Milissa Westbrook who were

25 the HROs --
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1 THE REPORTER: I'm sorry, who was the last one?

2 MR. MARQUAND: Milissa, M-i-l-i-s-s-a Westbrook,

3 and those two were the individual Human Resource officers

4 who were facilitating this selection review board. Off the

5 record, we had a discussion about what these documents

6 meant.

7 BY MR. MARQUAND:

8 Q Let me just ask Mr. Corey, does that -- the one

9 with your name on it look familiar?

10 A Yes, sir.

11 Q Okay. Now, was that provided to you for your use

12 during the selection review process, and I would like --

13 with the caveat that there's some documents in there that

14 are apparently dated after the date of the selection review

15 board.

16 A The date of the selection board, a notebook was

17 provided. It was tabbed and it looks very similar to this.

18 I assume that this is the contents. In fact, that is my

19 signature.

20 Q Okay. For instance, you're looking at a form for

21 Gary Fiser, Program Manager, Chemistry in which you have

22 evaluated his response to several questions.

23 A Yes, sir, that'.s correct.

24 Q On the left-hand side it's got question numbers,

25 are those the question numbers that would have been directed
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1 to him?

2 A Yes.

3 Q And there's another sheet, I believe, under the

4 Gary Fiser tab, and that sheet is entitled questions for

5 program manager chemistry and up in the right-hand corner in

6 handwriting it says PWR.

7 A Correct.

8 Q Do you see the -- I believe it's two sheets, two

9 sheets of questions?

10 A Yes, sir, that's my handwriting.

11 Q Okay. Are the circled questions the questions

12 that were directed to the PWR program manager chemistry

13 candidates?

14 A Yes, sir.

15 Q And then following that, we've talked about the

16 rating sheet for Mr. Fiser, is that the -- those are the

17 ratings then for those questions that he was asked?

18 A Yes, sir.

19 Q And that's -- those are the ratings then you would

20 have provided the human resource officer who was

21 facilitating that particular selection?

22 A That's correct.

23 BY MS. BENSON:

24 Q There was also a page in there that you just

25 flipped past regarding the vacancy announcement, VPA, as you
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1 referred to it earlier. Was that also something that you

2 reviewed?

3. A I believe so, yes.

4 Q Okay. Now, do you recall -- and I haven't look

5 through these notebooks myself, but do you recall having

6 reviewed resumes for these positions that you were

7 interviewing on?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Do you recall that?

10 A I do recall, because one of the questions had to

11 do with their responses. Like Mr. Fiser, he had -- his

12 response was he had 24 years of management experience.

13 Sequoyah chemistry manager four years. He made the comment

14 you have to know how to compete to succeed. I actually

15 wrote that down.

16 Q Okay. And in our earlier discussions, you

17 indicated you had also reviewed service reviews for these

18 candidates. Are you -- what is your response to that

19 question now after you reviewed this notebook?

20 A I don't see the service reviews in here. On the

21 selection boards that I had attended that were

22 non-management -- we use a selection board for both salary

23 policy and management. The standard protocol was to attach

24 to your application your last three services reviews, which

25 are called in the TVA system 3031s.
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1 Q Is that for -- for what position, management or

2 non-management?

3 A 3031s are done for non-management. I was trying

4 to recollect as to how selection boards were done in

5 packages I had seen. In some selection boards I have

6 attended there were past-service reviews and the human

7 resources individuals would also provide you any other

8 insight as far as -- that might be relevant to their PHR.

9 Personal history report is what that stands for. But in

10 this package, I don't see his service reviews.

11 Q Okay. Was this a management or non-management

12 position?

13 A The selection for Mr. Fiser was a management

14 position. I just remember that there was a very detailed

15 package, as you can see, and it was a long eight hours of

16 interviews.

17 Q And at this time, you don't know whether you

18 reviewed any service reviews or not, do you recall?

19 A I don't see it included in the package. If it

20 wasn't in the package, I probably didn't look at his service

21 reviews. I don't see it in here. They just have their

22 resumes and their applications and the questions and their

23 responses of the DPA.

24 MS. BENSON: Okay. That's all the questions I

25 have.
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1 MR. MARQUAND: I don't have anything else.

2 Do you have --

3 MS. BENSON: If I can close the interview out.

4 MR. MARQUAND: Oh, I'm sorry.

5 MS. BENSON: Mr. Corey, can you advise for the

6 record whether the information you provided today was

7 provided voluntarily?

8 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes, it was provided

9 voluntarily.

10 MS. BENSON: Were you threatened or coerced by any

11 employee of the NRC?

12 THE INTERVIEWEE: No.

13 MS. BENSON: Okay, that terminates the interview.

14 Thank you very much for your time.

15 [Whereupon, at 10:42 a.m., the interview was

16 concluded.]
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S

2 [1:44 p.m.]

3 MS. BENSON: For the record, today's date is 22

4 October 1998. The time now is 1:44 p.m.

5 I'm Special Agent Diana Benson of the NRC Office

6 of Investigations, Atlanta, Georgia and I'll be conducting

7 this interview.

8 I did not show you my credentials, so I'll do that

9 now just to identify myself.

10 MS. BENSON: And if you can acknowledge that I

11 have identified myself.

12 MR. KENT: Yes, you have, thank you.

13 MS. BENSON: During this proceeding, which is

14 being recorded for transcription, the NRC Office of

15 Investigation will conduct an interview of Mr. Charles E.

16 Kent, Jr. This interview pertains to OI Investigation

17 Number 2-1998-013. The location of this interview is TVA

18 Nuclear, 1101 Market Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

19 Others in attendance at this interview, in

20 addition to the court reporter are Mr. Brent R. Marquand,

21 M-a-r-q-u-a-n-d. And Mr. Marquand is here representing TVA

22 and Mr. Kent.

23 If you would raise your right hand.

24 Whereupon,

25 CHARLES E. KENT, JR.,
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1 the Interviewee, was called for examination and, having been

2 first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

3 DIRECT EXAMINATION

4 BY MS. BENSON:

5 Q And if you can, if you would state your full name

6 and your middle name.

7 A My name is Charles Edward Kent, Jr.

8 Q And your date of birth?

9 A

10 Q And your social security number?

11 A

12 Q Mr. Kent, prior to the beginning of this

13 interview, I asked you to read over Section 1001 of Title 18

14 of the United States Code. Did you read over that and do

15 you understand it?

16 A Yes, I did read over it and I do understand it.

17 Q Okay, thank you very much. And I also indicated

18 to you that you're not a target of the investigation, but

19 instead are being interviewed as a witness in the case of

20 Mr. Gary Fiser in his 1996 DOL discrimination complaint

21 against TVA concerning the posting of his corporate

22 chemistry position here in Chattanooga, Tennessee and his

23 subsequent non-selection for that position.

24 Can you just basically give me a history of your

25 employment here with TVA?
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1 A Well, I joined TVA in 1979, November of '79. I've

2 been -- served in various positions within the company since

3 then. Starting in about 1981, I guess, I was a manager and

4 have served in various management positions since that time.

5 I have served in the corporate office for a period of about

6 '79 to '85 and then I worked at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant from

7 -- let's see, then I moved to Chattanooga in '85 in the

8 corporate office. In '86, I transferred to Watts Bar and

9 was at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant for a period of about two

10 years. And in '88, I went to Browns Ferry and was a manager

11 in the radiological chemistry control program at Browns

12 Ferry -- in the RADCOM program then, they weren't combined

13 -- for approximately a year, year and a half. Then

14 transferred to Sequoyah Nuclear Plant. That was in 1989.

15 At Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, I was a radiological protection

16 manager initially. In 1990, I assumed the position of the

17 radiological control manager and in 1993, I assumed the

18 position of the radiological and chemistry control manager,

19 which I continue to serve in to this date.

20 Q Okay. So the position you're in today is the same

21 position you were in in 1996 during the time frame of this

22 complaint?

23 A Yes.

24 Q And it's also the same position you were in in

25 1993?

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Okay. And can you tell me -- give me background

3 on your past association with Mr. Fiser, as far as the first

4 time you started working with him? Do you recall that?

5 A Well, the first time I really remember working

6 with Mr. Fiser was during the 1989 time frame when I

7 transferred to Sequoyah full time. I began to interface

8 with him in my role there as the rad protection manager, and

9 his as the chemistry manager. And then as I became the

10 RADCOM manager, our interfaces became more frequent because

11 I was at a different level in the organization then -- our

12 interfaces became more frequent until he left the site.

13 Q Okay. And if I'm not mistaken -- and you can

14 correct me if I'm wrong -- he was transferred from Sequoyah

15 during the 1993 time frame?

16 A That's correct, I believe he left Sequoyah in

17 probably early '93 -- actually '92, he left the site in '92

18 and went downtown.

19 Q Okay. So you basically had a lot of working

20 experience with him from 1989 to at least late 1992?

21 A Right.

22 Q Okay. And what about Mr. Harvey, how long have

23 you associated with him as far as work goes?

24 A Mr. Harvey, I don't remember exactly when he came

25. to TVA, but I really had very little association with him
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before I became responsible for the chemistry program in

1993.

Q Okay. And what was your association with him from

'93 until '96 then?

A From '93 until '96, during part of that time

period, and I can't really recall the exact date, but he was

assigned to be a corporate chemistry -- he was in corporate

chemistry and he was assigned to be a support person for the

Sequoyah Nuclear Plant from the corporate office, and he

supported us in a lot of different ways; technical issues,

assisting in the development and implementation of generic

contracts for the company for vendor services and things

like that, procurement of materials and things like that.

And so I became pretty familiar with him during that time

period.

Q Okay. Now if you can just bear with me for a

minute, I know we're looking at the 1996 complaint, but I

just want to establish your knowledge of the 1993 DOL

complaint involving Mr. Fiser. Were you involved with that

complaint?

A I'm aware of it and I was interviewed as a result

of it.

~Q Okay. And can you also explain to me, if you

would, for the record, whether you had assisted in trying to

-- attempting to get him a position there at Sequoyah after

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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1 he was moved out of Sequoyah into chemistry --

2 A To the corporate office?

3 Q Uh-huh.

4 A If I could, I'd like to give you a little

5 background --

6 Q That's fine.

7 A -- on the organizational changes that took place

8 at that time, so you can understand the interface, what we

9 were going through.

10 Q That's fine.

11 A In 1992, Mr. Fiser left and went downtown and Mr.

12 Jocher, Bill Jocher, from corporate was rotated to the site.

13 Mr. Jocher assumed the role of the chemistry manager at the

14 site.

15 In 1993, management made the decision, site

16 management made the decision that they wanted to combine the

17 radiological and chemistry control organizations. And Mr.

18 Jocher was to go back downtown and assume his old position

19 as sort of the lead person over the chemistry group downtown

20 in the corporate office. They asked me if I would take

21 responsibility for that group and I agreed to, somewhat

22 reluctantly because I had a lot of stuff to do anyway, I was

23 busy to begin with. The chemistry program at that time

24 wasn't in very good condition, it wasn't a good, solid

25 foundation program, and so I knew it was going to require an
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1 awful lot of time. So I reluctantly agreed to take the

2 group.

3 One of the things I wanted to do if I took the

4 group was to have it organized the way I wanted it

5 organized, the new organization. I'm a hands-on type

6 person, I like to have -- like to be involved in the

7 activities that are going on and be involved with people

8 working on decisions that are made, especially important

9 issues. So at first I was not going to have a chemistry

10 superintendent level position in the organization, I wasn't

11 going to have a RADCON superintendent level position in the

12 organization. The organization that I drew up and got my

13 management's support for was -- had me and five direct

14 reports, essentially my old direct reports from RADCON would

15 continue to report to me and the level below, the chemistry

16 superintendent position in chemistry would begin to report

17 to me. Basically that's the way I wanted to run it and we

18 started out that way.

19 After a period of about, I don't know, six months

20 or so, initiatives from corporate management to standardize

21 the way the sites are structured and standardize the way we

22 do business across the company became very significant and

23 important and we were asked to reconsider -- I'll put it

24 that way -- the organization that we wanted to implement and

25 add a chemistry manager and a RADCON manager back to the
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1 organization. We did agree to do that and at that time --

2 this was probably -- I can't remember the date now, it was

3 fairly late in '93 or early '94 -- at that time we began

4 recruiting for a chemistry manager. One of the persons that

5 I considered for that was Gary Fiser, because he had been

6 involved in the chemistry program at Sequoyah before.

7 Q Okay. Now if you can go back again during that

8 time frame, what was your professional assessment of Mr.

9 Fiser during your experience with him from '89 to '92?

10 A Well, based on my knowledge from '89 to '92 again,

11 I was an outsider looking in to the chemistry program. I

12 observed the results of what they did, not necessarily the

13 details of how they had accomplished things or whatever, but

14 Gary is a very easy-going person, he's soft-spoken, he's the

15 kind of person I think with appropriate management support

16 could accomplish a great deal, but if it comes down to

17 having to make a position known and really driving the

18 position home, I didn't think he was very strong in that

19 area.

20 Q But you were still considering him for that one

21 position?

22 A Right, because I. could make up where he lacked.

23 Q Okay. Did you ever remember having any discussion

24 with Mr. Fiser wherein you indicated to him during this time

25 frame, after he went into I guess the employee transition
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program where he was at the time that you were considering

him for that position at Sequoyah -- did you ever indicate

to him that you didn't understand why they were doing this

to him? They being TVA -- and that you had a position for

him at Sequoyah that you wanted -- were interested in

getting for him?

A Not exactly. Let me explain. Gary was in what I

think was called the transition program and I was having a

great deal of difficulty staffing the vacancy that I had,

and so I approached my manager at that time --

Q Can you tell me who he was, please?

A Rob Beecken.

Q Okay.

A Mr. Rob Beecken. And I believe I told Rob that,

you know, I thought Gary could do the job, that I could fill

in where he, you know, lacked maybe in some of his

aggressiveness and that I thought if we were going to have

to staff that position, we needed to consider Gary.

Q What was Mr. Beecken's response?

A He told me fine, talk to him, so I did.

Q Okay.

A I began pursuing interest with Gary for the

position.

Q Okay.

A And had several discussions with him about it.
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1 Q Okay. And what ultimately happened?

2 A Well, from my perspective, what ultimately

3 happened was I asked Gary to come out and talk to me about

4 the job and he did and he told me that he was interested in

5 the job, he thought he would like to work at Sequoyah in the

6 group, but I believe he told me that he didn't think it

7 would be good for the group for him to be a part of the

8 group.

9 Q Okay. Did anyone from upper management ever

10 indicate to you that they did not want him there?

11 A I cannot recall anyone from the plant manager or

12 any other upper manager indicating to me that they did not

13 want him at Sequoyah. Gary indicated to me that he thought

14 his reputation was so bad that it would be a burden on me

15 with a new organization and on the organization -- it would

16 be a discredit to the organization basically -- for him to

17 become part of the organization, to bring him back.

18 And so I told him I would follow up on that. And

19 I asked a few questions of some of the people in corporate

20 just to get a feel for, is this true, does he have a bad

21 reputation and would it be an impact on our organization's

22 ability to have the right kind of relationship with

23 corporate if he were a part of it. And other than that, I

24 had no feedback from anybody about it.

25 Q Did you ever talk to Mr. McArthur regarding
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1 putting Mr. Fiser at Sequoyah?

2 A Uh-huh. Yes, I did, Mr. McArthur is the person I

3 contacted regarding Gary's concern.

4 Q And did Mr. McArthur tell you he had spoken tow

5 _ about bringing Gary Fiser to that position?

6 A No, I don't believe he did. I don't know who he

7 talked to.

8 Q Okay. What did Mr. McArthur tell you about

9 bringing Mr. Fiser out to Sequoyah?

10 A He told me that -- if I'm not mistaken, Mr.

11 McArthur told me that he had asked some questions and that

12 Gary wasn't highly thought of in corporate, but that from

13 his perspective, he knew me and he knew what I was wanting

14 to do and he would support whatever decision I made.

15 Q Did anyone from upper management tell you it would

16 probably not be a real wise decision to bring him out there?

17 A No, I don't believe I got any other feedback from

18 any upper manager other than Mr. McArthur.

19 Q Okay. Now going ahead to 1996, during this time

20 frame from '94 to '96, you had been working mostly with Mr.

21 Harvey from the corporate chemistry department --

22 A That's correct.

23 Q -- as far as support out in Sequoyah. Had Mr.

24 Harvey told you that they were going to be reorganizing and

25 that there was possibly going to be some downsizing in the
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corporate chemistry department?

A I was aware of that, I don't recall who told me.

Wilson McArthur may have told me, I mean, you know, the

three rad chem managers and the corporate manager, Wilson

McArthur, had a very close relationship in terms of, you

know, a business relationship. We meet periodically to

discuss issues of common interest to all of us, and so I

knew that they were going through some downsizing, but I

don't know who told me.

Q Okay, as far as the other rad chem managers, can

you identify those for the record, please?

A The rad chem manager for Browns Ferry Nuclear

Plant was John Corey and the rad chem manager for Watts Bar

Nuclear Plant at that time was Jack Cox.

Q And during this time in 1996, prior to posting Mr.

Fiser's position, what positions did you have open or

available at Sequoyah in the chemistry department?

A I had one position open at about that time that

was vacated by a gentleman by the name of Bruce Fender. We

had hired him from Carolina Power & Light and he worked for

us approximately a year. He and his wife decided to move

back to Carolina and so he left.

Q Would you spell Mr. Fender's last name, please?

A F-e-n-d-e-r.

Q Okay. And any other positions that were
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1 available?

2 A I can't recall any others. I may have had a few

3 other positions, but that's the only one I can think of.

4 Q And what was the description of that position?

5 A That was a chemistry technical group supervisor's

6 job.

7 Q Okay, and what level was that?

8 A It would have been a PG-8.

9 Q And did you attempt at any time during this time

10 frame, after you heard about the downsizing, to request that

11 Mr. Harvey be transferred out to Sequoyah?

12 A Yes, I did. When it was brought to my attention

13 that they were going to do the downsizing in corporate and

14 they probably would only have two positions remaining of the

15 three, and since Mr. Harvey was essentially full time

16 support to Sequoyah, I did approach his supervision and ask

17 that, you know, why don't you just transfer him to Sequoyah

18 and that'll solve the problem of your head count in

19 corporate. I've got a vacancy and I'll just pick him up.

20 Q Who did you speak to about that?

21 A I believe the person I spoke to was -- let me

22 think -- I believe I spoke to Ron Grover about it. Ron was

23 corporate chemistry lead at that time in '96. And I may

24 have spoken to -- I'm pretty sure I spoke to Wilson McArthur

25 about it at some point. Those are the only two I can really
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1 remember.

2 Q Okay. And what was Mr. Grover's response?

3 A Well, as I can recall, he didn't have a problem

4 with it, he said he would check with his management.

5 Q Okay. And for the record, the spelling of Mr.

6 Grover's last name?

7 A G-r-o-v-e-r.

8 Q And when you say he was going to check with his

9 upper management, who would that have been?

10 A That would have been Wilson McArthur I think

11 primarily and probably ultimately Tom McGrath.

12 Q Okay. And did you ever hear back anything from him

13 regarding that possible transfer?

14 A Yes, I did. I was informed that they didn't think

15 it would be proper to either volunteer or direct the

16 transfer. They didn't think that was the right way to fill

17 the position at Sequoyah and they would rather me post the

18 vacancy and select someone for the vacancy rather than them

19 to just transfer one of the people from corporate. So we

20 didn't do it.

21 Q Did you ever post that position?

22 A No, I didn't.

23 Q Was that position ever filled?

24 A Well, I guess ultimately it was filled. At the

25 time, I think probably within the next six months or so
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after those conversations, we were undergoing some pretty

tight head count constraints at the plant and I lost

approval to fill the vacancy for a period of time. Then in

later job reorganizations and things like that, I did

transfer one of my other staff members into either that

position or a position equivalent to it, at a later date.

Q Do you remember when?

A No, I really don't, it was probably '97, '98.

Q During your Department of Labor interview -- I was

reading over both your IG interview and your Department of

Labor interview, and in your response concerning the

transfer of Mr. Harvey into that position there at Sequoyah,

you indicated that Mr. McGrath did not want to just transfer

Harvey out of corporate. Do you recall either one of those

interviews and what you may have stated during those

interviews?

A I don't really know -- well, I do recall the

interviews in general. I would assume that if the question

were asked, you know, what kind of response did you get when

you asked to transfer Mr. Harvey to the site, it was that

Mr. McGrath didn't think that was the right process for

filling a vacancy at the site and he didn't want to do that.

Q Okay, so that's basically what you were trying to

A Right, that was the point.
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1 Q -- relate to them?

2 A Uh-huh.

3 Q Okay. Earlier in the interview, I asked you about

4 your knowledge of Mr. Fiser's 1993 complaint. Now after he

5 -- and you acknowledged that you were aware of that. But

6 after he got the corporate position as a part of that

7 settlement of the first 1993 complaint, from what I've been

8 able to ascertain from the separate investigations on the

9 1996 complaint, occasionally if Mr. Grover was not present

10 for a meeting that was going to be held, he would have

11 either Mr. Fiser or Mr. Harvey attend one of the meetings

12 for him, to represent him.

13 A Uh-huh.

14 Q And what I was looking at here in my investigation

15 is a particular meeting that was held where you were present

16 in the meeting with Mr. Corey. Mr. Fiser was representing

17 Mr. Grover and Mr. Fiser was asked to leave the meeting.

18 A Uh-huh.

19 Q Can you explain to me what happened during that

20 meeting?

21 A I don't really remember the specifics of that

22 meeting, but I do remember a meeting that Gary attended and

23 I do remember asking him to excuse himself from the meeting.

24 It wasn't because it was Gary, we would have asked anybody

25 else to excuse themselves from the meeting. Occasionally,
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1 as the rad chem peer team, we have issues to discuss, such

2 as long range planning in terms of head count, budgetary

3 things, plans that we have for reorganizing the department,

4 that we don't want people outside of the peer team to have

5 knowledge of until, you know, the plans are more solidified.

6 So there was a topic of discussion that day that we didn't

7 want anybody else to be a part of and we asked him to excuse

8 himself.

9 Q Do you recall

10

11

12 A No, I don't recall that.

13 Q Would it be incorrect information if

14 stated at one point during this investigation that he was

15

16

17

18 A No. I had no knowledge of that and that was

19 certainly -- I had no knowledge of that at that time or that

20 that was an issue or that that statement was ever made.

21_!

22

23

24

25 A No.
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1 Q Okay.

2 A As best I can recall, I don't really -- I don't

3 think I ever knew that that was a subject of conversation,

4 of him tape recording anybody.

5 Q Did you have knowledge that he had done that in

6 the past?

7 A No.

8 Q Now going up to the screening panel itself during

9 the 1996 time frame, can you tell me how you were invited to

10 be on that screening panel?

11 A We knew that there were going to be selections

12 made for the corporate position and as a peer team at that

13 time, we were all functioning to support one another in such

14 a way that we had decided if any significant position was

15 going to be filled, either in corporate office or at the

16 sites, that the peer team would serve as part of the

17 selection process. Because the way we looking at it is any

18 key position was really a -- that was a person that was a

19 prime candidate for any of the other positions in leadership

20 at the sites or in the corporate office, and so we wanted to

21 all have input into that, thinking that once you got

22 somebody in one of those positions, you wanted to make sure

23 you developed the right person and that they would be

24 available to go to Sequoyah if we needed someone or Browns

25 Ferry or Watts Bar. So we were asked to be a part of that
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1 selection committee.

2 Q Okay. Do you recall who asked you to be?

3 A Wilson McArthur, I think.

4 Q Do you recall how much time there was between the

5 time you were asked to be on that panel and when the panel

6 was held?

7 A No, not really. I was going to make myself a note

8 of something because I want to maybe go back to it later.

9 Q Do you want me to give you a second?

10 A Yes, if you don't mind.

11 MS. BENSON: We'll go off the record now, the time

12 is 2:12 p.m.

13 [Pause.]

14 MS. BENSON: Back on the record, it's still 2:12

15 p.m.

16 BY MS. BENSON:

17 Q What we were discussing was the -- you being

18 invited to be on the screening panel. You indicated that

19 Mr. McArthur asked if you would be on this panel. Did you

20 answer my question as far as how much time there was between

21 when you were asked and when the screening interviews were

22 held?

23 A It would have been two to four weeks, I believe.

24 You know, I don't recall exactly, but it would have been a

25 couple to four weeks.
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1 Q Okay. And who else was on the panel besides you?

2 A The other members of the panel were John Corey

3 from Browns Ferry, Jack Cox from Watts Bar -- initially

4 that's the way it was determined to be -- Wilson McArthur

5 from corporate and then there would be a human resources

6 representative generally on all the panels.

7 Q When you were contacted -- I'm assuming you were

8 contacted by Mr. McArthur, is that correct?

9 A I think so, yes.

10 Q Okay. Did he ask you what date you would be

11 available or did he give you a specific date that these

12 interviews were going to be held, or how did that come

13 about?

14 A If I remember correctly -- we have a regularly

15 scheduled peer team meeting, we still do, it's about once a

16 month, it's on every Tuesday, 9:00 in the morning once a

17 month, on I believe it's the second Tuesday of the month, is

18 our general cycle, we'll have this peer team meeting. And

19 typically, the peer team meeting will run three to four or

20 more hours depending on the amount of business we've got to

21 take care of. And if I'm not mistaken, we agreed we would

22 do it after the next peer team meeting, which would have

23 been on the next routine date and that's the date we all

24 selected, because we knew we were all going to be together

25 then anyway. And it's kind of hard to juggle everybody's
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1 schedule and get us all together at one time.

2 Q Okay. Was there anyone at this particular meeting

3 that indicated that they would not be able to attend -- you

4 know, be on the panel the following month?

5 A The meeting when it was set up?

6 Q Yes.

7 A No. To the best of my knowledge, I don't recall

8 anybody saying they couldn't be there at that time.

9 Q So the panel was going to -- or the next peer

10 group meeting, you were going to hold the screening

11 interviews the following meeting, after the following peer

12 group meeting.

13 A Right.

14 Q What I'd like to do is have you review this

15 interview schedule and indicate to me if you're familiar

16 with that.

17 A It looks like the approximate schedule we would

18 have used for the interviews that afternoon, to start at

19 about -- I remember there was about 30 minutes up front for

20 the selection board to review questions and discuss the

21 process, and then we started with the interviews of the

22 individuals. I don't remember the order of the individuals

23 being interviewed or anything like that, but you can see we

24 had a full day of interviews.

25 Q Were you present for all those interviews?
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1 A Yes.

2 Q And who else was on the screening panel?

3 A Members of the panel at that time were John Corey,

4 myself, Rick Rogers, corporate technical support

5 representative, and Wilson McArthur and an HR representative

6 was there all the time, and I can't remember anybody else,

7 just an HR rep.

8 Q Mr. Rogers is from the corporate office and can

9 you tell me what his background is?

10 A Well, he is a manager in the -- currently he's at

11 Sequoyah in our engineering group. He was -- had served in

12 that capacity for years at Sequoyah and at that time, I

13 believe he was part of the corporate engineering group,

14 technical support organization in downtown Chattanooga. I

15 had known him for a long time, had a lot of confidence in

16 him in terms of his technical ability and his objectiveness,

17 so I had no problem with him being on the panel.

18 Q Does Mr. Rogers have any chemistry background?

19 A I don't know of any specific chemistry background.

20 Q Okay. And do you know why Mr. Rogers was selected

21 and Mr. Cox was not present on the panel?

22 A Well, to the best of my knowledge, the morning of

23 our meeting, and just prior to the panel, was the first that

24 I became aware that Mr. Cox wasn't going to be there. He

25 told us approximately right at the end of our peer team
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1 meeting that he had a prior commitment and he wasn't going

2 to get to stay and, you know, I kind of hated that because

3 he's a key player and we really wanted him there. I

4 probably knew before that that Rick Rogers was going to be

5 on the panel also, but I may have found out at about that

6 same time, I don't know. Obviously I didn't have a problem

7 with that.

8 Q Can you explain that to me -- you knew at that

9 time, the morning of these interviews that Mr. Rogers was

10 going to be there.

11 A Yes, I think I did.

12 Q Okay.

13 A You know, I'm sure Wilson probably told me that

14 Rick was going to be there on the panel and Jack informed

15 all of us, me for the first time that I became aware that he

16 wasn't going to be there, was just prior to the breakup of

17 our peer team meeting and the start of the interviews.

18 Q Okay. So you knew Mr. Rogers was going to be on

19 the panel prior to knowing Mr. Cox was not going to be on

20 the panel?

21 A Well, I think I did. You know, I wasn't shocked

22 when I walked in the room and there was Rick Rogers sitting

23 there, you know, but I don't remember when I found out Rick

24 was going to be on the panel.

25 Q Okay. So all you knew, the only explanation that
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1 Mr. Cox gave for not being available was he had a prior

2 conflict?

3 A He had a commitment and he couldn't stay, yeah.

4 Q Do you recall what type of -- whether or not you

5 received a personal package on each of the applicants prior

6 to the interviews?

7 A I can't recall.

8 Q Okay. Do you recall reviewing any personal

9 packages on the individuals prior to the interviews?

10 A I really can't recall. I mean we had a -- I know

11 that we had a notebook that had information in it about each

12 of the positions that we were going to be reviewing and we

13 did spend some time reviewing the notebook and the questions

14 that had been put together to ask for the different

15 positions, but I really can't recall if there was any

16 personal information in there on the candidates like, you

17 know, background, experience, degrees and things like that.

18 Q Okay. And do you know who designed the questions

19 for these applicants?

20 A I think they were -- they were reviewed by us, we

21 reviewed the questions, and I think we may have modified --

22 the peer team -- when I say we, it was the peer team. We

23 may have modified a few of the questions before the start of

24 the interviews. I think Wilson probably designed the

25 questions.
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1 Q Okay. But the peer group itself was presented

2 with the questions and you modified them after you received

3 them, but as far as you know, you didn't design the

4 questions yourselves?

5 A I really can't remember designing the questions.

6 I know we could have had any input we wanted into the

7 questions though.

8 Q Okay. You indicated again that Mr. Rogers was

9 identified as going to be on the panel along with you and

10 Mr. Corey. Do you know whether anyone ever considered Mr.

11 Voeller as a possible candidate to sit on the panel?

12 A Not that I know of.

13 Q Okay. Anyone ever mention his name to you as

14 being someone that would be good to have on-the panel?

15 A Not that I can recall.

16 Q Okay. When you were interviewed with the

17 Department of Labor, and I'll just ask if you remember

18 things that you may have said during that interview. I'm

19 not trying to -- I just want you to remember independently

20 of what you may have said during that interview -- but

21 having any discussion during that interview about Cox's

22 support of Mr. Fiser's abilities to fulfill that position,

23 and whether this would make him biased or unbiased to be on

24 the panel?

25 A I don't remember a specific question, but I
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1 probably do -- I think I remember us discussing that as part

2 of the interview.

3 Q Can you tell me a little bit about that? Your

4 discussions.

5 A Well, if I'm not mistaken -- I'll tell you what I

6 know about Cox's statement.

7 Q Okay.

8 A And what I would have told the interviewer, and I

9 think I was asked about it, but I don't remember how the

10 question was phrased.

11 Mr. Cox, when he told us that he was not going to

12 be able to participate, he said basically that Gary had been

13 at Watts Bar, you know, for a pretty good while and helped

14 them go through the startup chemistry there and had done a

15 very good job, and you know, for his two cents worth, he

16 would say he thought Gary was a good person. That's

17 basically it.

18 Q Do you ever recall making any statements wherein

19 you indicated you felt that Cox was not unbiased?

20 A Not unbiased --

21 Q And that since he had voiced his support, that

22 perhaps he wouldn't be a good candidate to be on the panel?

23 A Oh, no. I mean, I would have thought that --

24 because Sam Harvey had worked at Sequoyah, you know, and I

25 wasn't going to let the fact that he worked at Sequoyah bias
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1 the process we were going to go through.

2 Q Okay.

3 A And I wouldn't have thought Jack would have

4 either.

5 Q Okay. That actually was going to be my next

6 question, was your perception of the different panel

7 members, having worked with the individuals, and if that

8 would be a natural --

9 A Bias, so to speak?

10 Q Yeah, I mean there would be a natural bias built

11 in. Not to say maybe that's why those members were picked

12 for that panel was for their own bias, but because of their

13 specific knowledge of these individuals' capabilities.

14 A Well, you know, when you really stop and think

15 about it though, all three of these individuals worked in

16 the corporate office and at times they all three supported

17 any given site. So we could have -- I mean, I could have

18 had Chandra working on a project that was just as important

19 to Sequoyah at a given time as Sam Harvey and maybe Fiser

20 also. So I don't think that was an issue.

21 Q Okay. At any time prior to the interview, was

22 there any suggestion made by anyone that you're aware of or

23 made to you that management was interested in having one

24 person in particular selected for the PWR position?

25 A No.
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1 MS. BENSON: That's basically it. Mr. Marquand,

2 do you have any questions that you'd like to cover.

3 MR. MARQUAND: I had something I wasn't really

4 sure I understood. And maybe it'll be clear in black and

5 white, but I'm not sure I understood the question and the

6 answer. So just to make sure there's not a mistake in

7 there.

8 BY MR. MARQUAND:

9 Q I understand you to say that when the selection

10 review board members were initially selected, that you

11 didn't know of anyone who was not able to be there, is that

12 right?

13 A That's right. I was surprised the morning of the

14 selection process that Cox was not going to be there.

15 Q So subsequent to it initially being set up, you

16 learned that apparently Jack Cox may have had a conflict?

17 A Yeah, that morning, I learned that.

18 Q You were asked about whether -- any past working

19 experience that you might have with any of the individuals

20 -- that you might take that into the interview room with

21 you. Let me ask you, did you take any preconceived notions

22 about your past interfaces with any of the candidates into

23 the interview room with you as a member of the selection

24 review board?

25 A No, I did not.
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1 Q As a philosophical matter, did you make this

2 selection based only on what happened in the interview room?

3 A Well, one, I didn't make the selection.

4 Q Okay, your recommendation.

5 A My ratings --

6 Q Your ratings, okay.

7 A My ratings of the individuals were based solely on

8 the interview questions and their responses to the

9 questions. And the questions were designed to assess the

10 individual's understanding of particular issues that were

11 important to different aspects of the program. And we asked

12 -- all of the candidates were given the same questions

13 exactly the same way. They gave us their answers, we

14 evaluated their answer individually and each of us scored

15 their answer to that question on a scale and we did not

16 compare notes. So I would not have known how anyone else

17 was scoring an individual -- I did not know how anyone else

18 was scoring an individual.

19 Q When you -- okay, let's go this way. You said you

20 didn't know how the other people were scoring the other

21 individuals, but did you, in scoring between one or two or

22 three candidates, did you keep your ratings in front of you

23 so that when you interviewed Fiser, you knew how you had

24 rated Harvey or when you rated Fiser, you knew how you had

25 rated Chandra?
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A I don't think so. I think the process we used --

the process we went through -- was we rated an individual on

one interview and we turned in our rating sheets and we

didn't tally points or add up scores or anything else, we

just simply turned them in; each member turned in their

rating sheets and we brought in the next person.

Q Okay.

A The process was designed to be as objective as

possible.

Q In evaluating the candidates for the chemistry

program manager positions, did you take into account the

fact that Mr. Fiser had filed either historically in 1992 or

'93, whenever it was, a DOL complaint, or that he'd filed a

DOL complaint in 1996?

A No.

Q Did you have any concern about the fairness of the

process?

A No, I thought it was probably one of the cleanest,

most objective processes we had used because, you know, it

was really managed I thought very well.

Q Well, you knew Fiser had previous DOL complaints.

A Yes.

Q Did you have any concern that the process be fair

because of his DOL complaint?

A Well, the only concern I had about the process
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1 being fair -- and it really wasn't that I thought the

2 process might not be fair -- but I didn't want anybody to be

3 able to question the process that we went through, because

4 we wanted it to be objective and we all thought a lot of all

5 of the candidates, you know, they had all supported the

6 sites and we wanted the process to be as clean and objective

7 as possible. So I did ask that Wilson McArthur not

8 participate as a voting member of the review panel, that

9 morning.

10 Q Did he have any input into any of the ratings?

11 A No.

12 Q Did you discuss with him how you should rate any

13 of the individual candidates?

14 A No. We did not discuss -- from the time we

15 started the process, we agreed prior to the selection board

16 convening that Wilson would not have a vote and he would

17 take notes if he desired, but he would not have a vote and

18 he would not turn in scores. And to the best of my

19 knowledge, he had no input.

20 Q You were asked if you had knowledge of Mr. Fiser's

21 '93 complaint and you indicated you had even been

22 interviewed. Did you understand that you had ever been a

23 target or an alleged discriminating official with respect to

24 his '93 complaint?

25 A No.
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1 MR. MARQUAND: That's all I have.

2 BY MS. BENSON:

3 Q I guess the only clarifying point I would ask you

4 is why is it that you did not want Mr. McArthur

5 participating in the panel?

6 A Well, I was aware that there was an outstanding

7 complaint and the complaint, as I understood it, was that

8 the position should not have been advertised to start with.

9 And you know, I thought that it would be better for the

10 process if Wilson did not participate, and we discussed it

11 briefly and Wilson agreed.

12 Q Okay. Had you been informed that Mr. McArthur was

13 a target of this complaint, or just his knowledge of this

14 complaint?

15 A Well, I also had knowledge of it. I didn't think

16 that he was a target, I had not been informed he was a

17 target, but I knew he was a responsible supervisor for the

18 individuals, the individual involved, and I thought, you

19 know, if there is an issue, then it'd be better if Wilson

20 just didn't participate.

21 Q Okay. Were the other board members aware of this

22 outstanding complaint?

23 A I assume so. You know, I don't think it was -- I

24 had known about it for a few weeks at least. I don't

25 remember who told me, maybe Wilson told me, maybe Gary told
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1 me himself, I don't know. But I don't think it was a secret

2 that there was a complaint.

3 MS. BENSON: Okay. I don't have any further

4 questions. Do you have anything that you would like to add

5 to the record yourself?

6 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes, I wanted to go back and

7 talk just about a couple of points that we discussed, just

8 to make sure. You asked a question about my knowledge of

9 Fiser recording things.

10 MS. BENSON: Okay.

11 THE INTERVIEWEE: As best I can recall, at the

12 time we had the selection board, I was not aware of any

13 issues or concerns about Gary having recorded or any

14 allegations that he was recording people in response to his

15 complaint -- or for any other reason.

16 BY MS. BENSON:

17 Q Well, a question I would have before you get off

18 that point is were you never told by Mr. McArthur that Gary

19 had been doing that in his 1993 complaint?

20 A I don't recall that, being told that by Wilson or

21 anybody else.

22 Q Okay. When you answer that way, are you telling

23 me it's possible and you don't remember or that it never

24 happened, that he never told you this?

25 A Well, I don't think he ever told me that, I don't
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1 think I knew it until very recently, was even aware of it

2 until very recently.

3 Q But you're not sure whether he ever told you that

4 or not? I mean, you cannot positively say.

5 A I cannot positively say he didn't tell me, but I

6 certainly can't remember him telling me, and I can't

7 remember knowing that piece of information or being

8 concerned about that bit of information or anything else

9 during this time period.

10 MS. BENSON: Okay.

11 THE INTERVIEWEE: The other issue -- the other

12 question you asked me was related to designing the interview

13 questions. You know, this has been a long time ago, I've

14 slept several times since then. We had input into those

15 questions as a peer team. The input may have been weeks

16 before the process or it may have all been that morning, and

17 I can't recall which. But I wanted to make -- you know, I

18 think we did have input into the questions. I don't think

19 Wilson would have sat in isolation and developed a set of

20 questions he was going to ask the guys, I think he would

21 have given them to us at some point and said would you guys

22 review these and tell me if you want to add anything, and we

23 would have done that. But I can't recall a specific

24 occasion where, you know, we sat down and wrote out the

25 questions or anything else, but --
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1 BY MS. BENSON:

2 Q So would it be fair to say that you don't recall

3 how the questions were designed?

4 A Right, I don't recall.

5 Q That's probably the best way to answer that.

6 A Okay, I don't clearly recall how they were

7 designed, but I feel like I did have input to them. And so

8 I wanted to make sure you were aware of that.

9 MS. BENSON: That's fine, I appreciate it.

10 Just for the record, if you can indicate whether

11 the information you provided today was provided voluntarily

12 and without any threats or coercion from the NRC.

13 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes, information was provided

14 voluntarily and without any threats of coercion of any type

15 from the NRC.

16 MS. BENSON: I appreciate it and thank you for

17 your time.

18 THE INTERVIEWEE: You're welcome.

19 [Whereupon, at 2:36 p.m., the interview was

20 concluded.]
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S

2 [9:30 a.m.]

3 MS. BENSON: For the record, today's date is April

4 20, 1999. The time now is 9:30.

5 I am Special Agent Diana Benson of the NRC Office

6 of Investigations, Atlanta, Georgia and I will be conducting

7 this interview.

8 During this proceeding, which is being recorded

9 for transcription, the NRC Office of Investigations will

10 conduct an interview of Mr. Heyward (H-E-Y-W-A-R-D) R.

11 Rogers, also known as Rick Rogers.

12 This interview pertains to OI Investigation Number

13 2-1998-013.

14 The location of this interview is TVA Lookout

15 Place Building, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

16 Others in attendance in this interview are the

17 court reporter, Mr. J. B. Shelton and also representing both

18 TVA and Mr. Rogers is Mr. Ed Vigluicci, with the Office of

19 General Counsel for TVA.

20 And, Mr. Vigluicci, can you, please, indicate for

21 the record what your presence is here today, please?

22 MR. VIGLUICCI: My name is Ed Vigluicci and I am

23 with the Office of the General Counsel of Knoxville,

24 Tennessee. I am the Senior Nuclear Counsel for TVA Nuclear

25 and I am here to represent Rick Rogers as well as the
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1 interest of Tennessee Valley Authority.

2 MS. BENSON: And, Mr. Rogers, did you voluntarily

3 ask Mr. Vigluicci to represent you here today?

4 MR. ROGERS: Yes, I did.

5 Whereupon

6 HAYWARD "RICK" ROGERS,

7 the Interviewee, was called for examination and, having been

8 first duly sworn, was examined as testified as follows:

9 DIRECT EXAMINATION

10 BY MS. BENSON:

11 Q And if you can give me your full name, please.

12 A My name is Heyward "Rick" Rogers.

13 Q And you date of birth?

14 A

15 Q And you Social Security Number?

16 A

17 Q And prior to going on record, I ask you to read

18 over the Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code

19 regarding material false statement or perjury. Did you read

20 over that and do you understand it?

21 A Yes, I did and I do understand it.

22 Q And also, prior to going on the record, I

23 indicated to you that you were being interviewed as a

24 witness in this investigation, that you are not actually the

25 target in this investigation.
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1 And, one last thing. Prior to going on the

2 record, I also showed you my identification. Can you verify

3 that I did show that to you?

4 A You did show it to me, yes.

5 Q Then we will proceed.

6 What you are being interviewed today about is the

7 1996 Department of Labor Discrimination Complaint filed by

8 Mr. Gary Fiser against TVA concerning the posting of his

9 corporate chemistry position at Chattanooga, Tennessee

10 during the 1996 time frame.

11 Are you aware of the posting of that position in

12 1996?

13 A Yes, I am.

14 Q Can you please provide for me, for the record,

15 your employment history at TVA?

16 A Okay. I have been with TVA over twenty (20)

17 years. I was in construction, initially, and then I moved

18 into power operations. I have worked with Sequoyah Nuclear

19 Plant for most of that career. I spent a year at Watts Bar

20 and I also spent a year in Corporate. I am now back at

21 Sequoyah as the Interples System Engineering Supervisor.

22 Q And what position were you holding during 1996?

23 A I was the Maintenance Support Manager here in the

24 Corporate Office.

25 Q Was that part of the Chemistry Division or not?
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1 A No. It was part of the Operational Support

2 Division, which Chemistry and Maintenance Support was a

3 portion of.

4 Q Can you indicate for me your knowledge and your

5 familiarity with Mr. Gary Fiser.

6 A Gary Fiser was a Chemistry Manager and Supervisor

7 at Sequoyah when I was working at Sequoyah, prior to my

8 coming down to Chattanooga.

9 Q And what time frame was that?

10 A It was either in the late '80's or the early

11 '90's, I don't remember the exact years. But, I was either

12 working in Operations or Engineering and he was the

13 Chemistry Supervisor in that time frame.

14 Q Were you in separate groups at that time or were

15 you just counterparts or were you - -

16 A Counterparts in separate groups.

17 Q Were you interviewed previously by TVA OIG

18 concerning this Department of Labor Complaint by Mr. Fiser?

19 A No. I don't believe that I have been interviewed

20 by OIG, that I remember.

21 Q Have you ever provided an affidavit concerning

22 this investigation?

23 A It was the OIG, it is a record of an interview. I

24 have a copy of it here. It looks like -

25 MR. VIGLUICCI: I think that is the date of the
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1 actual interview.

2 THE INTERVIEWEE: August 23, 1996, it looks like.

3 BY MS. BENSON:

4 Q Do you recall that interview independent of the

5 paperwork that you have in front of you?

6 A Not at this particular moment, I don't. It was a

7 telephone interview.

8 MS. BENSON: What I would like to do is, maybe, to

9 go off the record for just a few minutes to give you an

10 opportunity to read over that. The time now is 9:36 a.m.

11 [Discussion off the record.]

12 MS. BENSON: The time now is 9:37 a.m.

13 BY MS. BENSON:

14 Q You indicated that, after looking at the

15 paperwork, that you were, in fact, interviewed, although

16 telephonically by OIG, is that correct?

17 A That is correct.

18 Q What was the date of that interview?

19 A August 23, 1996.

20 Q And, then, you also provided an affidavit

21 concerning this investigation, a separate affidavit, where

22 you were actually sworn to your testimony.

23 A I believe that Mr. Vigluicci did send me one, but

24 I don't have one in front of me.

25 MR. VIGLUICCI: A sworn affidavit?
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THE INTERVIEWEE: I don't recall if we have one or

not.

MR. VIGLUICCI: The only thing that I have, Diana,

is his record of interview with the OIG.

THE INTERVIEWEE: That is all that I recall.

BY MS. BENSON:

Q Were you interviewed by anybody else concerning

this investigation, like the Department of Labor?

A Not that I am aware of.

Q Okay, so, the only interview that you have

undergone was -

A Was this one here on the OIG.

Q What I would like for you to do is to just look at

this very briefly. This is a Declaration of Hayward R.

Rogers before the Office Of Administrative Law Judges. It

is date stamped January 20, 1998 and it is signed by you on

the 15th of January.

A I remember somebody sending me something, but I

don't have it here in my package here.

Yes. I did sign this. This is my signature and I

did make this statement.

Q Was that prepared for you?

A Yes, it was sent to me as part of a conversation

that I had with someone. I really don't recall who it was

at the time.
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1 Q Was that somebody with TVA or outside of TVA?

2 A I don't remember.

3 Q Okay. Did somebody call you about that or has it

4 just been too long?

5 A It has been a while. I don't remember. I think

6 that someone called me or sent me an E-mail or something.

7 Q How did you give them the information to put into

8 that deposition?

9 A It would have been a phone call. I don't

10 remember, personally, talking to anyone, that I recall. I

11 think Ed is the only one that I have really spoke to about

12 any of this information, other than this interview with OIG.

13 Q And you indicated that you were not interviewed by

14 the Department of Labor.

15 A I don't remember being interviewed by them.

16 Q Okay. I know that it has been a while ago that we

17 are talking of, 1996.

18 A I do remember this. I thought it came from Ed,

19 but I guess it didn't.

20 MR. VIGLUICCI: No. It did not come from me. It

21 looks like something that came from our office. The office

22 prepares these affidavits for the witnesses in these various

23 cases. Most likely, it was prepared by our office.

24 BY MS. BENSON:

25 Q So, right now, what we have is just the
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1 Declaration that was prepared for you and also the interview

2 that you had with the OIG. And, that is all that you recall

3 being interviewed about?

4 A Yes.

5 Q Until today?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Okay, Going to this Screening Panel that was held

8 for selection of the candidates in the Corporate Chemistry

9 Positions and, I guess, other positions on that particular

10 day. Do you recall when that was?

11 A According to the records that I have in front of

12 me, it was July 18, 1996.

13 Q What I will ask you to do is, you know, try to

14 remember things independently from the paperwork that you

15 have in front of you and if you have difficulty, then you

16 can look through there.

17 A Okay.

18 Q But, first, try to remember independently of that.

19 And, you did participate in the Screening Panel

20 for the interviews that were conducted?

21 A Yes, I did.

22 Q How did you get selected to participate in this

23 Screening Panel?

24 A Wilson McArthur, who was one of my peers, came by

25 and asked me if I could support him in the interview
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1 process.

2 Q The Panel being held on July 18, that you just

3 indicated to me, do you remember when he approached you and

4 asked you to be a member of this?

5 A It was a day or two before that, a couple of days

6 before.

7 Q And, when he spoke to you, was it in person or

8 telephonically?

9 A In person.

10 Q And what did he indicate to you during that

11 conversation?

12 A That he was having an Interview Board and he

13 needed some support and wanted to know if I could support

14 him in that interview process.

15 Q Did he give you any kind of information regarding

16 the candidates prior to the interview?

17 A Prior to going into the interview, it may have

18 been the same day of the interview, he gave us a notebook

19 that had all of the interview's resumes and the

20 questionnaire sheets.

21 Q So, the only package that you got was the package

22 for the Screening Panel and that notebook was specifically

23 for you to use for all of the different candidates?

24 A Yes.

25 Q Do you recall what was inside that notebook?
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A As I said, I believe there was resumes for each of

the candidates and a questionnaire sheet for each of the

candidates and a grading sheet.

Q Do you remember whether there was any other

materials, such as resumes or evaluations or anything like

that?

A Resumes. I think I said that there were resumes

of the candidates.

Q And, what about vacancy announcements or job

descriptions?

A Job descriptions for each of the positions are

typically in there. I assume that they were in there. I

can't remember exactly what was in the page, but, typically,

what we put in those are the job description, a listing of

the candidates and their resumes and usually the questions

that are going to be asked.

Q How many Screening Panels have you sat on before,

prior to this one?

A Probably two or three.

Q Can you remember specific ones that you have sat

on before?

A Since that time or prior to that time?

Q Prior to that time.

A Not any specific ones, but I have sat on some, but

not any specific ones.
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1 Q And, so the notebooks that the panel members are

2 given prior to the interviews, you said that those were

3 given to you the day of the Screening Panel?

4 A As I recall.

5 Q Where were those interviews held?

6 A Here at the Central Office. I believe it was

7 either Blue Ridge, like the fourth floor on the east side of

8 the building.

9 Q And who else was on the Screening Panel?

10 A Wilson was there. Of course, he was the

11 Responsible Manager of the position. There was a guy from

12 Brown's Ferry, James Corey. There was a guy from Sequoyah,

13 Charles Kent. There was myself. And, that's all the ones

14 that I remember.

15 Q Just based on previous interviews that I have

16 conducted, there was a Peer Group Meeting among the managers

17 prior to the Screening Panel being held, were you a

18 participant in that Peer Group Meeting?

19 A No, not part of the Peer Group.

20 Q When did you arrive? I mean, how much time

21 transpired between the time that you arrived and the time

22 that they started?

23 A It was probably within fifteen (15) or twenty (20)

24 minutes before the start of the interviews.

25 Q Were the other members aware that you were going
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to be a member of the panel?

A I don't know if they were aware or not.

Q Did they seem surprised when you walked in that

morning?

A Well, it was in the afternoon.

Q Okay.

A I don't think that they seemed surprised. I knew

them.

Q You said that you had previously worked with Mr.

Fiser out at Sequoyah or that you were both working at

Sequoyah during a certain period of time. What time frame

was that, again, please?

A Late '80's or early '90's. I don't remember

exactly the years.

Q And the position that Mr. Fiser was holding out

there at Sequoyah, at that time, was - ?

A Chemistry Manager.

Q And were you there when Mr. Fiser - were you at

Sequoyah when Mr. Fiser was transferred back to Corporate?

A I may have been at Sequoyah. I don't remember

when Gary got transferred. I knew that he took a job in

Corporate. I didn't know that he transferred. I just knew

that he took a job in Corporate.

Q Were you at Corporate at the time or at Sequoyah

at the time, do you recall?
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A If you can tell me what year it is, I can tell you

where I was.

Q We are probably looking at '93.

A '93, I was still at Sequoyah.

Q Were you knowledgeable of the first Complaint that

Mr. Fiser had filed to the Department of Labor, a Complaint

back in 1993?

A No.

Q So, even though you were out at Sequoyah, you

didn't have knowledge that he had filed a Complaint?

A No.

Q Were you aware that he had filed a Complaint

regarding the posting of his position or the position that

he was holding in Corporate in 1996?

A No.

Q So, the morning of the Panel, are you stating that

you had no knowledge of either Complaint?

A No. I was not aware of any DOL Complaint of any

sort or any kind that Gary had or any other member on the

interviews.

Q What do you mean, other Panel Members or other

interviewees?

A I am not aware of any from any of them,

interviewees.

Q So, you didn't realize any of them were involved
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in any kind of DOL Complaint?

A No.

Q And you were not informed by this by either

Charles Kent or Mr. McArthur or anyone else?

A No.

Q Did you know Mr. Bill Jocker?

A Bill Jocker, yes, briefly. I knew who he was and

had conversations with him.

Q Was he also out at Sequoyah during the time frame

that you were there?

A He was like an Interim Chemistry Manager for a

while.

Q Were you aware of his DOL Complaint against TVA?

A Yes. I am aware of it. I don't know if it was

before or after this interview, but, yes, I am aware of it.

It was probably before this interview.

Q And how did you become aware of that?

A It was in the newspaper and it was pretty much the

rumor mill.

Q Had you ever been told that Mr. Fiser had been

secretly tape recording individuals, including Mr. McArthur,

Mr. Easley or anyone else?

A No.

Q Have you ever heard that before?

A No.
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1 Q Can you, basically, tell me what your educational

2 background is? I did not cover that with you initially.

3 A I have a Mechanical Engineering Degree from UTC.

4 Q And UTC being?

5 A University of Tennessee at Chattanooga.

6 Q That is for the people that are not from

7 Tennessee.

8 Do you have any kind of nuclear chemistry

9 background or training?

10 A No, nothing other than what I have got as part of

11 Shift Technical Advisor training and they-usually give you a

12 week or two training and chemistry is part of that. And, of

13 course, I've had chemistry in college and high school and

14 those type of things.

15 Q So, basically, your expertise is in engineering?

16 A That is right.

17 Q Is that correct?

18 A Mechanical engineering.

19 MS. BENSON: I am going to turn it over to Mr.

20 Vigluicci and ask him if he has any questions.

21 MR. VIGLUICCI: Not at this point. Can we take a

22 little break? Does this signal the end of your interview?

23 MS. BENSON: It is coming to a close. But, we

24 will take a short break here. The time now is 9:51 a.m.

25 [Discussion off the record.]
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1 MS. BENSON: Mr. Vigluicci and Mr. Rogers have

2 returned, so we will go back on the record.

3 MR. VIGLUICCI: Thanks, Diana, for that

4 opportunity to talk with Rick. I just have a couple of

5 clarifying questions and then, I think, that is all that I

6 have. You can finish up from there.

7 BY MR. VIGLUICCI:

8 Q Rick, Diana was asking about, in so far as, the

9 interview sessions with the candidates in this Screening

10 Review Board, you said that you had a set of questionnaires

11 that you asked each of the candidates? How did those

12 questionnaires, you know - - do you know how those

13 questionnaires came into play and how they were used in the

14 interview session?

15 A The questions were given to us as part of the

16 notebook by Wilson McArthur.

17 Q And how did you use those questionnaires?

18 A The questions were divided up among the

19 interviewers and each of us asked certain questions. We all

20 agreed that each question as we saw the interviewee ask or

21 answer the question and I graded the questions based on what

22 he said. And, I tried to document that on my interview

23 sheets.

24 Q You kept interview sheets for each one of the

25 them?
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I OA I kept interview sheets for each one and made my

2 comments on each interview sheet. And, then, after each

3 interview, I graded them, based on how I perceived that they

4 did, how they answered the questions technically and how

5 comfortable they were with the subjects. And, then, each of

6 the interview sheets were turned in to the manager, which

7 was Wilson McArthur.

8 Q You mentioned before that you had some previous

9 working relationships with Gary Fiser at Sequoyah when he

10 was in the Chemistry Manager Position. What was your

11 overall impression of his work at that time?

12 A I found that Gary was very effective in his work.

13 I thought he did a good job as Chemistry Manager at

14 Sequoyah. He brought a lot to the table. He had a lot of

15 background in secondary side chemistry and I thought he did

16 a good job for us.

17 Q When you did the interview session that particular

18 day and you had the interview sheets in front of you, what

19 types of things did you consider when you were scoring them?

20 A I looked at how they technically answered the

21 questions. I looked at how each of the individuals

22 addressed the Board, whether they were comfortable - that

23 is, straight forward with their questions. Did they beat

24 around the bush, if you would. I graded each score based on

25 their approach to their answers.
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1 Q I know it has been a while, you know, since that

2 Screening Review Board, do you remember what your overall

3 impression was, in so far as, Gary and his performance that

4 day at the Screening Review Board?

5 A I was a little surprised that Gary didn't come

6 across technically stronger than he did in the interview.

7 Looking back at my notes from that time frame and recalling

8 that particular interview, Gary was not technically as sharp

9 as I expected him to be in that interview. He did not

10 answer some of the questions correctly. I was surprised,

11 because I think that he is sharper than that.

12 Q Of the individuals who were in that interview

13 session, I am talking about the interviewees, what was your

14 familiarity with each one of them and who did you know the

15 best?

16 A I probably knew Gary the best, because I had

17 worked with him at Sequoyah. He was in chemistry, as I

18 mentioned earlier, and I was in another department. I had

19 met and had had a couple of meetings, I guess at different

20 times, with Sam Harvey.

21 There was an Indian gentleman, who kind of worked

22 mostly at Brown's Ferry. I had never really met him, other

23 than when I was in Corporate. I knew who he was, but I

24 really hadn't had any interface with him. For shorthand, we

25 referred to him as Chandra.
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1 MS. BENSON: Is that Chandra Sekeran?

2 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes.

3 MR. VIGLUICCI: I don't have anything else for,

4 Rick.

5 BY MS. BENSON:

6 Q Mr. Rogers, you indicated that during the

7 interview process, you were not - you were kind of surprised

8 with Mr. Fiser's responses. Was it his answers that you

9 were surprised with or how he came across or can you

10 describe that in better detail?

11 A Just the technical content of his answers. It was

12 not what I expected from Gary. Like I said, I had seen Gary

13 at work at Sequoyah and he seemed to be technically very

14 competent. He did not answer the questions technically

15 accurately as I would have expected him to do.

16 Q What was his emotional state, appear to you that

17 day?

18 A He appeared very calm.

19 Q Attitude. What was his attitude like?

20 A He seemed to be relaxed, in the interview. I

21 think that I made some notes to that effect on one of my

22 interview sheets. If I may refer to it?

23 Q Yes, you can. Go ahead.

24 A I had made a note that he was over gregarious and

25 not really coming to the point. He had trouble staying
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focused on one issue, one question. I had made some overall

comments at that time, that he was not - technically, he was

not clear on addressing issues and I had listed a couple of

issues; chemistry indexing and denting. Communication wise,

I said that he was long winded and not to the point. That

was some of the comments that I had noted on my sheet here.

Q Since you didn't have knowledge of his DOL

Complaint and his emotional state at that time, you know,

how was he in relation to the other interviewees as far as

attitude goes?

A Attitude. I mean, he come in like he was ready to

interview. Again, he seemed - what appeared to be - relaxed

in the interview. Technically, he wasn't as sharp as the

others and I was surprised at him not being as technically

sharp.

Q Did he seem to be taking this seriously at all, do

you recall?

A I assumed that he was. He was in an interview for

a job.

Q But, you were saying that he was gregarious and

everything.

A He was relaxed in the interview.

Q I know that you can't answer his state of mind at

the time, but, you know, appearances to you.

A I do recall that he kind of laid back in his chair
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1 when he answered questions. He did not present himself as I

2 would have expected in an interview, maybe.

3 Q And how were the other two candidates?

4 A More formal, I guess, is the best way to say it.

5 They appeared to be more formal and direct to the point.

6 Again, I can refer back to my comments, I guess.

7 Mr. Harvey was interviewed. I had made a note

8 that he appeared very confident and that he was technically

9 sound, good verbal skills.

10 Mr. Chandra - had made a comment - good

11 communication skills.

12 Evidently, by looking at my notes, Mr. Chandra

13 interviewed, both, for a BWR Position and a PWR Position.

14 So, I had two sets of grading scores.

15 Q And for the record, can you, please, identify what

16 PWR and BWR are?

17 A Pressurized Water Reactor for PWR and Boiling

18 Water Reactor for BWR.

19 Q Okay. Thank you.

20 And prior to doing these interviews, at any time,

21 were you allowed or given copies of any of these

22 individual's past performance evaluations?

23 A No.

24 Q Not in the last two or three year evaluations?

25 A No.
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1 Q At any time, did anyone indicate to you that they

2 wanted you to select one candidate over the other?

3 A No.

4 Q Did they indicate that they were kind of leaning

5 towards one person because of their technical competence or

6 anything else?

7 A No. I graded each individual based on the answers

8 that they gave in the interview.

9 Q So, at no point, prior to the interview, were you

10 told that they were interested in having one person selected

11 for the PWR or the BWR Positions?

12 A No.

13 MS. BENSON: Basically, I guess that is all that I

14 have.

15 Do you have anything further?

16 MR. VIGLUICCI: No, I don't have anything further.

17 Rick, is there anything else that you need to

18 elaborate on?

19 THE INTERVIEWEE: I have nothing else.

20 MS. BENSON: I would just like to close the

21 interview out by asking whether the information that you

22 have provided today was provided voluntarily and without

23 threat or coercion by an employee of the NRC?

24 THE INTERVIEWEE: It was.

25 MS. BENSON: Okay. And that should conclude the
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1

2

3

interview. The time now is 10:08 and I appreciate your time

today.

[Whereupon, at 10:08 a.m., the interview was

4

5
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concluded.]
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P R 0 C E E D I N G S

[1:22 p.m.]

MS. BENSON: For the record, today's date is

September 11th, 1998. The time now is 1:22 p.m.

I am Special Agent Diana Benson of the NRC Office

of Investigations, Region II, Atlanta, Georgia, and I will

be conducting this interview.

During this proceeding, which is being recorded

for transcription, the NRC Office of Investigations will

conduct an interview of . The spelling of

Is last name is .

This interview pertains to OI Investigation Number

2-98-013.

The location of this interview is UWA���

M��
MS. BENSON:

That's the home address.

Okay. Can you --

The present address is

MS. BENSON:

no, I did not ask you.

your testimony today?

MR. _ :

MS. BENSON:

Okay. I had asked you earlier -- oh,

Would you mind if I swore you to

Sure. Go right ahead.

If you will raise your right hand.

Whereupon,
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2 the Interviewee, was called for examination and, having been

3 first duly sworn was examined and testified as follows:

4 DIRECT EXAMINATION

5 BY MS. BENSON:

6 Q If you will provide me with your full name,

7 please?

8 A .

9 Q Can you spell your middle name, please?

10 A

11 Q And your date of birth?

12 A

13 Q Social Security Number?

14 A

15 Q Okay. I asked you earlier if you

16 would read over Section 1001 of the Title 18 of the United

17 States Code, and did you read that for me?

18 A Yes, ma'am. I read it and I understand it.

19 Q Okay -- then that should be it.

20 Earlier also, what we had discussed is the focus

21 of this interview today is going to be the action taken

22 against Mr. Gary Pfizer, who was an employee in the

23 Chemistry Department at TVA. In 1995 he -- his position he

24 was holding was posted and he was not selected for that

25 position and is no longer employed with TVA.
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1 Now if you can explain -- first of all, give me

2 basically your employment history in the past with TVA.

3 A I was employed by TVA as

4 L

5 I remained with TVA

6 through ,at which

7 time I left.

8 Q Okay, and did you hold that position at TVA the

9 whole time you were employed with them?

10 A I did. Most of it was downtown, except for a

11

12 Q When was the date of your

13 A It was in .

14 Q And just a second ago you mentioned that most of

15 your employment was downtown. Where is downtown?

16 A In Chattanooga.

17 Q In Chattanooga, Tennessee, okay, and how long were

18 you ?

19 A That was a , the terms of which

20 were written out on paper __,

21 Gary being the , and signed

22 by Mr. Joseph Bynam -- Bynam.

23 Q Okay. Did you give me the dates of that rotation?

24 A I believe.

25 Q Okay, and so you came back to -- downtown to
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1 Chattanooga in

2 A Approximately -- the , yes. I

3 don't know the exact date.

4 Q And you also indicated that this was a written

5 agreement signed by Mr. Bynam and that Mr. Pfizer also had

6 this written down?

7 A Yes. I saw his copy.

8 Q Okay.

9 A And I think I still have mine.

10 Q Can you give me just a brief history of what was

11 going on and the reasons for the ?

12 A Gary had done an assessment of the chemistry

13 organization prior to an INPO evaluation. Don Adams and Jim

14 Bates, who at that time

15 just before also participated in

16 that assessment.

17 The assessment was very comprehensive, very

18 detailed and it painted a particularly unflattering picture

19 of the Chemistry program at that point in time and it was

20 readily discernable by even an untrained eye that there were

21 some significant problems in Chemistry.

22 I later found out that Gary, once that memo had

23 been published -- it was an interoffice memo -- Gary and Don

24 Adams had been summoned down to the Plant Manager's office

25 and their jobs had basically been threatened by this man for
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1 publishing this thing.

2 Gary subsequently was transferred from his

3 position into Outage Management.

4 Q How long after he published this interoffice memo

5 did that occur?

6 A I'm reasonably certain that it occurred, you know,

7 within a few months -- very shortly thereafter. I don't

8 think there was a lot of time. I am a little hazy on the

9 dates, but I know he spent the next year in Outage Planning

10 because when I arrived at TVA he was in Outage Planning. He

11 was not in Chemistry. His second-in-command, Rob Ritchey,

12 was Acting Chemistry Manager.

13 Q And can you spell Mr. Ritchey's last name for me,

14 please?

15 A I believe it's R-i-t-c-h-e-y.

16 At the end of Gary's one-year rotational

17 assignment in Outage Planning, he was rotated back into

18 Chemistry and a month didn't even pass by when it was

19 suggested and

20 |

21 Q And who suggested this?

22 A Wilson McArthur contacted me and told me that

23 Management wanted to see this happen.

24 Q Do you know what Management he was talking about?

25 A He was talking about Joe Bynam.
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1 Q Okay. Did he specifically tell you that it was

2 Mr. Barnham that was --

3 A Yes -- Bynam and Keuter.

4 Q Okay, and can you spell me Mr. Bynam's and Mr.

5 Keuter's last names, please?

6 A Bynam is B-y-n-a-m, and Keuter is K-e-u-t-e-r.

7 It seemed kind of strange to me that, you know,

8 they wanted to rotate this man again, but I really didn't

9 have a lot of facts to work with at that point. I had some,

10 but not all.

11 When I got out there I came in possession of

12 this --

13 Q When you went out to

14 A

15 Q Okay.

16 A When I got out to this letter, this

17 interoffice memo that Gary had written, came into my

18 possession, and when I saw the things that he reported I

19 began to, you know, get a feel for, you know, why he was

20 transferred out, especially when you coupled that with Mr.

21 McGrath's attitude toward him.

22 Q Can you explain Mr. McGrath's attitude towards

23 him?

24 A Well, it was very volatile before this meeting

25 that was held with Wilson McArthur, an independent
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1 consultant whose name escapes me, and Mr. McGrath.

2 Q What position was Mr. McGrath holding at the time?

3 A I don't know. I don't remember the title but

4 Wilson McArthur was his direct report.

5 Q Okay. Was Mr. McArthur -- I mean -- I'm sorry,

6 Mr. McGrath, was he in the position of Chairman of the

7 Nuclear Safety Review Board at the time?

8 A Yes, he was.

9 Q And I'm sorry, I keep interrupting you, I

10 understand, but can you tell me the spelling of Mr.

11 McGrath's last name?

12 A It's M-c G-r-a-t-h.

13 Q And what about Mr. McArthur?

14 A M-c A-r-t-h-u-r.

15 Q Okay, and can you go ahead and explain to me about

16 the relationship between Mr. Pfizer and Mr. McGrath?

17 A Well, I knew before the meeting with Gary Pfizer

18 what McGrath's attitude was. It was very volatile and I

19 knew something bad was going to happen. I wasn't sure, you

20 know, to what extent, but I went to Gary before the meeting

21 and my advice to Gary was to not confront Mr. McGrath, not

22 argue with him, just to sit and listen and accept whatever

23 it was that he had to say, because his disposition was

24 extreme at that point.

25 Q Okay. Was this meeting that you had, was that
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1 concerning the list of items that Mr. Pfizer had come up

2 with as far as problems at Sequoyah?

3 A No. It wasn't. As I say, Gary had just rotated

4 back into that position. This was a normally scheduled NSRB

5 board meeting and they go around to all the department heads

6 and Gary was at that time on the list to be interviewed, so

7 it was nothing out of the ordinary at that point except for

8 McGrath's attitude -- and during the meeting it was fairly

9 confrontational.

10 Gary was being asked to do some things that he

11 didn't have the resources to do and, you know, he very

12 candidly told McGrath that and wasn't about to try and do

13 them unless he had the resources to do it.

14 Q What kind of things was he being asked to do?

15 A Gosh -- the one thing that I can recall, which

16 took considerable time to do, was enter all the data,

17 chemistry data, into a graphing system that would

18 graphically display all the parameters that you measure in

19 the plant. It consumed an enormous amount of time and a

20 body or two bodies to do it Gary just couldn't afford to

21 spare.

22 As I came to know later, I understand -- I know

23 why he took that approach. I, myself, when I was

24 there --

25 Q -
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1 A At was not given adequate resources and

2 Gary was requesting resources they weren't going to give him

3 and he was frustrated with it and was not about to take the

4 blame for something that he wasn't responsible for, and that

5 is what I think excited McGrath and angered McGrath, that

6 Gary wasn't willing to just roll over and take it.

7 Q Okay. On this -- previous to this, he had

8 identified these other items, other programs in the program

9 and I think this long list of items that he had identified.

10 You mentioned that he had written an interoffice memorandum.

11 Do you know whether that ever got reported beyond a memo?

12 A No, it wouldn't have.

13 Q Okay.

14 A But once it goes in as a memo, it kind of

15 disappears. Now you told me that he entered the stuff on

16 Troy but that really doesn't mean anything to me. They are

17 not going to treat that honestly. They'll just write the

18 things off on Troy.

19 The only way, and I'll direct this criticism

20 directly at Gary -- Gary made a mistake in not documenting

21 it the way it should have been documented. Those issues

22 should have gone into the formal corrective action program.

23 I think he didn't do it because he knew that if he

24 did it, it would cost him his job.

25 Q And do you know what happened as a result of this
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1
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list of problems that he came up with?

A Oh, yes. It got buried. None of those issues

were ever addressed.

When I took there's a laundry

list of things I use to evaluate a program, and in addition

to using that laundry list what I will do is I will go back

and look at all the pertinent documentation that is in the

file from NRC, from INPO, from inhouse QA, whatever. I put

all that together -- NRC hits, INPO hits, American Nuclear

hits, inhouse QA hits and there were some similar items that

groups like QA, the NMRG -- Nuclear Management Review Group,

ORR -- Operational Readiness Review Group identified that

were never resolved and were brought up in subsequent audits

by the same organizations and never closed out.

Gary brought up some of the same issues -- never

closed out, and

Gary's memo and looked at it, there was a recurring theme

there, and that recurring theme was they're not going to

address your issues.

Q Okay, so anyway, you for the

A Uh-huh.

Q -- period of time, and what happened after that

period of time?

A downtown
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and --

Q

A

And that position again was?

Q Okay. Would you have been with Mr. Pfizer at that

point? Would you, once you

were you o

A Yes. Gary was still there and I got instructions

from Wilson McArthur that Sequoyah wanted him fired.

Wilson --

Q Did Wilson ask you to tell you -- or tell you to

fire him after you or before

A No. No, this was and

Wilson didn't to fire him. He said

that Sequoyah wanted him fired.

Q Okay.

A And my response to that was that I was not going

to participate in anything like that. Even if I were given

direct instructions, and I used those words, that I would

not participate in it because it was not -- there was no

basis for it.

This man's evaluations were outstanding. You know,

he'd gotten raises, bonuses. I was familiar with his

paperwork . I knew who he was and what he
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1 was and I said this is not right and I don't want any part

2 of it, and then instead.

3 Q Okay, and this is -- going back, he said that

4 Sequoyah or Mr. McArthur said that Sequoyah wanted him

5 fired. Did he say who at Sequoyah wanted him to be fired?

6 A No.

7 Q Okay -- he just said Management at Sequoyah wanted

8 him fired?

9 A Uh-huh.

10 Q Now after this issue was resolved, as far you

11 indicated youo how long after that

12 did they come to ?

13 A I don't think it was -- probably two weeks,

14 somewhere around there, and at that point in time also I had

15 a conversation with Ben Easley and I told Ben that this

16 wasn't right, even RIFing him wasn't right.

17 Q When did you have the conversation with

18

19 A Oh -- it was probably a week before a came back

20 to me and told me that I was next.

21 Q Okay. Can you give me the spelling of_

22 name?

23 A m
24 Q Okay. So he first talked to you about the RIF,

25 had he indicated anything more to you?
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1 A No.

2 Q Had ever mentioned to you

3 were on some kind of a hit list?

4 A Yes.

5 Q Okay. When did that conversation take place?

6 A This was after I

7 _ I had asked Ben -- it was probably a week before they

8 I asked Ben, I said, Ben, this isn't right.

9 I said God, , I said, I

10 want you to come and tell me that it's going to happen, and

11 he agreed he would do that, and it wasn't a week that went

12 by when he came back and said that -- that wanted

13 , get rid of him and

14

15 So at that point I went to Wilson McArthur and I

16 demanded to see Kingsley and he said that was not possible

17 and I said I want to see Keuter -- that wasn't possible.

18 Then they changed their minds. I went down to see

19 Keuter and I said I want to go see Oliver and get this

20 straightened out and he said you don't understand, you don't

21 have any options, so I said, you know, transfer me over to

22 Fossil. You know, I understand that I don't have any

23 options, it's this way, but I -- and I said fine, you know,

24 I'll take them to court.

25 Q Okay. Now at that -- were you involved in the
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1 Mr. Pfizer?

2 A [Inaudible.]

3 Q Okay, and that was at whose direction?

4 A Wilson McArthur's.

5 Q Okay. Were there any other positions available --

6 A Yes.

7 Q -- that he could have filled?

8 A Yes, there was. There was a PG, Program Manager's

9 position. I forget whether it was a PG-8 or 9.-at the time.

10 I said to Wilson that, you know, this guy is acceptable to

11 me, and I think even Harvey made that statement to Wilson.

12 I said he is certainly acceptable to me.

13

14

15 Q Okay, and you were at the Corporate, you were the

16 at that time andd

17 ?

18 A A comparable position to the one

19

20 Q Okay.

21 A I had two -- let's see,

22 . had transferred out to

23 Sequoyah, so that position became open, and that is the

24 position Gary.

25 Q Who filled Pfizer's position at Sequoyah?
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1 A Goodrich.

2 Q Okay, and what did Mr. McArthur say about you

3 putting Mr. Pfizer in the position there at Corporate?

4 A As I recall, the -- you know, that wasn't an

5 alternative. They wanted him RIFed and that was that.

6 Q And was he RIFed from that position

7-

8 A Yes.

9 Q Okay.

10 A Yes.

11 Q So did he, at that point he went into Employee

12 Transition --

13 A Yes. By the way, I also

14 and they refused that.

15 Q Okay -- and what was the date of

16 A I want to say it was when they told

17 me about it. I don't know what the actual recorded date is.

18 Q Who was in during this

19 timeframe?

20 A

21

22 Q And was o ut there at the time?

23 A That I left?

24 Q Uh-huh.

25 A No. _ had . They terminated iin
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1 , I believe.

2 Q When you were

3 what was McArthur's feelings about Pfizer?

4 A To tell the truth, I -- what I remember is that

5 Gary had done the job that Wilson wanted. Gary called me

6 and told me that he got a pretty decent review from Wilson

7 and at that same time Keuter came in and instructed Wilson

8 and Easley that, one, he was not going to receive a bonus,

9 and two, they were going to change his evaluation. That's

10 what I recall -- you know, he had done the job and gotten a

11 pretty fair evaluation, but for whatever reasons Keuter

12 marched into Wilson's office and said this is the way it's

13 going to go, so, you know, if Wilson did his evaluation,

14 Wilson must have been happy with him.

15 Q Well, was anyone else present with you when you

16 spoke to

17 A No. No, it was . The

18 conversation took place in my office.

19 When e informed me of what they were going to

20 do, , if this was the

21 type of thing and he said most

22 assuredly to me, and at that point, you know, I decided I

23 was going to pursue it.

24 Q I want to go into some of the other individuals

25 that were working in the Corporate Chemistry office at the
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1 time -- in _ when Pfizer from that one

2 position.

3 Are you -- do you have knowledge of Sam Harvey?

4 A I do.

5 Q Okay, and Sam Harvey was holding what position?

6 A Program Manager.

7 Q And how long had you known Sam Harvey?

8 A I had known Sam Harvey r

9 him,

10 Q Okay.

11 A to come

12 down there. He was -- it was essentially a pretty good

13 promotion for him. It took him into a Management position

14 that was a fairly decent-paying job, and when

15

16 Q Do you remember ever having any conversations with

17 McArthur about Mr. Harvey at a point when you were

18 considering transferring Harvey out to Sequoyah or any

19 conversations with Wilson McArthur about Sam Harvey?

20 A No. I know that

21

22

23 Q Okay.

24 A I was pretty unhappy with

25i_
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1 Q Do you ever recall McArthur telling you that he

2 felt that Sam Harvey was a weak Manager?

3 A The only conversation I had with Wilson that I

4 recall about Sam, Wilson came to me one day -- this is early

5 on. -- perhaps maybe the first

6 six months he was there, and he, Sam and Wilson, hadn't

7 established the rapport that they presently enjoy.

8 Wilson came to me and told me that Sam was not a

9 team player.

10 Q Okay.

11 A And he said I am giving you this information and

12 you can do with it as you want, and I went to Sam and I told

13 Sam I had this conversation with Wilson. I said you've got

14 a serious problem which you need to resolve because he 
said

15 you weren't a team player. I don't know the whys and

16 wherefores but you have got to resolve it. That was a

17 mistake.

18 Q Okay. Is this -- at

19 the time? What position?

20 A Downtown.

21 Q Okay -- when, and I don't know that I really

22 established this on the recording, but when you were in your

23 position at Corporate downtown, where was Mr. McArthur in

24 relation to you in the chain of command?

25 A I was the . He
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1 at that time was the Manager over the Chemistry organization

2 and the Health Physics organization.

3 Q In 1996 when Mr. Pfizer was required to compete

4 for the position because of the reorganization and the

5 downsizing, he applied -- there was, let's see -- Mr.

6 McArthur allegedly picked three individuals to be on this

7 interview board, just screening the different candidates

8 that would be applying for the positions both through

9 members of the board -- Charles Kent, John Cory and Haywood

10 Rogers.

11 Are you familiar with any of those board members?

12 A

13_

14 Q Okay. There was also numerous people that were

15 applying for the position but I think the main individuals

16 in competition for the three positions -- for the one power

17 position they were looking at Mr. Pfizer and Mr. Harvey. In

18 the other, Boiling Water position they were looking at

19 Chandra. Can you tell me Chandra's last name?

20 A It's Dr. E. S. Chandra-Sekaran. I don't even know

21 his first name.

22 Q Okay, and do you know how to spell that last name?

23 A Yes. C-h-a-n-d-r-a S-e-k-a-r-a-n and he has

24 always gone by the nickname of Chandra.

25 Q Okay -- so that is how we will refer to him if we
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1 discuss him any further on tape. Now according to the

2 information I have reviewed so far, it appears that Chandra

3 had the experience in boiling water reactors and Harvey

4 had -- Harvey and Pfizer had experience in the power side of

5 the house.

6 A Uh-huh.

7 Q Were you familiar with the backgrounds of both

8 Harvey and with Pfizer, their experience?

9 A Yes, intimately. I was intimately familiar with

10 both of them because

11 I'll start with Mr. Harvey.

12

13 _

14

15

16

17 You know, personally he's a likeable sort of

.18 fellow and he seemed very interested in what he did, which

19 made me more enthusiastic about him as an employee.

20

21

22

23

24

25 Gary Pfizer, on the other hand, gosh, had been a
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1 Supervisor years before that at the Arkansas Nuclear I power

2 plant in Russellville, Arkansas during the same period of

3 time when Sam Harvey was a technician. Gary transferred,

4 came to work at TVA as a fairly elevated Manager and took

5 over the Sequoyah Chemistry program, so in terms of their

6 technical background, I don't think there is any comparison.

7 Pfizer's had much more responsible positions, had to deal

8 much more intimately with technical issues than Sam at the

9 same time. Sam was just a technician. Technicians don't

10 deal with those issues.

11 As I say, in , he was a

12 technician. In as a

13 member of Management, he undoubtedly

14 acquired some knowledge, but nothing by comparison to, you

15 know, what Pfizer would have had at the same point in time.

16 Q Is there a particular area that Mr. Pfizer was

17 more qualified in --

18 A Yes.

19 Q -- than Mr. Harvey?

20 A Yes. My experience with Harvey was that nuclear

21 chemistry things were difficult for him to grasp and grapple

22 with, so in that regard he was very distinct from Pfizer,

23 who had a really decent background in nuclear chemistry. In

24 my opinion he had a more well-rounded background. You know,

25 Gary's background on nuclear chemistry was fairly decent,
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1 but much better on the nuclear side, whereas Harvey had --

2 his background on the nuclear side was nonexistent.

3 Q Okay. So if you had been sitting on the board,

4 one of the three members on this board asking you to be as

5 objective as you can as far as looking at only their

6 qualifications or the skills that were demonstrated by both

7 Harvey and Mr. Pfizer, who do you think would been the

8 better -- the best candidate for this position?

9 A Without knowing either one of them, being put in

10 that position in evaluating just their paperwork, there is

11 no doubt in my mind that Pfizer -- his work history is much

12 more impressive than Harvey's, and I would have to go with

13 that decision, that Pfizer was the dominant candidate.

14 Q Okay. I have asked you earlier, prior to the

15 interview, to review over certain questions that were used

16 by the screening board when they interviewed these

17 candidates, and again just based on your experience and

18 background in the chemistry field, what did you feel about

19 these questions?

20 A Those questions are not in any way, shape or form

21 designed to identify the dominant candidate.

22 They are very weak, superficial questions whose

23 purpose to me is really obscure.

24 Q Do you think by looking at -- reviewing these

25 questions that you could decide if you use these questions
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1 who had the best skills or qualifications for this position?

2 A I couldn't even begin to approach that question

3 using those questions.

4 Q Okay.

5 A That is a nonworkable tool. It is not a tool.

6 Q As far as the members on the board, you said you

7 did not -- you were not familiar with Mr. Rogers, but you

8 know both Mr. Cory and Charles Kent?

9 A Uh-huh. I am certain before that meeting took

10 place that Management made known to Mr. Cory and Mr. Kent

11 who they wanted selected for that position.

12 Q Do you have information about that?

13 A No. I just know that is the way they do business.

14 Q Okay.

15 A And I was supposed to be

16 t that was going to choose the Manager for [inaudible]

17 Chemistry and I was not in favor of Management's candidate.

18 I was in favor of the incumbent. I knew the other two

19 people that were going to be on this board with me were very

20 much in favor of Management's candidate, so I know that is

21 how they do business.

22 It is announced before the process begins who they

23 want.

24 Q Okay, so basically as far as past actions against

25 Mr. Pfizer as far as the 1993 timeframe goes, Mr. McArthur
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1 according to you is the

2 nd then asked you to --

3 A He didn't ask . What he --

4 _

5 Q Okay.

6 A He never tol You know, my

7 conversation with Wilson -- if it comes down to that, you

8 tell me to do that, I won't do it. I enjoyed that kind of

9 rapport with Wilson. I could tell him flat out, you know,

10 what I thought, and I did. I told him it was illegal and I

11 wasn't going to be party to it.

12 Q And then you said afterwards he came and indicated

13 to you that he wanted you _ Mr. Pfizer and that was

14 ?

15 A Yes. The reason that I was so adamant about not

16 wanting to participate in that is

17 . I know what you had to go through to document,

18 and very carefully document, over a long period of time

19 behavior that Management deemed unacceptable to get rid of

20 an individual. We went sent to schools for a month at a

21 time in most of the utilities I worked with and educated.

22 This is how, you know, you deal with somebody that doesn't

23 meet Management's demands -- you document this, this, and

24 that, because if you don't this is what happens. You get

25 into protracted lawsuits, et cetera, and what they wanted to
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1 |do met none of those criteria.

2 Little did I realize that they didn't give a hoot

3 about that, because they'd been doing this for years and

4 getting away with it and I was scared to death. You know, I

5 didn't want to be dragged into the court because I knew

6 eventually I could be held personally liable for it. I

7 wanted nothing to do with it.

8 Nobody said _ , we have been doing this for

9 years, it's not a problem here.

10 Q Why do you think they were trying to get rid of

11 him at that time?

12 A I think at that point in time the Sequoyah

13 Chemistry Program took a very heavy hit from INPO. I think

14 felt that and Gary was

15 responsible for it and he gave instructions to get rid of

16 .

17 Jack Wilson may have had a part in that. I tend

18 to think that's possible because of a conversation that Gary

19 related to me he had with Jack. I think it's one he taped.

20 Jack say you just didn't say enough about what was wrong.

21 Well, you know, Gary had gone down that route and ran up

22 against a brick wall, screaming his head off about what was

23 wrong and from that point on he decided he wasn't going to

24 say anything more because he knew he wasn't going to get

25 anything but the damage had been done, I guess, with what he
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1 did say and they decided that Gary wasn't a team player,

2 that a team player -- you know, that a didn't fit

3 their profile for employment, which is you have to be a

4 passive component and are willing to do their bidding

5 whether it is right or wrong.

6 Gary is not that type of person.

7 . If you are not that type of person, you

8 won't stay employed at TVA for long.

9 Q Okay -- and then as a result of him being RIFed

10 from that position or the position being RIFed in 1993, he

11 filed his DOL complaint on his own in 1993?

12 A Uh-huh.

13 Q And do you have knowledge what happened at that

14 point as far as what they offered him?

15 A They separated the department out. Wilson no

16 longer controlled Chemistry, Ron Grover was in Chemistry and

17 McArthur was also out of that chain, so they offered Gary a

18 position as a Program Manager and I thought it was a pretty

19 good deal for Gary because he was going to be away from

20 Wilson and McGrath and he could survive in that environment.

21 Of course, not too long thereafter I guess they

22 moved McGrath and McArthur back in his direct chain of

23 command, and that's when his troubles resurfaced again.

24 Q but you were

25 there --
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2 A Yes. He was in the Employee Transition Program

3|.

4 I knew he was getting along well and as I

5 indicated before, Chandra and I also

6 know Grover reasonably and I know Grover was very happy with

7 him and, you know, Chandra certainly got along very well

8 with him.

9 So his troubles started after that period of time

10 when McGrath and Wilson McArthur came back.

11 Q Okay.

12 ?

13 A . I wrote some for Harvey. I did not for

14 i_

15 Q And what did -- what were Mr. Harvey's evaluations

16 like?

17 A Good.

18

19 _

20 It wasn't until after I left TVA and this is one

21 of my shortcomings. I completely misevaluated who Harvey

22 was and what he was.

23 Q Can you explain what you mean by y

24 A I had some people that were coming to me and

25 telling me that the papers that he was writing on
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1 and I refused to

2 believe it.

3 I defended him. I told these people I wasn't

4 interested in hearing those stories and don't bring them

5 back to me again.

6 |Q What kind of papers was he writing?

7 A They were technical papers that were being

8 presented at industry symposiums.

9 He came in one weekend, came in to work one Monday

10 morning and he was supposed to have written up in great

11 detail the chemistry results of the Sequoyah shutdown on the

12 steam generators. He told me he had spent the weekend up

13 without sleep writing this thing, putting it together.

14 I read it and then -- it was pretty decent. I

15 thought it was better than decent. It wasn't until

16 when I was presented with

17

18 it was a

19

20

21 Q And this paper was about what?

22 A It was about the shutdown in -- controlled

23 shutdown of the steam generators, and Mr. Pfizer has a copy

24 of Mr. Harvey's work and a copy of the original work in his

25 possession. As a matter of fact we talk about them this
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1 morning. Gary called me this morning -- and he's got it, so

2 it then dawned on me that I needed a good kick in the pants

3 because I wasn't smart enough to see what this man was and

4 that he completely bumfuzzled, pulled the wool over my eyes,

5 made a monkey out of me and given the opportunity I am sure

6 somebody else of that makeup would be able to do the same

7 thing to me. I just seem to have a blind spot in that area

8 for certain types of personalities.

9 He also, I found out, they put a note

10 in When

11 you put the together with the

12 , and -- and his distinct lack of

13 background in Management, seasoning in the Chemistry area in

14 Management, compared to Pfizer's and then when you look at

15 the questions that they asked, there is no doubt in my mind

16 I know what transpired at that meeting.

17 That was a done deal before it was ever convened.

18 Q Going back to this paper again, you said you

19 looked at both. Was this a paper that was provided to TVA

20 or was this a paper that -- about the outage or

21 shutdown, was this a paper that he published in industry?

22 A No. I don't think that this one was published in

23 the industry. I think this was just within TVA.

24 It came into my possession because I steadfastly

25 refused to believe that he would do anything like that and
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1 it was given to me directly to compare it. It came into

2 somebody's possession in TVA and they said, well,_, here

3 is a little --

4 MS. BENSON: The time now is 2:10 p.m. This is

5 side two. The tape ran out prior to me terminating it and

6 turning it over, so we are going to continue with this

7 interview on side two.

8 BY MS. BENSON:

9 Q I think, , before you left the room that

10 we were discussing this one paper, and I guess I am trying

11 to clarify in my own mind -- this was a report that _

12 _ wrote for TVA --

13 A That he

14 Q Okay.

15 A And I found out that it was not

16

17

18 He was the Corporate Chemistry Manager and of

19 course I can't remember his name now, but his name is on the

20 paper and Mr. Pfizer is in possession of

21 version and the original version, and they are both the same

22 work, the original work being published months in advance of

23 -- who has claimed he spent a weekend without sleep

24 putting this together.

25 Q Right. I am trying to understand in my own mind
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1 how you could take information from somebody else's report

2 and -- because it would be describing events that had

3 occurred at a different plant, and you are saying the exact

4 same thing happened at your plant?

5 A Well, when you shut steam generators down,

6 regardless of whether it is at Sequoyah or at any other

7 plant, the shutdown was basically the same, so what he was

8 doing was he was taking that same text and the only numbers

9 that he substituted were the different chemistry values,

10 individual chemistry values, in the report.

11 The chemistry that was taking place was very

12 similar to what was taking place, very similar to both

13 plants in their shutdown, the way it proceeded -- the

14 behavior, the liberation of the various elements was

15 virtually -- very, very similar.

16 Q Okay.

17 A _ had -- I didn't realize this until late -- but

18 l had real difficulty in writing and he didn't possess the

19 faculties or capability of organizing his thoughts in his

20 head and transposing them from his head to the paper.

21 Q So it would be possible to get their report and

22 just substitute the figures --

23 A Uh-huh.

24 Q And it is not an inaccurate report bu

25 ?
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A If he had given credit to this individual, I

wouldn't have any problem with it.

Q But he claimed ?

A Yes. Very clearly told me -- I remember his words

exactly -- he spent the weekend without sleep putting it

together -- and that wasn't the case.

If he had I took this basic text and just

substituted some numbers in it and I gave this author

credit, I wouldn't have had any problem with it. I would

have said, well, you probably saved a lot of time -- that's

probably pretty smart.

But when you -- when you

I find that type of stuff more reprehensible

than if you reach in my pocket and take my wallet out.

Q I was just having a hard time understanding how

you could copy an event and say this is what happened at

ours too, but you are saying you can as long as the figures

are changed?

A Yes. Yes, so that is really the only thing that

he changed were the values.

Q Okay.

A But the basic text, the running text, word for

word -- even the -- I went back and looked at it -- even the

punctuation is the same, so he -- then it started to come

home to me what people were telling me was absolutely true
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1 and that my assessment of him was 180 degrees out from

2 what --

3 Q Now have you spoken to anyone such as Mr. Easley

4 or Mr. McArthur or anybody else concerning the -- Mr.

5 Pfizer's resignation actually from TVA in 1996?

6 A No.

7 Q Okay, so do you have any direct knowledge of what

8 may have occurred there, direct knowledge?

9 A No.

10 Q Okay. Just basically what we have been going over

11 today-- and since some

12 of those same individuals were involved in that --

13 A Gary told me what happened after it happened, but

14 he is the only person that told me -- probably,

15 but I don't even recall those conversations.

16 Q Okay. Have you volunteered to give me this

17 information today?

18 A I have.

19 Q Okay. Is there anything else further that you

20 would like to add regarding this investigation?

21 A Well, I would like to get this on the record, just

22 to make certain that if and when it happens it is in the

23 record.

24

25
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1 as a result of the

2 ___

3 If that happens, I am taking this moment in time

4 to establish the fact that what I anticipate may well come

5 to fruition once it becomes known

6 ot

7 MS. BENSON: Well, you have been

8 ,so you are a

9 witness, so please let me know if anything like that has

10 come up.

11 THE INTERVIEWEE: Well,

12 . I was supposed to appear in a case for

13 and I was advised M

14

15 1

16 MS. BENSON: All right. Well, we will terminate

17 the interview now and the time is 2:15 p.m.

18 [Whereupon, at 2:15 p.m., the interview was

19 concluded.]

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S

2 [1:11 p.m.]

3 MS. BENSON: For the record, today's date is 22

4 October 1998, the time now is 1:11 p.m.

5 I am Special Agent Diana Benson of the NRC Office

6 of Investigations and I will be conducting this interview.

7 I did not show you my credentials, which I will do at this

8 time.

9 MS. BENSON: If you can acknowledge that you have

10 seen my credentials.

11 MR. COX: Okay.

12 MS. BENSON: During this proceeding, which is

13 being recorded for transcription, the NRC Office of

14 Investigation will conduct an interview of Mr. Jack Cox,

15 C-o-x. This interview pertains to OI Investigation Number

16 2-1998-013. The location of this interview is TVA Nuclear.

17 The address of this building, Mr. Marquand?

18 MR. MARQUAND: I think it's 1100 Market Street.

19 MS. BENSON: I've got 1101 Market Street, but I

20 wasn't sure, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

21 Others in attendance at this interview are Mr.

22 Brent R. Marquand, M-a-r-q-u-a-n-d, who is representing TVA

23 and Mr. Cox here today.

24 If you would raise your right hand.

25 Whereupon,
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1 JACK WAYNE COX,

2 the Interviewee, was called for examination and, having been

3 first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

4 DIRECT EXAMINATION

5 BY MS. BENSON:

6 Q If you can, please state your full name.

7 A My name is Jack Cox.

8 Q Do you have a middle name?

9 A Yes, Jack Wayne Cox, Jr.

10 Q And your date of birth?

11 A

12 Q And your social security number?

13 A

14 Q Mr. Cox, I've asked you to read over Section 1001

15 of Title 18 of the U.S. Criminal Code. Have you read over

16 that and do you understand it?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Okay. And as we indicated prior to going on the

19 record, you are not the target of the investigation, you're

20 being interviewed as a witness concerning the 1996 DOL

21 discrimination complaint filed by Mr. Gary Fiser against TVA

22 concerning the posting of his corporate chemistry position

23 here in Chattanooga, Tennessee.

24 But just for background, can you provide me with

25 your employment history here at TVA?
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1 A At TVA, I hired in in September of 1989, to Watts

2 Bar Nuclear Plant, as the radiological control manager.

3 Since that time, in the '93-'94 time frame, I was promoted

4 to radiological and chemical control manager and then a year

5 ago in October of 197, transferred to the Training

6 department as a training manager.

7 Q Okay. The Training Department at Watts Bar?

8 A That's correct, still at Watts Bar.

9 Q Okay. So have you spent your entire time at Watts

10 Bar?

11 A Yes.

12 Q And can you tell me what your background is as far

13 as experience working with Mr. Fiser?

14 A Mr. Fiser is in chemistry in the corporate office

15 the whole time that I knew him. I didn't know him before he

16 was in the corporate office.

17 Q And the corporate office being located here in

18 Chattanooga?

19 A In Chattanooga, yes.

20 Q Do you recall what time period that you first came

21 in contact with him -- when you met him first?

22 A Probably '94 time frame, I believe.

23 Q Okay. And that's while he was at corporate.

24 A Right, he was a corporate chemistry program

25 manager, I believe was his title.
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1 Q Do you recall -- if I can bring you back in time

2 to 1996, the time period when TVA at the corporate level was

3 undergoing reorganization and the position that Mr. Fiser

4 was holding at the time at the corporate level, chemistry

5 position, was advertised or posted?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Were you asked at any time by Mr. McArthur to

8 participate on a selection panel for the selection of

9 individuals for the corporate chemistry positions -- I think

10 there was a boiling water and a power water reactor

11 positions?

12 A Yes.

13 Q Do you recall approximately when he asked you --

14 prior to the interviews, how much time had transpired in

15 between the time he asked you and the interviews?

16 A No, I don't.

17 Q Do you recall how he asked you, what words he used

18 to ask you to participate on the selection panel?

19 A Well, it's usual that for the chemistry positions

20 that myself and my counterparts at the other TVA plants

21 would be on the selection board. So any time they had a

22 selection for a corporate position of this nature, they

23 would get the three of us to participate. So it was

24 understood and it was just kind of like when should we do it

25 rather than, you know, a particular invitation.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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14

15

16

17-

18

19

2 0

21

22

23

24

25

Q

prior to

A

Q

A

Q

did call

A

Q

Okay. Had you sat on any other selection panels

this?

Yes.

Okay. Do you recall approximately how many?

Probably six or eight.

Okay. And do you recall what transpired when he

and ask you to participate on this?

I agreed to participate, yes.

And had he already scheduled a date for this

panel?

A No.

Q When did you find out about the date of the panel?

A It was relatively short notice. I don't remember

what the situation was, but it seemed like it was a last

minute kind of deal, that they had scheduled it for us to

have a meeting in the morning, a meeting amongst the rad

chem managers at all three sites, that we do routinely, and

then start those interviews in the afternoon and I think it

was going to be for the chemistry positions and the

radiological control positions too, which was going to take

it from sometime in the afternoon when they were supposed to

start, well into the evening.

Q That the interviews were going to be held?

A Yes.

Q Okay. Do you remember how -- were you involved in

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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1 all the interviews that were going to be held? Did he ask

2 you to be on the panel for all the interviews?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Can you tell me what position Mr. Voeller held,

5 and if you can spell Mr. Voeller's last name for me?

6 A His last name is V-o-e-l-l-e-r.

7 Q Okay, and what was his position during the 1996

8 time frame?

9 A He's chemistry superintendent reporting to me.

10 Q At Watts Bar?

11 A At Watts Bar.

12 Q Okay. Did you -- do you recall having a

13 conversation with Mr. Voeller concerning the qualifications

14 of the candidates that were applying for these positions,

15 specifically Sam Harvey and Gary Fiser?

16 A Yes.

17 Q What was that conversation about, can you

18 remember?

19 A It was casual conversation on numerous occasions.

20 I wanted to get Mr. Voeller's opinion of those candidates

21 because he had worked with them much more closely than I

22 ever had. So we talked on several occasions about which one

23 would be the best person for the job, as far as we were

24 concerned at Watts Bar.

25 Q Okay. Did Mr. Voeller ever tell you that he'd

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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1 been contacted by Mr. Harvey prior to the interviews and Mr.

2 Harvey had told him that he would be working more closely

3 with you all at Watts Bar?

4 A Yes.

5 Q Okay. Can you remember the details of what he

6 told you?

7 A He told me just essentially that, that Sam Harvey

8 had called and made some kind of statement like it looks

9 like I'll be working more closely with Watts Bar than I have

10 in the past. And I can remember saying what in the world

11 brought that on and he says I don't have a clue, it was just

12 out of the blue.

13 Q Did he tell you anything about Mr. Harvey saying

14 they were still going to be holding interviews for the

15 position just to keep things legal -- do you remember any

16 words to that effect?

17 A No, I don't.

18 Q What were -- did you solicit Mr. Voeller's opinion

19 regarding the qualifications of Mr. Harvey and Mr. Fiser for

20 this particular position?

21 A Yes, I did.

22 Q Okay. And what was his response to you?

23 A That he felt that Mr. Fiser was more capable of

24 meeting the needs of Watts Bar than Mr. Harvey was, that we

25 had worked extensively with Mr. Fiser, he was assigned to
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1 Watts Bar, and Mr. Harvey pretty much assigned to Sequoyah

2 Nuclear Plant, and that he felt like that since Mr. Fiser

3 knew our procedures and knew our protocol at Watts Bar, that

4 for our purposes, he'd be the best candidate for the job.

5 Q Okay. Did you ever express this opinion, relayed

6 to you by Mr. Voeller, to either Mr. McGrath or Mr.

7 McArthur?

8 A The opinion that Mr. Fiser was our choice, if you

9 will?

10 Q Yes.

11 A Yes.

12 Q Okay. Was this prior to the interviews being

13 held?

14 A Yes, I mentioned it to Mr. McArthur. I don't

15 recall ever mentioning it to McGrath.

16 Q And do you recall the context of the conversation,

17 how this came about that you told him this?

18 A Yes, I told him that -- and also in the presence

19 of John Corey and Charles Kent, told them since I wasn't

20 going to be able to participate in the interviews that

21 afternoon, that I wanted to tell them that I felt that Gary

22 Fiser was a very good selection for this position and that

23 from a Watts Bar perspective, he had done anything we had

24 asked him in any hours of the day and night and that I think

25 that he should be given consideration because the other two
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11

people, Mr. Corey and Mr. Kent, hadn't worked with Mr. Fiser

over the last two years like we had at Watts Bar, because he

was assigned to help Watts Bar and Sam Harvey was assigned

to Sequoyah and Chandra -- I don't know how to pronounce his

last name was assigned to Browns Ferry.

Q I think the individual that you're speaking about

is Chandra --

A Chandrasekaran or something like that.

MR. MARQUAND: C-h-a-n-d-r-a-s-e-k-a-r-a-n, I

think.

how we'll

up.

Q

this the

A

Q

else knov

screening

A

Q

MS. BENSON: And they call him Chandra for short.

MR. MARQUAND: For simplicity.

MS. BENSON: Yes, simplicity's sake. So that's

L refer to him in the future, if his name does come

THE INTERVIEWEE: Okay.

BY MS. BENSON:

And when did you express your views to them, was

morning of the interviews?

Yes.

Okay. And when did you let Mr. McArthur or anyone

7that you would not be able to participate on the

Tpanels?

It was several days prior.

And what was your reason for not being able to?
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1 A I don't recall, and I've gone back and looked in

2 my notebook and don't know either. It may have simply been

3 that it was going to last into the evening hours. I mean

4 they said at least until 7:00, and I also have a farm and

5 have obligations to take care of every evening.

6 Q Was there ever any consideration of having Mr.

7 Voeller replace you on the screening panel?

8 A Not to my knowledge.

9 Q Did anyone ever ask if he could participate in

10 your place?

11 A I don't recall anybody asking.

12 Q Do you know who was selected for your place on

13 that screening panel?

14 A I understand it was Rick Rogers, I believe was his

15 name.

16 Q Do you know what Mr. Rogers, background is?

17 A No. Just a nuclear background is all I know.

18 Q Okay. Did he have any kind of chemistry

19 background that you're aware of?

20 A I don't know.

21 Q After the selection panel was held, were you made

22 aware of who was selected for the position?

23 A Yes.

24 Q And can you tell us, for the record, who was

25 selected?
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1 A It was Chandra and Sam Harvey.

2 Q Okay. And Mr. Harvey, was he selected for the

3 power position?

4 A Yes, the pressurized water reactor, PWR position,

5 yes.

6 Q And when I said PWR I say that as power, showing

7 my lack of technical background.

8 A That's okay, I knew what you meant.

9 Q And did you speak to anybody about the selection

10 panel and Mr. Harvey having been selected for it,

11 afterwards, such as Mr. McArthur, Mr. McGrath or anyone

12 else?

13 A I think I got the information on who was selected

14 from Mr. McArthur, if I recall correctly. I believe I

15 called him to find out and I don't remember talking to

16 anybody else about it.

17 Q Did you ever speak to Mr. Fiser about his

18 non-selection for the position?

19 A No, I don't recall.

20 Q Do you recall Mr. Fiser coming to you afterwards

21 and ever expressing any kind of sentiment where you felt

22 like you maybe should have been present there during those

23 interviews?

24 A I think I talked to Gary Fiser one time after the

25 selection and I think it was along the lines that he was
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1 disappointed that there wasn't a Watts Bar representative

2 and that maybe things would have gone differently if I had

3 been there.

4 Q Were those his sentiments or yours, or do you

5 recall?

6 A Those had to have been his. I don't know that it

7 would have gone any differently if I had been on there.

8 Q Were you ever told by anyone specifically that

9 they did not want you to be on the board?

10 A No.

11 Q Because of your views towards Mr. Fiser, being in

12 favor of Mr. Fiser, or they felt that you possibly couldn't

13 be unbiased on the selection panel?

14 A No, nobody ever told me that.

15 Q This meeting that you referred to just a few

16 minutes ago, you said was held prior to the selection panel.

17| Was this what somebody had referred to in one of the

18 interviews as a peer group meeting, is this what this was?

19 A This was I believe after the peer group meeting

20 and either at lunch or after lunch, just prior to the

21 interviews starting, I believe.

22 Q Do you recall who was present during that peer

23 group meeting?

24 A McArthur, Corey and Kent and I don't recall if

25 anybody else was or not.
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1 Q And do you recall what was discussed during this

2 meeting?

3 A No. We always have a standing agenda that we go

4 through.

5 Q And you indicated that you had -- and correct me

6 if I'm wrong -- that, you know, it was kind of short notice

7 on the screening board and that you were -- you had another

8 conflict or you can't remember what the reason was for you

9 not being there.

10 A Right.

i1 Q Do you know at what time you advised them that you

12 could not be on the board? Was it that day or was it prior

13 to?

14 A It was prior to, several days prior to, yes.

15 Q And who did you advise?

16 A Mr. McArthur and I even suggested that the

17- interviews start in the morning, to allow me to do whatever

18 I had to do in the evening. But for some reason, I don't

19 know if it was a conflict -- seems like it was a conflict

20 with some of the people that were going to be interviewed,

21 that wouldn't be available in the morning.

22 Q Okay. Was there any other days that you would

23 have been available? I know this was a long time ago, but

24 was that possibility discussed, that they could rearrange

25 the panel, screening panels, for another day?
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1 A Yes, as far as -- we talked about another time or

2 is there another day we could do it, but for some reason,

3 that wasn't an option.

4 MS. BENSON: Okay. Mr. Marquand, do you have any

5 questions?

6 MR. MARQUAND: I wanted to see if I could clarify

7 something.

8 BY MR. MARQUAND:

9 Q You have worked since '94 primarily with Fiser

10 among the program managers, chemistry program managers?

11 A Right, right.

12 Q And you had a fairly high opinion of his abilities

13 with respect to what he could bring to Watts Bar.

14 A Right.

15 Q If you had participated on the review board, would

16 you have been able to judge the candidates solely on the

17 basis of what was said in the interviews without respect to

18 the opinions you had from dealing with them in the

19 workplace?

20 A No, because I think that's very important, the

21 dealings that you have in the workplace. I don't think a

22 selection should be made on interview alone or how a person

23 performs in an interview.

24 Q And you said that you expressed your opinion about

25 Fiser to Mr. McArthur and you think that Corey and Kent were
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1 there when you expressed that.

2 A Yes.

3 Q And that was between the peer group meeting in the

4 morning and before the interviews started in the afternoon.

5 A Right, as I recall.

6 Q And when you expressed your opinion about Mr.

7 Fiser, could you have given them the impression that in fact

8 if you were on the panel, that you would have brought in

9 with you your experience with Mr. Fiser in the field?

10 A Yes.

11 MR. MARQUAND: That's all.

12 BY MS. BENSON:

13 Q I'll just carry that one step further, in that Mr.

14 Kent and Mr. Corey had also worked with Mr. Chandra and Mr.

15 Harvey?

16 A That's right.

17* Q Do you feel that they also would have had their

18 own opinions about those candidates, having worked with

19 them?

20 A Absolutely, yes, of course.

21 MS. BENSON: Okay. I don't have anything further.

22 Are there any questions that you wanted to cover with me?

23 THE INTERVIEWEE: No, that's it.

24 MS. BENSON: Can you please state for the record

25 whether the information you provided today was provided
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voluntarily and without any threats or coercion from NRC?

THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes, it was.

MS. BENSON: Appreciate your time.

THE INTERVIEWEE: Sure.

MS. BENSON: That's it. Thank you.

THE INTERVIEWEE: All right.

[Whereupon, at 1:31 p.m., the interview was

concluded.]
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1P R 0 C E E D I N G S

2 [12:26 p.m.]

3 MS. BENSON: Okay. We're going to be going on

4 record today, and the date is October 29th, 1998. The time

5 now is 1:26 p.m. I'm Special Agent Diana S. Benson,

6 B-e-n-s-o-n, of the NRC Office of Investigations, NRC,

7 Atlanta, Georgia, and I'll be conducting this interview.

8 During this proceeding, which is being recorded

9 for transcription, the NRC Office of Investigations will

10 conduct an interview of Mr. Ben G. Easley. Last name is

11 spelled E-a-s-l-e-y. This interview pertains to OI

12 Investigation Number 2-1998-013.

13 The location of this interview is the NRC Training

14 Center, 5746 Marland Road, Suite 200, Chattanooga,

15 Tennessee.

16 Okay. Mr. Easley, if you would raise your right

17 hand, please?

18 Okay. We'll go off the record for one minute.

19 [Off the record.]

20 MS. BENSON: Okay. Mr. Easley informed me that my

21 time was one hour ahead. It is actually 12:26 -- or 12:27

22 p.m. And we'll continue with the interview.

23 Whereupon,

24 BEN EASLEY,

25 the Interviewee, was called for examination and, having been
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1 first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

2 EXAMINATION

3 BY MS. BENSON:

4 Q Can you please provide your full name, spelling

5 your first, middle and last name?

6 A Ben G. Easley. Easley, E-a-s-l-e-y.

7 Q Okay. And what does G. stand for?

8 A Gaston, G-a-s-t-o-n.

9 Q And is your first name Ben or Benjamin?

10 A Ben.

11 Q Okay. And your date of birth?

12 A

13 Q Okay. And your social security number?

14 A

15 Q Okay. Prior to going on record, Mr. Easley, I

16 showed you a copy of 1001 of the Title 18 of United States

17 Code regarding false statements. Did you read this and do

18 you understand that provision?

19 A Yes.

20 Q Okay. And also, I would like to acknowledge for

21 the record that prior to the interview, I also displayed to

22 you my credentials.

23 A Yes.

24 Q Okay. And one other thing that we talked about

25 prior to going on transcription was basically the focus of
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1 this investigation today is concerning the 1996 DOL

2 complaint filed by Mr. Gary Fiser, discrimination complaint

3 filed by Gary Fiser against TVA. You are not a target of

4 investigation; you're here today being interviewed as a

5 witness, okay?

6 A Yes.

7 Q The first time I spoke to you, Mr. Easley, was

8 during the first part of October 1998. I contacted you at

9 your residence here in Chattanooga and advised you that I

10 needed to speak to you concerning the DOL investigation

11 against TVA filed by Mr. Fiser, and you indicated to me that

12 you were going to be calling the Human Resources Office at

13 TVA to request copies of your statements prior to the

14 interview.

15 Did you contact anybody at the HR office

16 concerning this?

17 A Yes, I had.

18 Q Okay. And who did you speak to?

19 A I talked to Ed Boyles.

20 Q Okay. And did Mr. Boyles provide you copies of

21 any statements?

22 A They came up with some short statements concerning

23 the interview with DOL and also the interview with IGC.

24 Q Okay. And IGC is the -- is that Inspector General

25 Office?
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A Right.

Q At TVA?

A Right. Right.

Q Okay. And one thing I didn't clarify for you,

besides just doing spellings of names, if there's an

acronym, if you can first indicate to me what the acronym

means and then we'll use the acronym from that point on.

A Okay.

Q Okay. And so you were allowed to -- or they

discussed with you or Mr. Boyles provided copies --

A No. The copies were provided. After talking to

you, I decided not to meet with them and I called Mr. Boyles

and told him that I basically was going to meet with you

alone --

Q Okay.

A -- and that I would not be comina into the office.

When I first talked to him, I talked to him _

, but like I said, after

talking to you, I decided not to do it.

Q Okay. Well, I appreciate you telling me that.

Now, what I would like to do is start out by, if

you could, please provide me with your employment history at

TVA.

A I'm employed with TVA in 1966, in April 1966, and

I was employed as an engineer, and I may not have the dates
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right, but I think in 1972, I was selected for a personnel

officer's job, and I forget the name of the office at this

time.

Q That's okay. So you started in Human Resources in

1972?

and

that

and

A Right.

Q Okay.

A 1972, I think,

Q Okay.

A Okay. And in 1989, when nuclear was established

split off from steam and hydropower, I was one of those

went to the nuclear side instead of staying in steam

[inaudible] --

Q -Okay.

A -- and hydro.

Q And you were still in Human Resources at that

time?

A Still in Human Resources, right.

Q Okay.

A So primarily every since 1972, I've been in

nuclear -- I've been in Human Resources.

Q Okay. What position were you holding during the

July 1996 time frame?

A Human Resource officer, pay grade 7.

Q Okay. And where was that position located?
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1 A Chattanooga Corporate Office.

2 Q Here in Chattanooga?

3 A In Chattanooga, Tennessee.

4 Q And what were your job responsibilities there, if

5 you can just kind of give me an overview of what you were

6 doing?

7 A I was a Human Resources officer and various

8 activities, such as selection --

9 MS. BENSON: We'll go off the record. The time

10 now is 12:33 p.m. Just for one minute. Thank you.

11 [Off the record.]

12 MS. BENSON: We're back on the record at 12:33

13 p.m.

14 THE INTERVIEWEE: In the capacity of Human

15 Resources officer, I was providing human resource personnel

16 support to various organizations within the corporate office

17 of nuclear power.

18 BY MS. BENSON:

19 Q Okay. And as part of the services that you were

20 providing, were you providing support to operations support?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Okay. Can you tell me what your knowledge is of

23 Mr. Gary Fiser -- the spelling of the last name is F-i-s-e-r

24 -- such as do you recall when you met him, what job he was

25 holding, things like that? You don't have to give details,
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1 just basically what you knew of him.

2 A I think I met Gary Fiser around about 1992 --

3 Q Okay.

4 A -- when he and one of the other managers in

5 nuclear chemistry by the name of Bill Jocher exchanged

6 positions.

7 Q And the spelling of Mr. Jocher's last name --

8 A J-o-c-h-e-r.

9 Q Okay. So once they did the position switch is

10 kind of when you became familiar with Mr. Fiser is what

11 you're saying?

12 A More so, sure.

13 Q Okay. In 1993, Mr. Fiser had filed his first DOL

14 discrimination complaint against TVA, and this is just

15 information I'm providing to you, and in 1994, as part of

16 his settlement of his first DOL complaint, he was -- TVA

17 gave him a position as a PG8 chemistry at corporate under

18 Ron Grover.

19 Do you recall this?

20 A Yes. He was placed in a chemistry program manager

21 position, pay grade 8.

22 Q Okay. And that was with operations support?

23 A At that time, I don't think it was operations

24 support as far as the title of the organization, but later

25 on it changed into operations support.
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1 Q And you can correct me if any of this information

2 that I am providing to you is incorrect as far as you know,

3 but under a reorganization in 1995, the position that he was

4 holding as a result of his 1994 settlement was changed and

5 they added on additional job functions, including

6 environmental functions onto the chemistry function. That

7 position he was in was posted or the new position was

8 posted. Mr. Fiser bid and was selected for that new

9 position and his old position was eliminated. That's in the

10 reorg --

11 A True.

12 Q -- in 1995. Okay.

13 And then during the 1996 time frame, Mr. Thomas --

14 or Tom McGraff became the operations -- the manager of

15 operations support?

16 A At first, he became the interim manager of

17 operations support.

18 Q Okay. And then in 1996, once Mr. McGraff moved

19 into that position, there was a subsequent reorganization

20 planned in operations support, that affected operations

21 support?

22 A Yes.

23 Q Okay. Prior to this 1996 reorganization, do you

24 recall how many chemistry environmental positions there were

25 there at the corporate level?
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A You say prior to 1996?

Q Prior to that reorganization.

A In the chemistry organization, there were three

pay grade 8 chemistry positions.

Q Okay. And do you recall who was holding those

positions?

A Sam Harvey, last name H-a-r-v-e-y; Gary Fiser,

last name F-i-s-e-r; and the third person was E.S. Schunder

Q

A

Q

nickname

A

Q

A

Q

Chandra?

And my may want to help me with that spelling.

Yes. Chandra Sekuran. And we'll just go by his

of Mr. -- Chandra.

Chandra.

C-h-a-n-d-r-a.

Right. Okay.

The way most people -- I've seen it written

anyway.

Prior to this reorganization in 1996, there was

the three chemistry positions that you're talking about, and

what did the reorg consist of? What was the plan for those

three chemistry positions?

A Okay. In 1997 -- 1996 -- excuse me, let me

reiterate that -- in 1996, Mr. McGraff came up with a

reorganization or a restructuring of his organization, and
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1 the primary reason for that, he was told that he had to be

2 at a certain number by the year 2000, meaning that he would

3 have to cut back each year until the year 2000 to get to his

4 number.

5 However, he decided to do it all at one time

6 instead of cutting back a certain percentage this year and a

7 certain percentage in 1998 -- 197, '98 and '99 to 2000.

8 Q Did he have discussions with you concerning this

9 plan?

10 A Well, basically, I think he had talked to my

11 supervisor, Ed Boyles, and --

12 Q Okay. The spelling of Mr. Boyles name?

13 A B-o-y-l-e-s.

14 Q Okay.

15 A Okay. And he did talk to me somewhat after he had

16 gotten to his plan and what he was going to do.

17 Q Okay.

18 A So he decided to cut back to two positions in

19 chemistry whereas there had been three positions before.

20 Q Had been --

21 A There had been --

22 Q -- PG8 positions.

23 A Right.

24 Q All three? Okay.

25 A Had been three chemistry/environmental positions.
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1 Q Okay.

2 A And at that particular time, Chandra,

3 C-h-e-n-d-r-a -- he was providing support to Browns Ferry;

4 Fiser, F-i-s-e-r, was providing support to Watts Barr; and

5 Harvey, H-a-r-v-e-y, was providing support to Sequoyah.

6 Q Okay. And did he -- Mr. McGraff or anyone else

7 discuss with you whether these positions, the two positions,

8 chemistry positions that were going to remain, should be

9 posted or whether they should be filled based on seniority?

10 A At that particular time, the way he had revised

11 the work, the way he had planned to revise the work, where

12 the environmental part was going to be eliminated, that was

13 cutting the job in half, splitting it 50/50.

14 So based on the guidelines for advertising, the

15 position had to be advertised because it had been cut more

16 than 35 percent; therefore, we could not keep the current

17 people in the position, who were filling the position at the

18 time. We had to advertise to give everyone a fair chance in

19 being interviewed and being considered for that new

20 position.

21 Q Okay. Now, did you do the comparison of those two

22 positions?

23 A Yes.

24 Q Okay. And how did you make the determination that

25 50 percent of the job was environmental?
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1 A Because they were providing support on the

2 chemistry side and on the environmental side and they were

3 supposed to have been 50/50. And when I looked at the job

4 description, basically it was my determination that half of

5 the job was being eliminated.

6 Now, in doing the job, they may have spent more

7 time in a certain aspect of the job, like in chemistry or

8 environmental more so than the other, but the job had been

9 written for them to provide environmental support and

10 chemistry support to the locations that they supported.

11 Q The question that I had when I interviewed someone

12 else in the human resources office was whether anyone

13 reported to Human Resources that the chemistry -- the

14 individuals holding these chemistry positions were not doing

15 any of the environmental function or less than 5 percent of

16 what they were doing all -- the whole -- entire time they

17 had been doing those jobs had been less than 5 percent

18 environmental.

19 Do you recall anybody reporting that to you?

20 A Not to my knowledge. It may have been mentioned,

21 but I don't recall.

22 Q Okay.

23 A Now, although they may not have been spending but

24 5 percent or 10 percent, when you re-write a job

25 description, you base it on the percent of the time that
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1 they should be doing it based on the job description and not

2 on actually what they are doing.

3 Q So what you're saying basically, it's not what

4 function they were actually performing, but what's actually

5 written --

6 A Right.

7 Q -- in the job description.

8 A Right.

9 Q And that's what the policy is based on.

10 A Yes. And that's what they should have been doing.

11 Q Okay. Another question I had, and if you are not

12 sure what the exact policy is and it would only be guessing,

13 you can just tell me that, but if you -- if in fact at the

14 time that these positions were posted and they had never

15 been performing those functions and it didn't look like they

16 ever would be because the added on -- part of the

17 environmental was, you know, added on as part of the

18 previous reorg, but it didn't ever look like they were ever

19 going to get around to doing that job function, should it --

20 at some point, shouldn't they have rewritten that job

21 description if you're not performing those functions?

22 A They should have been performing the functions,

23 and to my knowledge, I'm unaware that they were not.

24 Q Right. Well, according to Mr. Grover and others,

25 you-know, they were -- the environmental function that
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1 you're talking about, that 50 percent, was less than 5

2 percent of their actual job function.

3 They didn't do it other than 5 percent of the

4 time. They still had the environmental people over there in

5 that organization at the corporate level that were still

6 doing -- because they were trying to do cross-training, but

7 the environmental people were still doing the environmental

8 work and the chemistry people were doing just strictly

9 chemistry stuff.

10 I know the job function for the environmental

11 people had also been rewritten in that previous reorg from

12 '95, but work went on the same after the reorg as it was

13 being done before in that there was no cross-training.

14 I guess my question is if that in fact was the

15 case, should those position descriptions have been rewritten

16 if it didn't look like that goal would ever be met in the

17 immediate future?

18 A The job description should have been written based

19 on the work that they had for them to do and based on the

20 work that should have been done, and to my knowledge, that

21 is what we did -- when I say what we did, Human Resources --

22 in advising them what to do.

23 Q Do you recall Mr. Fiser contacting you regarding

24 the posting of his chemistry position 1996?

25 A Yes, he contacted me concerning the posting of the
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1 position, and I think he referred to it as his position,

2 okay, but actually, it was not his position when we had

3 rewritten the job description, or when management had

4 rewritten the job description. It was not the same

5 position.

6 Q Okay. You're talking about --

7 A It was a different position.

8 Q Okay. Now, he was referring to -- what you're

9 telling me right now is that he was referring to his

10 position from 1994 and not the new position he got in 1995

11 as part of that first reorg; is that what you're saying to

12 me right now?

13 A What I'm saying, that in 19 -- you're comparing

14 1996 with 1994.

15 Q Well, you're saying in 1996, he's saying his

16 position was being advertised, okay?

17 A Right.

18 Q And you're comparing 1996 with 1994, right?

19 A No, I understand what you were saying earlier.

20 Mr. -- maybe it would help if you told me what Mr. Fiser's

21 concern was.

22 Q His concern was that we were advertising a

23 position which he thought that the DOL settlement said that

24 he would be in.

25 A However, the position was different than the
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1 position of the DOL settlement.

2 Q Okay.

3 A Uh-huh.

4 Q And that's because of the reorganization that

5 happened in-between?

6 A Right.

7 Q Okay.

8 A Because of the reorganization that happened in

9 between, that's right.

10 Q So in fact, that was not a -- you -- that was not

11 a legitimate concern, you know, as far as Human Resources

12 went; is that correct?

13 A That's correct.

14 Q Okay. Can you tell me what you did once Mr. Fiser

15 contacted you about his concern?

16 A When Mr. Fiser contacted me, I asked him if he

17 would be willing to go to my supervisor and state his

18 concerns with my supervisor present, and he said yes because

19 he -- he had told me if we advertise the position, then he

20 was going to file a DOL complaint, and I wanted someone else

21 to witness that.

22 Q Okay.

23 A And I thought my supervisor, Ed Boyles,

24 B-o-y-l-e-s, would be in a better position than me to

25 respond to that. So I asked him would he be willing to say
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that in front of Mr. Boyles, and he said yes, so we went to

his office, Mr. Boyles' office.

Q Okay. And were you --

A And he--

Q -- there when he talked to Mr. Boyles?

A Right.

Q Okay.

A He reiterated what he said. And we had explained

to him that when he came back on the DOL settlement and

placed into that position, that it was nowhere stipulated in

that settlement that if you had a restructuring or a

reorganization or downsizing, that he would remain in the

position that he came back into.

And at that time, Ed Boyles decided to check with

labor relations, who in return checked with the Office of

the General Counsel, to see if there were anything in the

settlement that said that he would be in that position for a

certain period of time. And the response that we got back

from labor relations was that -- and contacting the Office

of the General Counsel -- there was no time limit

stipulated.

It's my experience that any time that you have a

reorganization, even though you may place someone in a job

because of a settlement, you have to go by the policies and

guidelines which affect all of the employees and make sure
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that you follow the current policy and guideline so everyone

will have a fair chance at the position.

Q Okay. Okay. When you were interviewed by the TVA

IG in July of 1996 -- this was actually before they held the

screening panel for the chemistry positions at the corporate

level. This was before the actual panel. You indicated

that complete packages for all the five positions, which

would include the chemistry and I guess the environmental,

or whatever positions were being advertised besides just the

chemistry positions, were given to the management of rad

chemistry on July 8th, 1996.

I guess my question for the record is who in

management were these provided to?

A I really don't recall. I think they may have been

provided to -- at that particular time, they may have been

provided to the managers that were currently in charge. On

the chemistry side, they may have been provided to Grover,

and then on the rad chem side, they may have been provided

to Wilson McArthur, --

Q Okay.

A -- M-c-A-r-t-h-u-r.

Q Okay.

A Okay.

Q Now, this --

A However --
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1 Q -- is in July --

2 A However, I may have --

3 Q Okay.

4 A -- given those to McGraff, because in some cases,

5 he wanted to see the packages first before they were

6 distributed to the managers.

7 Q Okay. In July of 1996, this would have been when

8 Mr. Grover was no longer one of the managers, and those two

9 positions between Mr. McArthur and Mr. Grover had been

10 combined and Mr. McArthur was now the rad chem manager.

11 This would have been in July, after that. And we'll go back

12 to that at the end of this interview or towards the end, but

.13 at that time, the rad chem manager in July of 1996 would

14 have been Wilson McArthur.

15 So I guess the answer to your question or to my

16 question concerning who management was, it would have either

17 been Mr. McArthur or Mr. McGraff those packages would have

18 been provided to?

19 A Yes. However, like I said before, they may have

20 been given to Mr. McGraff first.

21 Q Okay.

22 A And he may have given them to Mr. McArthur.

23 Q Okay.

24 A But Mr. McArthur would have been the one to have

25 gotten them.
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1 Q Okay. As the rad chem manager.

2 A Right.

3 Q Okay. Do you remember who specifically put those

4 packages together?

5 A Those would have been put together by myself, the

6 Human Resource officer, and the Human Resource assistant --

7 Q Okay.

8 A -- within the office.

9 Q Do you remember what documents were included in

10 those packages?

11 A In those packages, there were resumes, 9824 -- and

12 the 9824s are the application of the employees -- the last

13 three service evaluation and any other any other information

14 or material that they put with their application.

15 Q Okay. And what about the vacancy announcement?

16 Would that be also included in that?

17 A It would have a copy of the vacancy announcement,

18 that's right.

19 Q Okay. Is that the normal procedure, or is it

20 written anywhere what is to be included in these packages?

21 A Yes. And also, we would have had a spreadsheet.

22 This is a form where you have certain [inaudible] up above,

23 like qualification and other things that the manager will

24 fill out on the employee.

25 Q Okay.
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1 A And screening the candidate and applicant for

2 meeting the minimum qualifications.

3 Q Is that screening done by human resources or by

4 the selecting manager?

5 A We do it to some extent and then management does

6 it to some extent.

7 Q Going back to the question from just a minute ago,

8 I asked if it was standard procedure or written policy

9 concerning what is to be included in these packages. Do you

10 know whether that's written policy or not, or what it was in

11 1996?

12 A I don't know whether the policy is internal or

13 whatever, but we do have a policy of what we should put in

14 there. Certain material has to go in there. Now, to put my

15 hand on it, I'm not able to. I just don't recall.

16 Q When you say certain materials have to go in there

17 -

18 A Right.

19 Q -- what specifically are you saying has to go in

20 there?

21 A Okay. When someone applies on the job, and to

22 determine whether they meet the minimum qualification,

23 you're going to have to have background information on them.

24 Q So the resume --

25 A That's why the resume come in.
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1 Q Okay.

2 A This is where the application comes in. This is

3 where other information, if they want to provide it, comes

4 in. But you've got to have the resume, you've got to have

5 the application.

6 Q Okay.

7 A And it's good to have copies of the surface

8 evaluation.

9 Q Okay. As far as the evaluations, inclusion of the

10 evaluations, is that a specific written policy, or is that

11 someone that someone can decide whether or not to include in

12 the personnel package?

13 A Well, we request that they place those in there;

14 however, if they don't, then what we will do, we will try to

15 get them ourselves --

16 Q Okay.

17 A -- if we didn't have copies of them.

18 Q Okay. But you as human resources at the time

19 you're preparing those packages for anybody that you're

20 arranging panels for, you would always include the

21 evaluations, last three evaluations?

22 A If we had them.

23 Q Okay.

24 A And in some cases, they may not even be there, all

25 the evaluations may not be there. For some reason,
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1 evaluations may not have been given when they should have,

2 and you did not have an evaluation.

3 Q Okay. Is there anything else from an individual's

4 personnel file that would be included in the personnel

5 package, such as reprimands or any other items like that?

6 A No, I don't think we included those. No.

7 Q In normal procedure, you would not --

8 A No, no, we didn't include those.

9 Q Okay. Let's see how we're doing here on time.

10 We're fine. Okay. On the -- the individuals that were

11 applying for the two chemistry positions -- and the

12 individuals I'm most interested in, or the packages for

13 these individuals, are Mr. Harvey, Mr. Fiser and Chandra,

14 the three separate packages that were put together on these

15 individuals.

16 Have you heard or do you have knowledge of anybody

17 withholding service reviews or performance evaluations from

18 those packages?

19 A Not to my knowledge.

20 Q If those evaluations -- and I'm saying performance

21 evaluations, hoping that we're talking about the same thing

22 -- how often did they do performance evaluations there at

23 TVA?

24 A Yearly.

25 Q Okay. So once a year?
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1 A Annually.

2 Q Okay. If those --

3 A However, although they were done annually, they

4 were supposed to be discussed quarterly with the employee.

5 Q Okay. So you --

6 A Leading up to an annual final evaluation.

7 Q Kind of like progress reports.

8 A Right.

9 Q Okay. So anyway, going back to these three

10 individuals, if the performance evaluations were not

11 included in those packages, personnel packages provided to

12 either Mr. McArthur, Mr. McGraff, or they weren't in those

13 packages, who would have been responsible for that?

14 A Human resources would be responsible for

15 contacting PHR, personnel history record office and trying

16 to acquire a copy of those if they were in the PHR file.

17 Q So you're telling me that if the individual didn't

18 give you copies of their evaluations, that you would have

19 gotten them -- the human resources office would have gotten

20 them?

21 A If they were obtainable, yes.

22 Q Okay. And if I were to tell you that those

23 evaluations were not in the personnel packages of those

24 three individuals, the personnel notebooks that were

25 provided to the board, how can you explain to me why those
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1 evaluations were not in there?

2 A I can't.

3 Q Okay.

4 A I don't recall.

5 Q You don't have any information regarding those?

6 A I can't remember who had them in there or who

7 didn't have them in there.

8 Q But as we stated earlier, isn't it normal

9 procedure for evaluations to be in the packages?

10 A I say if we have them, right.

11 Q Okay.

12 A If they are obtainable. And in some cases, like

13 in this particular case, management probably already had

14 their evaluations because all three were in the same

15 department or in the same office and everything.

16 Q Because I'm trying to understand why these -- for

17 these three individuals, the evaluations were not in those

18 packages.

19 A I don't -- I'm unaware that they weren't.

20 Q Okay.

21 A What I'm saying, I don't recall whether they were

22 or not.

23 Q Okay. As far as you know, they were in there?

24 A I can't say that.

25 Q Okay.
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1 A I don't recall.

2 Q Under normal procedure, they should have been in

3 there?

4 A Under normal procedure, if they submitted those,

5 and if they didn't submit those and if we had those, we

6 would have provided those to the managers, selecting

7 managers.

8 Q One last thing concerning the evaluations and then

9 I think we can pretty much get off of that. When I spoke to

10 Mr. Fiser, he indicated that the evaluations were not

11 included in the personnel packages, and he had specific

12 knowledge that they were not included for a specific reason.

13 And he indicated to me that he -- that you had expressed

14 some displeasure over those evaluations of the candidates

15 not being included in the packages.

16 A I could have. And like I said, it's hard to

17 remember exactly everything that transpired over two years

18 ago, and I don't recall whether they were or were not. I'm

19 pretty sure on some of the applicants, they were in there.

20 I can't recall if they weren't on all the applicants. And

21 like I said before, if we didn't have them in there and if

22 we weren't able to obtain them, when it comes to Harvey,

23 H-a-r-v-e-y, and Fiser, F-i-s-e-r, and Chandra,

24 C-h-a-n-d-r-a, management should have had a copy in their

25 office because they were working for the managers that were
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1 going to do the selecting, final selection.

2 Q But you can't recall, is what you're telling me

3 right now, and you were upset because you knew that they

4 were not including them?

5 A I don't recall.

6 Q It's going to be an important element of this

7 because, you know, I'm going to be doing a review of the

8 evaluations myself, and appearances, you know, might be that

9 Mr. Harvey perhaps didn't have as good evaluation as Mr.

10 Fiser did, and that this is the reason management chose not

11 to include the performance evaluations in those personnel

12 packages.

13 Do you have any information about that?

14 A Human resources did not.

15 Q Did you have any information that management --

16 and I'm speaking about either Mr. McArthur or Mr. McGraff --

17 chose not to include those evaluations?

18 A Let me ask you again now, what package are you

19 talking about? Are you talking about the package that we

20 gave to the selecting managers, the managers of the

21 organization, like McGraff and McArthur, or are you talking

22 about the selection package?

23 Q The selection package that's provided to the

24 board, selection board.

25 A Oh. I misunderstood.
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1 Q Okay.

2 A I thought we were talking about the packages that

3 were given to the manager of operations support and manager

4 of rad chem.

5 Q Okay.

6 A But we aren't. We're talking about the selection

7 board.

8 Q Yes. The notebook that's provided to the

9 selection board.

10 A Let me go back, because if I remember correctly, I

11 don't know whether we include those or not to the selection

12 board --

13 Q Okay. Who compiles those notebooks?

14 A -- because prior to going to the selection board,

15 the managers sit down and fill out a spreadsheet, and they

16 put over in a column what type evaluation that the employee

17 received. In some cases, not in all cases, they may not do

18 it, but in some cases, they did, okay, like if they got an

19 E, excellent, if they got SP, solid performer, or whatever

20 evaluation they got.

21 But as far as the evaluation sheet itself, I don't

22 recall whether we had those in the selection booklet.

23 Q Okay. Who -- okay. Since we're saying that these

24 are possibly two different notebooks --

25 A Right. These are different packages.
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1 Q Okay.

2 A And I misunderstood you at first.

3 Q Who--

4 A I think I did.

5 Q Who is responsible for composing the notebook that

6 is given to the selection panel on each individual

7 candidate?

8 A Management and human resources compile the

9 notebooks, the booklets, selection booklets.

10 Q Okay. Now, that's the notebook I'm interested in

11 knowing about as far as what information was contained in

12 that notebook.

13 A I wish you had gotten a copy of one of the

14 notebooks so we could --

15 Q Well, I do have copies of them and the --

16 A Because --

17 Q -- evaluations are not included in there. And I

18 guess what I was asking you earlier, is there a written

19 policy on what should be included --

20 A I thought you were talking about the package that

21 goes to the supervisor --

22 Q No.

23 A -- and not the selection board.

24 Q Yes. Well, I don't know -- you know, I'm assuming

25 the package I have, and I'll have to clarify that with human
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1 resources because -- this thing is just about ready to run

2 out. So I'm going to go ahead and switch this --

3 A Okay.

4 Q -- tape over to side 2.

5 MS. BENSON: The time now is 2:08.

6 Okay. We're on side 2 and the time is still 2:08

7 p.m.

8 BY MS. BENSON:

9 Q Okay. We were discussing the packages that were

10 put together on each applicant or candidate for the

11 chemistry positions that were being bid on, and I think what

12 we've determined is that we might be talking about two

13 different notebooks. The one that you provide to the

14 management may not necessarily be the same notebook that

15 goes to the screening panel.

16 A Right.

17 Q Okay. And correct me if I'm wrong, the manager,

18 selecting official, is really responsible for deciding what

19 goes in the package that's provided to the screening panel?

20 A Human resource and the selecting managers work

21 hand in hand in determining what was going in there.

22 Basically, if I remember correctly, you had a copy of the

23 vacancy announcement, you had a copy of the organization

24 chart if it was in place, if you had one up to date,

25 whatever. We had copies of the applications, copy of the
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1 resume, and in some cases all the information that they may

2 have attached to it.

3 Also in that selection booklet, there were

4 questionnaire form that the interviewers were going to use

5 to interview the interviewees for the rankings or

6 evaluations at the end and everything, and that may be in

7 some other information that I can't recall, cannot recall.

8 As far as the evaluations, I don't -- I just don't

9 remember, and I would hate to say yea or nay.

10 Q Let me go back just -- here for a second. One of

11 the individuals that I talked to indicated that he sat on

12 many screening panels, and that it's normal for the

13 screening panel being held for these boards to get these

14 notebooks, and he listed the normal items that are included

15 in these packages, and he advised that normally the

16 evaluations -- three evaluations are included in these

17 packages that are provided to the screening panel to look at

18 each candidate individually.

19 If it's not written, would that be normal

20 procedure, for those items to be included in there?

21 A Well, you have written procedures and then you

22 have oral procedures, and I can't recall whether we had

23 internal written procedures saying that those had to be in

24 there.

25 Q Okay. And it may not be written --
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1 A May not.

2 Q -- but were evaluations normally included in

3 notebooks provided to most screening panels?

4 A That's something I can't recall, and I'm not

5 trying to get around the issue here. Like I said, in some

6 cases, it may have been in what they got, and then again,

7 they may have been in most of them. I just don't recall.

8 Q Okay.

9 A Okay.

10 Q That's fine.

11 Now, do you recall, now that we've ascertained the

12 different notebooks here, do you recall ever being upset

13 with anybody in management for not including evaluations for

14 the candidates in these chemistry positions in the notebooks

15 going to the screening panel?

16 A Not in this case, I don't recall, because if I

17 did, then I would recall whether they were in there or

18 should have been in there.- I just can't recall that.

19 Q Well, we can determine that, you know.

20 A But if we were supposed to have those, I'm pretty

21 sure we could have gotten those from the supervisor.

22 Q Now, if a supervisor -- if they should have been

23 in there but a supervisor decided not to include them in

24 there even though he had them, they wouldn't go in there. I

25 mean, that's quite obvious. Unless there's written policy.
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1 A No. If we had a written policy saying that they

2 were supposed to be in there, then I would have made all

3 effort to get those in there, and if for some reason someone

4 -

5 Q Chose to remove them.

6 A -- was not releasing those, we would have asked --

7 and when I say we, human resources -- for those to be

8 released. And like I said, if they didn't include them and

9 if they were attainable, we always tried to get them, and

10 then we're sending them up to the managers before the

11 selection board.

12 But I just don't recall, and I'm being honest

13 here, I just don't recall whether they were in there or

14 whether they were not in there, and I don't recall myself

15 getting upset with any managers because they were not.

16 Q Okay. Besides the evaluations, the three

17 evaluations, the performance evaluations, you were

18 indicating that there was also some kind of chart the

19 manager does to do a summary of their evaluations? Can you

20 explain that further to me?

21 A On that spreadsheet that I referred to that we

22 give to the manager for them to fill out concerning their

23 education, qualifications, experience, and also they had a

24 place where they would put a final evaluation --

25 Q Okay. The overall --
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1 A Overall --

2 Q -- grade on --

3 A Overall evaluation.

4 Q Okay. Now, is this something human resources

5 included in the packages --

6 A Right.

7 Q -- that were sent? But this was not necessarily

8 what information --

9 A That spreadsheet was not in the selection package.

10 _

11 Q Okay. That was --

12 A -- selection board package, if I remember

13 correctly.

14 Q Okay. Okay. So that was just something that

15 human resources did to assist management in determining who

16 might be best suitable for certain positions?

17 A Right.

18 Q Okay. That's fine.

19 That should have been, I guess, what had normally

20 been done in this situation also as far as the spreadsheets

21 and a review of evaluations?

22 A Repeat that.

23 Q Okay. As far as working up a spreadsheet,

24 including those items that you're talking about on the

25 spreadsheet, would that have been something that would have
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1 been done in this situation, in this case involving these

2 three chemistry positions?

3 A Are you saying is this something that should have

4 been put in the selection package?

5 Q Exactly.

6 A I don't think they put a copy of their spreadsheet

7 in there.

8 Q Oh, no. I mean, did you, human resources, provide

9 a worksheet to management? In the package that you put

10 together for management, did you include a worksheet in

11 there?

12 A To my recollection, we did.

13 Q Okay. That's fine. That's what I was trying to

14 establish -- that worksheet should have been in there, in

15 the package provided to management, not the screening panel.

16 A Yes.

17 Q Okay. When you were interviewed again by the TVA

18 IG or when you were interviewed by TVA IG, you indicated in

19 there that Mr. Boyles was the person who recommended that

20 Fiser's position be posted, that chemistry -- those two

21 chemistry positions be posted rather than letting somebody

22 roll over, that Mr. Boyles was the one who finally decided

23 that; is that correct?

24 A Yes. It was a final decision made by the manager

25 of human resources, but they should have -- the position
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1 should have been advertised.

2 Q Okay. That's Mr. Fiser's position?

3 A Beg your pardon?

4 Q You're saying Mr. Fiser's position should have

5 been advertised?

6 A It was--

7 Q The chemistry -- no, okay, I understand.

8 A It was not his position.

9 Q No, the chemistry positions should have been

10 advertised.

11 A Right.

12 Q Okay.

13 A All the positions that were advertised should have

14 been advertised.

15 Q Okay.

16 A Because if we didn't advertise them, we could have

17 gotten a complaint from the other employees since they had

18 taken the environmental part out of it.

19 Q Now, during -- did you work with Mr. Grover on

20 reviewing these position descriptions to see -- make a

21 determination whether they should be advertised or whether

22 __

23 A Yes.

24 Q Okay. During a deposition that was provided by

25 Mr. Grover, he indicated something completely different than
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1 what you're telling me right now.

2 A Go ahead.

3 Q Okay. And he's saying that what you told him was

4 that based on TVA's policy, since the new position

5 description did not change significantly by 15 percent, you

6 were not required to post it and go on seniority, and that,

7 in fact, they should have gone -- your sentiments to him

8 were that this position should not be posted. And this is a

9 sworn deposition --

10 A Okay.

11 Q -- by Mr. Grover.

12 A No, I did not tell him -- Mr. Grover, G-r-o-v-e-r

13 -- that. I may have told him -- we may have been talking

14 about when a position should not be advertised or when a

15 position should be advertised, and if we discussed that, and

16 if I remember correctly, I would have told him that if a

17 position -- preponderance of work was -- remained 65

18 percent, approximately 65 percent or more, then the job

19 should not be advertised, you should do a retention register

20 to determine who will remain in the job if you were

21 eliminating positions.

22 Q Uh-huh.

23 A But as far as me telling him, looking at what they

24 had written there, and telling him that the job wasn't half

25 and half, I don't recall -- if I did, I shouldn't have told
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1 him that. I say I didn't tell him that, and maybe he

2 misinterpreted what I was saying, because you do not

3 advertise a position if it does not change no more than 5

4 percent, no. And he would be right if it was just 5

5 percent.

6 But based on -- in talking to him and talking to

7 management, we determined that that job had changed --

8 Q And who in management are you talking about?

9 A It would be him and in talking to McGraff and

10 sitting down and talking to my supervisor, Ed Boyles, and

11 explaining to him what I thought about it, that's how we

12 will determine the percent.

13 Q So what you're telling me is that you never, never

14 expressed to Mr. Grover that you felt this position did not

15 need to be advertised?

16 A Yes, that's what I'm saying.

17 Q Did you ever speak to either Mr. McGraff or Mr.

18 McArthur wherein they indicated that they did not want to

19 have to just put somebody in the position, that they would

20 prefer to advertise the position?

21 A Repeat that, because I'm trying to understand what

22 you're asking me.

23 Q Did either Mr. McGraff or Mr. McArthur express to

24 you that they wanted to advertise this position?

25 A Not to my knowledge. I know we had talked about
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what constitutes advertising a position and what constituted

not advertising a position, and we went over that. But as

far as them saying that they did not want to advertise

either position -- I mean did not want to fill the position,

I don't recollect them saying that.

Q Did they ever express in their sentiments to you

that they preferred advertising?

A They should have asked us what constituted

advertising and what constituted doing retention register.

That's what they should have. Now, I don't recall them just

coming to -- not to me saying that they didn't want to

advertise. No, I don't recall that.

Q So they didn't come to you, and I'm giving you a

scenario here, and say something to the effect that, you

know, what about these two -- this new job description that

we've written, --

A Uh-huh.

Q -- we'd like to advertise it, do you see a problem

with this?

A Well, once they had rewritten the job, and they

had eliminated the environmental part, --

Q But --

A -- I'm saying that they had to advertise it.

Q Okay. Depending on how much of the function that

was --
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1 A They were supposed to advertise it, and in this

2 case, they did go ahead with what we recommended and

3 advertised the position.

4 Q But that --

5 A Now, I don't know --

6 Q -- is based on whose determination of how much of

7 that prior job function constituted or job description

8 environmental constituted? I mean, who would be the one to

9 decide, well, this is 15 percent, this is 20, this is 50

10 percent of the job function that was being performed?

11 A It would be management, right.

12 Q Okay.

13 A It would be management telling us that. Okay. And

14 we would have questioned management to make sure --

15 Q Who in this particular case told you how much of

16 the job function was environmental?

17 A I don't recall, but it had to be -- it had to be

18 Grover or it had to be McArthur or it had to be McGraff.

19 Q Well, --

20 A But I'm pretty sure it -- he probably left it to

21 Grover to a certain extent until Grover's position was

22 eliminated.

23 Q Uh-huh.

24 A And then McArthur would have been the one

25 involved.
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Q Well, according to what Mr. Grover is saying, that

function was less than 15 percent of the job.

A But what I'm saying, inspector, that --

Q Well, it's special agent.

A Special agent. I'm sorry. All right. I

apologize --

Q No, that's all right.

A What I'm saying is that I don't recall him

discussing that with me, telling me that it was just 15

percent, because I would have asked him specifically how

much were we eliminating when we took the environmental part

out of it, and --

Q What Mr. Grover has said is that he told you less

than 15 percent.

A And I'm saying that he didn't tell me that. I

don't recall him telling me that. And if he told me that, I

should not have recommended that the job be advertised.

Q Is it possible that somebody else, after Mr.

Grover said that, someone else subsequent to that --

A Overruled me?

Q -- said that it's more than 15, that was 50

percent?

A I don't recall, and I really don't see that

getting past me. Are you saying that he stated that on the

job description, that it wasn't broken down to what it was
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1 supposed to be, 50/50, or are you saying that he is saying

2 that actually they weren't doing but 15 percent of the

3 environmental? Now, that's two different things.

4 Q No. He's saying that the job description,

5 description, not function, did not change by more than 15

6 percent.

7 A Well, that's where -- if not, the position

8 shouldn't have been advertised.

9 Q Okay. So you're telling me --

10 A But I'm saying --

11 Q Okay. You're telling me 50 percent or 15 percent?

12 A I'm saying if it didn't change but 15 percent, it

13 shouldn't have been advertised.

14 Q Okay.

15 A But based on what we had been told -- and when I

16 say we, human resources and myself -- and sitting down with

17 management, it had changed more than the 35 percent, and I'm

18 saying that they -- I was told that half of the job was

19 being eliminated.

20 Q But who told you half of that job is what I'm

21 asking you. Specifically who told you that?

22 A I'm saying that it had to be Grover or had to be

23 McArthur.

24 Q Okay. One or the other.

25 A Right. McGraff may have been involved. It would
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1 have been those that had on hand experience on the job when

2 it comes to the job duties and responsibilities.

3 Q Okay. We're going to go off the record now -- the

4 time is 1:27 p.m. -- just to look over some documentation.

5 [Off the record.]

6 MS. BENSON: Okay. The time now is 1:32 p.m. and

7 we're back on the record.

8 BY MS. BENSON:

9 Q Okay. So Mr. Easley, what you're indicating to me

10 is that if -- the job change, job description change, would

11 have to be 35 percent --

12 A Or greater.

13 Q Okay.

14 A It would be more than 35 percent.

15 Q Okay. More than 35 percent. Okay.

16 And in this particular situation where we're

17 looking at the past and present chemistry positions at the

18 time of 1996, who would determine what percentage the

19 environmental function was of that job description?

20 A Human resources and management.

21 Q Human resources and management. And who in

22 management do you recall working with to make this

23 determination of the percentage?

24 A If my recollection is right, it would have been

25 Mr. Grover when he was still active; it would have been
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1 Wilson McArthur.

2 Q After that.

3 A After, right.

4 Q Okay. And do you recall ever indicating to either

5 Mr. Grover or Mr. McArthur that the environmental function

6 was less than 35 percent and that they probably should not

7 post the position?

8 A No.

9 Q Okay. Do you recall doing a review of that job

10 description or the two job descriptions and making any

11 determination of what percentage?

12 A Yes.

13 Q Okay. What was the percentage that you

14 determined?

15 A I can't put a picture on it right now, but I'm

16 sure it was more than the 35 percent, and I keep referring

17 back to the 50 percent split, where we had talked to

18 management and management said it was a 50 percent split,

19 and --

20 Q Okay. That's what management told you?

21 A To my recollection, yes.

22 Q Okay.

23 A They said they were supposed to be doing the job

24 half in half. Now, as far as what management had them to do

25 on a daily basis --
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1 Q Well, that wouldn't matter anyway.

2 A -- I wouldn't know. Right.

3 Q Okay.

4 A Okay. But as far as the job description, it were

5 more than 35 percent that would make us --

6 Q How do you -

7 A -- have to post the position.

8 Q Okay. How do you determine percentage when you're

9 conducting a review of actual position description?

10 A We sit down with management and they help us.

11 Q Okay. Do you remember in this particular case --

12 A And in some cases, on some job descriptions, it

13 has down there the percent of the time. Now, I don't recall

14 whether it had that on this particular one or not.

15 Q Okay. Do you recall in this particular incident

16 who it was in management that you sat down with when you did

17 your review to determine what the percentage was?

18 A This is where we keep going back to the --

19 Q Okay.

20 A -- to the same manager, Special Agent.

21 Q Yes. Now, you're telling me initially that it was

22 Grover and then it may have been somebody after that.

23 A No, I said Grover and Wilson. Grover was the one

24 that were working on the position description or job

25 description, whatever you want to call it.
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Okay.

In some cases, we call it position description --

Right.

-- if I remember correctly.

Okay.

Especially when it comes to management.

Okay.

And on the position description, Grover was the

was working on it.

Okay.

In fact, Grover was the one that was working on

it.

Q Okay.

A In fact, when he did the position description, he

had three people that we had mentioned earlier, the three

applicants, to get their input.

Q Right.

A So Grover would have been the one in the beginning

that I was working with.

Q To write the description.

A Right.

Q Okay. But not necessarily the person that maybe

conducted the review of the two positions to see --

A Right, he would have been the one.

Q Okay. To see whether --
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1 A Or he should have been the one.

2 Q Uh-huh.

3 A Right. He should have been the one. And where

4 you are saying that in his affidavit, deposition that he

5 gave, that he is saying that I said 15 percent, no, I don't

6 recall that, I shouldn't have said it if I did, and I don't

7 think I said that.

8 Q Well, he wasn't sure about if he was correct on

9 his percentage.

10 A I think due to the time-span, like I was telling

11 you before, you have a tendency to forget exactly what

12 constitutes this and what constitutes that, and due to the

13 two years that have passed by, that he doesn't recall the

14 percentage.

15 Q Uh-huh. Well, he doesn't. He admits that he's

16 not exact on the percentage. But the underlying information

17 that I'm trying to get at is not so much percentage --

18 A Right. I understand what you're trying to get at.

19 Q -- because, you know, you told me what that is,

20 okay, and you're the person to tell me that because you're

21 human resources. But what I'm saying, what I'm asking you

22 is, since the percentage on the prior job description wasn't

23 listed, who would have made that determination when you're

24 looking at specifics on whether somebody should roll over or

25 advertise. Now --
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1 A Now, it should have been him, and with me sitting

2 there with him, I would have said, well, Mr. Grover, this

3 looks like this may be environmental work, is this

4 environmental work? And he would be the one to clear that

5 up for me, to tell me yes, this is, or this is not.

6 Q Is this review of the position description

7 documented?

8 A Documented how, Special Agent?

9 Q Such as, this is how we came to this determination

10 that the percentage --

11 A I don't --

12 Q -- [inaudible] scale and --

13 A I don't think so.

14 Q Okay. So it's just you sitting down with somebody

15 and coming up with this determination?

16 A In this case, I would say yes, and I may have

17 talked to my counterparts, may have talked to my supervisor

18 and talked to management.

19 Q Okay. And everybody agreed --

20 A Yes.

21 Q -- in this position that this should be

22 advertised?

23 A Right. I'm pretty sure my supervisor had me in,

24 called me in and we discussed it, and after I explained to

25 him what I saw that constituted a certain percent, it also
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1 constituted that we should advertise, he probably agreed

2 with me. In this case, I'm pretty sure he did because we

3 advertised the position.

4 Q And I'm just, you know, not trying to be

5 confrontational; I'm just trying to understand --

6 A No, go ahead. I understand what you're doing.

7 Q -- understand what your procedure is, how you make

8 the determination --

9 A Right.

10 Q -- especially when you're talking about

11 percentages here, when it's not written, how you determined

12 that little part of the environmental which may have just

13 been stuck on the job description at the end or something --

14 you know, I don't know because we're not looking at those

15 right now -- and you're saying that review itself is not

16 documented on how you came about making that determination.

17 A Not to my knowledge.

18 Q Okay. And is it possible from our perspective now

19 or where we are today that the percentage of the job

20 description, the environmental function, you know,

21 comprised, which is the part that changed, is it possible

22 that that percentage was not correct?

23 A If the job description wasn't written correctly,

24 if there was wrong interpretation on some of the duties and

25 responsibilities, it possibly could have been. But based on
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1 discussing it with the appropriate management, I would say

2 no.

3 Q Okay. To me, it seems like that could swing one

4 way or the other when you're just looking at percent, trying

5 to figure out percentages based on job description. You

6 know, if management wants it to go a certain percentage one

7 way, then that's easy enough to do, you know, from their

8 --if they're the ones making the final determination.

9 A If I had been told and if I had agreed with

10 management that it was not more than 35 percent or if it

11 wasn't half and if it was only 15 percent, I would not have

12 recommended that the job be advertised because you're going

13 to be in a bind regardless, if you understand what I mean.

14 If the job should be advertised and you don't

15 advertise it, you're going to get complaints from the other

16 employees in the positions being eliminated, you're going to

17 get complaints from others. And it was my responsibility

18 and human resources' responsibility to make sure that what

19 we did was according to rules and regulations and according

20 to internal procedures and everything, and this is what we

21 tried to do.

22 Q Okay. Now -- because we're not going to be able

23 to get any more specific than that because [inaudible]

24 review it and who you -- other than you recalling, maybe you

25 did sit down with certain individuals.
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1 A And I believe if Mr. Grover had told me, Ben, this

2 is not nothing but 15 percent, then I would have had my

3 supervisor get in on it, we would have sat down with him and

4 McGraff, and if Wilson was involved at the time -- at one

5 time, you know, he wasn't --

6 Q Okay.

7 A -- we would have got -- had a meeting of all the

8 minds to make sure.

9 Q Okay. And as far as you know --

10 A Because of all the things that had happened in the

11 past, we wanted to make sure that we was doing everything

12 according to Hall, and when I say Hall, according to the

13 procedures and guidelines because I myself knew that it was

14 a possibility that someone was going to question what we

15 were going to do, and we wanted to make sure that --

16 Q From a human resources perspective.

17 A Standpoint, right, that we were doing it right.

18 Q Okay. That's good enough.

19 Are you aware that Mr. McArthur in this

20 reorganization was allowed to roll over into the new

21 position of radiological control, chemistry group rad con

22 chem group and that Ron Grover's position was eliminated?

23 A Yes.

24 Q Okay. Can you explain to me what happened in that

25 reorg or downsizing of those two positions?
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1 A Okay. In those two positions, before they

2 reorganized it, Wilson McArthur was the rad con manager --

3 and I hope I have this correct; it's been some time -- pay

4 grade 11, and Ron Grover was the chemistry/environmental

5 manager, pay grade 11.

6 Q Okay. Let me stop you, and I apologize. Is the

7 pay grade 11 position an executive management position?

8 A No. Explain when you say executive management.

9 Q Okay. It's a manager position, but the policy

10 during 1996 at TVA regarding rolling over into certain

11 positions and the waivers and et cetera, were the rules

12 different for executive management than they were for the

13 lower grade manager positions?

14 A That's hard for me to answer. I don't understand

15 what you're asking.

16 Q Okay. Above the PG level -- PG-11 level, what

17 comes after that?

18 A Senior management.

19 Q Okay.

20 A And those are the executive positions I think

21 you're talking about.

22 Q Okay.

23 A Okay.

24 Q PG-11 was not a senior management position, is

25 what you're telling me?
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1 A Right.

2 Q Okay.

3 A To my knowledge. I could be wrong, but to my

4 recollection.

5 Q What constituted senior management? Anything

6 above PG-11 or --

7 A Anything -- when -- the executive position, I

8 think you are talking about the senior managers, which is

9 above pay grade 11, and then you're talking about the VP and

10 the president, the general managers.

11 Q They're senior management?

12 A Right.

13 Q Okay. And they have different rules than PG-11

14 and below?

15 A We are supposed to advertise all positions pay

16 grade 1 through 11, and the other positions in most cases

17 also.

18 Q Okay. So anyway, we'll go back to -- I just

19 wanted to clarify that as far as rules, what rules applied

20 to what positions.

21 A I think that I am telling you what [inaudible].

22 Like I say, it's been some time ago and some of these things

23 have left my mind and thoughts and everything.

24 Q Uh-huh. I understand that.

25 A And I'm trying to give you the answer to the best
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of my knowledge.

Q I understand that, and I appreciate that. I know

there's a lot of rules to try to remember.

A Right.

Q So going back to Mr. McArthur and the position he

rolled over into.

A He rolled over into the manager of rad --

radiological and chemistry control --

Q Okay.

A -- position, and this is a position that he has

served in once before.

Q Okay.

A The position was almost identical or was identical

or very similar or whatever. And at the time, I definitely

thought that that position should have been advertised

because he and Ron Grover were at the same level. However,

like I said, he had been at the level one time before, but

this was also similar to Fiser being in a similar position,

not quite the same or whatever. And I recommended that the

position be advertised, --

Q Okay.

A -- a waiver be gotten from human resources, the

human resource office in Knoxville, and it was determined by

management that since he had that position before and had

all the skills and knowledge and expertise that were needed
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1 for the position, that they would bypass advertising it, and

2 I recommended that no, we don't do that, the position be

3 advertised. I discussed it with my supervisor. He

4 discussed that with management, and when I say management, I

5 think it was McGraff. And even after he had discussed that,

6 he came back and told me what he was going to do. I told

7 him I thought he was taking a chance, that if Grover for

8 some reason questioned that, that we had a no-win situation.

9 But they decided to go ahead and place Wilson in that

10 position.

11 Q What did Mr. Boyles tell you after he spoke to Mr.

12 McGraff?

13 A He said he had talked to McGraff about it, and I

14 think he indicated that McGraff thought that Wilson was the

15 best qualified person for the position since he had been in

16 that position before. However, he told me that after he had

17 talked to me in making the decision, I think he was the one

18 that made the final decision that we would not advertise it.

19 Q Who was the final one?

20 A Ed.

21 Q Oh, Ed Boyles?

22 A Ed Boyles, B-o-y-l-e-s. I think he told me that

23 he decided that since Wilson had been in the position

24 before, that Wilson would be the best person for the

25 position.
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1 Q And what was his reason or what was the reason

2 given to you on why they didn't go through HR in Knoxville

3 and request a waiver?

4 A Because they decided to make the decision in the

5 corporate office, and he was the one that made the decision.

6 Q And he didn't want to get approval on --

7 A Now, as far as him talking to Phil Reynolds, I

8 just can't recall or recollect. Phil Reynolds was his

9 supervisor and Phil Reynolds was the manager of nuclear

10 human resources, which incorporated corporate as well as the

11 site human resources.

12 Now, I don't recall whether he talked to Phil or

13 not. I can't recall.

14 Q But he indicated to you that he was not going to

15 get a waiver --

16 A Right.

17 Q -- for that?

18 A Uh-huh.

19 Q In the big scheme of things, explain to me what

20 the purpose of human resources is and where they fall on

21 final decisionmaking. Is human resources there to advise

22 and then the manager makes the final decision?

23 A We are there to advise.

24 Q Okay.

25 A Okay. And sometimes we are there to bend all the
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1 rules. I said no, we're not going to do that if we know

2 that it is going to cause some headaches or cause some

3 problems where we're going to be investigated, like NRC,

4 going to be investigated by the IG, we're going to be

5 investigated by others, it's our responsibility to say -- to

6 talk to our upper management and say, this is what we're

7 confronted with, we cannot win it in our opinion, and in

8 most cases, upper management will stop it.

9 Q Okay. So in this case basically, what Mr. Boyles

10 should have done at that point if Mr. McGraff wanted it is

11 to talk to Mr. Reynolds --

12 A And he may have.

13 Q Yes.

14 A I don't recall.

15 Q But the -- instead, he indicated to you that he

16 was going to go ahead -- this was his decision and he wanted

17 to make the corporate decision, and he was not -- he was

18 going to allow McArthur to roll over in that position?

19 A To the best of my remembrance, yes.

20 Q Do you see from a human resources perspective and

21 your years of experience any difference between what

22 happened with the position McGraff rolled over into and

23 Fiser, that new positions were created, both had held

24 similar positions in the past, one was allowed to roll over,

25 the other one had to post?
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1 A I think both of them should have been posted.

2 Q Okay. If I told you that Mr. Boyles told me that

3 the first time he heard you had objected to McArthur rolling

4 over into that position was within the last couple of weeks,

5 is that true or not true?

6 A Not true.

7 Q Okay.

8 A Did he say that?

9 Q Well, you can probably ascertain certain things by

10 the question that I'm asking.

11 A Beg your pardon?

12 Q I said you could probably ascertain certain things

13 just based on the questions I'm asking.

14 A Can you give me a yes or no?

15 Q He indicated that he didn't recall you objecting

16 to the non-advertisement --

17 A He didn't say it was his decision to do so?

18 Q I'm not sure about that point, okay? But I'm

19 talking about your objection to the --

20 A No, I told him that we shouldn't do it.

21 Q Yeah.

22 A After we went so far --

23 Q Well, he doesn't recall right now you having ever

24 objected to --

25 A I had told my supervisor that it should be
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1 advertised and --

2 Q Now, you understand that I'm not questioning you

3 about that.

4 A No, no, no. I know. I'm just --

5 Q Okay.

6 A -- getting this on the record.

7 Q Okay.

8 A I had told my supervisor it should be advertised.

9 And then when it get to a point where your supervisor says,

10 I am going to do this or not do this, then sometimes that's

11 where you --

12 Q You've done what you needed to do.

13 A You've done what you have done and you back out.

14 Q You've followed the rules.

15 A Right.

16 Q Okay.

17 A And I think if you really talk to him, he would

18 tell you or he should have told you that it was his

19 decision, that we had discussed this.

20 Q Well --

21 A And I think it's also in the records on those

22 other interviews that I gave that I had told him the

23 position should have been advertised.

24 Q It was, but he didn't have that information until

25 recently, I don't think. But, I mean, he has to accept
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1 responsibility for decisions that he made, and you don't

2 have to be responsible for, you know, decisions other people

3 have made. I mean you -- like I said initially, I feel

4 like, you know, the majority of the people, in their

5 opinion, you were always trying to follow and ensure that

6 rules would be followed.

7 Your prediction to these people back then was that

8 this could be a problem later on and this is what I

9 recommend.

10 A Right.

11 Q Okay. And that's what you need to do, that's the

12 way you need to approach these kind of decisions when you're

13 making these decisions in a management position such as his,

14 because it always comes out.

15 A It does.

16 Q It always -- and you have to be able to justify,

17 you know, your actions basically.

18 A And this is the reason why I'm saying, when we

19 were trying to determine whether it should be advertised and

20 where the percentage had gone above the certain percent,

21 where it should be advertised, if someone had told me and

22 had been able to show me, I would not have recommended the

23 position be advertised.

24 Q Okay. Do you recall having a conversation with

25 Mr. Grover prior to his removal from that position of the
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1 rad chem manager concerning the possible transfer of Stan

2 Harvey to Sequoyah?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Okay. Did he ask your guidance on how to go about

5 making this happen?

6 A He asked me -- I think he came to me and asked me

7 -- first he told me that he was aware that there was a

8 position at Sequoyah that they were trying to place Sam

9 Harvey in, and I think at that particular time, Sam Harvey

10 -- H-a-r-v-e-y -- was at Sequoyah on loan, and --

11 MS. BENSON: Excuse me one minute. Let me go

12 ahead and change tapes here.

13 THE INTERVIEWEE: Okay.

14 MS. BENSON: The time now is 1:58 p.m.

15 BY MS. BENSON:

16 Q Okay. Can you continue please, Mr. Easley?

17 A And I think he indicated that they wanted him to

18 release Harvey for a position out there, and I may not be

19 stating it exactly like he said it, but I told him if they

20 had a position out there, based on the criteria that was set

21 up for placing people in position, because Sequoyah was a

22 counterpart to our human resources -- we were corporate

23 human resources and they were the plant human resources --

24 that they should have followed the same guidelines that we

25 had to follow, should have been following the same
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1 guideline.

2 And in a case like this, they should have either

3 be advertising that position, they should have requested a

4 waiver to fill the position with Harvey or whomever else

5 they wanted to fill if they were not going to advertise it,

6 they should have requested a direct transfer and a direct

7 transfer would have been whereas they were doing the same

8 type of work and this work was being taken away from our

9 location to place him in that position, those were the only

10 three ways they could place him in that position.

11 Q So those were your recommendations to Mr. Grover

12 as far as how to request a transfer of Harvey out to

13 Sequoyah?

14 A Right.

15 Q Okay.

16 A The legal aspect of placing him in that position.

17 Q Human resource policy --

18 A Right. Right.

19 Q -- concerning transfers.

20 A Primarily, the position they had out there should

21 have been advertised if they were going to put him in the

22 position, and due to all the conflicts we were having in

23 that chemistry and environmental organization and having

24 complaints and things of that nature.

25 Q Do you know what they ever did on that, what the
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final resolution of that was? I mean as far as --

A Well, he -- he was finally sent back to downtown,

to the central office.

Q Who was?

A Harvey.

Q Oh, okay.

A H-a-r-v-e-y.

Q Oh, so they had actually transferred him out

there?

A No, he was out there on loan.

Q Okay. And this was during the same time frame?

A Right, during the same time frame.

Q Okay. And they --

A And he came back prior to us filling the position.

Q Oh, okay. How long was he out there on loan?

A I really don't know. I don't know whether it was

just a couple months or --

Q Was he on loan to them at the time Mr. Grover came

to you and asked you for guidance?

A Yes, I think so, if I recall.

Q Or was he working at corporate providing them with

assistance?

A Well, he actually [inaudible] corporate, and he

was the one that was providing support to them. Okay.

However, I think that they had asked for him on loan for a
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1 short period of time or for a period of time. He was just

2 working with them out there in the rad con chemistry

3 organization, if I remember correctly.

4 Q And do you know whether they -- how they handled

5 that as far as did they request a waiver or did they

6 advertise for that or did they --

7 A I don't know what they did other than what Grover

8 had mentioned to me.

9 Q Okay. Did Grover ever get back with you and tell

10 you what they had done?

11 A I don't recall. Well, he came back to the central

12 office. They did not put him in that position. So

13 evidently, someone decided that they could not do that, and

14 I think this was management talking and not the human

15 resource office. I don't think they had gone through human

16 resources at Sequoyah because I think human resources would

17 have told them the same thing: we cannot do this. We will

18 have to either advertise or get a waiver, whatever.

19 Q Now, did Mr. Grover come to you because you were

20 providing support [inaudible]?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Okay. Did you ever hear anything to the effect

23 that Mr. McGraff did not want Harvey transferred out there

24 to fill that billet?

25 A I don't recall. I don't recall.
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1 Q Who selected the review board or selection board

2 for the position advertised for the chemistry position that

3 were --

4 A If I recall correctly, it was Wilson McArthur,

5 M-c-A-r-t-h-u-r.

6 Q Okay. And do you know who he selected?

7 A And before I go further, I think McGraff may have

8 had some input. I'm not really sure. But I would have

9 believed that Wilson may have told McGraff who he was

10 selecting -- who he was considering, who you were asking to

11 serve on the review board. And the ones that he was looking

12 at, he was looking at the managers of I think radiological

13 control and chemistry at Sequoyah, Watts Barr and Browns

14 Ferry.

15 Q Do you know who was ultimately selected to be on

16 the board?

17 A I'm just -- Kent.

18 Q Charles Kent?

19 A Charles Kent at Sequoyah. I think he requested

20 that Corey at Browns Ferry -- now, I'm not saying that he's

21 the one that --

22 Q John Corey.

23 A John Corey. I'm sorry.

24 Q C-o-r-e-y?

25 A C-o-r-r-e-y, I think.
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Q I've got C-o-r-e-y.

A Well, it may be just one R.

Q Okay.

A Okay. At Browns Ferry. And I think he had

requested that -- Jack Cox at Watts Barr.

Q Okay.

A However, for some reason, I think Jack sort of

eliminated himself and said that he had something else --

something else to do or some other commitment and did not

serve on it.

Q Okay.

A And I think at the time, I had talked to Wilson

and said if he can, it would be best to have him there, and

I think I may have talked to McGraff about it, and also I

think I talked to Ed Boyles about it, that we should have

had Mr. Cox there if he could because he was the one that

Mr. Fiser -- F-i-s-e-r -- was supporting. He was the

manager over the department, office or whatever, and I

thought that he should have been there.

Q And when you talked to Mr. McArthur about this,

what did Mr. McArthur tell you?

A Well, I think he tried to influence Cox to be

there; however, he wasn't able to get him because I think

Cox kept saying that he had some other commitment or

something, he has a meeting or something that he had to
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attend.

Q And you said you also spoke to Mr. McGraff and Mr.

Boyles. What did Mr. McGraff say to you about this?

A I really don't recall, but I surmise he just said

well, if he's unable to come, then we just have to get

someone else.

Q When did you learn that he would not be available?

A I can't give you a date, but I think soon after

Wilson had contacted him and requested that he be part of

the selection team, selection panel, after Wilson had told

me.

Q That's what Wilson told you?

A Right.

Q Uh-huh. That Cox called him and told him he

couldn't be on the panel?

A When he called Cox -- I don't know if it was a

call or he saw Cox or whatever, but --

Q So the first time he -- I'm trying to understand,

you know, your conversation with Mr. McArthur. When did he

tell you that Cox told him he couldn't be on the board?

A After he had asked Cox.

Q Okay.

A And I can't put a time or a date --

Q Right.

A -- on it, when he asked Cox.
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1 Q Uh-huh. And he didn't have any specific reason

2 why Cox was eliminating himself?

3 A He had a reason. Like I said, I don't know

4 whether it was due to some other commitment or whether it

5 was -- I just don't recall exactly what the reason was that

6 he couldn't serve.

7 Q Did you hear any conversation from anybody talking

8 about Mr. Cox shouldn't be on the board because he was in

9 favor of Fiser, and they wanted the board to be unbiased?

10 A Come to think of it yes, I think I heard that.

11 Right.

12 Q And who did you hear that from?

13 A I may have heard it from McArthur. I'm not really

14 sure. But come to think of it, I think I did hear that.

15 But I still thought that he should be on the board --

16 Q Well, let me ask --

17 A -- because he would -- he was the one that was

18 knowledgeable of the support that Fiser was giving to

19 Sequoyah.

20 Q Okay. Let me just ask something from you from a

21 human resources perspective as far as selecting the

22 selection panel. If you go to the rad chem managers from

23 the three different sites, and the individuals apply for

24 these position work at those sites, are you really trying to

25 get an objective, neutral board, or are you trying to get a
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1 board that has knowledge of individual skills and what their

2 needs are at those sites?

3 A I would say you're trying to do both. You want to

4 make sure that you are going to get an objective opinion

5 from each representative from the site who knew the work,

6 knew what support that corporate was supposed to give to

7 them, and I also knew what type of support that the person

8 was giving to them.

9 Q Okay.

10 A And these people would have been instrumental in

11 going back to the service evaluations when it came time for

12 corporate management to evaluate these people.

13 Q Okay.

14 A So you were going to get the managers at the same

15 level who primarily was in charge of the same thing and who

16 -- and in return, whereas the corporate office was supposed

17 to give the same support to -- similar support.

18 Q But going back to that again, if they have worked

19 with one individual of the three that are applying for the

20 position, they're going to have a bias one way or the other.

21 They're either going to like them or they're not going to

22 like them and the work that has been provided in support of

23 them in the past.

24 A Uh-huh.

25 Q And so by picking people that have worked with
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1 them, you're really picking them because of their knowledge

2 of what they need at their site.

3 A But then again, sometimes, Special Agent Benson,

4 it's just the opposite. The manager will say they're not

5 getting the support that they are giving, and if the

6 expertise is not at the level that it should be, they would

7 say.

8 Q Yes. So they're going to be either bias for them

9 or against them.

10 A Right.

11 Q And you want them to be able to at least

12 differentiate and, you know --

13 A Right.

14 Q But just because you've expressed an opinion in

15 favor of somebody doesn't necessarily mean that you're

16 unbiased --

17 A And then again, these other --

18 Q -- or that you're biased.

19 A These other managers, due to their interfacing or

20 interaction with the other managers at the plant, they

21 already have an idea, because these managers, they come

22 together at meetings, they talk about the support that they

23 are getting from corporate. So in a sense, they already

24 know to some degree what skill level that these people are

25 in, what type of service they are providing. So that's a
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1 reason, I think in those cases, we want the same level

2 managers.

3 Q You mean you have equal representation.

4 A Right, equal representation.

5 Q Okay. And in this instance, that's -- Mr. Cox was

6 not available or was not present. Was it truly an equal

7 representation for each of the candidates that were coming

8 there as far as the chemistry position?

9 A Well, let me say this: I think he should have

10 been there to --

11 Q Okay.

12 A -- voice his opinion.

13 Q Mr. Rogers, Bill Rogers, was the one that replaced

14 Mr. Cox? Was it Bill Rogers?

15 A I don't remember the name at this time, but it was

16 someone that replaced him. And I think he did a good job.

17 Q Yeah.

18 A But I still would have preferred, if Jack Cox

19 could have been there, that he --

20 Q Do you know whether Mr. Rogers had any chemistry

21 background at all?

22 A I don't recall.

23 Q But Mr. Kent and Mr. Corey both were from

24 chemistry, the rad chem managers.

25 A Right. Uh-huh.
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1 Q Okay. The HR person that was present during the

2 screening panels or the screening interviews was who?

3 A Melissa Westbrook.

4 Q Okay.

5 A W-e-s-t-b-r-o-o-k.

6 Q Okay. Thank you.

7 Was there a reason that you were not present

8 during the interview?

9 A Yes.

10 Q And what was that?

11 A I wasn't there because Fiser had come down to talk

12 to me about if we advertised the position which he thought

13 was his position, that he was going to file a DOL complaint,

14 and also said some other things that would happen if we

15 advertise the position, and at this time, this is when I

16 requested that he and I go to Mr. Boyles -- B-o-y-l-e-s --

17 my supervisor, and for him to tell Mr. Boyles or express how

18 he felt if the position was advertised, and I wanted a

19 witness, and the reason I wanted a witness is because in the

20 past, I had been told -- I never did hear it, but I had been

21 told that he had taped me.

22 Q Mr. Fiser had --

23 A Mr. Fiser had tape-recorded me, and I don't think

24 that was fair.

25 Q Uh-huh.
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1 A Okay. I think he should have told me if he was

2 taping me or whatever. However, some of the things that he

3 said I said -- they said that he said I said, I said no, I

4 did not say that unless he spliced the tape, unless he asked

5 me a question and I was responding to what he asked me and

6 he took it differently than what I thought I said or

7 whatever.

8 But I told him that really, I didn't feel

9 comfortable, knowing that he had taped me. So when he came

10 to talk to me, to protect myself, I was very cautious of

11 what I said to him, and that is the reason that I wanted to

12 have someone there for him to tell them exactly the same

13 thing he was telling me.

14 Q Okay. Who told you that Mr. Fiser had been

15 tape-recording you?

16 A Office of General Counsel attorney Brent Marquame.

17 Q Marquame?

18 A Right.

19 Q And I think that's M-a-r-q-u-a-m-e.

20 A Right. That's correct.

21 Q Did Mr. Marquame show you any of the transcripts?

22 A I asked to see the tape.

23 Q And did you get to see it?

24 A No, I never did. He had the tape. I asked and he

25 had the tape.
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1 Q Did you see any of the written transcripts of the

2 tape?

3 A The only thing I saw was that I think it was

4 mentioned in some transcript that I was taped.

5 Q Okay.

6 A And I --

7 Q Did this topic of the secret tape recordings come

8 up with any other individuals involved in this board for the

9 1996 position?

10 A I think he had taped Wilson McArthur.

11 Q Did Mr. McArthur ever talk to you about the tape

12 recording?

13 A Yes, I think he and I -- we discussed that we were

14 taped, and that we didn't think that it was professional, we

15 didn't think it was fair, because we all three were

16 professional people and to tape someone without someone

17 knowing, that we didn't think it was the right thing to do.

18 Q What was Mr. Fiser tape recording you and Mr.

19 McArthur for? Was it in relation to --

20 A I think --

21 Q his '93 DOL complaint as far as him being

22 removed from that one position?

23 A It could have been and it may have been something

24 centered around the Jocher incident, case or situation. I

25 don't remember exactly right now, but --
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1 Q It might have been one or the other --

2 A I think -- I think when it came to me, I think it

3 was concerning whether -- who was responsible for having

4 Jocher to resign.

5 Q Okay. So Mr. McArthur and yourself, you were

6 aware that both of you had been recorded. Was anybody else

7 on the board such as Charles Kent, did he ever discuss with

8 you past knowledge of prior complaints involving Fiser or

9 Mr. Corey?

10 A No.

11 Q Either the tape recordings or -- but Mr. Kent was

12 involved in the 1993 DOL complaint that Fiser filed when he

13 was out at Sequoyah?

14 A I think he was. I just don't remember. But I

15 think he was.

16 Q At any time, and I know that, you know, Mr.

17 McArthur felt the same way you did about the tape

18 recordings, but at any time did he ever indicate that

19 because of his feelings towards Fiser as a result of these

20 tape recordings, that he didn't want him in this --

21 A No.

22 Q -- position?

23 A No.

24 Q And going back just briefly to the 1993 time frame

25 during the past DOL case involving Mr. Fiser, do you ever
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1 recall being present with Mr. McArthur while you all were

2 doing evaluations of personnel when one of the vice

3 presidents walked in and told McArthur to remove Fiser's

4 name from the board, and that Fiser wasn't going to be one

5 of the people that got the increase?

6 I guess you were looking at how you determine your

7 bonuses or increases and there were names up on the board

8 and Mr. McArthur was told to remove Fiser's name, back in

9 1993?

10 A No, I don't recall that. In 1993?

11 Q Uh-huh.

12 A No, I don't recall it.

13 Q So I guess -- were you made aware -- going back to

14 the interviews, were you made aware of the results of who

15 was selected for the position?

16 A Yes, I'm aware.

17 Q Do you know who it was?

18 -A Okay. We advertised two chemistry positions, one

19 BWR, and that was for Browns --

20 Q That's a boiling water reactor?

21 A Boiling water reactor. I'm sorry.

22 Q Okay.

23 A For Browns Ferry.

24 Q Uh-huh.

25 A And one PWR, which incorporated Sequoyah and Watts
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1 Barr, pressurized water reactor. There were two positions

2 that were advertised, and Chandra -- C-h-a-n-d-r-a -- was

3 selected for the position at Browns Ferry and Harvey --

4 H-a-r-v-e-y -- was selected for the position at

5 Sequoyah-Watts Barr.

6 Q Besides all the information that we've really

7 covered today, do you know whether McArthur expressed his

8 feelings or desires or McArthur expressed somebody else's

9 feelings or desires to select Harvey for that PWR position?

10 A I don't think he -- to my knowledge, I have no

11 knowledge of him talking to someone, to anyone concerning

12 who was going to be selected, whatever. In talking to me,

13 he said that he was going to leave it up to the board;

14 however, he was the selecting supervisor. Although he had a

15 board, the board did the rankings and made a recommendation

16 to Wilson, Wilson, if he wanted to, he could have intervened

17 on the final selection or whatever. But he had told me up

18 front that he was going to go along with the selection panel

19 selection as they ranked the candidates --

20 Q Okay.

21 A -- or applicants.

22 Q And as far as who participated on this panel, to

23 your knowledge, you know, regarding conversations you may

24 have had with any person, do you know why Mr. Cox excused

25 himself from that board?
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1 A That's going back to what I said before, and I

2 said I can't recall, I can't recollect. He had something

3 else that was going to -- well, there was something else

4 like a meeting, a commitment, that was going to conflict

5 with sitting on the selection board. And then I think

6 McGraff had said -- once he mentioned it -- that it may be

7 best for him not to serve on the selection board based on

8 maybe he had said -- and I'm not aware that he said this

9 --that he would be recommending --

10 Q He said he was going to be recommending Fiser.

11 A Fiser for the position.

12 Q Uh-huh. Okay.

13 Now, did you have knowledge that Charles Kent had

14 been the one to request that Harvey be transferred down to

15 Sequoyah prior to this panel? I know Grover came to you --

16 A Right, Grover came to me.

17 Q Did you know that the person that was trying to

18 get Harvey down to Sequoyah was, in fact, Charles Kent?

19 A It had to be Kent or it had to be -- I can't

20 recall Kent's supervisor. Oh, I think Gordon Rich was his

21 supervisor. Possibly it was Kent. I can't remember. But

22 it was whoever the manager was out there is the one that had

23 contact, Grover.

24 Now, let me ask you, who did Grover say contacted

25 him? Maybe my memory will --
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1 Q The person that was requesting that he be

2 transferred down there was Charles Kent.

3 A It's possible it was Charles Kent that he said

4 that had contacted him.

5 Q But I guess, you know --

6 A But it was one of the managers from out there that

7 had contacted him --

8 Q Okay.

9 A -- when he came to [inaudible].

10 Q I guess what I'm looking at, you know, that's kind

11 of a statement of who you'd like out there to represent you,

12 working for you, and I'm looking at Cox, you know, voicing

13 his opinion for the person that had been supporting him,

14 that it was suggested that, you know, one person should not

15 be there on the board and the --

16 A But then again, it should have been based on how

17 they responded to the question in expressing their knowledge

18 of the position and of the skills --

19 Q Exactly.

20 A -- and abilities they were going to take.

21 Q But not to be excused because you're in support of

22 somebody because of the good work they've done, or that you

23 recognize the work that somebody has done for you.

24 A Right. And you never can tell what someone is

25 thinking within, and it's hard to try to rationalize why
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1 someone do this instead of doing something else.

2 Q And you -- and I think you've told me this maybe a

3 couple of times, but you have no knowledge of why Mr. Cox

4 could not participate in that board, what it --

5 A Just based on what I said -- he had something that

6 was going to conflict with it. And then the second part was

7 McGraff.

8 Q Suggested that perhaps he shouldn't be on the

9 board.

10 A Shouldn't be, if he made that statement.

11 Q Uh-huh.

12 A And I don't even know whether he made the

13 statement or not.

14 Q So how do you -- I mean, what did you tell me

15 about -- who told you McGraff said that to Cox? How do you

16 know McGraff said that to Cox, or suggested that?

17 A I really don't really recall. It had to be --

18 maybe it wasn't McArthur or maybe someone had mentioned it

19 to my supervisor, Ed Boyles, and Ed Boyles told me. But I

20 was told. I had heard it.

21 Q Uh-huh. And this was --

22 A It had to be someone who was working with me in

23 the selection process, I mean getting everything together.

24 Q Considering the information we've gone over today

25 and your knowledge of everything that was going on there, do
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you think this was a fair selection board?

A Well, --

Q Not whether they picked the best candidate, the

board that was there, but was this a fair board considering

who was represented on the board?

A Probably was fair after the board was selected;

however, I do think that Cox should have been in on the

board.

Q That would have been the fairest board or most

objective or the best --

A Right. Now, if I had been the one to determine or

make the final decision, I think I would have had Cox on the

board because whether he was going to recommend Fiser --

F-i-s-e-r -- or not, I think we probably were defeating part

of the purpose of the selection board by using the other two

top managers and not using him because the candidate will

always come back and say that I did not get a fair shake

because the person I supported was not there.

Q Uh-huh. So he wasn't fairly represented in his --

A I'm saying, now, he may have been fairly

represented, but in his opinion, it's my thinking that he

will always think that he was not.

Q Uh-huh.

A And he may have been better represented. I don't

know since he was not there. But depending on how Cox would
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1 have voted or how he would have ranked him, I still would

2 have had him there if I had been the one to make the final

3 decision.

4 Q Okay. That's fair.

5 Do you know who compiled the questions that were

6 used in these interviews?

7 A Management compiled most of them. I mean, we may

8 have had one or two personnel, human-resource related type

9 person that human resources may have thrown in there. Like

10 I said, I did not serve as the facilitator. My counterpart

11 did, Melissa Westbrook, who is very good. That's what she

12 does. And I think -- I know that she is a fair person.

13 But going again, I didn't think that I should,

14 based on the things that transpired, and I didn't want

15 anyone saying that the possibility Ben Easley was colluded

16 in on the selection, which I don't think the managers

17 colluded on the selection or whatever, but I thought based

18 on the things that had transpired, that it would be best for

19 someone else to sit in as a facilitator. And I went to my

20 supervisor, Ed Boyles, and he went to his supervisor, Phil

21 McRelm, and they decided it would not be Kosher for me to

22 sit in on the board, it would be best to have someone else

23 there.

24 Q At any time did you go to your managers and

25 suggest that you should not be on that board or present
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1 during the interview because of your disagreement with the

2 way they were handling the process?

3 A No.

4 Q Okay.

5 A No.

6 Q So it was strictly because, you know, you just

7 didn't want to be viewed as a part of --

8 A Right, because --

9 Q -- [inaudible] anything later on.

10 A Right. Uh-huh. Because of the taping and because

11 of him talking to me and saying what he was going to do and

12 this and that. I didn't think that it would be wise because

13 I didn't want it said that I was trying to get back and I

14 sort of led management into making these decisions, making

15 this decision.

16 Q Okay. Do you have any other information relevant

17 to any of the questions I've asked you today that you

18 haven't provided to me yet?

19 A Not to my knowledge, and hopefully -- and I think

20 I have been honest about everything that I have said. Like

21 I say, so many things you can't recall because of the time

22 that has passed.

23 Q Especially when you have been interviewed several

24 times.

25 A Right. Right. Right. And I don't think I did
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1 anything to try to keep Fiser from being selected, and I

2 hope that the people that were selected was a result of the

3 ones that responded the best in the interview or whatever.

4 And I hope no management -- manager had a preselection

5 because that isn't good. It's definitely not good. And in

6 this case, I think that my counterpart probably did a good

7 job in trying to see that the right selection was made and

8 everything and --

9 Q Are you talking about Melissa?

10 A Right. Westbrook, W-e-s-t-b-r-o-o-k, yes. Was

11 made and everything.

12 Q Yes. I'm sure she did the best that she could,

13 and that's her job, to try and be the facilitator, like

14 that.

15 A Right. Right.

16 Q You know, especially not having a lot -- maybe

17 --possibly not having a lot of background on, you know,

18 everything up until that point. I don't know what time she

19 was brought in.

20 MS. BENSON: Well, I appreciate your openness and

21 your honesty and frankness, you know, here with me today.

22 If there's anything more that does transpire or you have

23 concerns, please feel free to call me at the office at any

24 time. And I know sometimes I can be -- it appears to be

25 difficult to get hold of me. We were at training the other
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1 day when you tried calling us, yesterday.

2 But anyway, I would like to ask you if all the

3 information that you have provided to me today has been

4 provided voluntarily and without coercion from any employee

5 at the NRC.

6 THE INTERVIEWEE: No, it has not.

7 MS. BENSON: Okay. Or it has been provided

8 voluntarily; is that correct?

9 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes, it has.

10 MS. BENSON: Okay.

11 THE INTERVIEWEE: Right.

12 MS. BENSON: And if there's anything additional

13 that you would like to report to me at this time?

14 THE INTERVIEWEE: No.

15 MS. BENSON: Okay. Well, this concludes the

16 interview, and thank you very much for your time.

17 THE INTERVIEWEE: You're welcome.

18 MS. BENSON: I did take a lot of your time. Thank

19 you.

20 And this concludes the interview, and the time is

21 2:36 p.m.

22 [Whereupon, at 2:36 p.m., the interview was

23 concluded.]

24

25
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S

2 [11:02 a.m.]

3 MS. BENSON: For the record, today's date is 23

4 October 1998, the time now is 11:02 a.m.

5 I'm Special Agent Diana Benson of the NRC Office

6 of Investigations, Atlanta, Georgia and I'll be conducting

7 this interview.

8 During this proceeding, which is being record for

9 transcription, the NRC Office of Investigations will conduct

10 an interview of Mr. James E. Boyles, and E is for Ed?

11 MR. BOYLES: That's correct.

12 MS. BENSON: This interview pertains to OI

13 investigation number 2-1998-013. The location of this

14 interview is TVA Nuclear, Lookout Place Building, 12th &

15 Chestnut Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

16 Others in attendance in this interview are Mr.

17 Brent Marquand, who is a TVA attorney representing both TVA

18 and Mr. Boyles.

19 If you wouldn't mind, if you'll raise your right

20 hand.

21 Whereupon,

22 JAMES EDWIN BOYLES,

23 the Interviewee, was called for examination and, having been

24 first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

25 DIRECT EXAMINATION
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1 BY MS. BENSON:

2 Q Can you please state your full name, please?

3 A James Edwin Boyles, I go by Ed.

4 Q Your date of birth?

5 A _..

6 Q And your social security number?

7 A

8 Q Thank you. Prior to starting this recording, I

9 asked you to read over Section 1001 of Title 18 of the

10 United States Criminal Code. Have you read over that and do

11 you understand it?

12 A Yes, I do.

13 Q And I also indicated to you that what I'm here

14 interviewing you about today is the 1996 DOL discrimination

15 complaint filed by Mr. Gary Fiser against TVA concerning the

16 posting of his corporate chemistry position here in

17 Chattanooga, and his subsequent non-selection for that

18 position.

19 Basically to start out, can you give me your

20 employment history here at TVA?

21 A Yes, I started with TVA in January of 1980 as a

22 civil engineer.

23 Q Okay.

24 A I worked here in Chattanooga for several years

25 around 1983, I began work with our nuclear organization at
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1 that time. I spent several years in the mid-'80s, from

2 about '86 through '90 at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant. I did

3 spend some time at our Watts Bar Nuclear Plant around 1990.

4 In 1991 I came to work here in Chattanooga for our nuclear

5 organization as a staff assistant to our Senior Vice

6 President of Nuclear Power, worked several staff positions

7 here in Chattanooga. In 1994, I moved to the Human Resource

8 Manager of the corporate office and that's where I am today.

9 My title today is Senior Human Resource

10 Consultant-Corporate.

11 Q Okay. Who do you report to?

12 A I report to Phil Reynolds, who is the Vice

13 President of Nuclear Support.

14 Q Okay. I know that you have been interviewed in

15 the past probably numerous times concerning this

16 investigation, but at least by DOL and I'm not sure about

17 the IG's office.

18 A Yes, I have.

19 Q Okay. What we're looking at here is back during

20 the 1996 time frame, the reorganization of the operations

21 support group in which there was going to be some downsizing

22 and elimination of certain positions, one of the positions

23 being the chemistry position that Mr. Fiser was in at that

24 time.

25 I think when I talked to Mr. Veagalucci prior to
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arranging these interviews, I asked him if you could bring

with you written policy in place in 1996 for posting of

positions during reorganizations. Do you have anything like

that with you?

A No, I wasn't aware of that. I'll have to do that.

MR. MARQUAND: Do you want to state it again so --

MS. BENSON: And I'll write it down too because

there's a couple of other things from Human Resources, but

it's during -- the policy in place in 1996 regarding posting

of positions during downsizing, or reorganization.

THE INTERVIEWEE: Okay.

BY MS. BENSON:

Q Do you recall what that policy was, offhand?

A Yes, we -- and I don't know the exact time frames,

but our responsibility in Human Resources during a

reorganization like that is to assist the line organization

with the changes, to review the organization structure and

to look at the changes to each position description or job

description and determine if they're different or if these

are the same, if a transfer is proper or if we should post a

position through TVA's vacant position announcement system.

That's generally our policy.

Q Okay. And the written policy that you may have

during that time frame, would it be specific about when you

should transfer somebody or when the position should be
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1 posted?

2 A I need to look at the policy that was in place at

3 the time. I believe I'd like to review it, but it did

4 require at that period of time I believe a posting of

5 positions, new positions, PG-1, Pay Group 1 through either 8

6 or through 11, if it was a new or changed position

7 description.

8 MR. MARQUAND: Can I mention something for

9 clarification here?

10 MS. BENSON: Sure.

11 MR. MARQUAND: Normally the issue that Ed is

12 confronted with and I do too is if we have to post -- what

13 types of jobs we have to post. And based on some of the

14 remarks -- I mean just for instance, he was talking about

15 the levels that have to be posted -- but you may be asking a

16 different kind of question, you may be asking as to whether

17 or not a new PD, a new position description, is sufficiently

18 changed that it requires a rollover versus a posting. I

19 don't know where you were going, but there are some laws

20 with respect to that as well as policy. So if that's your

21 question, I want to make sure so we can pull out the right

22 thing.

23 MS. BENSON: Okay, that's fine. Well, you can

24 clarify that in your responses actually, you know, with the

25 paperwork that you do give me.
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8

I know reading over some of his past responses

during his deposition, like his DOL deposition, he indicated

that there is federal law, guidelines concerning this.

THE INTERVIEWEE: OPM guidelines.

MS. BENSON: How TVA applies that, I guess, you

know, is what I would be interested in finding out, such as

you're talking about the rewriting of position descriptions.

BY MS. BENSON:

Q Are we looking at the actual written job

description, a change in that?

A Yes.

Q Or the actual function that somebody is performing

in their job?

A What we do is compare the actual job description

of record that the person is assigned, to the new or to the

changed job description that's being proposed. And we do

that comparison to make the determination, if it's a

rollover or a transfer or if we should post the job.

Q Now your policy is if the job description has

changed then, that it should be posted?

A Yes.

Q Is there any instances when you would not post or

advertise that position?

A When we look at it to determine if it has changed,

if it's different. In those cases we post those jobs. In

I
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1 the cases where it's not changed, we transfer. And that is

2 our policy.

3 Q So there's never any exceptions?

4 A There may be jobs where people are placed on loan,

5 on rotational assignments or in some cases -- there are

6 always exceptions. In some cases, we do settlement

7 agreements either through grievances -- we have to have

8 union agreement on that, we do DOL settlement agreements and

9 we've had cases like that where people are placed in

10 positions and the job is not posted. And we do have a

11 process for waivers of posting requirements and we can apply

12 for a waiver of posting if we choose to do that.

13 Q Okay. And this is what I'm having you here today

14 for, is to educate me regarding your rules. But I am

15 interested, now that you've mentioned about the waivers, is

16 there something written about when you can grant these

17 waivers?

18 A Yes, we're required to apply for or justify if we

19 request a waiver and I believe currently it's approved by

20 the Senior Vice President of TVA Human Resources.

21 Q Okay. And'during this time frame of '96, this

22 waiver policy would have been in effect then also?

23 A It may have changed some, but it would have been a

24 similar policy.

25 Q Okay, so that's probably something else that I
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1 would like to get ahold of.

2 A Okay.

3 Q So basically the determination is the actual

4 written description versus the actual function of the job.

5 I guess my next question, since I know this argument has

6 been presented and argued and debated several times, but the

7 position that Mr. Fiser was holding, in addition to other

8 chemistry people at corporate, they were not fulfilling all

9 the functions of their job, the environmental functions of

10 their job, even though it was written in their description.

11 So I guess my next question to TVA Human Resources would be

12 if a person is not performing the functions described in his

13 job description, should that job description be rewritten?

14 A If the person is not doing all the elements of the

15 job description that they're working under, they should

16 discuss it with their supervisor and ensure that they have

17 an accurate job description. The supervisor can rewrite a

18 job description and submit that to HR and changes can be

19 made to it, yes.

20 Q If the supervisor is aware that these functions

21 aren't being performed, whose responsibility is it to ensure

22 that their functions meet their description?

23 A I think it's both the employee and the

24 supervisor's responsibility to make sure that their position

25 description or their job description is accurate.
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1 Q Okay. And I guess in this specific instance what

2 I'm trying to determine is a policy. We know just talking

3 to the interviews that were done regarding the people in the

4 chemistry department, they weren't -- for the majority part,

5 they weren't performing the environmental function, maybe

6 five percent of the environmental function they were

7 supposed to be doing. They just hadn't gotten to that if

8 they ever were going to. Should somebody have changed that

9 job description before posting a new position is what I'm

10 asking?

11 A It's hard to say without knowing how much of the

12 environmental function they were performing versus how much

13 of the chemistry function they were performing. We weren't,

14 I guess, aware of the levels in each of those areas, from an

15 HR standpoint, that they were performing. It was not a

16 question, to my knowledge, that the employee or the

17 supervisor raised during the '96 time frame when we were

18 going through the changes.

19 If your question is should they have changed it

20 prior to the posting. They should have changed it at any

21 point in time that they felt that it was an inaccurate

22 position description.

23 Q Okay.

24 A And again, I view it as each being responsible.

25 The employee is very familiar with what they do, the
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1 supervisor should be very familiar, but in job descriptions

2 typically you may perform one function during one period of

3 time and then another function at another period of time.

4 So it's difficult from an HR standpoint to say when it

5 should be changed. I think that's up to both the supervisor

6 and that employee to determine that.

7 Q And we'll probably get into this a little bit

8 further, but I think that this is probably a question that

9 would need to be addressed by Human Resources as far as that

10 particular position, because I know there was numerous

11 interviews, questions asked of different people in other

12 investigations too about the percentage -- I think based on

13 if you reviewed the job description that was in place at

14 that time, whatever percentage of the environmental function

15 they were supposed to be performing, say 50 percent, when in

16 fact they were maybe doing less than five percent all this

17 time. If this was brought to the attention of Human

18 Resources prior to the selection panel being held, you know,

19 maybe we should give this issue a little bit further

20 consideration.

21 A Okay.

22 Q And I'll ask you some other questions about that.

23 Okay, in one of your depositions, one of the

24 federal regulations that you mentioned was if the positions

25 are substantially the same, the incumbent of the existing
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1 position is entitled to transfer or roll over into a new

2 position. Is this a correct regulation?

3 A If the job is the same job, yes, they should roll

4 over.

5 Q Okay, looking at this a little bit closer, it says

6 if the positions are substantially the same. How does Human

7 Resources define substantial? Is there a certain percentage

8 that you look at or how do you use that to determine?

9 A In the -- and I'd have to go back to the OPM

10 regulations, I don't believe it indicates a 49 percent or 51

11 percent, but in general if the majority of the job functions

12 stay the same or a preponderance is a term I've heard and

13 I've used, if the job is basically the same, we would look

14 at transferring incumbents. But if there are questions

15 about the functions and they have changed dramatically or to

16 the point where we view it as a different job description,

17 then we post those jobs.

18 Q So you're saying based on your knowledge,

19 substantial, the way you view it and make your decisions

20 would be based on more or less a preponderance, over 50

21 percent.

22 A It's difficult when you -- Ben Easley did these

23 for us and as we go through comparing job descriptions, it's

24 often difficult to correlate the two job descriptions

25 exactly, item for item, word for word. So we like to look
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1 at the job from the standpoint of is this a -- is the

2 preponderance of the activities, did they remain the same or

3 did they change. So we determine do we view this as

4 different enough that we should post it, to be fair to all

5 of the incumbents. And that's the process that Mr. Easley

6 used when he went through the position descriptions and he

7 compared the two. And it's the same process that we use in

8 all of the reorganizations that we go through.

9 Q And for the record, will you identify who Mr. Ben

10 Easley is?

11 A Ben Easley was a human resource consultant that

12 worked for me and he was the human resource consultant that

13 served the RADCON chemistry organization at that time.

14 Q And how do you spell Mr. Easley's last name?

15 A E-a-s-l-e-y.

16 Q And he was located here in Chattanooga?

17 A Yes, he was.

18 Q And in 1996, basically then what you're telling me

19 is that he was supporting the different chemistry sites or

20 the service organizations?

21 A He was support for the organization here in

22 Chattanooga that was going through the reorganization.

23 Q Okay. When did he depart TVA?

24 A I believe it was January '97.

25 Q Okay. And what was the reason for his departure,
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was he retired, medical --

A He retired.

Q and how long had he been employed with TVA?

A I believe 30 years.

Q Okay. When was the last time you spoke with Mr.

Easley?

A Probably a couple of weeks ago.

Q Did Mr. Easley contact you regarding copies of his

IG or DOL interviews?

A Yes, he did.

Q And were those provided to him?

A Yes.

Q Did Mr. Easley come to you in 1966 regarding the

posting of Mr. Fiser's position?

A Yes, he did.

Q And can you tell me what he initially informed you

about that?

A In early '96 or I guess the spring of '96, we were

going through the business planning process and there were

several organizational changes occurring in the OPS support

group and in the RADCON chemistry specifically. Ben Easley

was managing and assisting the line organization in

restructuring and reviewing position descriptions. At some

point in time, Ben Easley had reviewed what had been turned

in for the new position descriptions and he had determined
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1 that we should post those chemistry RADCON jobs that we're

2 talking about. And I had agreed with him. He talked to me

3 about the environmental function removal and one of the

4 issues that we discussed was that they would now focus on

5 either BRW, boiling water reactor, or PWR, pressurized water

6 reactor. And we talked about -- I don't remember the

7 details, it's been awhile, but we discussed it. I agreed,

8 we thought it was the fair thing to do, since there were

9 more incumbents than we were going to have employees, to

10 post the jobs. We viewed them as different and I agreed

11 that we should the post the jobs. So we were moving to do

12 that.

13 I don't remember the date, but at one point in

14 time, Ben came to me while I was in my office and asked if I

15 would talk to Gary Fiser. He indicated that Gary had come

16 to him and was concerned about his position description and

17 the fact that we were going to post these new descriptions.

18 I told him I would, so he brought Gary Fiser to the office

19 and we discussed it.

20 Q Okay.

21 A At that time, Gary told me that -- these are not

22 quotes, but this is the gist of what he said -- he told me

23 that as a part of a DOL settlement earlier, that he had been

24 given a job in corporate RADCON chemistry and that he felt

25 that this was his job and that we should not post it. I
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1 told Gary that I wasn't aware of it and that I would check

2 into it and that I would get back to him.

3 So at that point in time he left and I talked to

4 Ben about what did he know about this and he was not

5 familiar with the settlement agreement or how it affected

6 the jobs and so forth. He had simply compared the two

7 position descriptions.

8 So I talked to our -- I basically stopped things.

9 I told Ben that we needed to check it out. I got with our

10 labor relations organization, I got with OGC. I told them

11 what Gary Fiser had told me and asked for some guidance on

12 what this settlement agreement meant to us and what we

13 should do. I knew at that time we faced a potential DOL

14 case, so I talked to Ben Easley and asked Ben to go back and

15 let's make sure of what we're doing. And we ended up

16 talking to Kathy Welch who was in our labor relations

17 organization and was involved in the DOL issues, and to

18 Brent Marquand in OGC. They reviewed the settlement

19 agreement and came back to us and basically told us that

20 yes, there had been a settlement agreement, that he had been

21 placed in a job, although I believe it was not the same job

22 that he was currently in. But that he had been placed there

23 as part of a DOL settlement agreement. But that as a part

24 of that agreement, there was no guarantee for lifetime

25 employment or anything like that and that we should
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1 basically go forward and do what's right as far as the

2 reorganization itself was concerned.

3 So I talked with Ben again and Ben confirmed to me

4 that in his view the job descriptions were different and we

5 should post them. We ultimately told Gary Fiser that and

6 moved on with it.

7 Q At what point in time were you made aware of the

8 issues involving the actual job functions that they were

9 performing versus their job descriptions?

10 A I'm not sure I understand.

11 Q Okay. At what point in time and who discussed

12 with you the fact that they were not performing the

13 environmental part of their job?

14 A I don't remember discussing that with Ben or with

15 management prior to the reorganization.

16 Q Okay. So you don't recall having this told to you

17 prior to them posting and selecting somebody for that

18 position?

19 A I don't remember that.

20 Q Okay. At any point in time, do you recall Mr.

21 Easley objecting to you the posting of Mr. Fiser's position?

22 A No.

23 Q He never disagreed that it should not be posted?

24 A No.

25 Q Even after additional information was brought to
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1 his attention?

2 A No. At the time that Ben brought Gary into my

3 office, we talked about it again and Ben -- you know, that

4 was the time if he did not believe we should have posted the

5 job, that he would have told me. Ben had a great deal of

6 experience in this area and I relied on his to make these

7 decisions and he made the decision initially to post and he

8 had the opportunity to re-review that because, like I said,

9 we knew that we were probably going to have a DOL complaint

10 and we wanted to make sure that we were doing the right

11 thing.

12 Q Okay. Do you have -- Human Resources -- have

13 possession of the job description that Mr. Fiser was holding

14 as a part of his settlement? So I guess we're looking at

15 his job description before it was -- the reorg where it was

16 reposted in '95.

17 A I believe we have access to that.

18 Q Okay, if I can also get a copy of that, his 1994--

19 A This is the job description that he was placed in

20 as a part of the DOL settlement.

21 Q Yes.

22 MR. MARQUAND: It did change too though.

23 MS. BENSON: Pardon me?

24 MR. MARQUAND: Let me tell you -- my understanding

25 is he was placed in a job, he got a job description. The
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1 next year they had a reorganization and they combined --

2 MS. BENSON: Before the reorg is what I'm looking

3 for.

4 MR. MARQUAND: You want the one he got in as a

5 result of the settlement.

6 MS. BENSON: Settlement, right.

7 THE INTERVIEWEE: Are you going to make a note of

8 that?

9 MR. MARQUAND: Yes. Do you not have a copy of his

10 entire personnel record?

11 MS. BENSON: I don't have a copy of it, no.

12 BY MS. BENSON:

13 Q What I would like to discuss with you now involves

14 the position that Mr. McArthur was holding prior to this

15 organization or reorganization, and the position he was

16 rolled over to or into as part of this reorganization, and

17 how that was decided, that he would actually be allowed to

18 roll over into that new position.

19 Was the position he was holding before the reorg

20 different than the one he rolled over into? The job

21 descriptions?

22 A Yes.

23 Q And I'll probably need copies of those job

24 descriptions too for Mr. McArthur; during the '96 time

25 frame, his position, and I've forgotten exact titles that he
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was holding, and then the new position he was rolled over

into.

A Okay.

Q Who made that decision that he would be allowed to

roll over into that position?

A I did.

Q Can you explain your decision to me?

A Yes. I came into the organization in '94, prior

to -- probably November '94, if I remember correctly. In

'96, when we were going through this organizational change,

we had recombined -- and I don't remember the exact job

title, I'd have to look at the position description, but we

had recombined the groups that Mr. McArthur had previously

supervised. We had actually done that and an individual had

been put on assignment here in Chattanooga for a period of

time, so we had combined it in '95. This individual had

retired or had left TVA and the position was combined and

very similar to the one that Wilson McArthur had had

previously.

I didn't know the history, but I did talk to Ben

Easley and he walked me through the steps that had occurred

and how that had evolved. In addition, this was a senior

level position and I have more leeway under our policy as to

whether we even post that position or not. I talked to my

supervisor at the time, who is now Mea Lindsey. I talked to
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1 our labor relations organization to get some guidance and I

2 factored all of those issues in. I also talked to line

3 management and made the determination that it was basically

4 his previous position and that he could be placed in there

5 without posting the job.

6 Q Okay. But the two descriptions were different?

7 A I'd have to go back and look at them again. In my

8 view, I guess in the '94 time frame, the organization had

9 been split. Shortly thereafter it had been put back

10 together and the individual placed in a rotational

11 assignment in there for a period of time, and that job was

12 remaining in the organization. And in my view, and from

13 what I gathered in discussions with those people that I

14 talked -- just listed -- it was very similar to the job he

15 had been doing before they split the group.

16 And as I said, it's a senior level position.

17 Those are not positions I necessarily post. A lot of time,

18 succession planning candidates or key leadership people are

19 placed in those jobs rather than posting the jobs.

20 Q Okay. And I'm just trying to understand.

21 A Our pay grade system divides our management

22 organization into PG-1 through PG-11 and currently our

23 policy says I'll post those. But at that time, I had leeway

24 whether even to post that job or not.

25 Q Okay. At what level were you allowed to make this
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1 independent determination?

2 A At that point, PG-1 through PG-11, .I believe.

3 Q You could determine yourself?

4 A Well, management would be --

5 MR. MARQUAND: I'm not sure that question or the

6 answer is clear.

7 THE INTERVIEWEE: Maybe I don't understand the

8 question.

9 MS. BENSON: Okay.

10 MR. MARQUAND: Diana, I think that he didn't make

11 it clear when he was talking in terms of senior manager, I

12 think you heard him with the small "s" and small I'm", and he

13 made a distinction but he didn't carry it out and explain

14 fully the management structure.

15 THE INTERVIEWEE: We're basically talking PG-1

16 through PG-11, they're our line management organization and

17 then we get into our executive management organization. So

18 there is a dividing line in both policy and compensation.

19 BY MS. BENSON:

20 Q And where was this division, was it executive?

21 A His was PG-Senior, in the executive side of the

22 management schedule. So there is a division between those

23 in the PG-11 through PG-1 side of management and then the

24 senior level or the executive level.

25 Q Okay. So Mr. McArthur is a senior level.
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1 A Yes.

2 Q The position he was in previously was senior

3 level, but the position Mr. Fiser was in was not senior

4 level management.

5 A No, it was not.

6 Q Okay, that's what I was trying to understand.

7 A And there are differences in those two and in what

8 I do from a policy standpoint.

9 Q Okay.

10 A I need to make that clear.

11 Q Is that written policy, that you're authorized to

12 make these decisions on the different -- based on senior

13 executive or --

14 A I believe that I can --

15 MR. MARQUAND: I think we can produce something on

16 that, in fact it's governed by OPM regulations.

17 MS. BENSON: That would probably be very helpful

18 if I had a copy of that.

19 BY MS. BENSON:

20 Q Okay. Do you recall at any time Mr. Easley

21 objecting to the fact that you were going to roll -- or you

22 authorized McArthur to roll over into that new position

23 without posting that position?

24 A Now I did not know he disagreed with me until I

25 read in one of the reports that he did, some months or years
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1 later.

2 Q So he's never discussed that with you?

3 A He didn't -- we had hours of discussions during

4 the '96 time frame because we had many organizations going

5 through changes, but I don't remember him objecting. I did

6 make the decision, but I don't remember Ben telling me that

7 he did not agree or that I should not.

8 Q Okay. Now this review that you conducted of the

9 past position that Mr. McArthur had held in relation to the

10 position he was going to roll over into, did you ever do

11 that kind of review of the past position Mr. Fiser held in

12 relation to the position that was being posted?

13 A In Mr. Fiser's case, again, Ben Easley did all of

14 the reviews, I did not review those position descriptions at

15 all.

16 Q Well, that answers that question then. Do you

17 know whether he did that type of review?

18 A No, I don't.

19 Q Now you said that Mr. Easley reviewed these

20 position descriptions relating to Mr. Fiser.

21 A Yes.

22 Q And that he made the determination. Who makes the

23 final determination?

24 A Ultimately I agree or disagree with him on a

25 decision like that. Ben Easley was probably one of the more
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1 experienced people in Human Resources. As I said, by the

2 time he retired in '96, he had almost 30 years experience,

3 more than me, in doing something like that. And I often

4 used him to do that type of evaluation for me. And while I

5 ultimately made the decision for HR, I relied on Ben to do

6 that work and make that recommendation to me.

7 Q Well, that's delegating authority, but in the

8 chain, you know, the ultimate responsibility lies with you.

9 A I have the ultimate responsibility.

10 Q Okay. Going into the personnel packages that were

11 compiled for the interviewees for the positions that were

12 paneled back in July of '96, including Fiser's. Who put

13 those packages together for the individual members on the

14 panel?

15 A The Human Resource consultant that worked for me

16 put together the packages. If I could explain the process

17 just very briefly.

18 Q Sure.

19 A We advertise jobs through the VPA, the vacant

20 position announcement system, and in this case these are

21 management positions so we advertise TVA-wide. The

22 applications come in to HR. We do some initial screening,

23 we ensure that those who are applying meet the minimum

24 qualifications and for management selections we utilize what

25 we call management selection boards for the vast -- for any
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11
1 of the management positions that we're making these

2 selections on. We do the initial screenings, we identify

3 the employees that meet minimum qualifications. Then we put

4 the packages together in booklet form for the managers 
to

5 review and identify those candidates -- they have input into

6 that too -- those candidates that meet those qualifications

7 and should be interviewed.

8 Then we handle setting up the interviews. Human

9 Resources facilitates the management selection board process

10 although they're not what I'll call a voting member of 
the

11 selection board, and they compile the results of those

12 selection boards and give those results and recommendations

13 to the selecting managers.

14 Q So your job really is to screen the applicants and

15 provide packages to the managers. And in this case when

16 we're looking at the chemistry positions, who would that

17 manager have been?

18 A At that time, as we discussed, Wilson McArthur had

19 been placed, prior to the reorganization, over the group,

20 and he was the selecting manager for those positions.

21 Q Once the individuals to be interviewed had been

22 selected -- I'm assuming by Mr. McArthur after the packages

23 were presented to him -- is that correct?

24 A Yes.

25 Q Who's responsible for preparing packages on
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1 individual candidates that's presented to people on the

2 panel?

3 A The Human Resource consultant. In this case, I

4 had two consultants, Ben Easley and Melissa Westbrook. They

5 prepared those packages and they facilitated the selection

6 boards.

7 Q Okay. Were these packages given to each one of

8 the board members?

9 A Yes.

10 Q Okay. And can you tell me, from your own personal

11 knowledge, what was inside these packages, what was

12 contained in these packages?

13 A The applications, a copy of the job description or

14 position description. In many cases a set of -- or

15 information related to the job, specific things related to

16 the job, competencies. And often they're listed on the

17 position description itself -- teamwork, leadership, those

18 kind of behavioral competencies. A set of questions,

19 oftentimes, that would be asked to each of the candidates.

20 And an evaluation process or an evaluation sheet may be

21 included.

22 Q Okay. What is the policy of TVA Human Resources,

23 or call it guidelines that you follow, regarding presenting

24 past evaluations or anything from the applicant's personnel

25 record?
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1 A The PHR, the personnel history record, is

2 available to the selecting manager. In our salary policy

3 organization, which is our union-represented employees, in

4 our contract, we are required to review the PHR, the

5 personnel history record. In the management arena, it is

6 available to the selecting manager, but we ask that --

7 normally it works that the candidate or the applicant

8 provides information too, but in the human resource

9 screening process, we have printouts for all of the

10 applicants that identify education, experience, those types

11 of things that we can use to -- training -- that we can use

12 to identify those candidates that meet the minimum

13 qualifications. So a lot of that screening is done for the

14 managers so that they can identify the top candidates, those

15 that meet all the qualifications for the job, and determine

16 who needs to be interviewed for the job.

17 Q Okay. So what you've told me -- and you can

18 answer --

19 MR. MARQUAND: He didn't answer your question

20 though.

21 MS. BENSON: And I'm going to repeat it to him.

22 BY MS. BENSON:

23 Q First of all, do you know whether the service

24 reviews or anything else from the personnel records of the

25 applicants were included in these packages, including Mr.
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1 Fiser's or Mr. Harvey's or Chandra's, and given to the

2 screening panels?

3 A No, I don't. I have not reviewed the package.

4 Q Who makes -- and I think I know the answer, but

5 I'll ask this question, you know, just with a one-word

6 answer you can give it to me -- who makes the determination

7 of whether service reviews would have been included in these

8 packages for this position?

9 A The HR consultant and the manager --

10 Q Okay.

11 A -- basically come to agreement as to what will --

12 what the package will look like.

13 Q If the manager decides -- selecting official,

14 which would have been Mr. McArthur -- decided not to include

15 service or past evaluations, did they have to be included in

16 that package?

17 A I'm not aware of any requirement that would

18 require them to be placed in there, no.

19 Q Would that decision have ultimately been left with

20 him or the HR representative you had working with him?

21 A The selecting manager could make that decision. I

22 would expect that the HR consultant would have some input

23 into it.

24 Q But ultimately -- and we'll get back to that

25 authority of decisionmaking -- whose ultimate decision is
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1 that?

2 A The selecting manager has a great deal of input

3 into what the package is going to look like.

4 Q As far as the candidates for these positions that

5 we're looking at today and the packages that were prepared

6 and provided to the panel, do we have full and complete

7 copies of those packages?

8 A To my knowledge, you have a complete copy.

9 Q Is that what these notebooks are here?

10 MR. MARQUAND: I don't know if he knows.

11 A I don't know.

12 Q Okay. Do you know where those are for these

13 individuals that were --

14 A We retain the selection packages in the Human

15 Resource office here in Chattanooga.

16 Q So that's what we'll look at here, is whether --

17 also get copies of those. That might be what those

18 notebooks are.

19 MR. MARQUAND: He hasn't looked at these things so

20 he wouldn't know.

21 MS. BENSON: Yeah.

22 MR. MARQUAND: I mean, you can ask him if that's

23 what these are.

24 THE INTERVIEWEE: I didn't pull these today. If

25 these came from us, this is it.
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1 MR. MARQUAND: I brought these from downstairs.

2 THE INTERVIEWEE: Okay. Yeah, this looks like --

3 it has Ben Easley and Melissa Westbrook's name -- this

4 appears to be the selection package.

5 MS. BENSON: That's great. And I think that about

6 answers it. What I will need also, and we'll go over this

7 after the interview, you know, just a list of things that I

8 think mainly are going to involve Human Resources.

9 THE INTERVIEWEE: Okay.

10 MS. BENSON: Did you have any follow up questions.

11 MR. MARQUAND: I don't know if you ever put things

12 as exhibits or anything. If I give them to you, would you

13 like to designate them ahead of time as Exhibit A, B and C

14 so that when I say here's what the document is, I can just

15 shorthand and call it Exhibit A, B and C?

16 MS. BENSON: That's fine. The only other I think

17 exhibit that we've looked at so far in interviews has been

18 the schedule.

19 MR. MARQUAND: Right.

20 MS. BENSON: Except for the one notebook over

21 there, but that's fine.

22 MR. MARQUAND: So you want the policy in place

23 regarding the posting of positions during -- well, regarding

24 the posting of positions. I think it's the same probably

25 whether it's reorganization or downsizing. If you want to
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1 call that Exhibit A to Mr. Boyles' interview, whatever you

2 want to call it.

3 MS. BENSON: That's fine. But I want to make sure

4 that we're talking about the policy for both executive and

5 -

6 MR. MARQUAND: Right, and I'm going to clarify

7 that with some questions.

8 MS. BENSON: Okay. So there might be two

9 policies.

10 MR. MARQUAND: Well, there's probably one policy,

11 but it's applied differently to different people, different

12 grades.

13 MS. BENSON: Well --

14 MR. MARQUAND: We'll provide that.

15 Secondly, you wanted a copy of the position

16 description that Gary Fiser received as a result of the

17 earlier settlement.

18 MS. BENSON: From 1994.

19 MR. MARQUAND: I'll call that Exhibit B when I

20 send it to you.

21 MS. BENSON: Okay.

22 MR. MARQUAND: And thirdly, you wanted a copy of

23 Mr. McArthur -- Dr. McArthur's position description before

24 and a copy of his position description after he was placed

25 in there and I'll call both of those together collectively
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1 as Exhibit C.

2 MS. BENSON: Let me clarify on Mr. McArthur. The

3 position description I'm looking for, the first one is going

4 to be the one you compared with the one he was rolled over

5 to, which might not have been the one he was holding at the

6 time.

7 MR. MARQUAND: Historical, some historical --

8 MS. BENSON: Yeah, whatever one he used to do the

9 comparison.

10 THE INTERVIEWEE: And I think I have those job

11 titles, I'll have to go back and look.

12 MR. MARQUAND: I'll ask some questions about that

13 because I'm not sure I understand what you said.

14 THE INTERVIEWEE: I think I understand what you

15 want.

16 MS. BENSON: Yeah, and I think I understand what

17 you said.

18 MR. MARQUAND: We'll look for those. And I've got

19 your card, so I can mail them to you.

20 MS. BENSON: Well, there was -- let's see, we were

21 also looking at -- you had indicated there was some kind of

22 waiver policy, is that going to be put in --

23 THE INTERVIEWEE: I think that will be in A.

24 MS. BENSON: The posting policy, okay.

25 MR. MARQUAND: If it's not, we'll include it.
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1 THE INTERVIEWEE: If it's not, we'll do that.

2 MS. BENSON: Okay.

3 THE INTERVIEWEE: But I think it will be part of

4 A.

5 MS. BENSON: And do you have any kind of written

6 policy concerning the making of the personnel packages or

7 what goes into a personnel package?

8 THE INTERVIEWEE: I don't think we do there. I'll

9 look to see what we have on selection boards, but it's

10 really not a legal requirement, it's a practice that TVA

11 Nuclear uses because we think it helps us make better

12 selections. So it's not driven by OPM regulations or

13 anything, it's just a process that we use to put together a

14 good package and pull together a good selection board to

15 make good selections.

16 MR. MARQUAND: Can I ask a few questions?

17 BY MR. MARQUAND:

18 Q I'd like to return to this question about asking

19 you whether position descriptions should be changed to

20 reflect what employees are actually doing. I want to talk

21 some specifics, I think. In the case of the chemistry

22 program managers -- I'm going to go back in time to '93 when

23 they were just chemistry program managers, before they were

24 -- those jobs were combined with environmental and became

25 chemistry and environmental protection program managers.
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1 Would it have been allowable for the manager of

2 that organization to create a new job called chemistry and

3 environmental program manager and place in it people who he

4 knew were doing chemistry jobs, with the idea that

5 eventually over time that they would grow into and develop

6 some expertise in environmental protection as well?

7 A Yes.

8 Q And with the understanding that initially they'd

9 be doing 100 percent chemistry and as time grew that they

10 would be picking up some environmental expertise and more

11 environmental responsibilities. Would that be allowable?

12 A Yes.

13 Q Now if in fact at the point in time -- some point

14 in time -- you've got a reorganization that comes up after

15 you've put people in these chemistry/environmental program

16 managers, would you have to go back and change those job

17 descriptions to reflect what those people had been

18 previously doing with their chemistry program manager jobs

19 or just look at the jobs, these chemistry/environmental --

20 do you understand my question?

21 A Yes, and the answer is no. We look at the job

22 description of record at the time that this is occurring,

23 recognizing that in -- and I thought I tried to address it,

24 that at any point there may be many functions under a job.

25 During that period of time, the incumbent may not be
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1 performing all of those functions, there may be, as in this

2 case the environmental function, that they've combined and

3 they are developing and expanding those incumbents into that

4 area.

5 Q Why might a manager want to combine chemistry

6 program manager job description with an environmental

7 protection program manager job description so that you come

8 up with chemistry/environmental, knowing that the guy who's

9 going to get that job initially doesn't have that

10 environmental experience and isn't going to be initially

11 performing those functions? Why might a manager

12 legitimately want to do that?

13 A From a business standpoint, you know, it appears

14 that they're trying to develop an incumbent who has the

15 ability to perform a wider range of functions. In HR, we

16 call them HR generalists. We've gone from having all of

17 these specialized areas to an individual that can do a lot

18 of different things because as we've downsized, we've

19 continued to get smaller, we've had to rely on people who

20 could do a wider range of activities. And that's what has

21 happened in HR and it's what has happened in a lot of the

22 areas. Does that answer the question?

23 Q I think that answers my question. But I want to

24 make sure that I'm real clear though. If in fact Mr. Fiser,

25 as a result of his DOL settlement -- in fact he was placed
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1 in a chemistry program manager job -- and bear with me while

2 I use -- suppose some facts, which I think the record bears

3 out -- the next year or somewhere 18 months down the road,

4 that job, the program chemistry job was combined with the

5 environmental job to become chemistry/environmental program

6 manager.

7 A Uh-huh.

8 Q And the idea was that all these guys who were

9 chemistry/environmental program managers would develop an

10 expertise -- become more generalists.

11 A Uh-huh.

12 Q Subsequent with that, you come up with the '96

13 reorganization with the desire to create chemistry PWR and

14 chemistry BWR specialists. Would it be necessary to rewrite

15 those or to put Mr. Fiser back to his '93 chemistry program

16 manager job before conducting the reorganization?

17 A No, it wouldn't be necessary, and if I understand

18 it correctly, I don't think it would be the proper thing to

19 do.

20 Q Well, explain it then.

21 A Well, from what you've described, they changed the

22 job description at some point in time, '93 or '4, and at

23 that time they made a determination that the job

24 descriptions were different and that the job descriptions,

25 the new job description had to be posted.
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1 We went through a very similar effort in 196 and

2 the changes in some respects were similar to the '93 or '94

3 time frame, and again, those changes required the posting of

4 those jobs. It wouldn't be proper, in my view, to go back

5 to the '93 position description as the comparison for any of

6 the incumbents. And I don't even know what the other

7 incumbents were under at that time. But I think according

8 to the law and to our policy, we compare the current job

9 description to the proposed job description, and that's what

10 we use as the basis for the decision. And that's what we

11 use not only in this organizational change, we were doing

12 five major organizational changes during this '96 time

13 frame, and it's the same process.

14 MS. BENSON: I think the thing that has really

15 kind of captured, you know, my curiosity -- and I'm trying

16 to get an understanding on this -- is that I understand what

17 you're saying in that you wouldn't go back and look at Mr.

18 Fiser's '94 and compare that with the new reorg, but isn't

19 that in fact what you did with Mr. McArthur?

20 MR. MARQUAND: I'm going to ask some questions

21 about that to clarify it.

22 MS. BENSON: Okay.

23 BY MR. MARQUAND:

24 Q Answer that question. Is that what you did with

25 Mr. McArthur?
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1 A Again, we had put the job back together fairly

2 soon. I came in in November of '94, that had occurred

3 prior, but in my discussions with Mr. Easley and labor

4 relations and my supervisor, there was some concern on our

5 part that shortly after Mr. McArthur had been -- his

6 position had changed previously, that in fact a very similar

7 job was put in place, an individual was put in a rotational

8 assignment there. And after that individual left and

9 retired, that job, which in my view Mr. McArthur had held

10 before was still there and in my view it was the right thing

11 to do.

12 I'll describe the discussions I had with my

13 supervisor. It's not cut and dried often, it's not

14 something you can calculate, you have to factor in what you

15 know has happened, you have to look at what you think is

16 right and make the decision based on that. Oftentimes in

17 these decisions, they are somewhat subjective and that's why

18 we have processes -- that's why we have a basic process to

19 go through and look at these, to help us come to a good

20 decision. But ultimately, you have to determine what's

21 right, what do you think is right and what do you think is

22 the wrong thing to do. In this case, I had to basically do

23 that, and that's what she told me eventually, you're going

24 to have to go back to your office and just sit down and

25 figure out what's the right thing to do here. And again, in
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1 my view, I had the ability to do that because this is an

2 executive level position and not a mid-level management

3 position.

4 MS. BENSON: And I'm not trying to be

5 confrontational with you at all, because this is something

6 that really kind of sticks out in the investigation when

7 you're reviewing it. But you know, in my own assessment,

8 and based on what you're telling me, you were looking for

9 reasons to be able to do it for -- be able to roll it over,

10 looking for reasons to be able to do it, but when the review

11 came up for Mr. Fiser's, you were looking for reasons not to

12 compare. That's based on my assessment. You know, I

13 appreciate your explanation, you know, and I am trying to

14 understand why you were making the decision. Only you know

15 in your mind and that's what I was asking you for, was just

16 an explanation of how you made that determination.

17 THE INTERVIEWEE: As I said when I was describing

18 my background in TVA, I came to TVA as an engineer and was

19 very used to having guidelines that specifically tell me --

20 I'm pretty good at balancing equations and things like that.

21 What I found in Human Resources, it's not like that. You're

22 not going to have a piece of paper that tells you what to do

23 in all cases, you have to use your judgment a lot. I think

24 my supervisor was on target, you've got to weigh all the

25 factors, you're going to have to sit down in your office and
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1 you're going to have to try to decide what's right. And

2 that's what I did.

3 MS. BENSON: And based on what you said, when you

4 got to the point where you're having to make this decision,

5 sometimes that is subjective.

6 THE INTERVIEWEE: It is. And this was prior to

7 the reorganization. At that time, I did not -- I had no

8 vision of what was going to occur in this reorganization,

9 and wouldn't have considered -- you know, that -- those were

10 not factors that I was considering. I was trying to make a

11 decision early in the process involving Wilson McArthur and

12 that job. And again, I did use judgment.

13 MS. BENSON: I'm sorry, I didn't mean to interrupt

14 you, but I just needed him to clarify, because you know, it

15 is something that kind of sticks out in the investigation.

16 MR. MARQUAND: That's fine. Let me see if I can

17 help a little bit.

18 BY MR. MARQUANDT

19 Q I'd like for you to state in a short answer,

20 without a whole lot of explanation, so that we've got it in

21 one place, what levels there are in management and

22 specialists, from the very bottom, start at the bottom, all

23 the way to the top.

24 A All the way through?

25 Q What's the most bottom level?
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1 A Pay Group 1.

2 Q Okay, and it goes up through?

3 A Pay Group 11 for management specialists.

4 Q Is there a management level above Pay Group 11?

5 A Yes.

6 Q What is that?

7 A That's the senior level, PGSR, senior management.

8 Q And what does that include, what does that

9 encompass?

10 A That encompasses all senior level managers, VPs,

11 general managers, officers -- those folks.

12 Q And what level was Mr. Fiser, if you remember, as

13 a chemistry and environmental protection program manager?

14 A I believe that was a PGr8.

15 Q And what level was Mr. McArthur -- Dr. McArthur?

16 A I believe Mr. McArthur was a PG-Senior.

17 Q Senior manager. And do you know whether he'd even

18 been a VP at one point in time?

19 A No, I don't.

20 Q I think that'll probably be reflected in the job

21 description. Do you know what the consequences are if an

22 employee -- under the federal regulations, if an employee

23 who happens to be in PG-1 through PG-11, do you know what

24 the consequences is to that employee if his -- the need for

25 his job goes away? What legal consequences does he have?
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A Well, they have MSPB appeal rights.

Q Appeal of what?

A For the reduction in force.

Q All right.

A They have EEO.

Q Let's focus on the OPM part, the MSPB.

A Okay.

Q Does a senior manager have a right to appeal to

the MSPB, say a vice president or a general manager like Dr.

McArthur?

A I'm not as familiar in this area, but it's my

understanding that these managers serve -- how is it stated

-- at the discretion of the Board.

Q At the pleasure or discretion --

A At the pleasure or discretion of the Board and

that they don't have these appeal rights.

Q And --

A There may be some exceptions.

Q In 196, you -- we're going to provide a copy of

this, but just to help out -- in '96, what level of

management positions had to be posted for employees to bid

on?

A It changed late in '96, but I believe it was PG-1

through 11.

Q All right. And were senior manager positions
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1 required to be posted?

2 A No.

3 Q And as you said, they serve at the pleasure or

4 discretion of the TVA Board.

5 A Yes. Let me see if I can say something that might

6 help clarify this.

7 If I had not done a comparison, if management had

8 simply said we choose to place Wilson McArthur in this

9 position, that would have been okay. That was within the

10 scope of our ability to do that.

11 MS. BENSON: Did -- because I know many of these

12 managers are not HR specialists -- did anyone come to you

13 asking for your advice regarding that with Mr. McArthur?

14 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes.

15 MS. BENSON: And who was that?

16 THE INTERVIEWEE: Tom McGrath had talked to me and

17 asked me to think about that, to determine what should we

18 do.

19 MS. BENSON: So basically you were making a

20 determination in response to him coming to you?

21 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes.

22 BY MR. MARQUAND:

23 Q What was the nature of the question he asked?

24 A We were in the early discussions on how the

25 organization was going to be structured and he asked me --
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1 again, this is not a quote, but basically this position,

2 would we need -- should we post this job, how should we fill

3 this job. It was probably in that general a terms. I hope

4 that helped clarify it.

5 MS. BENSON: Did Mr. McArthur ever ask you whether

6 it would be acceptable just to roll McArthur over?

7 THE INTERVIEWEE: Mr. McGrath?

8 MS. BENSON: Did Mr. McGrath ask you whether that

9 would be within the guidelines to just place or roll over,

10 roll him over into that position?

11 THE INTERVIEWEE: We may have had those

12 discussions. I believe he would have been aware that at a

13 senior level, you could place an individual in the position.

14 I don't remember if he asked me that specifically or not.

15 Mr. McGrath was a general manager at the time, and may have

16 been aware of our flexibility there.

17 MR. MARQUAND: I don't have anything else.

18 MS. BENSON: Do you have any questions that you

19 want to ask?

20 THE INTERVIEWEE: Will I have an opportunity to

21 review the transcript?

22 MS. BENSON: You sure will. Once we get the

23 transcripts back, it can take 10 days to two weeks to get

24 them back, if you're not able to come to me in Atlanta, the

25 next trip that I have out here and I will be doing some
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1 additional interviews, you know, we can work out a time

2 where you can stop by and review them. You're allowed to

3 review the transcripts for grammatical errors, things like

4 that, you can make those type of corrections. But you are

5 -- once I've gotten those back and I've arranged for my --

6 if I have them back before my next interviews, I will let

7 Mr. Marquand know and bring those with me. Are you telling

8 me you'd like to review them?

9 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes, I would.

10 MS. BENSON: Okay, that's fine.

11 THE INTERVIEWEE: Thanks.

12 MS. BENSON: Do you have anything additional?

13 [No response.]

14 MS. BENSON: Has the information you provided

15 today been provided voluntarily?

16 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes, it has.

17 MS. BENSON: Has any employee of the NRC

18 threatened you or coerced you in any way?

19 THE INTERVIEWEE: No.

20 MS. BENSON: Okay, that's it, thank you for your

21 time.

22 [Whereupon, at 12:11 p.m., the interview was

23 concluded.]

24

25
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
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- - - - - ---- x
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S

2 (10:00 a.m.)

3 MS. BENSON: Today's date is December 18, 1998.

4 The time now is 10:00.

5 I am going to stop and pause for just a minute

6 even though I'm just getting started and ask if you can read

7 over 1001 Title 18 U.S. Code to make sure you have an

8 understanding of that.

9 MR. REYNOLDS: Do you want to read it out loud?

10 MS. BENSON: No, you can just read it to yourself.

11 (Pause in Proceedings.)

12 MS. BENSON: The time now is approximately 10:06.

13 I am Special Agent Diane Benson of the NRC Office of

14 Investigations NRC Atlanta, Georgia and I'll be conducting

15 this interview. During this proceeding which is being

16 recorded for transcription the NRC Office of Investigations

17 will conduct an interview of Mr. Phillip L. Reynolds.

18 Spelling of his last name is R-e-y-n-o-l-d-s.

19 This interview pertains to -- Investigation No.

20 21998-013. The location of this interview is TVA Lookout

21 Place Building, Market Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

22 Others in attendance at this interview are Mr. Brent R.

23 Marquand and the spelling of that is M-a-r-q-u-a-n-d and he

24 is here in a dual capacity representing both Mr. Reynolds

25 and TVA.
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Do you have any objection to being sworn to your

testimony?

MR. REYNOLDS: No, I do not.

Whereupon,

PHILLIP R. REYNOLDS

the Interviewee, was called for examination and, having been

first duly sworn was examined and testified as follows.

EXAMINATION

BY MS. BENSON:

Q Can you please state your full name?

A Phillip L. Reynolds.

Q And your date of birth?

A

Q And your social security number?

A .

Q And Mr. Reynolds, I asked you to read over Title

18 U.S. Code, Section 1001 regarding statements. Did you

read over that and do you understand it?

A Yes, I read over it and I do understand it.

Q Okay, thank you. Before we got started I

indicated to you that we would be conducting an interview

today regarding the 1996 DOL discrimination complaint filed

by Mr. Gary Fiser. You're basically being interviewed as a

witness today and not as a target or suspect in the

investigation.

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Court Reporters
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1 A I understand.

2 Q And can you please provide me with your employment

3 history with TVA?

4 A I joined TVA in April 6th of 1987. I'm not sure

5 my exact title but I worked in the Labor Relations

6 organization as a Labor Relations Specialist. In '89 I

7 believe it was '89 I was named the Manager of Employer

8 Relations. I had responsibility for fitness for duty, EEO,

9 -- employment, and Department of Labor complaints.

10 I was then promoted to Manager of Labor Relations

11 for the TVA generating group which included Nuclear --

12 Hydro. In '94 I believe I was promoted to Manager of

13 Employer Relations for TVA Nuclear where I had

14 responsibilities for the site organizations.

15 In '95 I was promoted to General Manager of TVA

16 Nuclear Human Resources and responsible for all Human

17 Resource activities within TVA Nuclear, and about three

18 months ago I was promoted to Vice President Nuclear Support

19 responsible for security, business services, capital

20 projects, employee concerns, and Human Resources.

21 Q What we will be looking at today is basically the

22 time period in your employment here in '96 which would have

23 been Human Resources Manager for --

24 A General Manager of Human Resources for TVA

25 Nuclear.
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Q And in that capacity or that position can you tell

me what your responsibilities were?

A I had responsibility for Labor Relations within

TVA Nuclear, compensation, staffing, I'm trying to think

what else - and then I would have had the site Human

Resource organizations that would have reported up to me

through a matrix reporting relationship with the site Vice

Presidents.

In summary I was responsible for the total Human Resource

activity within TVA Nuclear.

Q And who did you report to at that time?

A I reported to Oliver Kingsley who was the

President and Chief Nuclear Officer for TVA Nuclear.

Q And who was working for you - how many employees

did you have underneath you at that time?

A It was approximately thirty-five.

Q Was Mr. James Boyles and the spelling of his last

is B-o-y-l-e-s or Ed Boyles I guess he is called here within

TVA was he in your chain of command?

A Yes, he was. He was the site Human Resource

Manager for the Corporate Office and he was directed to

report to me.

Q As far as the DOL complaint that was filed by Mr.

Fiser in 1996 can you please explain to me at what point you

got involved in that complaint?

ANN RILEY a ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Court Reporters
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Washington, D.C. 20036
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1 A Our process was that I had an individual I believe

2 at that time it would have either been Ms. Kathy Welch or

3 Donna Green, my Federal Appeals Complaint Officer. We would

4 have received the complaint and they would have prepared a

5 memo for me to sign to send to our Inspector General to

6 begin an investigation.

7 The Federal Appeals Specialist would have

8 coordinated the investigation which I believe at that time

9 would have been with the Department of Labor. I don't think

10 the switch to OSHA had been made at that time, and they

11 would have kept me abreast of any ongoing activity with the

12 complaint and the investigation.

13 Q Okay. Can you specifically remember how you found

14 out that DOL complaint had been filed by Mr. Fiser? Who

15 were you told by or do you remember?

16 A It would have been either Ms. Green or Ms. Welch.

17 I don't remember that, but I would have found out by being

18 in receipt of the complaint, reviewing the complaint, and

19 telling them to you know get the memo ready to go to DIG and

20 -- investigation so through the normal receipt of the

21 complaint from the Department of Labor is how I would have

22 known about it.

23 Q Okay. Can you tell me the results of any offers

24 or settlements that you would have made with Mr. Fiser or

25 how you handled the situation from the time you got the

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Court Reporters

1025 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 1014
Washington, D.C. 20036
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1 complaint?

2 A The - can you repeat that for me? I'm not sure I

3 understand.

4 Q Okay. How was his specific complaint settled, or

5 what was the final result of the complaint that he filed?

6 A The complaint he filed in 1996 we ultimately made

7 a cash settlement with Mr. Fiser on that complaint. I don't

8 remember the details of it, but I know we did make a cash

9 settlement with Mr. Fiser on that complaint.

10 Q And prior to that what kind of negotiations or

11 settlements did you try to make with him?

12 A He and I had had two or three discussions from

13 when he had filed the complaint. We had I think there was

14 some written documentation where he had made some requests

15 to me regarding retirement credits and some cash and things

16 like that.

17 I remember a number of about - he made an offer to

18 me of about to settle his complaint which I felt

19 was way out of line, and we were not able at that point and

20 time to resolve his complaint. He and I did have some

21 discussions regarding his complaint and the possibility of

22 settling it.

23 Q Okay. Did you ever make any offer to him of a

24 position here at TVA?

25 A I offered him a position but it was not in

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Court Reporters

1025 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 1014
Washington, D.C. 20036
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1 settlement of his complaint.

2 Q Okay.

3 A I made him an offer to him as a Chemistry Program

4 Manager. I'm not sure of the grade level or that but yes, I

5 did make him an offer of a position.

6 Q The position that you offered to him can you

7 specifically remember anything about that as far as was it

8 at the Corporate level, was it creating a new position for

9 him, or the details regarding that position that you did

10 offer to him?

11 A I don't remember the specifics of the complaint.

12 I knew that he had filed a complaint over what he viewed as

13 an unfair posting so to speak, a posting of a position. The

14 position I offered him was done as a result of my discussion

15 with Counsel on how best to limit TVA's potential liability

16 in this case.

17 The position offered him was in the Corporate

18 organization. It was a Chemistry Program Manager. I think

19 it was - to the best of my knowledge I believe it was at the

20 same salary and the same grade level as he was leaving at

21 that point and time, but like I said earlier that position

22 was offered to him in a sense to try to limit TVA's

23 liability in any future litigation we may have.

24 Q Okay, so basically that decision or the offer was

25 decided between you and OGC, Office General Counsel?
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A Well it was my ultimate decision but within after

discussions with the Counsel or with the Office of General

Counsel I should say.

Q Did you have any involvement in Mr. Fiser's 1993

DOL complaint against TVA?

A Yeah, I was involved in helping resolve that

complaint. You know I think I made him the offer on a

position. I've known Mr. Fiser for a long period of time.

He and I worked out at Sequoyah together.

I had always had a reforal* with Gary. I remember

seeing him in the hall one day and talking to him and told

him that I thought we could work things out. I was involved

in offering him the position in the Corporate Chemistry

organization downtown.

Q As far as the posting of his position there in

Corporate Chemistry during the 1996 time frame were you

advised regarding the circumstances surrounding that

decision that was made to post that?

A Yeah, I believe it was after the filing of this

Department of Labor complaint because the complaint was

about the posting. I was advised by Mr. Boyles and Mr. Ben

Easley on the circumstances around the reorganization of the

Chemistry organization at that point and time and the

posting - the decision of posting the positions. Yeah, I

was briefed on it.
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Q Okay, and before they posted them or after they

had made the decision?

A I don't remember if it was before or after but --

BY MR. MARQUAND: If you don't mind I might have

some information which you could ask him about if he knows.

It was clear that Fiser did go to Mr. Boyles and tell him

that if they did post it that he was going to go to the

Department of Labor.

I don't know if they had any discussion - if Mr.

Reynolds had discussions with Mr. Boyles or not at that

point and time before the complaint was filed.

Q Do you - can you answer that?

A I'd have to see the documentation. I just really

don't remember if they came to me. You know anything I

would say I'd probably have to assume if they talked to me

about it. I really don't remember if it was before or after

the complaint. At that point and time we were doing a lot

of reorganizations in the total Corporate organization so I

can't tell you if I did before or after the complaint.

Q Okay. Were you involved in the plans as far as

the reorganization goes or were you brought into it as a

result of the complaint that was filed? I mean did anyone

seek your advise regarding?

A I was involved in the overall reorganization of

the Corporate Office. I was not involved in the details of

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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individual organizations. You know we knew what the overall

structure was going to look like. We knew what the staffing

numbers were going to look like. I had a general knowledge

of you know that there were some positions that would be

posted. Some positions that were going to be transfers.

You know the specifics of details of questions no,

I wasn't involved in any of that planning. That's what I

rely in that you know for specific for the Chemistry

organization would have been from Mr. Ben Easley and with

Mr. Boyles to review.

Q Okay. Just to get an understanding of the policy

and I have talked to at least two other witnesses regarding

the posting of positions, the advertising of vacancy

announcements, and the transfer. Mr. Marquand provided me

some documentation.

I guess the first thing of what I would do is to

ask you about one thing Mr. Marquand mentioned in his letter

sent forward in some documentation to me. It's the Hay

Classification System.

A Un-hum.

Q And is that H-a-y Classification System?

A Un-hum, yes.

Q Can you explain what that is to me?

A It's a job evaluation system where points are

assigned to positions. You know it takes into consideration

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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1 knowledge, skills, abilities, accountabilities.

2 You come up with a point total and you bounce it

3 off a guide chart card that says okay, it falls within the

4 500 to 600 point range so in our system that related to what

5 pay grade level 1 through 11 or a senior level position.

6 You know you got the points and then you bounced

7 them up against the card and that's what the evaluation

8 determination of the grade level.

9 Q So that's really used to determine the grade level

10 of positions?

11 A Yeah, grade level and then subsequently the pay

12 level. I mean there is a link between those two. You know

13 PG 6, 7, or 8. A PG 1 through 11 would have point totals

14 assigned to it. This is the range of the position and then

15 there would also be a - you know a minimum, a mid point, and

16 a maximum pay range for that position so it's a job

17 evaluation system. Something you know all companies use.

18 Q And when you're doing a reorganization such as the

19 one they were under going at that time how do you determine

20 when you're going to use the RIF guide lines or you're going

21 to post the position? What do you use in determining what

22 rules you're going to apply for different postings?

23 A Well there are guide lines that are - that TVA

24 follows that are the Office of Personnel Management you know

25 that give you guide lines in terms of when a RIF has

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Court Reporters
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1 occurred, when there is a transfer. You know those are

2 really the two pieces of it that you've got to make the

3 determination off of.

4 If it's a RIF or a transfer then your other option

5 becomes posting of position. You know if you don't have a

6 RIF or transfer and you've created a new position your

7 option is to post at that point and time.

8 Q So how do you decide whether something is a RIF or

9 a transfer?

10 A You know technically I do not usually delve into

11 those kind of details. I mean that's what I have Ben Easley

12 for to advise me in terms of that. You know when a position

13 goes away and a new position is created that is there is not

14 the ability to transfer - where there is not enough of that

15 position to transfer into the new position you have a RIF

16 and post situation.

17 When you're doing an evaluation of a job

18 description of the old job description and the new job

19 description you look is there a preponderance of the work

20 into the new position and then that could become a transfer.

21 Q Un-hum.

22 A I mean it's - you've got to look at each position

23 description to make that determination.

24 Q Okay. Before they did the posting of Mr. Fiser's

25 Chemistry position were you involved at all in making that

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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1 determination on whether that should be posted, or whether

2 he should be allowed to transfer in that position?

3 A No, in that situation that would have been Mr.

4 Easley's position with a recommendation to Mr. Boyles.

5 Q Okay, and what about the position that Mr.

6 McArthur was transferred into where there were two positions

7 between him and Mr. Grover and that was created - combined

8 into one position were you involved in that decision?

9 A They did discuss that decision with me. They

10 discussed their - they came to me with a recommendation. As

11 I remember the situation Mr. McArthur had been in a position

12 that had had both RADCON and Chemistry at some point maybe

13 in '91 or '92 that had reported to him.

14 Then there were a series of events that had

15 occurred that Mr. McArthur had moved into a position but

16 there had been an inadequate documentation in terms of what

17 his positions were. So, when this RADCON, this new RADCON

18 Chemistry Manager became available we looked at his job

19 description of record which was still this job back in the

20 191 or '92 time frame that had the RADCON Chemistry combined

21 underneath it.

22 In applying the OPM regulations Mr. Easley and Mr.

23 Boyles' recommendation to me was that this is probably a

24 transfer Phil, and this is probably the way we need to go,

25 and I concurred with their recommendation.
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1 Q Okay. You had mentioned that Mr. Easley indicated

2 to you as far as this position goes with Mr. McArthur that

3 he felt that it should be a transfer verses a posting in

4 that position?

5 A Yes.

6 Q In an interview I did of Mr. Easley he has advised

7 me that he was recommending that that position should be

8 posted based on his evaluation of it. Is the conversation

9 that you had was that with Mr. Boyles and Mr. Easley, or

10 just with Mr. Boyles and --

11 A I had discussed that both with Mr. Boyles and Mr.

12 Easley.

13 Q Okay.

14 A Because that was a pretty significant decision to

15 make on a senior manager job.

16 Q Okay, and if you're looking at the way you're

17| describing it can you explain to me what the difference is

18 between the way Mr. Fiser's position was handled as far as

19 posting of that even though he had had past jobs where he

20 did those same functions, and there was actually an

21 elimination of functions in the new job description verses

22 the way Mr. McArthur was handled?

23 A In the case of Mr. Fiser I believe he was in a

24 position that was a Chemistry Environmental Program Manager.

25 I think that was the title. I know the job contained both
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Chemistry and Environmental type activities.

The new job that was created was just a Chemistry

Program Manager. The decision by the - the decision and

recommendation as I understand it was that you know half of

this job has gone away. We have really created a new

position at this point and time.

Based on that you know Mr. Easley made the

recommendation to Mr. Boyles and when I say that that's how

I understood things to work in the organization and how they

work today in terms of the relationship of the Human

Resource Officer to the Human Resource Manager. The

recommendation was to post the position because it was a new

position at that point and time.

Q Okay, do you see any difference between that being

a new position and the one Mr. McArthur was transferred into

as being a new position?

A Do I see a difference?

Q Yes, and explain to me if you do see a difference

explain that.

A Yeah, I do see a difference in that because we

talked about these OPM regulations, Office of Personnel

Management, which talk about and I've been through enough

hearings in front of MSPB Judges, Merit System Protection

Board Judges, that you have to go back to what the job of

record is.
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18

Based on that job of record of his position that

it never - you know that his last position description in

his personal history record was this job that had combined

the RADCON and Chemistry activities that if I went back and

you know did my paper trail I'd say - I'd look at that and

say the preponderance of work is still retained in this job

so it needs to be a transfer into that position.

That was the recommendation to me, so that's the

difference I mean in following those OPM regulations. I

think in both cases the Office of Personnel Management

regulations were followed.

Q Okay. Well according to my interview with Mr.

Boyles basically what he stated was the reason he decided to

allow the transfer of Mr. McArthur into that position was

because the position that he was going into was the senior

management position and he had lead way under the policy to

do. Policy on deciding whether he wanted to transfer or

post that position just because it was a senior management

position.

A I think at that point and time there was a policy

in place '92, '93 time frame that would have been issued out

of the Corporate organization that made a - I can't remember

what it was called but it was telling us that new vacant

positions in the PG 1 through PG senior ranks needed to be

posted I think.
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1 I don't know if it was '92 or '93. It was around

2 that time frame. It was a result of the lawsuit we had

3 filed by a guy named and there were some

4 guidelines issued out on that.

5 Q Showing what? I'm sorry.

6 A If a new position is created that you should post

7 that position.

8 Q Okay, and what was the level that applied to it is

9 what --

10 A I believe it was 1 through senior. I believe it

11 was but this was a position that you know as I remember it

12 was identified as a transfer.

13 Q Okay. I guess my question is, why was that

14 designated a transfer and not a new position?

15 A Because you had to go back and look at Mr.

16 McArthur's old position description. Position of record

17 which had the RADCON and Chemistry positions in it, and that

18 was a preponderance of work. You know you see his paper

19 trail that this is his position description of record.

20 This is what a Merit System Protection Board Judge

21 is going to look at, and you take a look at the new - as

22 you're organizing the work and you say okay, the

23 preponderance of the work is there so they have transfer

24 rights to this position. That was the decision that was

25 made.
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1 Q Okay, that's fine.

2 A Do you understand that?

3 Q Yes, I do.

4 A Okay.

5 Q I'll just show you this policy to make sure this

6 is the one that you're speaking about as far as the policy

7 that came out in 1993 as far as posting new positions.

8 (Long Pause in Proceedings.)

9 A Un-hum, yes, this is the one.

10 Q Okay, and this is the March 23, 1993 announcement

11 of vacancies in the Manager and Specialist pay schedule so

12 basically this gives you the guidelines you were supposed to

13 be following as far as vacant management, -- PG 1 through

14 senior management.

15 A Vacant new positions, yes.

16 Q And according to this if there were any vacant

17 positions it had to be posted unless a waiver was requested.

18 The waiver itself would have been requested through the HR

19 Office in Knoxville. Is that correct?

20 A That's correct.

21 Q Now when I interviewed Mr. Easley basically in his

22 evaluation of these positions what he is indicating to me is

23 that the position that Mr. McArthur was allowed to transfer

24 into should have actually been either posted or a request

25 should have been submitted through HR in Knoxville.
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1 Do you have any comments to make regarding that?

2 A Well then I think Mr. Easley made the wrong

3 recommendation the first time around.

4 Q Okay.

5 A Because the recommendation at that point and time

6 and in the discussions was that he thought and he was deeply

7 involved in that because I think on one hand he kindly set

8 the stage for it at that point and time.

9 Mr. Boyles at that point and time was relatively

10 new in the role as a Human Resource Manager and is not and

11 was not at that point and time what I would call a technical

12 expert in the Human Resource area, and he relied a lot on

13 Mr. Easley in making his decisions.

14 You know I'm surprised at that because I think

15 that was a - nobody ever came to me and told me they didn't

16 agree with that decision to not - to transfer Mr. McArthur

17 into that job.

18 Q Okay, so you never - Mr. Easley never came

19 directly to you?

20 A No, ma'am.

21 Q With that recommendation, okay. The other item I

22 would like you to review is this Nuclear Power Business

23 Practice that was approved by you dated September 30, 1993.

24 Management and Specialist -- process.

25 (Pause in Proceedings.)
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1 A I'm familiar with this.

2 Q Okay, and is this basically this policy that you

3 wrote here or you approved is that basically implementing

4 this instruction here?

5 A Yes, it is.

6 Q And these were basically the guidelines that Mr.

7 Boyles and Mr. Easley would have operated on for vacant

8 positions?

9 A Correct.

10 Q Okay, that's fine.

11 MS. BENSON: Do you have any questions, Mr.

12 Marquand?

13 EXAMINATION

14 BY MR. MARQUAND:

15 Q Ms. Benson represented that Mr. Boyles had said

16 that one of the considerations was to transfer Mr. McArthur

17 was that he was a senior manager.

18 A Un-hum.

19 Q Does it make any difference in evaluating whether

20 there is a transfer or not is there more discretion as --

21 questions seemed to imply or at least that's what I inferred

22 from it - was there more discretion in making that judgment

23 with respect to senior managers or higher grade managers

24 than there is people with lower paid grades?

25 A Yeah, there is more discretion but you know we
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1 attempt to try to post as many new positions as possible.

2 One thing I would like to add to this.

3 If I went back and I looked at Mr. Fiser's

4 original complaint from 1993 it is almost the exact same

5 scenario in relationship not into the position but in terms

6 of the inaccuracy of the new descriptions and the posting

7 because at that point and time when Mr. Fiser in his first

8 complaint was riffed he was sitting in a position

9 description I believe it was Sequoyah Site Chemistry

10 Manager.

11 In settling that complaint we took into

12 consideration what I'll call the paper trail was in that

13 that it was not right. That he had been moved and was doing

14 a variety of - had been doing a different position but his

15 original position of record had not been changed. In a

16 situation in terms of when you go back to evaluate it's

17 somewhat similar to Mr. McArthur's situation in that regard.

18 MS. BENSON: Okay.

19 MR. MARQUAND: Do you understand this, Ms. Benson?

20 MS. BENSON: Yes, I do.

21 MR. MARQUAND: Okay.

22 Q You mentioned .

23 A Un-hum.

24 Q And that was a lawsuit that caused these posting

25 requirements to be imposed?
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Was that part of the settlement in that case?

3 A The postings?

4 Q I mean the requirement to post I mean was that

5 dictated by the settlement in that case?

6 A My understanding of that is that in the settlement

7 of that case the initial or what was actually resolved in

8 that case is that TVA committed to post positions in Grade 1

9 through 8.

10 Q So there was no requirement as a result of the

11 _ case to post positions above the 8 level?

12 A That's correct. The 1 through 8 had to be posted.

13 New positions had to be posted, and at that point and time 9

14 - Pay Grade 9 and above through the senior level were not

15 required to be posted.

16 Q And so the policy statement that includes posting

17 from 9 up to senior manager is something TVA is doing

18 voluntarily?

19 A Yeah, that's TVA imposed. It's not a result of

20 the settlement.

21 Q Not required by settlement or law or anything

22 else?

23 A No, it is not.

24 Q Now all this business about whether or not Fiser

25 should be transferred and whether or not Mr. McArthur should
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1 be transferred occurred in May/June time frame of 1996 or

2 set the stage for it?

3 A That's correct.

4 Q And you mentioned there was a Corporate

5 reorganization going on. Was something like that going on

6 in Corporate HR organization that you were over?

7 A Yes, I was in the process of reorganizing that

8 organization also.

9 Q Were people losing their jobs?

10 A There was a potential. I think I was taking the

11 staff down from about forty-five to thirty-five people.

12 Forty-two to thirty-five, somewhere like that so there were

13 in some cases some new jobs being created and postings

14 occurring and some transfers occurred in there.

15 Q Did most people eventually have to apply on jobs?

16 A Yes, they did.

17 Q Did the people for instance Mr. Easley was a Human

18 Resource --

19 A He was a Human Resource Officer at that time.

20 Q Were there other Human Resource Officers?

21 A Yes, in the Central Office at that point and time

22 there was Mr. Easley and Melissa Westbrook.

23 Q And they worked for who?

24 A They worked for Mr. Boyles.

25 Q Did Mr. Easley's and Ms. Westbrook's jobs
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1 continue? Did they stay the same? Did they transfer? What

2 happened to them?

3 A Their positions in the organization we changed the

4 total focus of their jobs, their position descriptions.

5 There were quite - about a year process that we through

6 identifying our operational value and some of those things -

7 I won't get into a lot of those details, but we decided to

8 change the scope of the position or the scope of work that

9 that position was performing from more of an administrative

10 position to more of an advisor/consultant business partner

11 position.

12 Q As a result of changing the scope of those jobs

13 were they transferred to the new jobs, or were the old jobs

14 eliminated and they had to bid on the new ones?

15 A The old jobs were eliminated and the new jobs were

16 posted and selections were made on those.

17 Q Did Mr. Easley bid on - apply for the new job?

18 A No, he did not. We had you know background.

19 During that period of time

20

21

22 Nor

23

24

25 In the - I'll give you
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one of the incidents.

T F 7 Fo

He came to me at the

retirement of K. B. Green and told me he wanted to leave the

organization and could I work something out. I told him

what the process - you know everybody knew what the process

we were going through.

Q Okay, Mr. Easley is no longer with TVA?

A He's no longer with TVA. He did not - when his

position was eliminated and RIF notices were issued to those

folks he accepted the RIF at that point and time.

Q Do you know whether or not ultimately he was happy

about leaving TVA?

A Well he came in and thanked me and was real

pleased and you know told me the list of things that he was

going to go do when he left.

Q I'll get to my question whether or not he was

somewhat disgruntled about having left TVA?

A I don't think he was disgruntled at all.

Q Okay.

A In fact he still stays in contact with us.

Q Is there any doubt in your mind that Ben Easley
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A No doubt in my mind.

MR. MARQUAND: That's all I have.

MS. BENSON: I have nothing further to ask. This

will terminate the interview. The time now is 10:00 -

approximately 10:48. Okay, thank you.

MR. REYNOLDS: Okay, thanks a lot.

(Whereupon, at 10:48 a.m., the interview was

concluded.)
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S

2 [11:22 a.m.]

3 MS. BENSON: I'm Special Agent Diana S. Benson of

4 the NRC Office of Investigations, Atlanta, Georgia, and I'll

5 be conducting this interview.

6 Today's date is December 17, 1998, and the time

7 now is approximately 11:22.

8 During this proceeding, which is being recorded

9 for transcription, the NRC Office of Investigations will

10 conduct an interview of Mr. John E. Long, Jr., former Vice

11 President, Employee Work Life, TVA.

12 Was that in Chattanooga, or were you in Knoxville?

13 MR. LONG: Knoxville.

14 MS. BENSON: Knoxville, Tennessee.

15 This interview pertains to OI Investigation No.

16 2-1998-013. The location of this interview is 611 Commerce

17 Street, Nashville, Tennessee.

18 Others in attendance at this interview are Mr.

19 Frank R. Marquand, M-A-R-Q-U-A-N-D, and he is here with dual

20 representation as far as representing both TVA and Mr. Long

21 here.

22 Prior to beginning this interview, Mr. Long, would

23 you raise your right hand?

24 Whereupon,

25 JOHN E. LONG,
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1 the Interviewee, was called for examination and, having been

2 first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

3 MS. BENSON: And also prior to going on the

4 record, I had you read over Title 18 of the United States

5 Code, Section 1001, regarding statements, false statements.

6 Did you read that and do you understand that section?

7 THE INTERVIEWEE: Yes, I did, and yes, I do.

8 MS. BENSON: All right. Thank you.

9 DIRECT EXAMINATION

10 BY MS. BENSON:

11 Q Can you please state your full name, spelling both

12 your middle and last name?

13 A John E. Long, Jr. The middle name is Edward,

14 E-D-W-A-R-D, Long, L-O-N-G.

15 Q Okay. And your date of birth?

16 A

17 Q And your Social Security number?

18 A

19 Q Thank you.

20 Can you basically give me your employment history

21 at TVA?

22 A I began employment with TVA in 1980, February of

23 1980, as a personnel officer in the Division of Engineering

24 and Design, had several personnel staff officer-type

25 positions within the Engineering and Design organization
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1 from 1980 till about 1988 and increased responsibilities and

2 promotions up through the ranks there.

3 In 1988, I went over to the Division of Personnel

4 as Manager of Human Resource Services, and then, within the

5 Division of Personnel, which is a corporate function for

6 TVA, I had various responsibilities from 1988 -- within the

7 organization, Human Resource Services, other organizations

8 came in there from Division of Personnel -- and then

9 eventually was promoted into the position of Vice President,

10 Employee Work Life.

11 Q And when was that?

12 A I think it around the timeframe of 1991.

13 Q Okay.

14 A I can verify that. I'm pretty sure it was. And

15 then was in that position till sometime in 1995 -- excuse me

16 -- 1994, was -- came out of that position, and then, around

17 October -- September, October of 1995, became the Manager of

18 Labor Relations.

19 Q Is that what your position is today?

20 A No. And then, in August of this past year, I

21 became Senior Vice President of Labor Relations on an acting

22 basis.

23 Q Okay.

24 In your position as Vice President of Employee

25 Work Life, can you tell me what your responsibilities were
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1 for TVA?

2 A It was a -- I had responsibilities for

3 compensation, policy development, implementation of TVA-wide

4 corporate compensation programs.

5 I had the area of employment services, which --

6 there was a policy-making area around the employment

7 function.

8 I had responsibility for the human resource

9 information systems at TVA, development and implementation

10 of those systems and upkeep of those systems.

11 Then we had a separate policy area of overall

12 human resource-type policies for the corporation.

13 Those primarily were the functional areas that I

14 had responsibility for, and it was mostly in the area of

15 policy in those different function areas -- functional areas

16 that I just talked about but also such as in human resource

17 information systems and implementation. I had

18 responsibility corporate-wide for the upkeep of the human

19 resource information on all the employees.

20 Q Okay. And in that position, who did you -- what

21 division was that under?

22 A I reported to Mary Cartwright, who was the -- an

23 executive vice president, and she had responsibilities for

24 communications, governmental affairs, and human resource

25 functions, and I, quite frankly, forgot the exact title of
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1 her full organization, but those were the functions.

2 Q Now, at that time, was that part of the chief

3 administrative officer?

4 A No, it was not.

5 Q It was not. That was separate.

.6 A That was separate.

7 One other thing on that. At one time, it did move

8 under the chief administrative officer, but I don't remember

9 the exact date, and I think that will be shown by the chart

10 that Mr. Marquand had indicated we would provide.

11 MR. MARQUAND: He's talking '93, '94 when he

12 reported to Mary Cartwright.

13 MS. BENSON: Okay.

14 BY MS. BENSON:

15 Q So, during the '93-'94 timeframe, it was not under

16 the chief administrative officer.

17 MR. MARQUAND: Sometime in '94 it moved over to

18 [inaudible].

19 THE INTERVIEWEE: But it was somewhere around '94,

20 and I don't -- I think that's an exact date. I did not come

21 prepared for that exact question.

22 MS. BENSON: Oh, that's fine.

23 THE INTERVIEWEE: But it was somewhere around that

24 late '93-'94 timeframe that Norm went over there. Then

25 there was another series of organizational changes. We're
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1 just going to have to go back and take a look at that org

2 chart.

3 BY MS. BENSON:

4 Q In your position, you said you were responsible

5 for policy. Was that human resources?

6 A Right.

7 Q For the total organization of TVA, TVA

8 Corporation?

9 A Yes. We established corporate policy for the

10 areas that I just mentioned as far as the functional areas

11 that I talked about within human resources, and there was

12 another area that I was not responsible for -- for example,

13 in benefits -- that I did not, at that time, establish

14 policy for, but we did establish policy within those

15 functional areas that I've talked about that I was

16 responsible for for TVA-wide.

17 Q Okay. And the different divisions within TVA --

18 and correct me if I'm wrong, but they would take the policy

19 issued by your office and implement it within their own

20 organizations.

21 A That's correct.

22 Q Okay. Would they come up with like directives

23 based on the policy that was issued by your office?

24 A Some organizations did, and some didn't. I mean

25 some would rely totally on the letters or the policies that
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1 we would put out on that, and whether it could be a detailed

2 instruction or whatever from our organization, and some

3 other organizations then would probably take and -- the

4 corporate policy and maybe take it one step further, not

5 changing the policy but apply it to their particular

6 organization.

7 Q Okay. That's fine.

8 I want to show you a announcement dated March 23,

9 1993, announcement of vacancies in the management specialist

10 pay schedule revised selection waiver policy and ask you if

11 you can review that for me.

12 A Okay.

13 Q Okay.

14 Did you draft this particular policy yourself --

15 or announcement?

16 A No. Somebody that worked for me actually drafted

17 it. I mean I was the approving official of the letter and

18 familiar with the policy.

19 Q Okay. And what organizations within TVA did this

20 announcement apply to?

21 A This would have applied to all organizations

22 within TVA.

23 Q So, that's TVA-wide policy?

24 A Yes.

25 Q What positions did that -- does this particular
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1 announcement apply to? Is it all pay grades and senior

2 management, or is it -- does it specify in the announcement?

3 A It applies to all vacant management schedule

4 positions, PG-1 through senior management.

5 Q Okay.

6 What was the requirement for submitting waivers

7 based on this policy?

8 A The requirement would be to submit it at this

9 time, in this memo, to the Vice President of Diversity

10 Development, who was the approving official of any waivers,

11 and the waiver request for a vacancy announcement was

12 supposed to come in to the Vice President of Diversity

13 Development for consideration, and the justification for the

14 waiver, as outlined in this memo, would need to cover --

15 probably one of the criterias that we outlined is something

16 is to be considered as good justification for a waiver.

17 Q The individual that you indicated the waiver would

18 be submitted to and approved by -- where was this person --

19 what position were they holding? I mean was that at the

20 corporate headquarters office in Knoxville, or where was he

21 or she located?

22 A That was in the corporate headquarters in

23 Knoxville, Tennessee.

24 Q Was anyone within the -- looking at the TVA

25 nuclear organization and your policy as stated there, was
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1 anyone within the nuclear organization authorized to approve

2 waivers to this announcement?

3 A To approve waivers?

4 Q Yes. Could a waiver be submitted to anybody in

5 the nuclear organization for approval?

6 A As this policy states, the approval of a waiver to

7 a posting would have to occur at the Vice President of

8 Diversity Development's level or position.

9 Q Okay.

10 So, basically, the waiver would have to be

11 approved at the Knoxville level --

12 A Yes.

13 Q -- wherever that person was located. Okay.

14 I wanted to show you another policy that Mr.

15 Marquand provided to me and ask if you could review this.

16 This is a nuclear power business practice dated 9/30 of '93,

17 September 30th of 1993. I'll just give you a few minutes to

18 review that, please.

19 A Okay.

20 Q Okay. And I realize that you didn't author this,

21 but this goes back to the question I had asked you earlier

22 about different organizations implementing policies that

23 your office --

24 A Right.

25 Q -- came up with.
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1 Is the policy as it's stated forth in here on this

2 September 1993 nuclear power business practice implementing

3 a policy that's stated in here, this previous memo, or do

4 you know what this is based on?

5 A There's one part of it here that it talks about

6 that all vacant positions -- in the nuclear policy -- all

7 vacant positions, PG-1 through senior manager, be posted.

8 Appears to be very consistent with TVA's policy on posting

9 of positions.

10 Q Okay.

11 A But it goes further and talks about screening of

12 candidates and stuff, where this policy didn't, the other

13 policy that I authored in '93, and it didn't really get into

14 some of the things that this policy does. It goes a little

15 bit further, but it's very consistent with the fact of the

16 posting.

17 Q Okay. But they were coming up basically with

18 their nuclear business practice based on a policy that you

19 all had implemented or set forth TVA-wide.

20 A Right.

21 Q Were you familiar with who Mr. Reynolds was during

22 that timeframe?

23 A Yes, I was familiar with Mr. Reynolds.

24 Q And what was his position at this time? Do you

25 know?
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1 A He was in human resources, and he's had several

2 positions within human resources and nuclear. At that

3 particular time, I am not 100-percent of exactly what

4 position he was in nuclear.

5 Q And are you familiar with James Boyles?

6 A Ed Boyles, yes.

7 Q Oh, I'm sorry. He does go by Ed. Okay. And were

8 you familiar with the position that Mr. Boyles had -- I'll

9 spell his last name, B-O-Y-L-E-S. Are you familiar with

10 what position he was holding during the 1996 timeframe?

11 A Not exactly. I know Ed Boyles has been in several

12 human resource positions within nuclear, but I'm not exactly

13 sure what position he was in at the timeframe you're talking

14 about.

15 Q Okay.

16 I'm going to show you now a position description

17 for a Wilson C. McArthur, and the effective date -- the

18 position description number is 96-0379, and the date of this

19 is June of 1996. The specific title of this position was

20 corporate radiological and chemistry control manager.

21 This was a position that was created as part of

22 this reorganization in nuclear power within the 1996

23 timeframe.

24 There was down-sizing. They combined two

25 positions there. One had been held by Ron Grover. I don't
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1 know if you're familiar with who he is. And the other

2 position in the chemistry division had been occupied by Mr.

3 McArthur.

4 They combined those two positions, and this was a

5 position that was created as a result of this

6 reorganization, and if you can look at that and tell me what

7 level position this would have been.

8 A It says on the position description it was a --

9 pay group senior. So, it was a senior manager level

10 position.

11 Q So, would the TVA policy that we're talking about

12 today here dated March 1993 also apply to this position, the

13 advertisement of that position or waivers?

14 A Yes, it would if, in fact, there was a vacancy.

15 Q And can you explain what you're telling me right

16 now?

17 A Yes. This position talks about -- I mean --

18 excuse me. This policy talks about what to do if there is

19 truly a vacancy.

20 Q Uh-huh.

21 A And when there is a vacancy, you post that

22 position or you request a waiver, and it talks about the

23 criteria for requesting a waiver.

24 What you described to me was two positions, two

25 former positions, a reorganization -- and correct me if I'm
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1 wrong, since I'm paraphrasing -- two former positions, a

2 reorganization, and possibly a creation of a new position.

3 Q Exactly.

4 A Now, if that was a creation of a new position,

5 then it looks like it should be posted. Okay.

6 If, in fact, that it was not -- I don't know that,

7 is the answer to this part -- that it could be -- you have

8 three positions.

9 You have two former and a position over here that

10 was combined -- you know, that was put together. Then

11 somebody's got to make a determination if all three of those

12 positions or any two of the positions are in the same

13 competitive level.

14 Somebody may have a right to, then, that job.

15 Therefore, there would not be vacancy.

16 So, I think there's a step or two in a

17 reorganization that would have to occur prior to a

18 determination as to whether or not there was a vacancy and

19 then does this policy kick in.

20 But if, in fact, somebody went through that

21 thought process and made a determination that there was a

22 vacancy, that they were different and it was a newly-created

23 and not in the same competitive level, then truly you would

24 have a vacancy and it should be posted under this policy or

25 a waiver request.
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1 Q Uh-huh.

2 A But there is a distinct difference.

3 Q Okay.

4 So, if the other two positions that were there --

5 A Uh-huh.

6 Q -- are no longer there and you've combined two

7 positions into one position --

8 A Uh-huh.

9 Q -- is that a newly-created position and the other

10 two being eliminated and the policy applied? You're going

11 to have to explain that to me a little bit better.

12 A Okay. What I was trying to say is that, when you

13 go through reorganizations -- and let's just use the

14 scenario -- let's just -- let's back up and keep it simple

15 in the sense of there's only two positions, okay, at this

16 particular, you know, level.

17 In other words, if I -- I have got a formed

18 position here that may include duties A, B, C, and D, okay,

19 and forget what duties A, B, C, and D are. Then I create --

20 I put another position over here in a reorganization, maybe

21 combined some functions, maybe eliminate some functions in

22 this new structure, and say that I went through and did that

23 as the organizing manager.

24 So, now I've got a position here, A, B, C, D, E,

25 F, okay? So, in essence, I've added two more functions.
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1 Now, does that employee who was in this position

2 over here, A, B, C, D, have a right to this new position

3 with these two functions? I then have to make a

4 determination. I have to go through and look at the duties,

5 the qualifications, and make a competitive-level

6 determination.

7 If that employee has a right to that job, then I

8 don't have a vacancy, if it is in the same competitive

9 level.

10 Now, if it is in a different competitive level,

11 I've gone through and made that determination, and that

12 employee does not have a right under the RIF regulations to

13 that job, in the same competitive area, same competitive

14 level, then I would have a vacancy under this policy that I

15 would either have to post or request a waiver.

16 So, there are two distinct differences that

17 organizations, when they go through, at this time, would

18 have had to, you know, go through if they were going through

19 a reorganization, and to get to the heart of the question

20 that you're asking, they would have to go through, look at

21 their former jobs and their current jobs, make competitive

22 level determinations, see if there's any rights of transfer,

23 etcetera, and then make a determination, do people have

24 rights to those jobs.

25 If they don't, then it gets into the realm of a

ANN RILEY & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
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1 vacancy and would post.

2 Q Okay.

3 If you've got two positions that are combined into

4 one, those functions from those two jobs are combined into

5 that one, and those two individuals -- I did A, B, C, you

6 did D, E, F --

7 A Right.

8 Q How do you determine --

9 A Okay.

10 Q -- who has a right to --

11 A Same process, at least, then of going through and

12 then you've got the two jobs, my example, A, B, C, D, E, F,

13 okay, and then A, B, C, D, E, F has certain duties, has

14 certain qualifications, okay, and then in the new job that

15 has A, B, C, D, E, F has now enhanced qualifications, okay,

16 and then somebody is going to have to make a judgement, a

17 competitive-level judgement, as to is this job in the same

18 competitive level as this job, because they have to go both

19 ways, okay? They have to go both ways, in my understanding

20 of the RIF regs on competitive-level determinations.

21 You can't just -- you know, very easily, it looks

22 like, well, I can do part of that, but now can the A, B, C

23 person, with their qualifications, do D, E, and F, and I've

24 seen some cases where that's been the case, but D, E, F

25 duties and qualifications couldn't do A, B, C, okay, and so,
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1 that's the judgement that somebody has to make then, okay,

2 do both these people have -- are they in the same -- both

3 these jobs in the same competitive level as the new one, or

4 is one or the other in there, and there again, if one or the

5 other is in there, then they may have a right to that, they

6 could be placed in that job, where the other person that

7 didn't have could be reduced but you wouldn't have a

8 vacancy, or then you could get in the scenario, then I go

9 through that judgement and they aren't the same job.

10 Then neither one of them -- then it appears this

11 policy then would kick in, you have a vacancy, and the

12 position, there again, should either have been posted or a

13 waiver requested.

14 But now this policy does not address that first

15 fundamental process decision that has to be -- they have to

16 go through, and you know, we establish policy, but the line

17 HR folks in each respective organization would be

18 responsible for implementing the reorganization RIF regs,

19 etcetera, so they're the ones that would have gone through

20 that decision process.

21 Q Okay. At the line level.

22 A Yes.

23 MS. BENSON: All right.

24 I think that might just about cover it. Can you

25 think of anything else?
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1 MR. MARQUAND: I want to clarify something.

2 Mr. Long went through an explanation of comparing

3 former jobs with proposed jobs, and I wanted to clarify a

4 couple of things.

5 BY MR. MARQUAND:

6 Q You mentioned RIF regs. Is that a policy, or are

7 those regulations established by TVA?

8 A Those -- what I was referring was the RIF

9 regulations under the U.S. Code that we follow and that are

10 applied -- that we as an agency of the executive branch have

11 to follow.

12 Q Those are the regulations, then, in 5 CFR.

13 A Yes.

14 Q The other thing I wanted to ask you about was you

15 were comparing former jobs with proposed jobs and saying

16 that there is a process in determining whether they're the

17 same or -- fundamentally the same.

18 In making that comparison, what do you compare?

19 Do you compare -- do you go out and look at what the guy is

20 doing, or do you ask the supervisor what he's doing? How do

21 you determine --

22 A It's the official job of record as far as what's

23 the last job in that employee's personnel history record,

24 and then what you're supposed to be looking for, as I

25 understand the regs, is official job of record.
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1 Q What do you mean "job of record." Is that some

2 document?

3 A I'm sorry. The job description. And previously,

4 and I was shown a job description, and so, the job

5 description of record would be indicated -- I mean the job

6 of record would be indicated by the job description of that

7 person.

8 Q You were shown Mr. Wilson McArthur's June of '96

9 position description, and that was represented that that was

10 a new job that was created.

11 So, to compare that new job -- to determine Mr.

12 McArthur's rights to transfer to that job, as I understand

13 it, you're saying you'd have to go back and look at his most

14 recent position description of record.

15 A Right. And that's how I understand the regs

16 should be applied.

17 Q And if TVA doesn't allow someone these transfer

18 rights, if someone has a transfer right and you don't

19 transfer them and instead advertise the position, does the

20 employee have some sort of recourse?

21 A Sure. They could appeal to Merit Systems

22 Protection Board, saying that we did not properly institute

23 the reorganization or the reduction in force, if that's what

24 resulted in their position being eliminated.

25 Q And if, in fact, we hadn't followed them and the
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1 individual did go to the MSPB, what would happen?

2 A If, in fact, we did not follow those RIF

3 regulations or that process that I've talked about and, in

4 fact, posted a job that an employee would have had a right

5 to, then my opinion, based on that, if it would have been in

6 the same competitive level, then should have gone to MSPB

7 and been reinstated and claimed that we posted a job that

8 was their job and they should have been rightfully -- had

9 rights to transfer to that job, and therefore, probably we

10 would have gotten -- I would guess, based on that, given a

11 decision from Merit Systems Protection Board to reinstate

12 the individual into that position.

13 Q So, that's why TVA, in the first instance, makes a

14 determination --

15 A Absolutely.

16 Q -- whether or not that person had transfer rights.

17 A Right. Absolutely.

18 BY MS. BENSON:

19 Q To ask you one other question regarding former

20 positions when you're doing this comparison, are you talking

21 about the position they were holding -- they're holding at

22 the time or all past former positions they've held when

23 you're looking for job function or comparing to see whether

24 the have rights?

25 A Well, you're talking about the position of record.
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1 Q Which is the position they're in.

2 A Right. Or it could be -- when I said position of

3 record, it goes back to -- as I understand the regs, it

4 talks about the job description that is in the employee's

5 personnel history record, the last position of record is

6 what, my understanding of the regs, that we're supposed to

7 be looking at, and so, that's, in some cases -- and the

8 reason I say that is because, in some cases, in having

9 participated in many reorganizations and reductions in force

10 at.TVA, in looking at this thing, is back when I was in the

11 engineering design organization, you would come upon a

12 situation where you pulled the employee's position of record

13 out of the file or the personal history record, a copy of

14 it, and it may not be the most up-to-date thing, it may not

15 be the most, you know, reflective.

16 To go back to our example, you know, a couple of

17 additional functions may have been added but the job

18 description wasn't updated, and unless there's something

19 else that the employee or somebody can produce or supervisor

20 indicates that there is another job -- another position of

21 record there, another job description that reflects that,

22 then we have conducted -- and rightfully so -- have had to

23 conduct RIFs in the past on that job description that was in

24 the PHR, and the reason being, as I understand the regs or

25 how it's been explained to me, is that so there wouldn't be
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1 last-minute changes to jobs and kind of, in essence, put

2 somebody in a precarious situation.

3 Q Rewriting their description so they wouldn't

4 qualify for the newly-created position. Okay.

5 One thing I wanted to ask you was you were talking

6 about competitive positions, when the rules apply, when they

7 don't apply. Is there a different policy when you're going

8 from one level to a higher level? Say you go from PG-l and

9 the new position -- the one you're in is PG-li but the one

10 you're going into is senior management?

11 A Yes. Let me make sure -- are you saying in

12 application of the RIF regulations, in making a

13 determination are they in the same competitive level?

14 Q Right. You were talking about --

15 A Doing the comparison?

16 Q Right.

17 A Okay.

18 When you're doing the comparison, then you start

19 -- you go back to are they at the same competitive level --

20 then you look at duties, qualifications as the decider.

21 Now, as I understand it, there again, grade level

22 is an indicator of competitive level that they could -- you

23 know, they're on the same level -- but is not the most

24 prevailing, that it is duties and qualifications.

25 The grade level, in my understanding, is, as I
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1 understand the regs, is a good indicator that they are or

2 are not in the same competitive level.

3 For example, if this is -- the new position is a

4 different grade level than this one, they still have to go

5 through that same determination to make that judgement,

6 without -- you know, without seeing duties and everything,

7 and somebody would have to -- there's not an easy answer on

8 that, but it is an indicator.

9 Q Okay.

10 A It's usually a good indicator they are or they

11 aren't.

12 Q Say if the newly-created position was a

13 higher-level position. That doesn't necessarily mean that

14 they're not the same competitively. They could still be the

15 same competitively and the functions are basically the same

16 as past, present job. Do you see what I'm saying?

17 A It's a possibility that it is -- I think it's

18 possible, but I'd really have to, you know, see something to

19 make that judgement. As I understand application of the RIF

20 regs, you know, the main emphasis is on duties and

21 qualifications, and grade level is an indicator, but it's a

22 possibility.

23 But in most cases, you know, for it to be in the

24 same competitive level -- and they're usually -- you know,

25 the duties, qualifications similar nature that those can be
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1 interchanged, and the grade level is an indicator. But I've

2 seen them both ways.

3 But most of them have been -- you know, that I've

4 seen -- have been in the same grade.

5 MS. BENSON: I want to clarify.

6 BY MS. BENSON:

7 Q The discussion we had of that last position --

8 A Uh-huh.

9 Q As I understand, what you're saying is that you

10 look at the last written position description in the

11 individual's personnel file.

12 A Right.

13 Q You don't necessarily look -- from time to time,

14 employees serve in an acting capacity or a rotational

15 capacity, and they may not have an updated position

16 description while they're doing that, and you don't look at,

17 in fact, duties that they're performing on a daily basis if

18 it happens to vary from the position description.

19 A The position of record. There have been several

20 positions in my career that I have been in that I have not

21 had a job description.

22 Q Well, you mentioned that you were the Vice

23 President of Employee Work Life, and I assume you had a

24 position description

25 A Right.
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1 Q But wasn't there an interim period where you

2 didn't have a job description following that?

3 A Right. I was on a temporary assignment, for

4 example, to the resource group and the human resource area

5 there until I went to the labor relations position and did

6 not have a job description.

7 Q And so, if somebody had conducted a RIF, what

8 would they have looked to during that time?

9 A They would have had to look to the Vice President

10 of Employee Work Life position.

11 Q Even though that no longer existed?

12 A Exactly. Because that would be my position of

13 record.

14 The application in the example that we talked

15 about to me personally would be that, then, if that was the

16 case, if I was going to be properly RIFed, it should have

17 been RIFed out of the Vice President of Employee Work Life.

18 Q And for example, while you were the Vice President

19 of Employee Work Life, you were at a senior level, an

20 officer position.

21 A An officer level.

22 Q And while you were on assignment, that would not

23 have been an officer position.

24 A That would not have been an officer level.

25 Q That was senior manager.
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1 A It was probably senior manager.

2 Q And when a new position came open, they would have

3 had to compare your previous position at the vice

4 presidential level rather than the senior level to determine

5 comparability of the positions.

-6 A I would have given somebody -- and as I understand

7 the regs and application of the regs, that's what --

8 MS. BENSON: If I can just switch us over.

9 [END OF TAPE, SIDE 1; BEGIN SIDE 2.1

10 MS. BENSON: Okay. We're on side two, and the

11 time now is 12:03.

12 I'm sorry.

13 MR. MARQUAND: I don't have anything else.

14 MS. BENSON: Okay.

15 I feel like that we need to maybe address

16 specifically instead of maybe general questions here so that

17 we don't try to wonder how this would apply to Mr. McArthur.

18 The position he was in at the time that this new position

19 was created was on the -- a manager position, environmental

20 manager position.

21 MR. MARQUAND: He was defined as the manager of

22 radiological controls, but there was no position

23 description. That was the point I'm making. His last

24 position of record had been manager of technical programs,

25 where he had radiological controls and chemistry.
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1 MS. BENSON: I've got the two positions that, you

2 know, we're discussing right here. So, from 1990 to '96, he

3 had no job description.

4 MR. MARQUAND: Correct. He served as the manager

5 of technical programs, I believe, until abbut '93, and at

6 that time, they moved a gentlemen by the name of Allen

7 Terrell, on a rotational basis, into that position, and Dr.

8 McArthur served in an acting capacity, without a job

9 description, as the manager of radiological controls. There

10 was no position description, and so, as Mr. Boyles

11 indicated, maybe not quite artfully, but the comparison that

12 was made by Ben Easley and Ed Boyles was between -- they

13 looked at Dr. McArthur's job history and looked to see what

14 the last position description of record was, which happened

15 to be manager of technical programs.

16 He had the A, B, and C, which was the same A, B,

17 and C that was going to be in new organization in June of

18 '96. He had chemistry and radiological controls and

19 environmental.

20 MS. BENSON: Okay.

21 MR. MARQUAND: At the same level, senior manager.

22 MS. BENSON: Uh-huh.

23 Now, if you look at Grover, though, with the other

24 things that he had been doing, when they combined these two

25 positions, you're saying --
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1 MR. MARQUAND: You keep calling them combining.

2 What they did is they set up a new level of management and

3 eliminated a level of management. You combine functions;

4 you don't combine positions.

5 Grover was only doing part of it, and radiological

6 controls is something that clearly he had never done, but

7 when you look at McArthur's old PD, his old PD included

8 everything in the new PD.

9 MS. BENSON: Well, we'll examine that.

10 MR. MARQUAND: You might go back and ask Ed Boyles

11 or Ben Easley, either one, who made that comparison. I'm

12 not sure he was very articulate.

13 MS. BENSON: Well, I think, you know, that's one

14 of the questions that, you know, has been asked, and the

15 answers I'm getting are different than what you're saying

16 right now.

17 MR. MARQUAND: If you look at that very first case

18 in the notebook, that was a comparison of what Wilson

19 McArthur had done and what his new job was.

20 MS. BENSON: What he'd one when?

21 MR. MARQUAND: As the manager of technical

22 programs.

23 MS. BENSON: Way back in 1990. But was that the

24 position he was holding at the time?

25 MR. MARQUAND: That was the position of record.
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1 That was his written position description. It was not the

2 position he was assigned to prior to the reorganization.

3 That's where it gets confusing, but that's what the MSPB

4 regulations require us to do, is to look at that last

5 position description in the personnel file.

6 MS. BENSON: Well, from what I was told, the

7 comparison didn't show that. So, that's something that

8 we'll have to [inaudible] basically maybe have a neutral

9 party review certain aspects of it.

10 BY MS. BENSON:

11 Q Is there any other questions that you have of me,

12 anything that I might have asked that you feel needs to be

13 clarified?

14 A No.

15 MS. BENSON: Do you have anything else?

16 MR. MARQUAND: No.

17 MS. BENSON: That terminates the interview at

18 12:07, and I thank you for your time.

19 [Whereupon, at 12:07 p.m., the interview was

20 concluded.]

21
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BEFORE THE UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS
REGION 1I
Case No. 2-1998-013

DECLARATION OF HOWARD H. CUTSHAW

Howard H. Cutshaw subscribes and declares:

1. I am currently employed by the Tennessee Valley Authority

(TVA) as a Human Resource Consultant in the Human Resources organization at

TVA's Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (Watts Bar), a position I have held since February of

1997. 1 have been employed by TVA since 1980. My responsibilities include

providing guidance to management in Nuclear Power on labor relations and human

resource issues. I have been assigned to perform human resource functions at Watts

Bar since 1994. My responsibilities require that I work with and have access to the

personnel records (PHR) of TVA employees. I have personal knowledge of the matters

stated herein.
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2. I was requested to review TVA's personnel records, including the

personal history record (PHR), for Wilson C. McArthur. Attached hereto as Exhibit A

are all of the position descriptions located in Dr. McArthur PI-IR. Attached hereto as

Exhibit B are the performance evaluations for the fiscal years of 1990, 1992, 1993,

1994 and 1995 contained in Dr. McArthur's PHR. I did not find a position description

issued in 1994 in Dr. McArthur's PHR for the position of Manager of the Radiological

Control organization.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746 (1994), 1 declare under penalty of perjury

that to the best of my knowledge and belief the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on this 261h day of February, 1999 r .

_ /1_99.

I

I-Toward Ii. Cutshaw

000059301
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REVIEW OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

A review of performance evaluations, dated 1993 to 1995, for Sam HARVEY and Gary FISER

was conducted. FISER and HARVEY each held the position of program manager during this

time frame. The review disclosed that from October 1993 to September 1994, FISER was rated

as "exceeding" expectations in nine categories. FISER was rated as "meeting" expectations in

three categories. "Meeting" expectations was FISER's lowest rating during this evaluation

period.

During the period of October 1, 1993, to September 30, 1994, HARVEY was rated as

"exceeding" expectations in four categories and "meeting" expectations in six categories.

HARVEY also received ratings of "meets some" expectations in six categories.

During the period of October 1, 1994, to September 30, 1995, FISER and HARVEY each held

the position of senior chemistry and environmental specialist. FISER received ratings of

"exceeds" expectations in five categories and eight ratings of "meets" expectations.

During the period of October 1, 1993, to September 30, 1995, HARVEY received ratings of

"exceeds" expectations in two categories and "meets" expectations in eleven categories.

AGENT'S NOTE: Copies of the above evaluations will be maintained in the OI:RII case file.

This report was prepared on July 16, 1999.

Diana S. Benson, Special Agent
Office of Investigations
Field Office, Region II
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Tennessee Valley Authority
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S

2 (1:06 p.m.)

3 MS. BENSON: Today's date - for the record today's

4 date is 18 December, 1998 and the time now is approximately

5 1:06 p.m..

6 I'm Special Agent Diana Benson of the NRC Office

7 of Investigations, Atlanta, Georgia, and I'll be conducting

8 this interview.

9 During this proceeding, which is being recorded

10 for transcription, the NRC Office of Investigations will

11 conduct an interview of Melissa Westbrook.

12 MS. WESTBROOK: Right.

13 MS. BENSON: And the interview pertains to OI

14 Investigation No. 2-1998-013.

15 The location of this interview is TVA Lookout

16 Building, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

17 Others in attendance at this interview are Mr.

18 Brent Marquand, M-a-r-q-u-a-n-d, who is here representing

19 both TVA and Ms. Westbrook in a dual capacity.

20 I had asked you earlier prior to going on the

21 record whether you had any objection to going under oath, or

22 swearing to your testimony.

23 Whereupon,

24 MELISSA WESTBROOK

25 the Interviewee, was called for examination and, having been
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1 first duly sworn was examined and testified as follows.

2 MS. BENSON: And I also asked you to read over

3 Section 1001 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code. Did you read

4 over that?

5 MS. WESTBROOK: I did.

6 MS. BENSON: Okay, do you understand that?

7 MS. WESTBROOK: Yes, I did.

8 MS. BENSON: Okay, that's good.

9 EXAMINATION

10 BY MS. BENSON:

11 Q And your full name if you would, please, spelling

12 your last name?

13 A Okay, Milissa, M-i-l-i--s-s-a Wilson, W-i-l-s-o-n,

14 Westbrook, W-e-s-t-b-r-o-o-k.

15 Q And your date of birth?

16 A

17 Q And your social security number?

18 A

19 Q And I also indicated to you earlier that what I

20 was interviewing you about today was the 1996 DOL complaint

21 filed by Gary Fiser about TVA concerning discrimination. I

22 guess your involvement as far as the whole process goes as

23 far as what his complaint was was you were employed - in

24 1996 what was your position here with TVA?

25 A I was a Human Resource Consultant for Nuclear
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Power.

Q And just going back a little bit can you please

give me your employment history here at TVA?

A Sure. I was hired in 1985 and I came into - well

I had worked in Nuclear Human Resources previously and I

worked in several different capacities in Nuclear Human

Resource throughout TVA. In non-nuclear capacities too. In

line management positions.

I came to the position I have now in 1994 so I've

been there about four years.

Q Okay, and what are your responsibilities in that

position?

A I provide Human Resource support to various

organizations in the Nuclear Corporate Office. We also have

people at the Plant sites but their official station what we

call as Chattanooga. We have some travel teams that travel

out.

My capacity now at the present time is I support

mainly the engineering organization and the inspection

services organization which is housed at Sequoyah Nuclear

Plant, the trading center.

Q And during 1996 who did you report to at that

time?

Who was your supervisor, immediate supervisor?

A Ed Boyles.
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1 Q And did you work with a Mr. Ben Easley --

2 A Yes, I did.

3 Q During that time period?

4 A Right.

5 Q And what was your position in relation to Ben

6 Easley's?

7 A We were peers.

8 Q What is your knowledge of the complaint basically

9 that was filed by Mr. Fiser? Do you know what the complaint

10 was?

11 A This complaint?

12 Q Un-hum.

13 A That he felt discriminated against because he

14 wasn't selected for a position due to a previous complaint

15 if I'm not mistaken.

16 Q And when did you first learn about his filing this

17 complaint against TVA?

18 A I don't recall.

19 Q Were you involved in the evaluation of the

20 position, the chemistry positions, when the determination

21 was made on whether they would be posted or not?

22 A No, I wasn't.

23 Q And do you know who did that evaluation?

24 A No, I don't.

25 Q When did you become involved in the selection
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1 process?

2 A Ben asked me to sit in for him. Normally we have

3 selection boards for interviewing managers and salary policy

4 employees. We sit in and facilitate. We being the Nuclear

5 Human Resource Consultants. We facilitate the managers

6 through it and he asked me if I would sit in for him. He

7 explained to me that Gary Fiser had filed a complaint

8 previously and that he had knowledge of that complaint and

9 didn't want anybody to think that he had done anything to

10 the selection. If anything else - if he didn't get the job

11 or if he did the job so I think he wanted everything to be

12 unbiased.

13 Q Okay.

14 A And I didn't know Gary.

15 Q Okay. Were you involved as far as preparing the

16 *packages on the individual applicants for that particular

17 position?

18 A No, I was not.

19 Q Were you involved with - from my understanding I

20 guess there is a package that is put together by Human

21 Resources for the managers?

22 A Right.

23 Q And there is also a book that is given to the

24 screening panel?

25 A Right.
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1 Q Were you involved with either one of those putting

2 those together?

3 A No, I wasn't.

4 Q Do you - and I did not bring any of the copies of

5 the notebooks with me.

6 MR. MARQUAND: I believe she has seen them before.

7 BY MS. BENSON: Okay.

8 Q Do you recall what was in those packages when you

9 were doing the facilitating during that screening panel?

10 A Each of the selection board members had a book and

11 in the book had the resume and the application of each

12 candidate if they had submitted a resume. There were

13 questions in the book. Each person was asked the same

14 question for the positions they had applied for.

15 There was a BWR position and a PWR position on the

16 ones that I sat in on. Gary Fiser applied on the PWR and

17 not the BWR so for those that applied on the BWR there 
were

18 some additional questions for those. I believe that was all

19 that was in the book.

20 Q Okay. In your job function back in '96 and when

21 you were working in that arena did you ever compile any 
of

22 those notebooks yourself?

23 A No. I mean I have compiled them for myself for

24 other interviews. Is that what you're asking?

25 Q Yes.
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1 A Yes.

2 Q That was one of your functions?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Okay. Is there a separate notebook - you know

5 once the applicants have all applied for the position is it

6 your job function to prepare separate notebooks for the

7 applicants that's given to the HR or the managers, selecting

8 manager?

9 A I guess I don't understand.

10 Q Okay. When each applicant applies for a position,

11 a vacant announcement --

12 A Right.

13 Q They apply based on that what do you do with those

14 applications?

15 A Okay, when we initially get all the applications

16 of everyone that has applied we give those to the selecting

17 supervisor. He develops a spread sheet on those to look at

18 their qualifications and how they meet minimum

19 qualifications, and then any other qualifications he or she

20 deems necessary to perform the job.

21 Then he rates or she rates all of those by the

22 same criteria. After that they select usually the top four

23 or five to interview.

24 Q Okay.

25 A I did not see that part of the selection process.
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1 Q Okay, so what I'll - the question I would ask you

2 then would be based on your experience in other packages

3 that you have prepared in other announcements when somebody

4 or all the applicants have provided their application and

5 their resume what information do you provide to the manager,

6 selecting manager, such as do you provide the application

7 itself filled out by the individual?

8 A I see what you're asking.

9 Q The resume?

10 A Yes, we provide all the documentation that they

11 have submitted to bid on a job. Some employees will send

12 their service reviews for the last four or five years. Some

13 will not. Some will send a resume and some will not.

14 We have a form that they are to fill out and

15 sometimes we will get that form and at the bottom it will

16 list their knowledge and skills that apply to that position.

17 Sometimes that's the only thing we get, but we give all that

18 information to the manager.

19 Q Okay.

20 A We also provide them with a PHR. Now I'm not sure

21 if they did in this instance. Sometimes we do and sometimes

22 we don't depending on how many vacancies we have going on

23 during that period of time.

24 Q And for the record can you advise us what PHR

25 stands for?
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1 A Yes, it's your personal history record. It's

2 microfilm of every - your whole history with TVA.

3 Q Okay, and does that PHR include service ratings or

4 -

5 A Yes, it does.

6 Q Their service evaluations?

7 A Yes, it does.

8 Q So that's something that usually is given to the

9 selecting manager along with the application?

10 A Yes.

11 Q Now is there a separate notebook that is put

12 together by Human Resources and the selecting manager that

13 is given to the screening panel?

14 A Yes, there is.

15 Q Okay.

16 A And that was in that book that I mentioned

17 earlier. The one that I used when I went to the selection

18 board. Each board member had an identical copy. I had a

19 copy of that, and in that notebook there were questions.

20 Normally what I do and I think Ben did the same thing at

21 that period of time is that we asked the selection board to

22 give us four pop questions that they feel would be necessary

23 to ask for the candidate or all the candidates.

24 Then we go through those and we show them to the

25 selecting supervisor and we go over those and put those
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1 together. I did not do that with this particular one. I

2 would assume Ben did that.

3 Q Other packages that you have prepared though for

4 the panel or screening boards what do you include in there?

5 What is standard for you to include in a package like that?

6 A I include all the documentation they've given when

7 they apply on a job --

8 Q Which includes --

9 A Only for the candidates being interviewed. Not

10 for all the candidates that applied. Only those that you're

11 interviewing. I include a copy of the usually the job

12 description and a copy of vacancy announcement, and a list

13 of the questions for each candidate. We set them up by the

14 name of the employee that we're interviewing so each

15 employee when we flip to the end they will have the same

16 thing in there.

17 Q In past packages that you have put together do you

18 normally include the evaluations of that employee?

19 A If they have submitted them.

20 Q And what do you do if they don't submit them?

21 A I do not put them in there.

22 Q And you know just having spoken to Mr. Easley what

23 he said is since - especially if it's TVA employees that

24 sometimes HR will take initiative to get copies of the

25 evaluations themselves since they know they have access to
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them. Is

A

Q

A

Q

applicant?

that standard or not?

I do not.

Okay.

He may have. I don't.

Okay, so that's only what is submitted by the

A Right, for me. That's how I put one together.

MS. BENSON: Do you have --

MR. MARQUAND: Do you want to ask her about the

interview process at all?

BY MS. BENSON: Well I think I've pretty much you

know just covered that with the other people I've talked to.

Q He's talking about the actual screening panel

yourself. I guess you were in control of when they would

answer question you know you can go over briefly how it was

handled with Mr. Easley in his interview. Not Mr. Easley.

I'm sorry. Mr. Fiser. You were present during that

interview, weren't you?

A I was present, right, for the interviews. I took

notes. I take notes during the interview process and then

after the candidate leaves we take about fifteen minutes or

I do with the selecting supervisor, or the management -- and

go over the strengths and witnesses of each candidate and I

list those.

I listed those on the back of each candidate's -
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1 there was a blue piece of paper in that particular file, and

2 that's what I do.

3 Q Did it seem to be a standard interview as far as

4 other interviews you had been in?

5 A Yes.

6 Q Anything out of the ordinary that you noticed?

7 A No, not at all. There wasn't anything unusual.

8 MR. MARQUAND: Wish I had thought to bring Ms.

9 Westbrook's notes of the interview with Mr. Fiser.

10 MS. WESTBROOK: Would you like for me to get them?

11 BY MR. MARQUAND: Do you want to ask her about

12 those at all?

13 A As I was looking through my notes I guess it was

14 yesterday or day before yesterday I made a notation on Gary

15 Fiser's and I guess I just need to look at them to see

16 exactly what it said.

17 As I looked through when we - Nuclear Power has

18 gone through the construction phase and now we're into the

19 operating mode and we have downsized quite a bit over the

20 past years. Now we're down to our best candidates so in

21 Gary's situation they were all excellent candidates

22 including Gary so what you look for in interviews are how do

23 they present themselves.

24 These are management level positions. We pay them

25 well to do what they do. They have certain specialties that
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1 we need and they need to deal with people well, and feel

2 confident in doing so.

3 As I looked through my notes he had made some

4 comments that I had put in quotes about his being at

5 Sequoyah Nuclear Plant and how he felt that - I can't

6 remember the exact words but he didn't feel comfortable.

7 No, his words were I wasn't ready for that position.

8 Then I looked on through there was another

9 candidate that we interviewed and he was concerned about his

10 educational background. Some of the fellows - one of the

11 fellows had a Ph.D. and they're very well educated. This

12 particular one did not although he was very -- and would

13 have appeared to be a very good candidate but he was

14 concerned over his educational background.

15 There were notes like that that when you're on a

16 selection board you're looking for a lot of different things

17 and that being one for people to feel confident and present

18 themselves well.

19 Gary appeared very relaxed in the interview. He

20 spoke very softly though and I was closest to him and had

21 difficult time at times hearing him but there were some -

22 there were several things in my notes that were sort of

23 concerning just about how he felt and maybe that he didn't

24 feel as confident doing those positions.

25 Q Were you responsible for evaluating yourself? I
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mean did you give --

A No, I did not.

Q Okay.

A I did not.

Q So you were there basically then to insure the

process went fairly?

A Right, right.

MR. MARQUAND: I don't have anything.

MS. BENSON: Like I said I hope it was painless

for you but I appreciate your time and I hope we haven't

held you up too long wondering when we were going to call

you down.

MS. WESTBROOK: No, not at all. I hope you get

lunch too.

MS. BENSON: Okay, we'll be terminating the

interview and the time now is approximately 1:25.

(Whereupon, at 1:25 p.m., the interview was

concluded.)
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